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Study of chemical reactions by surface second harmonic generation:
p-Nitrophenol at the air-water interface

Kankan Bhattacharyya, E. V. Sitzmann, and K. B. Eisenthal
Department of Chemistry, Columbia University, New York New York 10027

(Received 26 March 1987; accepted 13 May 1987)

In recent years, optical second harmonic generation pendicular to the plane of incidence was measured by setting
(SHG) has been shown to provide valuable new information the analyzer to collect only the s-polarized SH light. Such an
on a number of interfacial properties.' Since SHG is electric arrangement is selected because it contains the contribution
dipole forbidden in the bulk, this technique can be used to from the surface region alone and not the bulk region. -
probe selectively the interfacial layer between two centro- The observed s-polarized SH field amplitude (E 2) as a
symmetric media. Thus a wide variety of surfaces have been function of bulk pH of the solution is shown in Fig. 1. We
studied by this technique; a substantial amount of know]- found in earlier work 3 that up to a monolayer the nonlinear r
edge has been gathered about concentration, orientation, susceptibility 7!2 can be written as
and spectroscopy of the species at the interfaces. 2 '3 In our 12) =N,(rr(2)), (2)
earlier work, we focused our attention on the relative' 2 and N,
absolute' orientation of molecules at the surface of liquid where N, is the number of molecules per unit area of the
solutions. We now address the question of how the asymme- surface and 512) the molecular polarizability. From this rela-
try in the forces experienced by the molecules in the interfa- tion it follows that the second harmonic field E ,,' is linear in
cial region affects simple chemical equilibria. Specifically, N,. As the bulk pH is varied, the relative amount of HA and
using this technique we have investigated the acid-base equi- A-, as given by the bulk equilibrium constant for reaction
librium between p-nitrophenol (HA) and its anion (A ) (I ) changes. This results in a change in N, as the latter de-

pends on bulk concentrations. At low pH, the bulk concen-
OH 0 -  tration of HA has its largest value and this leads to a high

surface coverage of neutral HA molecules. In accordance
H2 0 " + H3O(+ 1  (I) with this an intense signal (about80timesthatofwater) was

0 observed. In extremely alkaline media (pH> 10), the bulk
N02  N02  HA molecules are almost totally converted into the anion

and we found that the SH signal decreased to the value ob-
As we will show, not only do the concentrations of the var-

ious species in the interfacial region differ from their bulk tamed from pure water. If there was a significant anion con-
values, but also the relative concentrations do not corre- centration at the surface we would readily observe it since its

spond to the bulk equilibrium constant. The "equilibrium SH signal should be more than 10 times that of water. The r

constant" in the surface region is vastly different from that in possibility of undissociated sodium phenolate formed by 'U
the bulk. The key factor is most likely the reduced polarity at neutralization with NaOH being present at the surface is

the surface due to the low density of molecules on the vapor
side of the surface. The effect of this is to decrease the stabil-
ity of charged species. e.g., A -, to such an extent that the 5__,_,_ ,_-_,
equilibrium in the interfacial region overwhelmingly favors 5H

the neutral undissociated HA molecules. It is to be noted + H +
that although the concentrations are dependent on their po- 48 -

sition..varying in a continuous, though very sharp way, from V NO2  NO 2
the bulk vapor to the bulk liquid, we can still define an aver- , 40 

age concentration for each of the species in this inhomogen- ,
oeous region. We then seek to compare the relative average E , 32

concentrations of the species in the interfacial region, e.g.. o
A -/HA. with the relative concentrations given by the bulk
equilibrium constant. In order to treat the position-depen- 0 24

dent concentrations (activities) in the interfacial region, we 3 6
would use the chemical potential, since its value for a given \ 16 0 %
species is the same at all positions in the system, i.e., bulk w
liquid, vapor, and the inhomogenous interfacial region. Dis- 8

cussions of this approach will be postponed to a later pubii- /-ueWe
cation.

0
The experimental setup consisting of a cavity-dumped. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

synchronously pumped dye laser, and single photon count- pM %

ing electronics is described elsewhere.'' The component of FIG I s-polanzed surface second harmonic field, E f,1 2d) ] of an

the surface second order nonlinear susceptibility v, per- aqueous solution ofp-nitrophenol as a function ofpH at 22 %C

1442 J Chem Phys 87 (2). 15 July 1987 0021-9606/87/141442-02S02 10 c 1987 American Institute of Physics
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IR diode laser study of vibrational energy distribution In CO2 produced
by UV excimer laser photofragmentation of pyruvic acid )

James A. O'Neill, Thomas G. Kreutz, and George W. Flynn
Department of Chemistry and "7olumbia Radiation Laboratory, Columbia University. New York
New York 10027

(Received 24 April 1987; accepted 10 July 1987)

Time domain absorption spectroscopy using a tunable, infrared diode laser has been used to
monitor the vibrational excitation of CO2 produced in the 193 nm excimer laser photolysis of
gas phase pyruvic acid (CH 3COCOOH). Nascent vibrational populations were measured in
the following ten vibrational states of CO2 : 0000, 02 0, 0220, 03'0, 0440, 0001, 0002, 0003, 01 1,
and 0221. Approximately 97% of the CO2 photoproduct is observed to be directly formed in
the vibrational ground state. The remaining molecules are formed with a significant degree of
vibrational excitation, having mode temperatures T(v 2 ) = 1800 ± 150 K, T(v 3 ) = 3700
± 1000 K, T(v 2 + v) = 2000 ± 400 K. The present experimental data suggest that the 193

mun photolysis may proceed through more than a single dissociation channel and involve a
number of different photofragments.

INTRODUCTION mercury, NO., and azulene. - '4 The high resolution

In recent years, the photodissociation dynamics of small (-0.0003 cm-') and the wide tunability of the diode laser

molecules has become a subject of great interest., Measure- make possible vibrationally and rotationally state-specific

ments of fragment energy distributions and angular orienta- studies in a wide variety of molecules. In this experiment.

tions have yielded a wealth of state-specific experimental in- virtually any rovibrational state of CO. can be probed by

formation about these dissociation processes. Such monitoring transitions of the type

information can provide insight into the geometry of the dis- CO. (mnp, J) + hv(4.3 am) - CO. (mnp - 1! ± 1)
sociating species and the nature of the potential energy sur- (1)
faces involved. -' In addition, theoretical models involving which share the large absorption coefficient of the v3 funda-
"half-collision" arguments and molecular dynamics on po- mental."5 The letters m, n, p, and J are (respectively) the
tential energy surfaces have become quite refined. The vast quantum numbers for the symmetric stretching bend-
majority of this experimental and theoretical work has ing (v2 ), and antisymmetric stretching (v 3) vibrations, and
sought to provide a detailed interpretation of the dissocia- the rotational motion of the molecule-
tion dynamics of predominantly diatomic and triatomic spe- In the present experiments, the UW photolysis of pyru-cieIn thie prsn xeietthe ooTVi ofhmostylarger polatmi le
cies. while the photolysis of most larger polyatomic mole- vic acid was investigated by monitoring the IR absorption of
cules is less well understood its CO 2 dissociation product. Previous photodissociationOf particular importance in understanding the dynam- studies in both the gas and liquid phases have shown that

ics of photofragmentation processes are experimental stud- stui in both the d d phs he hw t
pyruvic acid undergoes both thermal and photochemical de- pS

ies of vibrational energy disposal in the photoproducts. Such composition to yield predominantly acetaldehyde and
experiments yield information about mode-specific excita- """'. CO, %n::
tion of photolysis products, which can in some cases be ex- "
trapolated back to providea better understanding of the dis- CHCOCOOH + hv( 193 nm)-CH,CHO + CO.(mnp). ,

sociation mechanism." A variety of techniques, including (2)

infrared fluorescence, laser-induced fluorescence, and in- In one experiment which examined the vapor phase photoly-
frared laser absorption, have been employed to probe these sis of pyruvic acid at 366 nm, small amounts (I %-2% ) of
product state energy distributions.' A new technique, which methane and carbon monoxide were measured among the
is presently being developed in our laboratory to investigate photolysis products. " Several mechanisms for the dissocia-
chemical dynamics and molecular energy transfer, utilizes a tion of this molecule have been proposed. One of these in-
tunable diode laser absorption probe. '" This technique has volves a four-center mechanism which leads to the direct

been employed to monitor the time resolved IR absorption production of acetaldehyde and CO. while another involves
of CO2 molecules uudergoing collisions with fast hydrogen a five-center process which yields an hydroxycarbene inter-
and deuterium atoms as well as with electronically excited mediate species. A recent study which measured the 4.3 rn

CO, IR fluorescence as a function of dissociation wave-
Work performed at Columbia University and supported by the Depart- length supports the five-center mechanism involving the hy-
ment of Energy under Contract DE-ACOZ.78ER04940 Equipment sup- droxycarbene intermediate.20 In another experiment. mea-
port provided by the National Science Foundation under Grants CHE- surements of the infrared multiphoton decomposition of
80-23747 and CHE-85-17460. and by the Joint Services Electronics

Program (U.S. Army. U.S. Navy, and U.S Air Force) under Contract pyruvic acid suggest that the dissociation process occurs by
DAAG29-85-K-0049. unimolecular decomposition in high vibrational le els of the

4598 J Chem Phys. 87 (8), 15 October 1987 0021-9606/87/204598-0802 10 1987 American institute of Physics
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ground electronic state.' The UV photolysis of pyruvic acid long distances (5-7 m) necessary for the present experi-
is also thought to proceed through an internal conversion ments. Time-dependent changes in the absorption of the di-
step where highly vibrationally excited ground state mole- ode laser beam caused by CO2 produced in the photolysis
cules decompose to form acetaldehyde and CO2. °  process are monitored with a liquid nitrogen cooled InSb

In a previous study, we measured the re,, ive produc- detector and matched amplifier (300 ns response time). The
tion of CO2 bending and antisymmetric stretching quanta signals are acquired with a Biomation 8100 transient record-
formed in the 193 nm photolysis of pyruvic acid by probing er and signal averaged with a Nicolet 1170 averager.
the 01 0-01 l1 and 00Ol-00°2 transitions in CO,." The Using a 207 cm cell at a CO, pressure of 10 Torr, where .
present experiments extend this work by measuring the com- pressure broadening begins to make the direct spectral ob- .0

plete distribution of vibrational energy deposited in the CO, servation of weak absorption features difficult, the present'R,

bending, stretching, and combination state manifolds. We apparatus is able to detect the presence of molecules in states
have examined such overtone levels as 0220, 03'0, 0440, 0002, whose ambient population at room temperature is about
0003, 01I, and 0221, as well as the 00'0 ground state. In 10-' of the ground state population. In order to locate and
addition, we present preliminary information concerning identify transitions corresponding to high lying vibrational -PIN
the degree of rotational excitation in the CO 2 photofrag- levels which have extremely small ambient populations at
ment. room temperature, a portion (-8%) of the IR beam is split

off and directed through a CO: discharge reference cell.2 '
EXPERIMENTAL This cell consists of a high voltage dc discharge applied to a

The experimental apparatus employed in this study is low pressure mixture of CO., N., and He. It provides a
similar to that used in several previous IR diode-UV ex- steady state, non-Boltzman population of highly vibration-
cimer laser double resonance experiments carried out in our ally excited CO, with effective vibrational mode tempera-
laboratory." - ' Most of the experimental details have been tures as high as 2900 K.2' We present in Fig. 2 typical ab-
discussed previously, and only new features will be described sorption spectra observed through the auxiliary cell with the
here. The photolysis mixture, consisting of either neat pyru- discharge both on and off. Note that transitions from high
vic acid or a mixture of pyruvic acid and argon, flows lying vibrational levels such as 00'3 -00°4 are readily ob-
through a cylindrical gas sample cell 207 cm long (see Fig. served when the discharge is applied. This is remarkable be-
1). The 4 .3 gum cw output of a tunable IR diode laser (Laser cause there is less than 1 molecule/cm3 in a given rotational
Analytics) and the 193 nm pulsed output of a UV excimer level of the 0003 vibrational state for a I Torr sample at 300
laser (Lambda Physik) are collinearly propagated through K. Using the discharge cell, we have been able to probe CO.
the cell by the use of an IR transparent MgF, beam splitter vibrational levels as high as 05'0 and 0004. The reference cell I
coated for high reflectivity at 193 nm. The excimer laser is is also used to actively stabilize the diode laser frequency
operated in an unstable resonator configuration which mini- onto a specific absorption line during the experiment. The
mizes the divergence of the UV beam in the far field and reference signal is sent to a lock-in amplifier whose deriva-
allows for the propagation of the photolysis beam over the tive output is fed back to the diode laser current controller.

This procedure "locks" the laser frequency to the peak of
any given CO, absorption line appearing in the discharge
cell.
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FIG. I. A schematic diagram of the excimer/diode laser double resonance.%'
apparatus. The IJV photolysis source is a pulsed excimer laser operating at FIG. 2. Typicai CO. absorption spectra using the CO. discharge reference .'= -
193 nm, and the [R probe source is a tunable diode laser emittng at approxi- cell Top trace: Fringe pattern o0(a solid Ge etalon used for frequency, refer- "
mately 4.3Hm A portion ( -.-8%) ofthecdiode laser proe beamtisdiverted encmng tfree ,pectrat range ~ 0.0475 cm + 1 Middle irace: CO. absorption
ihrosigh a high voltage dc discharge cell uaed to locate the high vibrational specirumin ihe vicinity of2253cm - ob~served through the reference .e1
states of CO2 which are excited through an "anharmonac pumping'" pro- with the discharge applied ( N..CO. He -i 3 7 P.,, = l0 Torr: dischariie

cesa. The discharge cell is also used as a reference cell in conjunction with a current = 25 r - I Note the ieten 04 the absorption feature correspond. " -
lock-in amplifier to frequency stabilize the diode laaer. The IR probe beam ing to the transiton onigmfatang oe the high lying 1)1"3 sibhrational state ,.,.
is mode selected with a monochromator and detected with a liquid nitrogien Lower trace: CO. absorpton spectr'umI in the same spectral region with the %.,.%
cooled IR detector, discharge turned off. ,.,
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In order to account for the shot to shot instabilities of width). The amplitude of this detector limited rise is a mea-

our excimer laser photolysis source, the average pulse inten- sure of the number of CO2 molecules found in the (mn'pj)
sity is measured by diverting a portion of the UV beam to a level after a time interval of 300 ns, the response time of the
Gentec power meter and accumulating the signals with a detection system. The sample pressure and composition are
signal averager. The data is subsequently normalized by this chosen specifically to influence the dynamics occurring

factor. within this time period. For example, the partial pressure of
The pyruvic acid used in these experiments (Aldrich pyruvic acid is kept at 40-50 mTorr in order to assure ade-

98%) was purified by repeated fractional distillation under quate signal intensity while minimizing the partial pressure
partial vacuum conditions. Sample purity was checked with of the CO2 photoproduct. This ensures that vibrational re-
NMR spectroscopy. Pyruvic acid/argon samples were ob- laxation within each CO2 vibrational mode (which occurs
tained by combining a concentrated mixture of pyruvic acid within 2-25 CO,-CO collisions) is insignificant within the
vapor in argon (made by flowing argon across a reservoir of rise time of the detector. In addition, excess argon (typically
the liquid acid) with a stream of pure argon. By varying the 5 Torr) is added to the pyruvic acid in order to ensure corn-
relative flow rates of the two streams, a variety of sample plete rotational relaxation in each vibrational level of the
concentrations could be achieved while maintaining a total nascent CO2 molecules within the rise time of the signal. As
pressure of 5 Torr in the cell. The partial pressure of pyruvic a result, the population within a particular vibrational level
acid in each mixture was determined by comparing the tran- may, in principle, be obtained by measuring only one absorp-
sient absorption signal of the mixture with signals obtained tion line out of that level since the relative intensities of the
using known pressures of pure pyruvic acid in the cell. The absorption lines are given by the rotational Boltzman distri-
sample flow speed was sufficiently rapid to prevent the bution. However, the vibrational populations reported in the
buildup of photoproduct contaminants in the cell. It is par- next section are extracted from measurements taken on two -,

ticularly important to avoid the accumulation of vibrational- or more absorption lines per vibrational state, each of which .0
Iy relaxed CO. molecules whose significant room tempera- was found to yield similar results for the population of the
ture populations in the 0000 and 01 0 levels can distort entire vibrational level.
measur-ments of the nascent populations in these levels.

In a typical experiment, the change in the diode laser
absorption (mnp..) - (mnp + 1J ± 1) is measured fol- RESULTS
lowing the UV photolysis of pyruvic acid/argon mixtures. Immediately following the 193 nm photolysis ofpyruvic
Of particular interest is the prompt rise in signal intensity acid, transient IR absorption signals were observed while
which immediately follows the excimer laser pulse (20 ns monitoring the following CO, transitions:

0000-0001 P(60): 00'I - 00 2 P( 13),P( 17),P(37); .

01'0-01'1 P(49),P(35),P(30); 00'2 -00'3 P(IO),R(14),R(20);
0220-022l P(37),P(22).P(17): 0003-0004 R(23),R(25);
0 30-03'1 P(24),P(8),P(33); 01'I1-01'2 P(8),P(24);

04 0-0441 P( 10),P(20): 0221-02 2 P( 10);
1000-101 P(48); 00 0-00"1 R(40),R(48) 1

3 CO..,

Our investigation focuses on the bending (v.) and asymme- brational equilibration (i.e., between 010. 02 0. 03'0. etc.)
tric stretch (v,) vibrational modes ofCO. These modes are does not occur on this time scale.
only weakly coupled to each other, requiring approximately The absorption signals obtained by our apparatus are a
30 000 CO.-CO. collisions for intermode equilibration." 6  measure of the difference in population between the upper
Rovibrational levels in the bending and symmetric stretch and lower levels of the IR transition. In order to determine
(v,) modes, on the other hand. are strongly coupled via Fer- the nascent population in a particular vibrational lesel
mi resonances and easily reach vibrational equilibration (mn'p), it was necessary to take into account the nascent
within the rise time of the detector. As a result. these expert- population in the upper level (mnp - I ). In the present ex-
ments do not differentiate between the nascent populations periments, contributions by the upper state populations to
formed in such states as !0"0, 020, and 0220. Measurements the signals from low lying vibrational levels such as 00"0.
of the vibrational populations for the 1000 and 0220 states 01 0, 0220, 00"1, and 00 2 were determined directl. by prob-
yield a ratio ofN ,,/No2 .,, = 0.40 t 0.10, which is in excel- ing (respectively) the 00"l.01'l. 02- 1. 00"2. and 00"3 states.
lent agreement with the value of 0.39 predicted by Boltz- For higher vibrational levels, it was necessar. to estimate the

mann statistics at room temperature. This indicates that the contribution of the upper state by extrapolating from the
Fermi-mixed v, and v. vibrational states have attained ther- measured data. Since the nascent populations were found to
mal equilibrium through collisions with argon within the fall off rapidly with increasing energy, the upper state contri-
response time of the detector. Nevertheless, intramode vi- butions were usually negligible. "
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Probe: 0220--0221 P(22) 'I,

0110 "- 0"1, P(30) P z200mtorr; X: 193nm
4OmTorr PyruvicAcid,,1-.u c ci
+ STorr Argon 50Adsec full scale -

20,sec full scale

A) 0 torr Ar
0001 " 00 0 2,P(37),

40mTorr Pyruvic Acid B B I torr Ar
+-5 Torr Argon ."

06
40psec full scale C) 2 torr Ar

.iiin th 19 3 torr Ar

0001 - 0002, P(37) FIG. 4. Transient absorption signals obtained while monitonng the
020-02-1 P!122) transition in CO. following the 193nmphotolyssofpyr- k.,

40 mTorr Pyruvic Acid uvic acid. These cur-,es illustrate the effect of added Ar on the rotational
+ 5 Torr Argon equilibration process which is responsible for feeding population into this

200 A sec full scale state. As the pressure ofAr is increased, the initial change in absorption of
the diode laser becomes more rapid because the rate of rotational equilibra-
tion is increased.

'

FIG. 3. Transient absorption signals obtained while monitonng the lowest %1

bending and asymmetnc stretching levels of the CO. photofragment. The 01popt rise in the signal corresponds to the direct formation of CO. mole- increased argon pressure on the initial rise time of the 02'0 _ ,!

cules in the rovibrattonal level being probed by the diode laser. The initial P(22) absorption signal is shown in Fig. 4. The addition of 5
population of CO: found in the OOl level is substantially smaller than that Torr of argon was found to ensure complete rotational relax-
found in 0'0, but the long time 0"Y population increases dramatically due ation within the rise time of the detector. Subsequent in-
to collisional excitation.

surements of other CO. vibrational levels were carried out
under these conditions.

In Fig. 5 we present the relative nascent vibrational pop--
Bending excitation in the CO2 photoproduct ulations measured for the 01 Po. 02 0, 03'0, and 04'0 bending

Transient absorption signals were obtained while moni- states of CO. The logarithm of the vibrational populations is
toring the 0110, 0220, 03 0, and 04 0 bending mode vibra- seen to decrease linearly with the vibrational energy, sug-

tions in the CO, fragment. The 01 0 signal, shown in Fig. 3, gesting a mode "temperature" for the bending levels which is ¢ %I
exhibits a detector limited rise (iimmediately following the significantly hotter than 300 K. By fitting a line to the levels

excimer laser pulse) corresponding to the CO2 molecules with bending excitation, we find that the effective mode tem- %"?

which are formed directly or relax into the 01'OJ = 30state. perature is almost 1800 K. While mode temperatures nor-
Following the prompt rise, we observe more complex tempo- mally include the ground state, our results (below) suggest

that the vibrationally excited CO, photoproduct appears to
ral behavior which reflects the subsequent relaxation during be the result of a dissociation process which is different from
collisions with other species present in the sample cell. Qual- th r s gound s tate Or o lecules As afret.
itatively similar temporal profiles were observed in all of the thetwo po ts ust ate separaely.bendig levl sigalsthe two populations must be treated separately. ..
bending level signals.

Evidence of rotational excitation within the 0220 vibra-
tional state is seen in the 0220 P(22) and P(37) signals ( not Antisymmetric stretching excitation in the CO" -
shown) for pure pyruvic acid at pressures below 0. 1 Torr. At photoproduct
pressures as low as 40 mTorr, the P(37) transition displays Transient absorption signals were obtained while mont- -
an initial rise which is detector limited. The P(22) absorp- toring the 0001, 00'2. and 00'3 antisymmetrc stretching %
tion signal, on the other hand, is not detector limited and states of CO, following the photodissociation pulse. The
rises at a rate which is dependent on the total gas pressure. 001 signal, shown in Fig. 3. displays a small, detector limit-
This suggests that CO, molecules which are produced in the ed rise followed by a much slower, large amplitude increase.
0220 pure bending state are also formed with significant rota- The fast rise is caused by CO. molecules which are directly
tional excitation. The lower rotational levels are filled during produced with antisymmetric stretching vibration as a result
subsequent rotational relaxation. For states such as 0220, of the photolysis process. The slower, large amplitude rise is
vibrational energy transfer from levels 1000, 0200 can also due to energy transfer into the asymmetric stretch mode as a
occur as a result of collisions as noted above. The effect of result of collisions with hot photofragments. The addition of
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,oD.ooo Formation of ground state CO2 (000) photoproduct

40o ti, Acid The production of CO, in the vibrational ground state
,5 tort Av,., was measured by probing the 000-0001 transition. Since

' the amount of CO, present in the atmosphere is sufficient to
T- 235 cause complete absorption of the diode laser beam at fre-

. T 10O0*K quencies near the peak of the room temperature rotational
020 distribution, we found it necessary to monitor the

030 -000-001 transitions of "CO2 during the photolysis. The
102 osmall (1%) natural abundance of this species limits atmo-

T 2000 t400*K spheric absorption of the diode laser and allows examination

o-i of rotational levels close to the peak of the room temperature
o-3 021 Boltzmann distribution. We assume that the dynamics of thedissociation process involving "CO are the same as those

003 involving the lighter "CO. species. In theory, the vibration-
r.sio±OOO'K al population can also be measured by monitoring a very

2000 3000 4000 6000 high rotational line in the ground state of CO.. However,
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 ?000 this latter method involves the extraction of an entire vibra-

STATE ENERGY (eW), tional population from a weak absorption line located on the

FIG. 5. Nascent distibution of population among the vanous vibrational wings of the rotational distribution, and as a result. involxes
states of the CO, photoproduct immediately following the photolysis putse a great deal of experimental uncertainty.
Note the large abundance of molecules which are directly formed in the The 'aCO, 00*0-00°1 absorption signals exhibit an ini-
ground state as well as the hot mode temperatures which are suggested by tial prompt rise which has a very large amplitude. Relative
the distnbution of molecules among the vibrationally excited states of CO,.
The v, and v2 modes in CO: are tightly coupled through the Fermi reso- population measurements show that the number of mole-
nance pairs present in the molecule. Thus, with the large excess of Ar pres- cules directly formed in this state during pyruvic acid photo-
ent in these experiments, it is not possible to obtain unambiguous results for lysis is 30 ± 6 times that produced in the 01'0 bending state
the nascent populations in such levels as 10'0, 02'0. and 0220 which are
rapidly equilibrated by CO,-Ar collisions during the nse time of the detec-
tion system. fragments are formed in the ground vibrational level. This

result is in excellent agreement with our previous study
which showed (by absolute population measurements rath-
er than the relative measurements presented here) that only
3% of the nascent CO, molecules are found in the 01' 0 lev-

argon to pure pyruvic acid caused no change in the ampli- el.2i In addition, an initial prompt rise (which was subse-
tudes or rates of these features, suggesting that rotational quently relaxed by the presence of excess argon) was seen in
relaxation does not play a significant role in these signals. rotational levels as high as '2CO. 00°0 J = 60. This suggests
The nascent vibrational population of each of the antisym- a high degree of rotational excitation in CO, molecules
metric stretching states is shown in Fig. 5. Note that the which are produced in the ground state during the photoly-
absolute number of molecules directly produced in these lev- sis.
els is much smaller than that found in the vibrational states
of the bending manifold, but the population distribution
within the stretching mode is substantially hotter than the DISCUSSION

bending states, having an effective mode temperature of There are several interesting features of the pyruvic acid
3700 K. photodissociation process which can be compared to the

data obtained in the present experimental study. Figure b
B end/stretch excitation in the CO2 photoproduct shows an energy diagram for the photofragmentation event.

Excitation in bend/stretch combination states of the Overall, the production of carbon dioxide and acetaldehyde
CO, photoproduct was observed by measuring the transient from pyruvic acid is exothermic by 5 kcal/mol. This energy
absorption signals for the 01l1 - 01 2 and 0221 - 022 2 tran- ( - 1750 cm- i) is quite small compared to that available
sitions. These signals demonstrate temporal behavior which from 193 nm photolysis (152 kcal/mol or 53 150 cm-I)

, is qualitatively similar to that shown by the pure antisymme- because of the high energy of the UV photon. Even if the
tric stretching levels (see Fig. 3), showing an initial prompt products initially produced by photodissociation are the hy- I %
rise followed by a slower, large amplitude increase due to droxycarbene intermediate and carbon dioxide, there is still
vibrational energy transfer from hot photofragments. The a huge amount of energy left over (20 650 cm -') to be divid-
nascent populations for the 01 ' and 022l level, shown in ed among the fragments. The present data, which show that
Fig. 5, have an effective vibrational temperature of approxi- more than 95% of the CO, molecules are produced in the
mately 2000 K. This value lies between the mode tempera- vibrational ground state, leave this rather large energy unac-
tures of the pure bending levels and the pure asymmetric counted for.
stretch states, just as thecombination state vibrational popu- Simple geometric considerations suggest that the CO,
lations lie in between the pure bend and asymmetric stretch molecules produced in the photofragmentation process
populations. should have large amounts of bending energy. The CO, cen.
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much hotter than is observed, especially considering that a

substantial number of the acetaldehyde modes have higher
so --- vibrational frequencies than those of CO..

There appear to be a variety of possibilities which can
account for the "missing energy." First, there is more than

!C-- 1 C1  9 c enough energy available from the very energetic 193 nm UV

" (4.0 photon to break several bonds in pyruvic acid. Thus, photo-;;* (4.0 eV or b
"

100 16.4 *V or 32500cm
1  dissociation may actually produce more than two fragments

51400 c.-') (e.g., CO., CO. CH, etc.), and some of the missing energy

E .153 k_0 could simply be going into molecular bond breaking. Small
-iole amounts of CO and CH 4 have been observed during the 366

(6.6ev or
550 t.111 nm of pyruvic acid, but a product analysis study of this pho-W. so° toreaction has not been made at 193 nm. "' We are presently -.w

', +o C .investigating this point by using diode lasers to probe for the
CI 0 ~o Ipresence of CO and CH. following 193 nm photodissocia-

tion of pyruvic acid. Preliminary results indicate that a mena-
surable amount of CO is formed immediately upon photo-

4- dissociation.

T 0 0 Second, the missing energy could be accounted for if
CH / \/ s 5.-cal I 1+ " electronically excited states of the products are formed. The

,, 1r~o 1 ,,0-1 / +\ 1 most obvious of these is the hydroxycarbene intermediate/
isomer which is 20 650 cm- above the ground state of nor-

FIG. 6. An energy level diagram indicating the energetics of the 193 nm mal acetaldehyde. The hydroxycarbene intermediate is espe-
photolysis of pyruvic acid. The final CO. and acetaldehyde products are
exother ic by 5 kcal/mol. The formation of a transient hydroxycarbene cially appealing since pyruvic acid is expected to be an inter-
mtermediatespectesalongthedissociattonpathwayrequiresapproximately nally hydrogen-bonded monomer in the gas phase.,.
!4 kcal/ ol of the total 147 kcal/mol which is available in the photolysis Nevertheless. if this is the only excited species formed, large
process amounts of energy are still available for vibrational excita-

tion in the CO. product. A higher electronic state of acetal-'0%
ter in the acid is sp- hybridized with a 120 deg angle for the dehyde, the hydroxycarbene, or even CO, could, of course,
O-C-O bond, while free CO2 has linear, sp hybridization. account for a large amount of energy. In this regard, it is
Assuming that the H atom on the acid center is transferred interesting to note that strong excitation of the CO, v, mode,
to the CHCO fragment without significant rearrangement which might result from the relaxation of such a highly ex-
during photodissociation, a simple Franck-Condon argu- cited species, was observed on a long time scale in the present
ment would predict a large amount of bending excitation in experiments. In addition, absorption signals for the
the final CO. product due to the changing geometry alone. 01 '0-01'1 transition in CO. show a similar long time filling
Clearly, some molecules are produced with substantial of the fundamental bending state. While a full characteriza-
bending excitation since - 3% of the CO. is found in the tion of the long time behavior of all vibrationally excited
01 0, 02 0. 03'0, 04'0 states with a distribution correspond- states is needed, the present observations suggest that both
ing to a rather high temperature ( 1800 K). Nevertheless, bending and stretching levels of the product CO, molecule
this represents an extremely small fraction of the total ener- are populated to a similar extent on a long time scale, prob-
gy held by the photodissociated species. Antisymmetric ably due to collisions with hot photofragments present in the
stretching excitation might also be expected as the C-O bond cell after the dissociation process.
lengths change during the evolution from pyruvic acid to Finally, nascent vibrational populations have been mena-
free CO, but the amount of such excitation is observed to be sured in only ten low lying vibrational levels of CO. CO,
an order of magnitude less than that found in the bending could be produced in vibrational levels higher than those
mode. Of course, considerable rearrangement of the pyruvic probed, i.e., the observed decrease m vibrational population
acid would be expected to occur through a five center transi- with increasing energy may be part of a bimodal vibrational
tion state in which the acid H atom is shared by two 0 atoms energy distribution. Mitigating against such a picture are
which are in turn attached to two different carbon atoms. In "harvesting" experiments, where pyruvic acid was photodis- ,
such a structure t :e simple geometric arguments presented sociated in the presence of a large background of cold CO.,
above would no longer be expected to hold because the disso- which did not reveal the presence of vibrational energy held
ciating species would not necessarily have the ground state in higher vibrational levels. Sacb experiments are not fool-
geometry. proof, however. and the possibility of a bimodal distribution

The majority of the missing energy is unlikely to have cannot be entirely ruled out at the present time.
been carried away by a vibrationally hot acetaldehyde frag- The possibility that a large aiammt of the initially depos-
ment. While acetaldehyde does have 15 vibrational modes ited photon energy appears in the translational degrees of
compared to 4 for CO,. it is extremely difficult to see how freedom of the recoiling fragmtents was considered by taking
such a vibrationally hot species (20 650-53 150 cm - ) advantage of the high resolution of due diode laser and mea-
could separate from CO, without leaving the latter molecule suring the product CO, absorption hnewidth immediately
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following the photolysis event. Such measurements were These results suggest that the 193 nm photolysis may pro-

performed for various 0220-- 0221 P, Q, and R branch transi- ceed through two dissociation channels having markedly

tions at a pressure of 25 mTorr (pure pyruvic acid) where different fragmentation mechanisms. In addition, evidence

the time interval between collisions is - 4 is. Under these of substantial rotational excitation has been observed.

conditions, no linewidth changes were observed in the time The vibrational excitation in the CO2 photofragment

interval approximately I /s after the excimer laser pulse. accounts for only a small fraction of the energy available in
This observation suggests that little translational energy ap- the dissociation process. The remaining 6 eV of available

pears among product CO, molecules which are vibrational- energy is sufficient for the production of electronically excit-

ly excited during the photolysis process in the 0220 state. The ed acetaldehyde or CO products as well as the further frag-

possibility that the large amount of ground state CO, photo- mentation of the acetaldehyde molecule. Preliminary results
fragment is produced translationally hot is presently under indicate that CO molecules are also produced during the 193
investigation by measuring the linewidth of the 000-00°l nm photodissociation. A more complete picture of the pho-

absorption transition after the photolysis process. tofragmentation dynamics should emerge with a wavelength
The presence of a large amount of energy in the transla- dependent analysis of the dissociation products.

tional degrees of freedom of the product molecules could These experiments demonstrate the power of time do-

also manifest itself in the rotational equilibration process main diode laser absorption spectroscopy for the measure-
which occcurs in these experiments since translations and ment of nascent vibrational state distributions in polyatomic
rotations equilibrate rapidly. The importance of such an ef- molecules. Recent experiments at lower pressures have dem-
fect, however, is expected to be small since under typical onstrated the usefulness of this technique in extracting rota-
experimental conditions the temperature rise in the cell is tionally resolved product state distributions for a variety of
5 10". Such a small increase in temperature would not cause experiments.28 We are presently applying these methods to

* a large enough shift in the rotational distribution to account examine the nascent rotational distributions in the CO2 pho-
for the .ransient population changes which are observed in tofragment from pyruvic acid in order to futher elucidate the

S. the present experiments. dynamics of the 193 nm photolysis. The extremely high reso-
Overall, the data taken in the present experiments may lution of the diode laser ( - 0.0003 cm- ) can also be used to

well indicate a dual channel mechanism for photodissocia- measure the linewidth of the nascent product states in order

tion. One channel appears to produce a small amount of CO, to obtain information about the recoil velocity of the CO,
with a high degree of vibrational excitation, and could repre- fragment.
sent the conventional Franck-Condon picture in which the
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Rotationally resolved isotope effect in the hot atom collisional excitation of
CO2 (0001) by time-dependent diode laser spectroscopy
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New York 10027

Ralph E. Weston, Jr.
Department of Chemistry, Brookhaven National Laboratory. Upton, New York 11973
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The study of collisional energy tr: ',fer between transla- turn in the CO, asymmetric stretch and bend vibrations was
tional and internal degrees of freedom has received increased measured, and the data indicated a substantial isotope effect
attention in recent years. "- An efficient source of transla- with the heavier DO atom exciting the lower frequency bend
tional energy is the excimer laser photolysis of small mole- preferentially.
cules to produce hot atoms with energies of several eV. In the In the present experiments, 193 nm pulses from an ArF
present work, hot deuterium atoms have been produced by excimer laser with unstable resonator optics (Lambda-Phy-
photolysis of DS: sik EMG 201) are propagated down a 9 ft sample cell

DS- hv(193 nm)-D*(Etr = 2.16eV) + DS. (1) through which flows a 1/1 mixture of D.S/CO, or H.,S/

Inelastic scattering then produces excited C0 2 : CO. Tunable cw radiation from a diode laser (Laser Ana-
lytics) at 4.3 /m is propagated through the cell collinearly

DO + CO, (000,f) -D,- CO, (0001, J'). (2) with the excimer beam. The diode laser is tuned to specific
rotational lines of the 000°1 -0002 vibrational band of CO_.

High-resolution diode laser spectroscopy is then used to
probe the rotational level of the CO, (00'1) state: Time-resolved changes in the transmitted IR intensity are

measured with an lnSb detector. The signals are digitized.
CO (0001,J ' ) +hv(4.3/um)-CO, (002, J '- 1). (3) summed, and sent to a computer for storage and later analy-
In this Communication we report the observation of a pre- sis.
ference for excitation of high J relative to low J levels of CO. Transient absorption signals of the 001 -002 P( 13),
(0001) by hot D atoms compared to hot H atoms. P(19), P(29), P(35). P(39), P(41 ), P(5 ). P(59), and

This experiment is based on an earlier study of the rota- P(65) transitions in CO. were obtained at sample pressures
tional distribution of CO, (001, J) due to collisions with of 25 rTorr. The low pressures used assure that rotational
hot H atoms at 2.30 eV produced by the photolysis of HS.9  relaxation of the CO, ( -4 ps) is substantially slower than
In that study, the rotational distribution was found to be the rise time of the detection system ( -0.5 us), permitting
peaked at J = 33, substantially higher than the room-tern- direct measurement of nascent rotational populations. The
perature Boltzman distribution peak of J = 15. In work observed signals for high rotational levels of 000l CO, have
completed prior to that study,7'- the total number of quan- an initial fast rise due to direct formation of excited CO. by

1894 J Choem Phys 87 (3), I August 1987 0021-9606/87/151894-02$02 10 e 1987 American institute of Physics
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RATIO OF C0 2 (00 1,3) EXCITATION BY Hrv?. 0 tions, ratios of HO and DO atom fast rise amplitudes were
* N 2s/co.it. smto,, measured by locking the diode laser on a given

0001. J' -00 02,J' - I transition and flowing through the gas
cell an H2S/CO2 sample and then a D2S/CO: sample. When
plotted as a function of rotational level, these ratios show a

41 significant negative slope (see Fig. 1). From the ratios and
the previously measured H* atom distribution,' the DO atom
distribution can be obtained. While the overall vibrational

0f l excitation of CO, (001, J) by HO atoms is about twice as
efficient as excitation by DO atoms. Fig. I shows a clear pre-
ference for higher J by deuterium as compared to hydrogen.

.0 - The available angular momentum in a hot H or D colli-
sion is L =/sbg where/M is the reduced mass, b the impact

00 parameter, and g the relative speed. For fixed b, D*/CO:
0 0 collisions have a V2 larger L than H*/CO collisions. This

z
probably accounts for the increasing excitation probability
of high J 001 levels by DO atoms compared to H* atoms.

Work performed at Columbia University and supported
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data. The inset scope trace shows the change tn absorption of the diode r
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COLLISIONAL UP-PUMPING CO2 DISCHARGE CELL ABSORPTION SPECTRUM

COt(O01 )+ COt (00I) C ( C0 2(002 CO(O O) -C 0oo47(0.-"

.TALON F'INGS s ft

5.

ftwa 'f."

WW ,--

DSC.fAP0 OFF

b) OftSCft.&%( ON

1002-40 S0t

23i0 055 cm
GIODE LASER ABSORFTiON F-g-, 2. rypical CO discharge cell absorption spectra in the 2300-cm -

C0 2 (00 2;J- 20) + . 4 .3L.m) - C0 2 (00 3; J a 211 region with the discharge (ai turned off and (b) ignited t "5 m A M Note

flg I. Time domain absorption signal for the (0002) - (0003) R(20) that the intensity of the (0002) - (0003) Rt 14) line at 2310035 cm 5

transition of CO, following excitation of the (0011) level bv 9.6-5 m iS incrased bI 8 orders of magntude when the dtchargc ts turned on
radiatton from a Q-switched COI laser The sample ts a t.10 mixture population of highly vibrationally excited CO 2 , with "effective"
of C0j:Ar at a total presaure of 1.0 Torr and a temperature of 298 K (Treanor-type") vibrational mode temperatures as high as 2900 ,.-
The trace represents the average of 32000 signals and has a time base K' nti xeiet h icag nacste(02
of 20 js full scale K." In this experiment. the discharge enhances the (00"1

population by more than 8 orders of magnitude (from - 10-1 to
creates steady-state populations of vibrationally hot CO, and 0.05 of the ground-state populauon), providing a precise frequenc.
provides frequency references for thousands of high-lying rovib- reference for each (0002) - (0003) absorpton line Accurate ,
rational lines which are normally inaccessible at room temperature assignments of the additional lines present in the discharge are .f-,
The TDL /discharge cell combination allows virtually every in- made possible by high-resolution FTIR spectroscop of discharge
portant rovibrational level in the CO, laser to be probed with excited CO,." T),pical reference cell absorption spectra are sho'sn
extremely high temporal znd spectral resolution. in Figure 2. Note the dramatic increase of available absorption

lines when the discharge is employed.
Exlperilientll SectionllA lsi "::'

Data AnalysisIn the present double-resonance experiment, the 9.6-am output The kinetics of the collisional up-pumping process given in eq
of a Q-switched CO, laser is propagated through a 2-m-long 1 may be modeled simply by 5,

sample cell containing a 1:10 mixture of CO and argon. popu-
lating the C0 2(000l) vibrational state. The argon promotes ro- N2(t) - k[NI(r)] 2 - k,N,,(t) (2)
tational relaxation within each CO, vibrational level without where N,(t) is the population in (O0n) and k and k-, are the
significantly affecting vibrational relaxation, so that the rotational forward and backward rate constants. Since N and .V,(t) are
levels are described by a Boltzmann distribution throughout the not significantly perturbed by the up-pumping process, eq 2 is
experiment. In addition, the rare gas limits radial diffusion of uncoupled from the analogous equations for .\i and N(t). As
excited CO 2 molecules out of the probe beam. The diode laser, a result, the general solution to eq 2 may be written
which is used to monitor (via absorption at 4.3 jm) the time- ,
dependent populations in the (0002) level, is copropagated along N,(t) -. kfo,[1V (, ,)]2 e

-1 1_,"'' di (3)
the cell axis. passed through a monochromator (to discriminate o
against competing spatial and longitudinal modes), and detected As a first approximation, we assume that the (0001) population
with a cooled (77 K) InSb detector. Time-resolved changes in has no significant time dependence on the time scale of interest,
the transmitted intensity of the diode radiation are acquired with l/.Vk_,. and so Nl(1) may be approximated by using a step
a Biomation 8100 transient digitizer and averaged on a Nicolet function with amplitude. N. Assuming N(r<0) 0. the solution
1170 signal averager. A trigger is provided by detecting a portion to eq 3 is given by
of the CO, laser pulse ( -0 4 -us width) with a cooled (77 K)
HgCdTe detector having a response time of -0. l us. A typical / = .V(-)[I - e (4)

time domain absorption signal for the (0002) level is shown in where V,(-) = [N :k/Nok_,
Figure 1, where the diode laser is tuned to the (0002) - (0003) Time domain absorption signals were taken on the (0042 R( 141
R(20) transition at 2313.959 cm -  In order to locate this ab- and R(20) lines at total pressures ranging from 0 3 to 10 Torr
sorption line and lock the diode laser to this frequenc,, a portion e., CO. partial pressures of 27 3-909 mTorr) The signals were
of the beam is split off before the sample cell and directed through fit to the right-hand side of eq 4 multiplied b% a term e' to
a CO, discharge reference cell and into a monochromator/ IR account for the slow ( -54 ms- Torr; ref 4) relaxation of 0001
detector The reference cell absorption signal is sent to a lock-in and diffusion of molecules out of the diode beam Fitted values
amplifier whose output is fed back into the diode laser current
controller for frequency stabilization This configuration fixes (12) Treanor. C E, Rich. J W . Rehm. R G J ( hem Phi 191O. 41
the frequency of the diode laser at the peak of a single absorption 1Q6
line throughout the duration of the experiment (I3) Deng. C. Reid. J. Garside. B K 4ppl Phi 1I1112. B. 4' Bafll,

The discharge reference cell consists of a high-voltage dc D. Rossetti. C . Guelachil. G Chem Phvi 1985 k'. 101
(14) Bllv D. Farrenq, R . Rossetti. C J W/o! Spcru'st 147R, 'n0 .4

discharge (16 kV; 25 mA) applied to a low-pressure mixture of B&ulIs. D. Farrenq. R. Guelachvli. G , Rossetti. C J Woi Sperroi, II.l
CO,. N:, and He It provides a steady-state. non-Boltzmann 90. "4 Badl, D 3 eme Cycle Thesis. L stversit, of Parts-Sud. 1970
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Q•Figure 4. Time domain absorption signal for the 10002) - (00"3) R(20)
Zooo - I )transition for a 1: 10 mixture of CO, and Ar at a total pressure of I 0 Torr

and a temperature of 298 K The best it to this data using eq 5 is shown
bN the smooth line.

,Soo-

3b. When fitted to a straight line with zero intercept, the fitted
slope is k-1  (5.0 * 0.6) X 10' s-' Torr-'. i.e.. a forward rate

of k = (5.6 0.7) X 10' s Torr-'. The fitted value for 6 is fairly
constant over a large pressure range, having an average of 1.5

s us- (a response time of 0.70 ,us), exactly the value observed for
the roll off of the rates plotted in Figure 3a

5,0 In the fitting model employed above, the 10 0U 1 ) population is
treated as a step function, rising to its maximum value..A, im-
mediately upon firing the CO. laser. An alternative explanation

•w of the observed induction period may be the presence of significant
0 0time dependence in the (00°1) population on the time scale of our

00 0, 02 05 04 measurement. Processes which might be responsible for such a
Cot PAR, A, tSUR,, time dependence include ( I ) incomplete rotational equilibration

Figure 3. Graphs of signal rise rate. k- N0 .versus CO, partial pressure within the (001) level, (2) the finite rise time of the CO: laser
for (a) a simple exponential solution N. ti given in eq 4 and (b) an (measured pulse width -0.4-us fwhm), and (3) depletion (-8%)
induction period solution .*"' lzl given in eq 5 Fitted slopes for these of the (0001) level by the fast process
graphs are given bs (a)k.. ,- (3 3 * 08) x 10 s-' Torr - and (b) k
= 50 ± 06) x 10 s Torr' Onl, solid data points were used in the C0 2 (000

1 ) + C0 2 (01 10) -

linear fit of the slope. k.,. and in (b) the intercept was constrained to be
equal to zero CO(01I) + CO:(000 0) . = -13 cm - 16)

which occurs at a rate of (5.3 * I) X 10' s- 1 Torr - (ref 9)
for k_,,N 0 are graphed as a function of pressure in Figure 3a. and However, additional modeling of these processes yields essentiallt.
linear behavior is observed up to CO: parrtial pressures of 450 the same value for k given above, suggesting that eq 5 is adequate
mTorr The slope of these data points is given by k-1 = (3.3 + for extracting k from the data.
0.8) x 101 s - ' Torr'. i.e., a forward rate for eq I of k = (3.7 *
0 9) X 106 s Torr' The obsersed rates roll off at a maximum Discusion
of 1400 ms - '. corresponding to the detector/amplifier response
time of -07 (s ,V,'M reproduces the induction period seen in the obsersed

Typical (0002) time domain absorption signals (see for example time domain (0002) signals, and as a result, the fitted rise times
Figure I) exhibit a small induction period following the CO, laser are faster than those obtained with the simple exponential solution
pulse, suggesting the presence of a secondary process which occurs for ,V,() given in eq 4. The model yields a correct value for the
on the same time scale of the signal of interest We believe that time response of the detection system (as determined in Figure
this feature may be a'tributed to the finite response ( -0 7 us) 3a) and provides a small correction to the value for the rate
of the detection system In order to improve upon the simple data constant obtained via eq 4. Our best estimate for the collisional
analysis given above, the observed signal. .v:.**d(t. is a modeled up-pumping rate, k. is thus (5.6 4. 0.7) x 10' s Torr-' or ( 1.7
by ustng a standard first-order differential equation to describe ± 0.2) X 10- 0 cm3 s -' molecule-- at 298 K This value is quite
the detector amplifier response, driven bs the simple exponential close to both previous estimates'-'' and rates for similar near-
solution for .Vir) given in oq 4 The observed time domain signal resonant processes.' -' The distorted wave Born :alculations of
is then given b., Pack"' yield a value of k = 9.2 x 101 s' Torr -', but he suggests

that the actual rate is only 0.75 of this value i.e., 6.9 X 10' s-:
% ,,1oo [k '=e- - be-' (5) Torr'. In addition, Thomason gives a value of (7 61 ± 0.24) X

") k - _,, 10' s-' Torr -' at 700 K. measured by double-resonance using a
sequence band CO. laser.' 0

where 6 is a free Oarameter representing the response time of the In summary, we have measured the rate for collisional up-
detection system The measured (000?) signals were fitted to the pumping in CO using the powerful combination of a tunable diode
right-hand side of eq 5. multiplied by a term e' as before .\s laser spectrometer and CO: discharge reference cell. This .p-
shown in Figure 4, N.2 0t) exhibits an induction period similar paratus provides a high-resolution absorption probe capable of
to that seen in the data Values for k ,.%, obtained from this measuring CO 2 populations in rovibrational levels as high as 3analysis are graphed as functions of CO. partial pressure in Figure eV in energy We are presently using this TDL, discharge cell
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combination to measure the nascent rotational and vibrational surface chemical reactions.' 11

distributions of excited CO 2 molecules created by a variety of
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Direct formation of dielectric thin films on
silicon by low energy ion beam bombardment

,N S S Todorov. C F Yu and E R Fossum, Department of Electrical Engineering and Columbia Radiation
Laboratory, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027, USA p.

Dielectric films with thickness of the order of 50 A are obtained at room temperature by bombarding exposed
silicon surfaces with an oxygen-containing ion beam of energy 60 eV. Silicon nitride thin films have also been
formed using the same technique. The film thickness is seff-limited and largely independent of ion dose. AES
and XPS analysis of the produced thin films indicate that the films are not entirely stoichiometric and contain
lower oxidation states of silicon. The high electrical quality of the oxide hims is demonstrated by the successful
fabrication of n-channel MOS transistors with gate dielectrics obtained by ion beam oxidation at room
temperature.

Introduction control over the process parameters and compatibility with other
ion beam or vacuum techntques.

Silicon dioxide is an indispensable materia! for silicon MOS oad or-vacuum ibesh

technology where its excellent dielectric properties are used both teoad of etals or bato of peondutn a d
the oxidation of metals for fabrication of superconducting "' and

for insulation and field enhancement in the finished devices and at
various stages of the fabrication process. Oxides for such MOMv strtureshand foringai ofredion mheasi
applications are usually grow n on the surfaces of silicon wafers in ree eathshd tterin Focs on a h alsobeen used to study the oxidation kinetics on Il 11 silicon-.
oxidizing ambients at temperatures exceeding 900 C. In some
applications, such as thin-film FETs on low-melting point
substrates, e.g. for flat panel displays, an alternative to thermal Fabrication
oxidation must be found. Reduced-temperature oxidation is also
desirable in conventional silicon technology since repeated

heating and cooling of the substrate leads to thermal stresses. type ion source, shown schematically i Figure I. The source
crystal defects, wafer warpage and impurity redistribution. These produces a 2.5 cm dia ion beam and is capable of extracting

comparatively large current densities at low applied % oltages. Thebecome mncreasingl% important with the trend toward smaller
extracted ions impinge on an electically grounded targetdevice dimensions and the efforts to fabricate stacked three- p

dimensional MOS structures. positioned 15 cm from the source on a copper substrate holder

Various techniques have been proposed for oxidation of silicon
at reduced temperatures. including plasma oxidation and anodi-
zation. chemical vapour deposition iCVD) and plasma-enhanced Gas in
CVD. reactive sputtering, evaporation or sputtering in an oxygen Anode
ambient, and a number of other methods. However, few of these
have successfully produced thin oxides suitable for gate dielec- Cathode

trics. Recent reports of successful MOSFET fabrication using Al _.
oxidation at reduced temperatures include microwave plasma o

oxidation at 580 C'. plasma oxidation at 500 C' and rf sputter
deposition at 200 C for 10 h, Neutralizer

In this paper. we report on the use of a broad low-energy ion
beam for direct formation of ultra-thin device-qualmts oxide and
nitride films on silicon. The method has allowed the first Cemperature

successful fabrication of FET-quality thin oxides at room (RTr650C)

temperature Low energy ion beam oxidation has the added
advantage of being a clean vacuum process with independent 1 0 09

Research supported by Joint Services Electronics Program under contract Figure I. Schematic diagram of low energ ion beam expenmental set-up
DAAG29-95.K-OO49 and an IBM Faculty Development Award Base pressure 3 10 tort
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whose temperature is monitored by a surface mounted thermo- 50 ,
couple. The target temperature is observed to rise only several d=(, A)..

degrees above room temperature during ion beam treatment. 4-=,"

40--

To demonstrate the high electrical quality of the ion beambmb-m,

grown thin dielectrics. MOS transistors were fabricated using the
following procedure on 5 cm dia (100) 5 f0 cm p-type silicon 30-

wafers, polished on one side. The wafers are chemically cleaned in %
degreasing agents, HSO,: H 2 0 2 and 10% HF. p' channel stops 20-
and n' source and drain junctions are formed by high- '
temperature (1050-C) diffusion of boron and phosphorus. respec-
tively, from spin-on sources through oxide masks prepared by 10-

oxidation in steam at 1000'C. A 5000 A field oxide is grown under
the same conditions and gate regions are etched through to the
silicon surface using a standard wet buffered oxide etchant (BOE. 6 9 12 t (m.)

Immediately before ion beam treatment the wafers are dipped in a
cold dilute HF solution to remove any residual native oxide from FiVae . Oxide layer thickness obtained by elipsometr. as a function or

ion beam exposure 0, partial pressure 6.5 x 10- tort Ion energ
the gate regions. After ion beam treatment, contact holes are 60eV
opened through the thin dielectric and 3000 A of aluminium is
evaporated and patterned to form the contact metallization.
Then. 3000 A of aluminium is evaporated on the backside of the would lead to the films having a different dielectnc constant than
wafer to form a substrate contact. Brief post-metallization that of bulk SiO, which is assumed in the calculations of the
annealing is carried out for 3 min in N. at 400 C. thickness based on C-V measurements.

To investigate the thickness of the thin films, experiments were This figure is a good illustration of the self-limiting behaviour of
also performed on simpler substrates on which only MIS the obtained thin films. Self-limitation was observed in the
capacitors were fabricated according to the above procedure measurements of the resistance of thin films grown by direct ion
except no p - and n - regions %ere diffused and no contact holes beam oxidation of nickel' and for etch depths obtained bY reactive
were etched. These wafers also have large bare regions free of sputter etching ' . where the self-limitation is believed due to the
devices used to venfN the thickness of the films by ellipsometry competing effects of deposition and sputtenng
measurements. This dose independence has the useful propert. of producing

To ensure that the deposited films are grown bN direct ion '.ery uniform oxide thickness across large targets. The uniformity
bombardment and are not due to redeposition of material of the oxides is shown in Figure 3 where it is plotted against the
sputtered from portions of the wafer covered by the field oxide, ion ion beam intensity profile. The oxide thickness is obtained from
beam oxidation was also carried out on bare silicon wafers the accumulation capacitance of 2.8 x 10 - cm2 MOS capacitors
cleaned and dipped in HF following the same procedure. The film at various wafer sites. The ion beam intensitt is measured by a
thickness of these samples was measured on a Gaertner Model 1.13 cm dia current probe.
L I I ellipsometer immediatelN after ion beam bombardment and Figure 4 follows the evolution of the Si iLVV) and 0 (KLLi
over a period of several days to ensure stability of the deposited peaks in the Auger spectrum of an ion beam oxide and a thermal
films These samples were also characterized by Auger electron oxide measured by ellipsometry at 47 A and 48 A. respectively
spectroscopy and by XPS in a Leybold-Heraeus LHS- 10 surface The thermal oxide sample was prepared by placing a cleaned
analysis system equipped with a hemispherical mirror analyser silicon wafer in a pure dry oxygen atmosphere at 900 C for 8 mm
The base pressure in the charactenzation chamber is ,4 AES is performed with a 3 keV electron beam having a I mm spot
10- 10 torr. Sputter profiling of the samples is done at I x size at the target. Profiling is accomplished by sputtering the
10- torr argon.

Results and discussion do.

The dependence of the film thickness obtained by ellipsometry on 1) - Al- 2)

the duration of ion beam treatment is shown in Figure 2. Values
for the oxide thickness were also obtained from the accumulation
capacitance of MIS capacitors measured after post-metallization 50 - -

annealing. The oxide thickness calculated from C-V measure- •
ments before annealing is unreliable due to series resistance in the
evaporated aluminium-substrate contacts 25- -

The ellipsometry measurements indicate tlat after a rapid
initial growth rate. the oxide thickness increases very slowly with

increasing exposure times. This can be explained by the very
limited diffusion of oxygen atoms in the silicon at this low 5 2 1 2 3

temperature and the inability of fresh oxygen arrivals to reach
unreacted silicon. It should be noted that the thicknesses obtained Figure 3. Companson of oxide thickne~s uniformit, across a 5 cm Si%,afer
from the C- V measurements are all consistently slightly higher ifrom C-V measurements of Z43 x 10- cm- MIS capacitorsi and ion

beam current density profile at the target Current densit probe diameter
than the values obtained by ellipsometry This is probably due to 1 13 cm 0: partial pressure 6 10' tort Ion energ, 0 eV Exposure
amorphization of the thin film b the bombarding ions which time 6 mm Accelerating ,oltage 20 V
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monochromatized Mg-K. source providing 1253.6 eV rays at a
power of 240 W. The analyser is calibrated using the Au 4r

peak with binding energy (BE) 83.8 eV. The calibration and the
shifts due to substrate charging are checked throughout the runs
by monitoring the C, peak (BE = 284.5 eV). Both the 0, and Si,~
peaks were monitored with progressisely shallo-Aer sampling

dN Idepth as the detector was onented progressielt) farther assas
d/ from the surface normal. Figure Sal shows the presence of a sharp

Or, peak with BE= 533.1 eV at all detector angles shhich is

evidence of the uniform stoichiometry of the thermal]% growsn
oxide film. The double Sip peak includes the silicon signal from
the oxide layer (BE = 1039 eV) and the substrate silicon signal
(BE =99.4 eV). The intensity of the substrate Si,. peak decreases
as the sampling depth decreases and disappears at 0 = 70 The0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14

t(mn) O, peak of the ion beam oxide, as shown in Figure Sbi is much

broader and comprises two unresolved components The higher
Figure 4. Depth profiles of thermal and ion beam oxides. Plotted are the binding energy one (BE= 532.1 eVj dominates at t1=0 The
peak-to-peak amplitudes of Si ILVV) and O KLL) Auger signals. lower binding energy peak (BE = 531.6 eV graduall increases i
-- thermal Si: - -thermal O: U-ion beam Si: 0-ion beam 0

amplitude relatise to the 532.1 eV peak Aith mcreasing detector
angle and dominates at 9= 70. The behasiour of the lowser BE

sample with a differentially pumped rastering 3 keV argon ion component correlates well with the emergence and growth of a
source with current density 1.2 MA cm - -. Based on ellipsometry. similar lower BE component of the oxide Si., at higher 0 These
the sputtering rate for SiO. is 3.5 A mn- '. The depth profile of lower BE components suggest that the upper surface region
the thermal oxide indicates a linearly decaying signal correspond- consists of oxide with lower oxidation states than SiO. due either
ing to uniform composition of the film. The oxygen profile for the to the preferential sputtenng of the lighter oxNgen component or
ion beam oxide has a peak at a depth of about two monolayers. to the stopping depth of the impinging oxN gen ions The ion beam
This, as well as the attenuation ofthe silicon signal would indicate sample Si., oxide peak has BE=I02 9eV. a typical %alue
higher concentration of impurities near the surface. The complete observed for very thin SiO, i ref 9).
surface Auger spectrum contains a tungsten peak due to The high electrical qualit* of the ion beam gro, n oxide films is
sputtering of the source cathode and neutralizer filaments. The best illustrated b the fabrication of n-channel MOS transistors
shallower slope of the concentration profiles in the ion beam with gate dielectrics formed b. ion beam oxidation at room
sample compared to the thermal oxide would also indicate a temperature. The current-%oltage characteristics of such a
larger width of the interface region probably due to beam induced transistor are shown in Figure 6. The gate has a 30 om length and
disorder. a 16 Am width. Leakage current through the gate is 6 nA at I V.

Angle-resolsed XPS spectra of a 48 A thermal and a 47 A ion however, this is several orders of magnitude lower than the drain-
beam oxide are shown in Figure 5 XPS is performed using a non- source saturation current at the %oltages at ssitch the transistor

(a ) ' (b ) I %
OIS S,2 S,2 P 0 Is S,2p S.2o

(SO 2 ) (S 02)

0'0 ,- eo-. , ,, , n, 30* X1O:0 ,

30 * X. 5

.- ~45 KJ. ,
, oT. I V A-

45 °  , ',510

0 o60

/ 70" 15

540 530 1 0 00 90 540 530 110 1O0 90
BINDING ENERGY levi BINDING ENERGY [eVi

Figure 5. Angle-resoled XPS spectra of ai thin thermal oxide and thi thin ion beam oxide 01 is the angle bet een the ,uriace normai and the detector
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better dielectrics than silicon dioxide films of comparable %

thickness. In fact silicon oxynitride films have been successfully_
produced by 5 keV ion bombardment of silicon'". We have
demonstrated the ability to produce nitride films on silicon at ion
energies below 100 eV. Figure 7 presents a comparison of the C- [,
and I-V characteristics of aluminium gate MIS capacitors
fabricated by low energy ion beams at room temperature. The
control sample was fabricated by the same procedure except that
it was not directly bombarded by the ions, since the shutter was
not opened. The ohmic nature of the non-bombarded metal-sili-
con contact is expected and is evidence that not simply charged.
but energetic species are necessary for the formation of the thin
films. The figure also indicates that reverse-bias leakage current of
the nitride sample is lower than that of the oxide by a factor of two.

.

Summary %

Figure 6. Crrent-voltage characteristics ofa MOSFET fabncated by ion
beam oxidation following post-metalization annealing horiz.-O.2 V- Device-quality ultra-thin dielectric films hase been produced on
dis: vert -20 uA dci. 02 V step 0: partial pressure 6.5 l 10 torr silicon substrates bombarded by reactive ions with energies

Ion energy 60eV. Time 2 min 60-80eV. The damage induced by the ion beam does not
significantly affect device operation.
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Reduced reverse bias current in AI-GaAs and Ino.75 Gao.25 As-GaAs junctions
containing an Interfacial arsenic layer
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Interfacial As is shown to reduce reverse-bias current in Al-GaAs Schottky barriers. It is ,
suggested that the leakage reduction is associated with the removal of low work function phases at
the interface. In addition, current-voltage measurements performed on Ino.75 Gao.2 As-GaAs
heterojunctions indicate a dependence upon the condition of the GaAs prior to deposition of the
Ino.75 Gao.2S As layer.

I. INTRODUCTION Al-GaAs "control" structure. After initial preparation, an

Excess reverse bias current in metal-semiconductor con- n ' GaAs sample was mounted onto a Mo block ,sing In and

tacts can degrade device performance. For example, gate loaded into the MBE chamber. Subsequent heating removes
current limits field-effect transistor (FET) sensitivity and the native oxide and helps form a backside ohmic contact. A

increases power consumption. In charge-coupled device ap- 0.5-pm, 2 X 10" cm -' n-GaAs buffer layer is grown fol-

plications, gate current can contribute to dark current and lowed by an additional 0.5-pum n-GaAs layer doped at
introduce nonlinearity in charge packets, thus reducing the 2 X l0'7 cm -'. The "test" structure was allowed to cool to
signal-to-noise ratio. Reverse bias current reduction in room temperature and then exposed to an As, flux for a time
GaAs devices requires insight into the relationship among corresponding to the deposition of 100 A of As, assuming a Je
chemical, structural, and electrical properties of the metal- unity sticking coefficient. Prior to removal from the
semiconductor interface. A manifestation of the interaction chamber, 1800 A of Al was evaporated on both samples.
among these properties is the phenomenon of Fermi-level Diodes were defined by photolithography and wet chemical
pinning, etching. The maximum temperature during these latter pro-

Understanding Fermi-level pinning, however, remains a cedures was 90 "C which should avoid any annealing effects
formidable problem. Models which attempt to describe this that could degrade the As interlayer's homogeneity.
behavior include metal-induced gap states (MIGS), ex- Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics were measured at
trinsic defect generation during adatom deposition,2 and ef- room temperature, and the barrier height and ideality calcu-
fective work functions of mixed interface phases resulting lated from the forward bias data using a least-squares fit. A
from chemical reactions between metal and semiconductor.3  typical comparison between the "test" and "control" struc-

The effective work function (EWF) model asserts that these tures is depicted in Fig. 1, indicating that the sample contain-

reactions primarily result in excess anion precipitates (e.g.,
arsenic) which dominate the interface behavior and thus
dictate the effective work function. If low work function re- 5'

gions exist at the unannealed interface they could reduce the 163

," effective work function and observed barrier height, notice-
ably increasing the reverse bias current. Ohmic behavior, for 16 A-GAs

example, has been reported from a low-work function phase 2%

of Au-Ga that forms at the periphery of an annealed 165
Au-GaAs contact." Reduction or elimination of these low-work function areas should reduce the reverse bias current.,

This paper reports an attempt to reduce reverse bias current - 66

in Al-GaAs Schottky diodes by creating a homogeneous in- '-

terface through deposition of an arsenic layer prior to metal- N
lization. In addition, the electrical properties of an
Ino..5 Gao.25 As-GaAs junction have been examined and are -g I
shown to be dependent upon the condition of the GaAs sur- 16 I

face prior to deposition of the InGaAs layer.

II. AI-GaAs JUNCTION -1.0 -as -04 -04 -0.2 0 01 o0
v (v)

In this experiment, a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) sys- FIG I Comparison between Al-GaAs and Al-As-GaAs I- charactens-

tem is used to grow an Al-As-GaAs "test" structure and an tics showing large reduction in reverse leakage current.
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TABLE 1. Ideality factor, barrier height, and leakage current density at I V It might also be possible to associate the reduced current
reverse bias for representative samples. with a metal-insulator semiconductor (MIS) model of the

Barrier Current densiy junction. This effect is improbable since the current reduc-
Sample height (eV) Ideality at - I V (mA/ tion is a constant factor nearly independent of the applied

cm2 ) voltage. Experiments to differentiate between various mod-
els of the reverse current transport mechanism are in prog-

AI/GaAs 0.65 1.06 31.12 ress.
Al/As/GaAs 0.70 1.20 1,10

1 (a) 0.65 1.47 0.86
I(b) 0.60 1.03 3.53 Ill. Ino.5 Ga0.25 A-aAs HETEROJUNCTION

2(a) 0.66 1.01 0.11 The influence of the GaAs-surface condition on the mea-
2(b) 0.51 1.07 70.70 sured InGaAs-GaAs barrier height was also investigated.

MBE was used to grow a 0.5-/um-GaAs buffer layer on a
semi-insulating substrate followed by a 0.5-pm, 5>. 10"' %

cm- n-GaAs layer. At this point, four different sample
ing the As interlayer exhibits a 25-fold reduction of reverse- preparations followed:
bias current. Table I compares the barrier height, ideality, 1 (a) Approximately 100 . of As was deposited at room
and current density for the two samples. The test structure, temperature between the GaAs and the intrinsic InGaAs,
%,hile displaying less ideal behavior, does in fact have a typi- the latter of which was grown at 200 'C.
cally 50-60 mV greater barrier height to accompany the re- 1 (b) Intrinsic InGaAs was grown on the GaAs at 450 *C.
auced current. The difference in barrier heights has been 2(a) The sample was removed from the chamber and air
confirmed by internal photoemission measurements. Al- exposed. It was then reinserted and intrinsic InGaAs grown
though roughly an 89 mV barrier height enhancement at 200 *C. ,b
would be necessary to account for the current reduction, the 2(b) This sample was also air exposed. The InGaAs-
measured barrier height difference is within the experimen- growth temperature. however, was 350 *C which should de-
tal error. Reverse bias current reduction, therefore, has been sorb the As oxide at the GaAs surface.'
achieved by generating a more uniformly pinned interface. In all samples, the intrinsic InGaAs layer is 0.2-,m. The -.

Indeed, the coincidence of As and reduced-dark current samples are schematically represented in Fig. 2. After the
has been previousl. observed'. Ostensibly contradictory InGaAs growth, 180-pm-diam Au contacts were evaporated
data for Al on arsenic-rich GaAs surfaces also exists.' Wang onto the lnGaAs through a stainless steel mask in a depo- .d.

showed that increasing As-surface coverage is associated sition system having a base pressure of I x 10 -" Torr. Prob-
with a concomitant decrease in the Al-barrier height to ing between Au contacts before mesa etching the InGaAs
GaAs. It was also shown, however, that the opposite is true layer yields ohmic behavior indicative of a low barrier con-
for Al on AlAs possibly due to the fact that intermixing ofAl tact of the Au to the intrinsic InGaAs. After mesa etching.
and Ga is precluded in the AlAs case. It is likely that Al and the I-V characteristic resembles that of two back-to-back
Ga intermixing does not occur for the thick-As layer used in diodes. Ohmic contacts were formed by alloying In to the
this experiment and thus, the apparent contradiction can be GaAs at 300 'C in forming gas using a rapid thermal an-
explained. nealer. Before measuring the rectifying behavior of the

z1001 As 0ir expos d

A,,J1M~ -0Ainrnscoide -2oo1 intrisc
Au -C-0~ 25As Au In~ 07 Goa0 .As 5

0.5 m -GA 5A -10o em
5  0.5 m 1-GaA s 0t ' c -s

0.Sn GaAl bfflr 0.5,1m GaAs buffer *
I .\\\\\ .,\ .\Mx:\ "L . .\\ \MW \\\

iemi-ninsu tih; subItrate seml-onsuiain subrtrtae

InGaAs growth Temperature: 200*C InGoAs growth Temperature: 200*C FIG. 2. Schematic crm section of the

Sample 10 Sample 20 ln o ,,Ga0 2,As-GaAs junctions. Samples
Oxide I and (b) were grown entirely under 'e

0s .ait UHV conditons. Samples 2(a) and 2(b)
Au 20001 ntrinsic \ Au.i -2000 intrinsic were ajr-esposed prior to InGaAs deposition . ".

Inal l 9o. G Oo sA, In 0 75Ga 0.25SAs Au was evaporated after removal from the 4
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ids sample and the air-exposed sample possessing the As oxide
are nearly equivalent to within the I0-mV deviation in mea-

16'- surement. The lowest barrier height is associated with the
air-exposed sample in which the As oxide was desorbed.

IV. SUMMARY
o"/ Leakage current in Al-GaAs Schottky diodes has been

-b reduced by the introduction of an interfacial As layer. While
this effect does not preclude other models of the metal-semi-

"* . conductor interface, it does support the premises of the effec-
68 2a tive work function model in which the barrier height reflects

an average work function of mixed phases and As is believed
169 ito pin the interface Fermi level. The measured barrier height

of the In, - Gao :, As-GaAs heterojunction has also been
16°10, , _ shown to depend upon interfacial As. regardless of the As

to -o.0 -0.8 0. -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 phase. Investigation of leakage current reduction not only
SV (Vi lends insight into the interface but may also have practical

F iG. 3 1- Vcharacteristic% for In,, . Ga,. :, As-GaAs junctions indicating a implications for threshold voltage control and sidegating in
strong dependence on the GaAs surface condition GaAs integrated circuits.
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Abstract

Bombardment of silicon surfaces by low energy oxygen ions has
been investigated as a possible process for growing films of
SiO 2 at room temperature. Broad ion beamis of energy 40-200 eV
and variable oxygen content have been used to grow ultra-thin
oxides of extremely uniform thickness. The ion beam oxides are
similar to thin thermal oxides in many respects - composition,
chemical binding, optical and electrical properties. The
dependence of the thickness and quality of the oxide films on ion
dose, ion energy and substrate temperature have been
investigated. The obtained thickness is observed to vary only
slightly with increasing substrate temperature up to 6500C
which indicates non-thermal process kinetics. The ion-beam
oxides reach a limiting thickness of 40-60 A which is largely
independent of ion dose and is also found to be insensitive to
ion energy.

The observed oxidation rates are explained on the basis of
radiation-enhanced diffusion and reaction processes. Limited .
thicknesses are observed even when sputtering is negligible
because of the decreasing effective penetration of the ions due
to the swelling of the target which accompanies the conversion of
Si to SiO 2 . Thus the film grows until the oxide-semiconductor
interface moves beyond the current ion penetration depth after
which oxidation effectively stops. This model is equally .
applicable to high-energy high-dose oxygen ion implantation for .
production of buried oxides in SOI technology where it is
observed that oxide growth occurs predominantly at the upper
interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION 
%

L
Further advances in the development of high densitY

integrated circuits (ICs) will require scaled down device

dimensions, closer device packing and a greater number of

fabrication steps. These in turn require reduced IC fabrication

thermal budgets and, in the case of metal-oxide-scmiconductor

(MOS) devices, thinner gate dielectrics. The trcnd toward

larger substrates places an additional requirement on the lateral

uniformity of the gate oxides. The problem of obtaining high

quality thin films of Si0 2 at reduced temperatures has been,-

approached from two directions - oxide growth and oxide x

deposition. These differ in the type of material being supplied

to the substrate - oxygen only or both oxygen and silicon. Both

approaches rely on the use of some form of energetic species to

enhance the low oxidation rates typically observed at reduced

ternperatures. Successful fabrication of ?0ZS devices has been '

reported for gate dielectrics grown by plasma oxidation at a

500-6000C 1,2 and deposited by rf sputtering at

200-300OC 3 Very thin SiO 2 films of high electrical• N.-

quality have also been deposited by plasma enhanced chemical .

vapor deposition (PE-CVD) at 350oC 4. MOS transistors have

been fabricated using very thin gate dielectrics grown at 250 C

by ion beam oxidation 5.

Due to the spatial separation of the plasma producing region

and the sample, ion beam oxidation permits independent control

over ion energy and ion flux, substrate temperature and angle of

incidence. These in turn permit detailed study of the influence

.0
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of the different process parameters on the obtained oxides, the

results of which may be extended to rf oxidation.

The electrical characteristics and other properties of the

very thin oxide films grown at room temperature by ion beam

oxidation have been reported previously 5,6. Briefly, these

showed that ion beam oxides are similar to thermally grown SiO 2

films of equal thickness in many respects. They have almost

identical Auger sputter profiles except for the apparently

sharper interface of the thermal oxide. X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy at glancing detector angles indicated the presence

of lower oxides of silicon at the film surface. The most notable

difference between thermal and ion beam oxides is the 2-3 orders

of magnitude greater leakage current in reverse bias for the

latter. However, this leakage was another three orders of

magnitude lower than the drain-source saturation current and thus

did not degrade MOSFET perfor=.ance 5 In this paper we will

discuss the dependence of the oxide growth kinetics on the ion

bombardment conditions and will propose a mechanism describing

the oxidation process.

II. EXPERIE.NTAL

The test vehicles are (100) silicon wafers, 5-cm diameter,

polished on one side. Both p-type and n-type wafers of 1

resistivity 2-5 Qcm are used. The samples are prepared by ?_

chemical cleaning and the growth and stripping of two thick r

900 0 C oxides after which they are loaded into the ion beam ,

processing chamber. Ion bear oxidation is performed using a

3
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single-grid broad-beam ion source, described previously 7• The

source operates on a mixture of argon and oxygen. It was found

that a 1:1 Ar:0 2 ratio allowed both good control over source

operation for extended periods of time and led to the production

of oxide films on the substrates. After unloading from the ion

beam processing chamber the thickness of the obtained films is

measured with a Gaertner L117 ellipsometer using a He-Ne laser.

The thicknesses measured by ellipsometry correlate well with

those obtained by Auger sputter profiling, calculated from the

ratio of the XPS Si 2p peaks or calculated from the capacitance-

voltage characteristics of MOS capacitors 6. The oxide

thickness was calculated from the ellipsometer measurements with

the standard a priori assumption of the refractive index

necessary for ultra thin films. The index of refraction used is

that of thermal SiO 2 . This is justified by the aforementioned

similarity between the two types of oxides, further illustrated

in Fig. I which compares the unprocessed ellipsometer parameters

L and 4 . The solid line shows the evolution of L and . for

thermal oxides of increasing thickness grown at 875 0 C. The

nuibers represent ion beam oxides and correspond to the oxygen

ion dose received during the exposure. The ion beam current

density was 135 LuA/cm 2 which corresponds to a flux rate of

5xl0 1 6 O/cm 2-min. It is clear that the two oxides evolve

along essentially the same lines pointing further to their

similarity.

4



111. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dependence of the obtained ion beam oxide thickness on

oxygen ion dose is presented in Fig. 2. The silicon wafers were .

I

bombarded by a 60 eV ion beam containing 02 and Ar in a 1:1

ratio. The substrate temperature was monitored by a

substrate-holder mounted thermocouple and is 250C. The figure k'.
shows that there is an approximate logarithmic dependence on the !!

.°

oxygen ion dose though the scatter in the data is more pronounced

at higher doses. This scatter is attributed to instabilities in :

the ion source which become more important at the long exposure .

times necessary to achieve higher doses. It appears that the ?

n-type wafers oxidize somewhat more slowly than the p-type.€

.i

wafers, however, the differences are within the experimental %

uncertainty. It has been observed previously that the ion beajr

oxides exhibit very good thickness uniformity over the surface of '

the wafer even though they are grown by an ion e which has a
peaked gaussian-like profile 5. This insensitivity to oxyenr

bombaded way attr0bed io beatotaining 02 andA sllting alue

of the thicknesst While it is now clear that such self-limiting

behavior is not being observed, it is also clear that the growth

rate at high doses is sufficiently low so that even two-fold-

increases in the tou te would lead to the growth of only about

Self-limiting oxide growth has been observed in the case of

rf oxidation of lead 8 and ion beam oxidation of nickel 9the

It is attributed to the achieved balance between the competing'

processes of oxidation and sputtering. The oxidation rate is •

5S
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initially large and decreases with increasing film thickness
whereas the sputtering rate is independent of oxide thickness.

Thus the oxide growth will stop at a thickness value at which the

two rates become equal.

It is expected that self-limitation will occur earlier at

higher ion beam energies where sputtering is more pronounced.

That is indeed the case as shown in Fig. 3. The samples are

bombarded with a 100 eV ion beam with a 1:1 02 :Ar ratio at

250 C. It is seen that at higher ion energies higher initial

oxidation rates are observed. This is probably related to the

greater depths at which the ions are stopped and the increased

probability that they will be retained in the target. The

oxidation rate then decreases more quickly than for 6C eV ions

and appears to exhibit self-limiting behavior.

To investigate the importance of beam heating of the

substrate during ion boy-,bardment several samples were oxidized at

different oxygen dose rates leading to the same received dose.

The ion flux at the substrate was varied by changing the source

discharge power or by changing the source-to substrate distance.

No differences in the properties of the obtained oxides were

observed.

The substrate may be intentionally heated up to 6500 C by

means of resistive heating of the substrate holder. The obtained

oxide thickness for fixed ion beamr conditions is observed to V

increase with increasing substrate temperature. However, this

dependence is rather weak, especially considering the large

temperature range. Presenting the data in an Arrhenius plot, as

6



shown in Fig. 4, allows the extraction of an activation energy

Eact for the process. Here the oxidation rate dependence has

been approximated by x = C lnt, where t is the oxidation time

and C is a constant which is assumed to depend on the temperature

T in the standard fashion: C = Coexp(-Eact/kT), where k is

the Boltzmann constant. Note that the data is largely ,

independent of ion dose. The slope of the obtained straight line

allows the determination of Eact = 7 meV. For comparison the

activation energy of the linear rate constant B/A defined in

thermal oxidation of silicon is 2 eV 10. Clearly, oxidation

due to ion bombardment relies on non-thermal mechanisms of

enhancing the diffusivity and reactivity of the oxidizing

species.

The observed oxide thicknesses correlate well with the

expected oxygen ion projected range, accounting for the volume

expansion which accompanies the conversion of silicon to SiO 2 .

Thus, the obtained thickness may be expected to increase at

higher ion energies. The dependence of oxide thickness on ion

energy for a fixed oxygen ion dose is shown in Fig. 5 for beams
.•

with a 50% oxygen content. The lack of a trend over the covered

energy range is evident. It is difficult to imagine that the

increased oxidation rate is exactly counteracted by an equal

increase in the sputtering yield unless both processes are

governed by the same mechanism.

J.
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IV. PROCESS MODEL

Previous models of low energy ion beam oxidation of metals

describe the oxidation process in the absence of sputtering as

decreasing exponentially with increasing exposure time 9.

However, this model is carried over from the process of rf

oxidation of metals in which a self-biasing of the oxide layer is

observed 8,11 and does not account for the fact that the

oxidizing species are actually deposited below the surface and

are distributed throughout the film. Also it does not explain

the observed enhancement in the oxidation rates over thermal

oxidation processes.

It is considered appropriate to view low-energy ion beajr

oxidation of silicon as a scaled-down version of the high-energy

high-dose oxygen implantation processes used for obtaining buried

layers of SiO 2 in silicon-on-insulator (SO1) technology. The
4'

mr:3els developed to describe this process introduce enhanced

effective diffusion constant and reaction rate and also take into
I.1 account the swelling of the target These models,

however, neglect any spatial dependence of the enhancement and

lead to the prediction of preferential growth toward the

substrate 12 it has been observed that the growth of the

buried oxide layer takes place mostly at the top

interface 14,15 The preferred oxidation upwards has been

attributed to the different fate of silicon interstitials at the

two Si-SiO 2 interfaces 16. The interstitials which are

emitted during the oxidation process can recombine at defects or

at the surfaces of the wafer. Due to the much larger distance to

-,



the back surface, the interstitials at the bottom interface are f

practically fixed and serve to block the oxidation process 16.

we propose an important modification to these models. While "

it is clear that sputtering and oxidation compete for domination

in these processes, the explanation of enhanced oxidation in

unheated substrates is considered unsatisfactory. It is proposed

that the enhanced reactivity and mobility of the oxidizing,.

9'.

species are due to the ion bombardment. Thus, at any time, '
oxidation is taking place only at those depths which are

currently being reached by the ion beam. The swelling which

accompanies the conversion of silicon to silicon dioxide Wi

effectively prevents later ion arrivals from reaching the same ,.-

'.-4

depths in the silicon. Moreover, it is difficult for the tc

diffuse deeper into the substrate after they are stopped since '.

their diffusion is enhanced only in the region in which the ions

are depositine energ . In other words, it is important te,

recoanize that the effective process rates are spatially

dependent. Because of the volume expansion this spatial i

dependence means that the oxidation rate at the oxide-

semiconductor interface is time dependent and oxidation at the

lower interface will stop when a sufficient portion of the t
substrate has been converted to Si 2 . Note that the concept ofsine

not necessary for this treatment. Enhanced mobility and

reactivity may be due to other beam related processes like the

creation of excess numbers of defects in the vicinity of an atom

or the transfer of excess energy to the atom in a collision is9. 4



The proposed model accounts for the enhanced oxidation rates

observed for unheated substrates under ion bombardment. Also, it

accounts for the insensitivity to substrate temierature observed

in experiments on low energy ion beam oxidation of silicon.

Further, it naturally explains the limited thicknesses observed

with this technique even in the absence of sputtering. The model

is simply extended to the preferred growth toward the top surface

of the wafer observed in the case of buried oxides produced by

high energy oxygen implantation. A quantitative evaluation of

the process parameters based on this model will be published

separately 18.

V. CONCLUS7 ON

In summary the bombardment of silicon surfaces by low energy

oxygen ion beams is observed to lead to the growth of ultra thin
a..

film s of silicon dioxide. The oxide growth is self-lirritinc due
.5

to the competing processes of oxidation and sputtering. Lirrited

thicknesses are also observed in the absence of sputtering. The

oxidation process is explained in terms of beam-enhanced
'5%

reactivity and mobility of the oxidizing species. The importance

of recognizing the spatial limitations of the enhanced oxidation

process is stressed. The explanation of the process is extended

to buried SiO 2 layers produced by oxygen implantation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 1-

Fig. 1. Comparison of the evolution of thin 875 0 C thermal

(solid line) and 250C ion beam (numbers) oxide films.

The numbers correspond to the exposure in minutes to a 60

eV ion beam of 1:1 Ar:0 2 content and an oxygen dose

rate of 5x101 6 cm-2min - l .

i%

Fig. 2. Ion beam oxide thickness as a function of oxygen dose.

Ion energy: 60 eV. Beam oxygen content: 50 %. Substrate

temperature: 250 C. 13 - p-type silicon; - n-type

silicon. %

Fig. 3. Ion beam oxide thickness as a function of oxygen dose.
0

Ion energy: 100 ev. Beam oxygen content: 50 %.

Substrate temperature: 250 C.

Fig. 4. Arrhenius plot for logarithmic ion beam oxidation rate

constant. Ion energy: 60 eV. Bear, oxygen content:

50 %. - O dose: 1.3x10 1 7 cm - 2 . 0 - dose:

2.7x10 1 7 cm-2 . 1

Fig. 5. Ion beam oxide thickness as a function of ion energy.

Beam oxygen content: 50 %. Substrate temperature: K
250 C. 0 - 0 dose: 3.0x10 1 7 cm- 2 . 0 - dose:

5.3x10 17 cm "2 .

13
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SPUTTERING OF SILICON DIOXIDE NEAR THRESHOLD

S.S. Todorova ) and E.R. Fossum

Department of Electrical Engineering and

Columbia Radiation Laboratory

Columbia University

New York, New York 10027

Abstract

The sputtering rate for silicon dioxide by argon ion bombardment

at energies appropriate for ion beam deposition (< 100 eV) has been

measured. It has been found that the energy dependence of the oxide V

sputtering rate at these low energies is easily predicted by assuming

the yield is limited by the metallic component of the binary target.

This assumption is shown to also predict the sputtering rate of other

metallic oxides.
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Bombardment of growing thin films by low energy ion beams has

evolved into an important technique for the modification and

deposition of thin films. Ion beam etching and reactive ion etching

have achieved widespread application. More recently, the use of

lower ion energies has led to the development of direct ion beam

deposition applied to low-temperature epitaxial growth of Si and

Ge - 3. Oxygen and nitrogen ion beams have been used for the

controlled growth of ultra-thin oxide and nitride films on metal and

semiconductor substrates 4 -7.

These techniques allow good control over the composition,

stoichiometry, orientation and crystallinity of the obtained films.

The basic factor which limits the film growth rate in ion beam

deposition is the sputtering due to the ion bombardment. The growth

rate can be approximated by dx/dt = (1/N) (J-y1), where N is the

density of the material, Y? is the sticking coefficient or

incorporation probability, Y is the sputtering yield and q is the

ion flux. For deposition to take place it is necessary that Y < . :

In the case of ion beam oxidation, it has been observed that a

limiting oxide film thickness is reached which is related to the

sputtering rate of the material4 ,7 . It is evident that sputtering

plays an important role in film growth by direct ion bombardment.

In this letter we report experimental results of sputtering of

SiO 2 by Ar ions at energies below 100 eV. Accurate knowledge of

the sputtering rate and its energy dependence at these low energies

is becoming increasingly important in microelectronics device

fabrication processes. The use of inert-ion bombardment precludes

film growth and allows the separate investigation of the sputtering

component of the depcsiticn process. It is shown that a simple
" 2 --



assumption leads to good agreement between existing theory for P
P

non-binary materials and the reported measurements, not only for the

case of silicon dioxide but also for other oxide targets. N

The experiments are performed on samples prepared by oxidizing

chemically cleaned p-type and n-type Si (100) wafers in dry oxygen at

900 0 C for times ranging between 10 min and 3 hrs and resulting

oxide thicknesses of 45 9 to 520 X. The thickness of the oxide films

is measured with a He-Ne laser ellipsometer immediately before

loading them into the ion beam processing chamber. The samples are

mounted 15 cm from the ion source in a vacuum chamber with a base

pressure of 2x10-7 torr. Broad Ar+ ion beams with energies in

the range 40-100 eV are produced by a single grid Kaufman ion

source. The SiO 2 samples are bombarded with argon doses ranging

from ix101 7 to 1.6x101 8 cm - 2. The thickness of the remaining p.

oxide is remeasured by ellipsometry after the samples are unloaded

from the vacuum system. The accuracy of the ellipsometric data is

approximately 1 9, and although it may be distorted by damage to the

substrate8 , this is not expected to be significant in this case.

For example, measurements on substrates in which the oxide has been

completely sputtered away indicate a "residual" film thickness of

3-5 1, attributable to a monolayer of native oxide grown after the

substrate is removed from the vacuum system.

The measured change in oxide thickness is plotted as a function -i

of the ion dose for each value of ion energy. Six to ten different

data points are plotted for each energy and the value of the

sputtering yield is determined from the slope of the least-squares

fit through the data points. The data for the case of 60 ev Ar+

bombardment is shown in Fig. 1. The thickness decrease with
-3- ]
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increasing ion dose is linear and independent of the initial oxide

thickness.

The measurement of the sputtering rates at energies close to the

sputtering threshold is difficult to measure due to the relatively

low yields involved. For example, Oostra et al.9 did not observe

any sputtering of SiO 2 at argon energies less-than 50 eV when

examining scanning electron micrographs. It is believed that the

method used here allows significantly more precise measurement of the

sputtering rate, and material removal has been observed at energies

as low as 40 eV.

The experimental results on sputtering SiO 2 by Ar ions are

summarized by Fig. 2., where they are compared to the experimental

data of Jorgenson and Wehner I0 and the higher energy data of Oostra
9

et al. Note that although widely cited, the data of Jorgenson and

Wehner is obtained under quite different experimental conditions with

the oxide film covering a thin tungsten wire immersed in a DC

discharge.

Theoretically, the sputtering of monatomic targets is well

understood1 and good descriptions of the sputtering yield near

threshold can be obtained by semi-empirical formulas 12- 14 which

introduce modifications of Sigmund's theory to account for the 05

existence of a sputtering threshold. Very good agreement with p.

experimental data is generally observed.

The sputtering process for multicomponent targets is more

difficult to describe. The collision cascade process will affect

each target component differently. Apart from causing the ejection

of atoms from the target surface, the ion bombardment may also lead

to target mixing, segregation, enhanced diffusion, and other

4-
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processes. 1 5 Thus, the correct description must take into account

the changes in composition of the target brought about by the ion

bombardment and how these changes are reflected in the sputtered

particle flux. This discussion will concern only the sputtering of
,<-4

oxides; the behavior of compounds or alloys consisting only of

low-vapor pressure materials may be quite different.
16

In this letter, the simple assumption is made that oxygen is 0

initially preferentially ejected and that the non-volatile component

(silicon) limits the sputtering process. This assumption is P

supported by prior experimental evidence that the sputtering of

metallic oxides by low energy (<l keY) ions leads to the enrichment

of the metal component within several monolayers of the surface
16.

This effect is expected to become especially pronounced at energies

near the metal sputtering threshold, in agreement with the general

observations on sputtering of binary targets whose components have

different sputtering threshold energies. 15

Further support for this assumption comes from previously

reported experimental data concerning the sputtering yield of Ta and

Ta205.17-20 Our assumption correctly predicts that the removal ."

of equal numbers of tantalum atoms leads to a 2.48-fold decrease in

the volume of Ta205 as compared to Ta, for 100 eV Ar+ and

500 eV He+ bombardment. This ratio degrades with higher

bombardment energies since the ejection of the material takes place

from a layer whose composition can no longer be approximated as pure .

tantalum.

Applying this assumption to the case of low-energy argon

sputtering of silicon dioxide leads to similarly correct

predicticns. The removal of the same number of siiccn atoms will

decrease the vclume of a SiC 2 sample 2.21 times the change in the
-5-
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volume of a silicon sample. Thus, using the sputtering yield of

silicon calculated according to Matsunami et al.1 3 with the

threshold energy Eth = 27 eV as suggested by Yamamura and

Bohdansky1 4 leads to excellent agreement with the experimentally

obtained data, as shown in Fig. 3. The inadequacy of the assumption

at higher energies is pointed to by the slight deviation of the data

from the predicted curve.

In summary, the sputtering yield of SiO 2 under low energy argon

ion bombardment has been measured in the range 40-100 eV. An

assumption for understanding the energy dependence in terms of low

energy silicon sputtering with a simple volumetric rate adjustment

leads to excellent prediction of the experimental data. The

ass,,Lnpzicn has been extended to predicting other oxide sputzerir

rates with equal success.
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a Figure Captions

Fig.. Masued ecrasein the thickness of the SiO 2 film as a

function of Ar dose. E = 60 eV, Ar+ flux = 2.2x1O15

cm-2 sec-l.

Fig.2. Experimental results on sputtering of silicon dioxide by low

energy argon ions.

Fig.3. Comparison of calculated and measured sputtering rates for

Ar -bomBarded SiO2 .
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OXIDATION OF SILICON BY A LOW ENERGY ION BEAM: Eric R, r-- ,i
EXPERIMENT AND MODEL

S.S. Todorov and E.R. Fossum

Department of Electrical Engineering

and MIcroelectronics Sciences Laboratories

Columbia University

New York, New York 10027

Abstract

The self-limiting oxidation of silicon by a low energy ion bear.

(40-12C eV) is described by an implantation-sputtering model. The

thin oxide (40-50 1) is grown primarily by a surface implantation

process which leads tc a logarith 71c increase of oxide thickness with

dose in the absence of sputtering. At higher energies (100 eV), the

sputtering of the growing fil r leads tc net self-limiting growth.

The model, which does not include adjustable parameters, is used tc

describe the dose evolution of the oxide growth as a function of bear

energy. The implantation-sputtering model is found to be in

excellent agreement with experimental observations.
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The room temperature oxidation of silicon by the use of a broad,

low-energy ion beam containing a mixture of argon and oxygen has been

shown to produce an oxide suitable for use as a gate dielectric in

metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) transistors.1 ,2 The ion beam

energy is typically in the range of 40-120 eV with doses of the order

1017 /cm2 delivered in 3-5 minutes, leading to oxides of thickness

40-50 . The oxides are found to be stoichiometric SiO 2 as

measured by Auger electron spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy. The thickness of the films is measured after growth

using several techniques - the primary one being ellipsometry 3 .

The film thickness has a weak dependence on substrate temperature in

the range 25°C-6500 C, on dose, and beam energy. 4 Tne oxide

thickness uniformity as measured by test sites across a wafer is

excellent and far exceeds the dose uniformity. This letter presents

an implantation-sputtering model to describe the oxidation process.

The model predictions are in excellent agreement with the above

experimental cbservaticns.

In the implantation-sputtering (I-S) model, the oxide growth is

governed by a surface implantation process, rather than by thermal

diffusion. This is in contrast to a previous model suggested for the

low-energy ion beam oxidation of metals. 5 The range distribution

of the oxygen ions in the target is calculated using linear cascade

theory.6 ,7 Energy loss occurs entirely by elastic binary

collisions with the target nuclei. The target is treated as

homogeneous, isotropic and monatomic with target-atom mass and atomic

number determined according to Bragg's rule and taking into account

the gradual transformation of the target from silicon to silicon

--
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dioxide. The interatomic potential used is the universal

potential.8 Power-potential approximations7 obtained by a I

least-squares fit to this potential are used to allow analytical

solution. Thus, m=1/5 is used to fit the potential at reduced energy

in the range 10- 5-2xl0 - 3 . The mean and the straggling of the

distribution are calculated and it is fitted by a simple Gaussian.

The results of this calculation in the case of 50 eV 0 bombardment of

SiO 2 are presented in Fig. 1. This corresponds to the case of

100 eV 02 ion beam bombardment. It should be noted that while the

mean range is predictably small (approximately 5 9) the straggling is

significant. It is this straggling tail which governs the oxide
I

growth evolution.

In the I-S model, the oxide growth competes with the simultaneous

sputtering of the oxide film by the same beam. Since the experiments

are primarily performed with 50%-50% argon-oxygen mixtures, the

sputtering of the target is due mainly to the argon bombardment. The

s puttering rate of SiO 2 under low energy argon ion bombardment has

seen measured in a separate set of experiments 9 and the results are .

shown in Fig. 2. Sputtering at 60 eV can be considered negligible

for the oxide thicknesses considered, but becomes appreciable by

.00 ev. I

A computer simulation of the oxide growth evolution has been

irerformed using the I-S model. The incorporation of oxygen into the

larget and the conversion of Si to Si0 2 is accompanied by volume

-xpansion. To account for this, the evolution of the oxide layer is

;;culated in small time (oxygen dose) increments. The range

stributicn is recalculated for each time interval. It is assumed

r-r
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that the implanted oxygen reacts immediately with unreacted silicon,

since the former may be considered "hot" in the last stages of

stopping. However, oxygen coming to rest within stoichiometric

SiO 2 is assumed to outdiffuse to the surface. In thicker oxides,

consideration of a spatially dependent diffusion coefficient may

become necessary in view of the depth dependence of the beam energy

deposition and consequent defect production.

The stoichiometry of the film as a function of depth for

increasing dose is shown in Fig. 3 for the case of 100 eV 02

bombardment. An interesting feature of the evolution is apparent.

It is seen that the interface between oxide and silicon is initially

broad, but as the surface erodes due to sputtering, the interface

becomes more sharp. The width of the interface explains electrical

characterization results, such as lower channel mobility in ion bea

oxide MOS transistors, and anomalously larger capacitance-voltage .

measurements of oxide thickness.
1 0

The simu.ated dependence of the oxide film thickness on ion dose

for 100 ev bombardment is presented in Fig. 4 where it is compared to

experimental results. Since the experimental data is obtained by

ellipsometry, the simulated thickness is determined in two ways. In

the low dose case where no stoichiometric oxide has been formed, the

thickness is plotted according the position of the steepest gradient

in oxygen concentration, which is approximately halfway through the

transition region. For higher doses, in which stoichiometric SiO 2

has been formed, the edge of the stoichiometric region is used to

assess the thickness. For 60 eV bombardment simulations in which

sputtering is negligible, the film thickness grows logarithmically
7'p

% %.
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with dose, and is also in excellent agreement with experimental

observations. I

The simulated final oxide thickness as a function of ion beam
V %

energy is shown in Fig. 5. Also shown is the experimental data,

which shows good agreement. Note that the experimental and simulated .

data show a maximum in thickness for the 50-60 eV energy range. The

maximum is a result of the competing processes of implantation and

sputtering. The calculated thickness for 140 eV bombardment is lower

than the experimental data due to an overestimation of sputtering in

the I-S model. The low energy ion beam sputtering model of oxides .

assumes that sputtering of ox-ygen is not rate limiting - an

assumption which begins to fail at higher energies.9

In summary, an implantation-sputtering model without adjustable

parameters has been presented for the low energy ion beT , cxidation

of silicon. The model explains the weak dependence of oxide

thickness on temperature, energy, and dose. The excellent agreement

between simulation and experiment albows the impcrt ant conclusion

that linear cascade theory and the binary collision approximation 1P,

continue to be applicable at these low ion energies.

The authors gratefully acknowledge useful discussions with D.V.

Rossi at Columbia, J.M.E. Harper at IBM Research, and the support of S
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Normalized range and deposited energy distributions calculated

for 50 eV O+ on Si0 2.

2. Sputtering rate for low energy argon ion bombardment of silicon

dioxide. Rate is measured in angstroms sputtered per dose of

1017 incident ions per cm2 .

3. Simulation of oxide growth evolution. Plot shows bonded oxygen

concentration as a function of depth for 00 eV 02+ ion

bombardment. Numbers refer to increasing doses.

4. Oxide thickness as a function of dose measured experimentally and

simulated using the implantation-sputtering model for 100 eV

02+ bombardment.

5. Oxide thickness as a function of ion energy measured

experimentally and simulated using the implantation-simulation
model. 02 dose: 3x10 1 7 cm - 2 . .5 -

02'ose,3x
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USING INCOHERENT LIGHT TO GENERATE COHERENT EXCITATIONS

S. R. Hartmann
Physics Department, Columbia University, New York, N.Y. ,

ABSTRACT

Photon echo generation by incoherent light is both practical and efficient. In the
regime where the noisy excitation pulses overlap fast transient response is obtained and in
addition psec beating is observed in Na vapor, the latter arising from coherent superposition
states associated with the D line transitions. Only the fast response requires broadband noisy
light: ultrafast modulated echoes are produced with either broadband noisy light spanning the
D line transitions or with a pair of narrow band lasers resonant with each of the D line
transitions.

INTRODUCTION

The photon echo effect is normally thought of as a coherent effect brought about by
the interaction of 9n ensemble of atoms or molecules with a sequence of laser pulses which
must be coherent. I This notion is not altogether correct as was demonstrated in '84 when an
echo experiment was performed with theusual coherent laser sources replaced by broadband
amplified spontaneous emission sources. Not only was it possible to generate echoes in this .
unorthodox manner but the echom s so produced were larger than those obtained using coherent
laser pulses.

Although usually not explicitly stated it is understood that the laser excitation ."
pulses must be resonant with the optical transition to be excited. A fuller appreciation of this
obvious requirement leads to an understanding of the unexpected effectiveness of echo
generation with noise. With this motivation we ask the question: What constitutes rsonant
radiation? For the case in which all homogeneous relaxation times are long compared to the
laser pulse width and the lasers are weak so that power broadening is negligible, then all
atoms within a bandwidth Ac = Il/T where 0 is the duration of a coherent laser pulse at -

frequency w, interact strongly with the radiatign field. Outside this regime the interaction
falls quickly and can therefore be called nonresonant. A stronger statement than this can in
fact be made which is that the interaction strength within this bandwidth is uniform. That is,
an atom at exact resonance and one removed by Aw from exact resonance experience a pulse ,.
with the same area e. But our interest is with incoherent radiation pulses. We now note that if
such pulses have a duration Tp then any radiation sampled for that duration and lying within a
bandwidth no greater than Aw = 1I from exact resonance must appear coherent. This is an
uncertainty argument result. Itfollo 2s that any particular atom sees the applied incoherent
laser field as a coherent one. It also follows that all atoms within the common bandwidth V.
see the same coherent field and behave as a coherent group. With these results it is clear that
echo production with incoherent light is to be expected. Each group of atoms within a
bandwidth Aw acts as a unit. If Rech, is the coherent dioole mornemet ensitv of one sush ur!'
the raoateo intensity I of the atom ensembie varies as N P. where N is &j/ LL, tn.
number of units within tli linewidth AQ.

Echo experiments on the Na D lines in Na vapor using single mode coherent 7
nanoecond laser pulses can only excite the fraction A(c/AQ - 1/30 of the resonance line. -'

Incoherent echo generation gains us a factor of 30 by utilizing all the atoms in the resonance ."
line. The statilical nature of the incoherent light leads to a reduction to 33% in the average
value of P but the overall advantage of using incoherent light in this situation still
correspondsto a factor of ( 1/3)(30) or 10. In the echo experiments we had performed using

jt
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coherent loiht the laers ran in several mods anid so we only achieved an enhancement factor
of 3 when incohaet ources were used We constructed the inoli ent sources by taking
ordinary dye lasers and removing all elements which might define a cavity. Over the region
where these incohert sources lased, their output was effectively thermal.

FOUR WAYE MIXING %

The object of these experiments was to establish that echo gneration by incoherent
light was both possible and practical. As n adjunct to this work a four wave mixing signal was
developed in Na vapor at a temperature well above 445 K with temporally overlapping pulses
from a single intense incoherent laser (thermal) source. The source output was split to .%

produce two separate pulses we label 1 and 2 and then recombined after introducing an optical ,5%

delay. The result is shown in figure 1.1 When the delay between pulse I along k and 2 along
k + K exceeds the 7nsec duration"
of these pulses the resulting four

7 wave mixing signal along k 2K
is just the ordinary photon echo.

6 The data we show here goes only to
the 7nsec limit The purpose of

A this experiment was to show that
no well defined laser modes existed

-3 " in our amplified spontaneous
emission laser source. Had they-

S- . been present there would have
.;t - been a beat structure on the four -

wave mixing signal. The rapid fall
0. 1 .0 2.0 3.0 .o 5.0 6,0 7.0 in intensity for negativeToccurs

elay Between Pulse I and Pulse 2 (nsec) in theorder ofa 100 psec. For

FIG I Four-wave mixed signal, generated b) use of positive 'I there is a signal fall off
one thermal source, as a function of pulse separation. with a time constant of the order of
The absence of any large-scale beating demonstrates thai a few hundred psec followed by a
there is no stable mode structure in the thermal excita- slower fall off due to the
lion pulses diminishing of the temporal .'

overlap of the excitation pulses.
At the ti Wpe of this work parallel experiments were being carried out by Yaj ima et

el3 and Asaka et aI" The time delayed four wave mixing experiments of Yjima et al. used
picosecond noise pulses and the experiments of Asaka et al. used a noisy cw laser. In both these
cases the laser excitations were week and a perturbation theory was suitable.

In an effort to understand better the interaction of noislight with matter we
proceeded to study four wave mixing with intense radiation fields. We further broadened the
spectral width of our incoherent source, and redu the temperature of the Na vapor to 445 K
so that collisional broadening effects were negligable We found that as had been reported by
Yaj ima we obtained beets in the four wave mixing signal whn we varied the time delay I. ,-
These beets correspond to the 6 A splitting of the Ne D lines Whereas our incoherent echo
experiments were performed using light with a banowidtn of only a few Gli'z our four wave
mixing experiments with intense fields had a bandwidth of 12 A, sufficient to excite both D
lines, Our results are shown in figure 2. These results are similar to those of figure l except
for the dramatic 1.9 psec beating. The fast fall off in intensity S for positive I wasq't expected
as we now worked in a collision free regime where the result of Morite and Yajima, valid
when the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times, 1 and T2 , are large compared to the
inverse 1/e half width of the inhomogeneous line, Sc- " applies, as was the case in our

a I_
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experiment. Our observed degradation in S for large TC is due to laser noise induced relaxation
effects and is a subjct of
continuing interest.0 Our
discussion here will be limited to

*explaining why coherent signals
8.s should be produced by broadband

noise and to what extent the
S'.o broadband noise is essential in

effecting a particular result. We
- """_0 limit ourselves to the weak

S ,.excitation limit and we refer the
2.0 reader to the work of Morita and

Yajima for an analytic analysis of
0.0 many aspects of this problem.

-200 -100 0 100 200 300 4600 500 boo

P,,se s.arati. °pect SIMPLE ANALYSIS

First we present a
simple picture of the time delayed

7 . four wave mixing process. We
begin by modeling the incoherent
laser excitation as a series of delta
function spikes randomly phased
The laser output is divided and
recombined so that the sample is

2 irradiated with two identical laser
- pulses directed along k and k + K

___.________with relative delay T. These two
so o o spike trains are pictured in the e.

P Is, s ar.tion psec upper part of figure 3. The lower

(b part of this figu e shows two
FIG. Z. a, Experimentally measured signal intensity vs exci- recoil diagrams . in the upper

tation pulse separation in a 10-cm-long Na cell at .45 K (bi recoil diagram the spike along k
The same oata for pulse separations of 50-100 psec with error pr s the spike along k + K
bars and lines connecting the data. The l.Q-psec moduiation is while in the lower recoil diagram .- I
due to the Na 3 P fine-structure beating. it follows it. In all parts of the

figure the time variable is
synchronized and increases to the

right. Let's consider the upper recoil diagram. It shows the effect of the first four noise spikes
8)ono k seoartely genereting excited state amplitudes which recoil until deexcited by the
corresponding noise spices along k + K. In this manner a macroscopic ground state amplitude
with momentum corresponding to -K is built up. The essential thing here is that although the -,
noise spikes in each directed pulse train are randomly phased there is a fixed phase difference
between noise spikes separated by ' in the two pulse trains. When we consider the effect of a
noise spike along k + K acting on the ground state amplitude the effect is as shown in the
central section of the upper recoil diagram. An excited state amplitude is generated which
recoils along k + K and collides T later with the ground state amplitude recoiling along -K.
The result is the formation of a macrocopic dipole moment with wave vector k + K -(-K) = %,

I.%"
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k + 2K In the phase matched
direction in which we look. Each
noise spike along k + K therefore

I I I I I;wnertes a mcmc ic dipole
, 1 i lImoment which radiates. Sinc

these noise sp ikes we randomly
phased the signal we see Is the sum

iii I 1 ii Ir I I Iof the intensities which would be
-t tc radiated separately by each of theinduced dipole moment densities.

/ The picture we have presented
S* K •k2K /--K corresponds to a series of

kK- accumulated photon echoes which
combine incoherently to yield the

0 result expressed above in Eq( ).
/{The signal falls to half its

k L.kK assymptotic limit at I = 0 since
the echo amplitude is fully formed

K on application of the noise spike
k along k + K and the contribution

/,-- k -K to the time integral of the echo

l' / - K* 2K signal during its formation is not
,_,_obtained. For negative T a similar

k-K analysis using the lower recoil
diegram obtains and the resulting
signal is seen to be best

FIG. 3. Upper section: Two Identical laser spike trains interpreted as a series of
with relative delay T alonq k+K and k. Lower section: incompleted free decay.
Recoil diagrams Showing signal generation along k+21 fo The 1.9 psec beets we
positive T (above) and for negative T (below). Time oTehed can be explained in terms

increases to the right in all cases. of the mecroscopic ground state
population recoiing along -K

being modulated at the difference
frequency of the sodium D lines.
Consider figure 4 which shows the

/ recoil diagram appropriate when
two separate transitions are

, /excited by the same delta function
spike. Each excited state amplitude

. evolves according to its energy

exp Ot / eigenvalue with the result that the
•A-- expIDO t / ground state formed It later has an

./ / enplitude proportional to
/ [exp(-iQE) + exp(-iOT)] -

".cos[(Q-0')T/2] where 0 and 0'
are the eigenfrequencies associated
with the two excited states. As
before, the effect of a later spike
along k + K is to generate a

FIG. 4. Recoil diagram showing origin of ground recoiling state which collides with

superposition state modulation. the reformed ground state to
produce an echo This ground state

: ia-



having an amplitude which is modulated at half the difference frequency of the two excited
states gives rise to m echo intensity modulated by os[(Q-01']. As can be seen from the
figure this is true whether the interrogation spike which produces the recoiling excited state
(states) is resonant with either of the two transitions or both.

The virtue of the recoil diagram approach is that it provides a graphic picture of the
echo formation or time delayed four wave mixing process If relaxation pro~ses are
introduced then the radiated signal will diminish with increasing 't because the superposition
states will dephase reducing the echo formation directly as well as indirectly through an
incomplete formation of the macroscopic ground state. It appeaqthat this technique may be
well suited for the measurement of fast relaxation phenomena.

ULTRAFAST SPECTROSCOPY WITH NARROW BAND LASERS
The incoherent echo analysis was motivated by the realization that only radiation

resonant with a transition will interact with it This observation suggests an alternative
method for generating the psec bets observed above. The method is to repla the broadband
incoherent laser whose spectral output covers bqti lines with two narrowband coherent
lasers each resonant with one of the transitions. The output of these lasers is combined and
treated as a single pulse. We performed a regular two pulse photon experiment using regular
dye lasers with 7 nsec duration pulses. As expected we found that echoes are produced which

are in all respects similar to
echoes previously produced except
that when we vary the pulseX XCt X-C (t- T)

t separation " the overall echo
intensity varies ac ording to.=xi . t  co[(O-O'h[]. Thus the psec

beating is obtained with narrow
band excitation. This beating is
observed even when a
spectrometer is introduced in

% 0 t 2 t front of the detector so that
radiation is detected from only one

FIG 5 Space-time diagram showing excitation pulses and of the two transitions excited. This
in atom traveling at v,_ demonstrates that the beating

arises from an interference in the
common ground state population.

This result holds independent of the frequency splitting of the two optical transitions excited.
By proper selection of materials narrow band excitation of beets in the femtoseond and

, attosecond regimes is possible. These beets can be observed with slow detectors as the beat is
present in the integrated echo intensity signal not in the individual echo sigmal envelope.

The echo intensity is calculated by following a moving atom which is irradiated at t
and t 2. The lasers are not at exact resonance but must both excite the same velocity subgroup
as we are interested only in the situation where beats occur. We use a + and - subscript to
indicate time just before and after the pulse arrival and we list the wavefunction development
as follows.

t, _ >= Ig>,  t, +>=Ig + e>+ le'>, .

t I , >=Ig>+exp[-i()(t-t I )]Ie>,exp[-ig'(t-t )]Ile'),

t2 >=Ig>+exp[-iO( t2-t 1 )]Ie>+exp[ -iO'(t 2-t I )Ie'>,
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t2 >e* e>+ {eXP[- i(t2-t I )110> ap1- I0'(t 2- t PIM>,

t>t 2 , )=exp[ - iD(t-t 2)Je +exp( - iQ'(t-t 2 ) lie')
*{exp[-iD(t 2 -t1 )] + exp[- iQ'(t 2 -t 1 )]})g..

From the wavefunction at t>t 2 , we calculate the dipole moment of the atom being followed and 4*
label it with the subscript i: :'
PJ{expi0[ ( t-t2)-(t2-t 1 )1,[ 1 M exp-( O-O)(t 2 -tI ) +

',I. The dipole density is then obtained by summing over all atoms, yielding "'

P(x,t)-2 iP(t)&(x-xi-vit) where i- Jdvg(v). The lineshape isgiven by

g(v)=( 1/-/2Tr)( 1I/v )exp-(v-v ) 2 /v 2 where vs=(AO/0)c is the average velocity of the
interacting atoms as termined by the dtuning of the laser from the resonance frequency of an

*atom at rest, the quantity v =(TD/tE )v is the spread in velocities covered by the lasr pulse
whose duration is tp. The rdiated field Prom those atoms moving at vi is obtained from

E-JIdxP(x,tx/c) ~2i p it+(x+v it)/(c-v )].

The relationship between the various parameters is displayed in figure 5 and used to evaluate Pi
to order vi /c. This done we can obtain E and the corresponding integrated intensity which we
write as - /)[[p(OO'/]2cos[ C-,-( I" 6

Jdt leho - I + exp( [1 • v-0c))
Since the modulation is observed only when both lasers are simultaneously resonant on the same
atom the Doppler shift occurs only in the difference frequency. In the limit that the lasers are
multimode and the mode density is dense then the response becomes Doppler free and is given by

jdt lecho- 1 + exp(-( 1/4)['[(Q'-Q)/] 2 (vD2 +Vp2 /2)cos(Q-O)'E)

where vD is the Doppler velocity. The term involving vD degrades the echo in Na with a time
constant of 400 nsec when the Na temperature is 410 K. This is the dominant relaxation term
after lifetime relaxation and only becomes important when the time between the first excitation
pulse and the echo exceeds 50 fluorescence lifetimes.

It has been demonstrated that incoherent or broadband light is suitable for
generating photon echoes and for performing time delayed four wave mixing experiments. The
broadband character of the light makes it possible to excite a wide spectrum of resonances. i
This is useful when relaxation broadening is important The simplicity of the technioue makes
it a promising tool for the study of fast relaxation prosses and wide band spectroscopy.
Insight into the gneration of coherent beets with broadband light was obtained by performing
a parallel experiment with a pair of narrowband lasers. Doppler free spectroscopy should be
possible with this technique.
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II

Comment on "Diffraction-Free Beams"

The recent work of Durnin, Miceli, and Eberly I on Diffraction-Free Beams brings to mind

the experiment which generates the Poisson Spot.2 As normally observed by diffracting parallel
light around a circular obstacle the Poisson Spot retains its intensity on axis as one recedes from

the obstacle while its radius increases linearly. However if the obstacle is placed in the focal plane %

of a following lens as was the case in ref. 1 the illuminated spot which is observed in the center of
the shadow exhibits the general characteristics which are described in Durnin et al. For our
experimental conditions, as described below, the spot retains its intensity and sharpness as the

observation point is moved over the latter half of the 156 cm. range on which it forms. However,
we probably ought not to say that the spot constitutes a diffractionless propagating beam. It is

rather a line image, as is shown by the fact that a new obstacle placed in its path does not obliterate
the spot further along the axis. In figures la and lb we show the shadow of a .8 cm ball bearing
illuminated by a 1.5 cm diameter collimated He-Ne laser light beam as observed on a white card

150 cm from a 25 cm lens which is analogous to the lens in the apparatus of Ref. I. Figure la

shows the normal unblocked situation while figure lb was obtained when a .3 cm diameter rod
was inserted accross the beam at a position 40 cm before the white card. The shadow of the rod is

clearly visible as is the undisturbed Poisson Spot. This shows that the energy in the spot did not

get there by traveling along the axis. The rod only blocks that part of the image lying close enough
to the rod so that it cannot "see" the edge of the ball bearing. Further away, light skimming the

edge of the ball bearing has a free path to the image position and hence it is not affected. ,

We wish to thank F. W. Kantor for insightful comments and suggestions and E. Usadi for

assistance in making the figures.
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New formalism of the Kronig-Penney model with application to superlattices

Hung-Sik Cho and Paul R. Prucnal
Center for Telecommunications Research, Department of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York, New York 10027

(Received 26 March 1987)

A new formalism of the Kronig-Penney model has been developed which is considerably simpler
than the conventional one. It gives not only the carrier energy bands but also the wave functions at V,.
the edges of each band. Although it is formulated to be applied to superlattices, it is also applicable
to bulk materials. X%

ILI
1. INTRODUCTrION

and minimum energies of each band have definite parities.
The Kronig-Penney model' is an idealized method of Since this formalism is simpler and easier to manipulate

calculating the energy bands in crystalline solids with than the conventional formalism, it can be used to find
energy bands and wave functions in superlattices and bulk .-periodically varying potentials. It has been applied pri-,

marily to bulk semiconductors22  materials by simple numerical analysis. In the following
ksection, both the conventional formalism, and the new

nature of band structures. Recently, it has also been ap-.
plied to semiconductor superlattices'- 7 to calculate quan- formalism of the Kronig-Penney model with Bastard's
tum confined energy subbands. Here, because of boundary condition, will be developed and compared. In

conduction- and valence-band discontinuities, Sec. III application of the new formalism will be illustrat-
condctin- nd alece-bnd iscntiuites, ed by finding the energy subbands and envelope wave

smaller-energy-gap layers act as potential wells between functin of a nergysubans supernvttice.wThis ap-
larger-energy-gap layers. Though the effective mass of punction wl t bescussed.
carriers is the same throughout bulk materials, it is p
different in the Well and barrier layers of superlattice
structures. This effective mass difference must be taken 11. FORMULATION

into account by the appropriate boundary condition at the The periodic potential in a superlattice is not a real S

well/barrier interface. The conventional formalism of the atomic potential, but a periodic repetition of different en-
Kronig-Penney model for bulk materials must therefore ergy gap layers, the thickness of which is usually many
be modified for superlattices. times larger than the period of the atomic potential. As a

Mukherji and Nag' considered the effective-mass consequence, the actual wave function of a superlattice is .
difference in formulating the Kronig-Penney model, but a bulk atomic wave function modulated by the envelope
assumed that the wave function and its first derivative wave function of the superlattice potential. The energy
were continuous at the interface. Bastard - replaced the bands of a superlattice are composed of a discrete series of 
assumption of continuity of the first derivative of wave subbands induced by the superlattice potential inside a
function with an envelope function approximation. He bulk band. ,.S-.
showed that the first derivative of the wave function divid- In this section, we will formulate the energy subbands p
ed by effective mass, or the probability current, is continu- and envelope wave functions induced by the superlattice %
ous at the interface under certain conditions. Although potential, using a new formalism of the Kronig-Penney
several other boundary conditions have been pro- model and applying Bastard's boundary condition. Be-
posed, 8-' 0 Bastard's is the simplest and most intuitively fore developing the new formalism, the conventional for-
appealing. The results of particle energy calculations malism is first developed for comparison.
based on Bastard's boundary condition are consistent with
the experimental data.'' Recently, the Kronig-Penney A. Conventional formalism S
model with Bastard's boundary condition was also used
to calculate the band offset of GaAs/Al.Gal_,As super- Figure 1 shows the periodic square potential of a super-
lattices.12  lattice with well thickness a. barrier thickness b. and bar-

The purpose of this paper is to present a new formalism rier height V. Particle effective mass is m, at the well and
of the Kronig-Penney model developed using Bastard's mb at the barrier. From the solution of the Schr6dinger
bNundar, condition. This formalism is based on the ob- equation. the envelope wave function in two aujacent
er~ation that wave functions corresponding to maximum periods, -b <z < a and a z < d -a. can be written as

V .-V Jl-
4 e 2 - Be - a -/2) ,, z),0 Oz a

Ce ' + +De -t3'z b'4b (z= , -b <z o 0,
.[-d d). 2 ... . V]d,<d

,i 4. -- Be -. . (z), d ,rd a

,Dc h: - 2  d] 5P :), a =: z d 2
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I]

where d =a +b is the period of the superlattice, A, B, C, and D are complex numbers, e'4 is the phase factor, and z is
the axis perpendicular to the superlattice layers. a and Pi are defined as

a (2m. E)/2,

where E is the particle energy. %Pa, '%', IV,, and %Pd are defined only inside a well or a barrier. We note

IT (0)I1 = I [,,(a) I and qb( -b)I = I %(0)1 from the symmetry of the wells and barriers, and also note
T4(z +d) % - (z)l from the periodicity of superlattice potential. Using Bastard's boundary condition at z =0 and

z =a, i.e., I I
'a0o)='b (0 ), q- , (z)1 =0= [ (z) =o, -

Ma Mb

40o(a)=Obd(a), -[P(h=o =--[P(Z)]z... -

where ,',(z) and 4l',(z) are the first derivatives of T,'(z) and %lb(z), respectively, and applying the condition that A, B, C.
and D should not be zero simultaneously, we obtain

1 1 11

a a _

*o r,. -,I0-b 0

Se
a  e -iaa el(-b8) ei(obfl 0

a
a a---e -aa _ _ __0-bi3 / V bi

e e-e'
M. m, mb Mb

Note that by Bloch's theorem P(z)=e'ku (z), where k is the wave number of the envelope function in the z axis and
u z) is a periodic potential satisfying utz)=utz +d). It is obvious that 'Flz ±d)=e'ke',":u z +d) is e'd%'IZ ). Thus 4"
is equal to kd. By simplifying the above determinant and replacing P by kd, we obtain

cos(kd)=cos 1(2m E)"' cosh -E2mbl/-E]"'2

1+ M i

asin 2m,E)'i sinh -[2mbEl'] 
-  for V > E

and

b.
coslkd) cos -2m 0 E) cos -V

M. V m E
Mb iM, Il I'2 '.' Isn 12n
+- sin 2m. E'2si 12m E - ' for E

21,E (E~ -

where ,=h /2-, and h is the Planck's constant. B. New formalism
Similar equations have been derived by Bastard,' who

also included the effect of momentum in the direction Even though the conventional formalism %ield the en-
parallel to the layers. If continuity of d+4"'/dz is adopt- erg.z hands of superlattices or bulk materials. it is quite
ed instead of (I /m&+zh/dz. (m, /M,: - .s replaced h\ complicated and cannot ield the enelope \;wie fun-

n(m/m0  : 2 and vice versa, and the overall energ hands lions A t \ formalism. \,hich %,ill ht de\eloped here. is

shift upward.'' From Eqs. 3) and ,4) the E-k dispersion simpler thain the conentional formaiam and cld, the
relations can be readily obtained, envelope vase functions corresponding to the edge ener-

ON" ' ' 'i~i - ' - ;i-' 'Z i i '' " ' "-'i- -il- I ; -'1
- "
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V(Z) ,

7 1 %

-d _b 0 1 a d4 d O Z ///

2 ,ELECTRON ENERGY (meV)(,

FIG. I A schematic view of the periodic square potential ofa C
superlattice. a is the well thickness, b is the barrier thickness, 0 20 30 T460 '2.."0

d =a + b is the period of the superlattice, and V is the barrier \4.2 ,. 3 -,-- .
height. qP, and ', are the envelope wave functions in the wells - i .. , , -
at 0 <z <a and d <z <d .a, respectively. yb and Td are the -
envelope wave functions in the barriers at -b <z <0 and -
a <z <d. respectively. -5

-7

gies of each band. These envelope wave functions are use- -9
ful to analyze the superlattice properties.

From Eqs. (3) and (4, the phase difference ((i=kd) be-
% tween F(z) and 'F(z -- d) is 0 or =- for the wave function FIG. 2. The first five electron energy subbands of a

corresponding to minimum and maximum energy of each GaAs/AIGai-,As superlattice with x =0.5, a = 100 . and
band. The phase difference between 1P.(0) and qPl(d) is b =25 A. V=375 meV is the barrier potential height. Dashed
the sum of the phase difference (P, between T,(0) and curves (a) and fb) correspond to the functions in the left-hand
*,,(a), and the phase difference (!b between '4'(a) and side of Eqs. 17) and (8), and (11I and (12), respectively. Dotted
'td id). When A is different from B or -B in Eq. (1), (D, is curves (c) and (d) correspond to the functions in the left-hand
different from 0 or -- ,r. Similarly, when C is different from side of Eqs. (Q5) and 16), and ( 19) and (20), respectively. Solid
D or -D in Eq. (1), 0,. is also different from 0 or -- T. In curve (e) corresponds to the right-hand side of Eqs. i3' and (41.
general, when 0P, and 4)b do not have even or odd parity respectively. n is the band index.
(when A=,=B or -B, or C=D or -D), the total phase
difference cannot be 0 or -IT. Therefore, the envelope
wave functions corresponding to the minimum and max-
imum energy of each band must have even or odd parity, ever, that at large b each band in a well degenerates to an

energy level with vanishing bandwidth. Thus l'q"" (corre-
sponding to minimum energy) and T" (corresponding to

1. Odd-index bands (n = 1,3,5 .... ) maximum energy) become identical. Hence, the panties
of %,"'" and 1117" must be the same for any value of b.

As will be shown in Fig. 2, the minimum energy of Furthermore, T,' is even for the first (ground' state, odd
every odd-index band corresponds to cos0= I or (P=0. for the second state, and alternating even and odd with
Following the above arguments, (P, and Ob should both increasing n. Therefore, both lT'" and qm'n of every
be even or both be odd at minimum energies. Note, how- odd-index band have even panty, and can be wntten as

5j

d

'=A,, .4 cos a - P'Tz)=Bcosh 6 Z - for V>E 1,

'I'r' )z=Aco , ,-- o V< .

t 2

A (z= cos ia I z - - ("+z ) =B cos 0 !3z-.  for V < E 6

where b= 1 3
= m h' E , i

.

Using Bastard's boundary condition at Z =0. i.e.,

+110 qtO h (0)O

and

Mh.
w b

,€ we obtain

S-
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A cos =B cosh '8 Aa sin a6sinh for V > E•

Acosh ( 2 Bcos A asin - =- sin for V<E,
Sma (2 m6

2 a 2 Mb 2

which in turn gives the minimum energy of every odd-index band:

tan -V -I tanh -[2mb(V-Emn)]" 2 -0 for V >E, (7)
I M a 1n mb Emin 2AI

tan /-22mEm)"' I + Vm 1- tan L[2M E.,.-V)]/2 =0 for V <E (8
2AMb Emjn j 2 -hm -VJ '~irVL

The smallest solution of Eq. (7) corresponds to n = 1 (ground subband), the next solution to n = 3, etc. The band in-
dex corresponding to the smallest solution of Eq. (8) depends on how many bands are confined inside the well.

To find the maximum energy of each odd-index band, we note that cos4P is -I or (P is _ir. Q, is 0 because IP is
even. Since 4Va + (b is __ir, (bb is =7r, or (Pb is odd. Hence, the wave functions can be written as

q zla-()= A cos T - , sinh -8 z+ for V>E, (91

%"A(z)=Acos z-- , P =B sin [ tz+- for V<E. (10)

Following the same procedure as above, we obtain the maximum energy of every odd-index band:
tan ~-2 a)1/2 1- - - coth -[ 2 mb(V-Ema)(1/2 =0 for V>E , li

2h M/ Emax 2A1
a 1 i n0  12 /1

tan a (2m.Em,)'12 - I - V 1 cot b[2mb(Eax- V)]I/  0 for V < E . (12)
2 Ab E2

2. Even-index bands (i=2,4,6,...)

For even-index bands, the minimum energy corresponds to cosqP=-I or >=t77. Since T,, is odd and 4l, is z,
4€b =4b - is 0. Thus Tb is even, and we can write

'Pm)z)= A sin ja z - b =Bcosh - for V>E , 13,

a Z")(= A sin ra ~-a I114

Using the boundary condition and simplifying as above, we obtain the minimum energy of ever, even-index band:
1/2

cot "2 EE-I -1 tanh [2 Mb(V-Em, ,]1/2 =0 for V >E 15

cot -(2mE, 20i m V t [2mEm -VI'=0 for V<E.,1
cot I 2A(m mn 1/ tan -[2b(,n- V) fr V<I

Mnb Emin 2A

The smallest solution of Eq. (15) corresponds to n =2, the next to n =4, etc. The band index corresponding to the
smallest solution of Eq. (16) depends on how many bands are confined inside the well.

To find the maximum energy of every even-index band we note that cos$ is I or V is 0. Since 'F, is odd and (D. is
0 T, (Pb =V-4) is ,r. Thus 'Ph is odd. Hence, we can write the wave functions as

PM&"(z)=A sin a -- " , aP 'z=Bsinh - bV

'Pmh)i =A2sin a - P,, -Bs Z- for IE > E 17,
qpms( I A sn 'T" Bsin - for V <E.

2 -
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Following the same procedure as above, we obtain the maximum energy of every even-index band:

cot (2mE..)/2 + -1 ft [2mb(V -Emu)] / 2 =0 for V > E , (19)

V) ]/ 1/ 0
cot (2m.-E.)'I + 11 - cot -[2mb(Em.-V)I')=0 for V<E . (20)

2A b Emx [2h

Even though formulas similar to Eqs. (7) and (19) have We have also calculated the envelope wave functions us-
been previously derived by Masselink et al.,' 1 their rela- ing the new formalism.
tionship to the Kronig-Penney model has not been Figure 2 shows the first five electron energy subbands.
clarified. In addition, they are not a complete formalism We have taken AE, =0.476+0.125x +0. 143x 2 eV for
because they cannot yield the maximum energies of odd- 0.45 <x < 1,14 as the band-gap difference between GaAs
index bands and minimum energies of even-index bands, and AlGat._.As at room temperature; ma =0.067m0
and the corres-ponding envelope wave functions. and mb =(0.067+0.083x)m 0, where m0 is the free elec- r

The question might arise why only one boundary con- tron mass, as the electron effective mass at well and bar-
dition at z =0 was used in developing the new formalism, rier layers. We have assumed 65%:35% band offset ra-
whereas boundary conditions at both z =0 and z =a were tio t1'16 ' 7 between the conduction and valence band. Thus
used to derive Eqs. (3) and (4). The explanation lies in the barrier potential V is given as 0.65AEg=375 meV.
the main difference between the two formalisms. Since As shown in Fig. 2, the first three bands are confined in-
the conventional formalism is concerned with all the ener- side the well and the remaining two bands are not. Curve
gies from 0 to a, Eqs. (3) and (4) indicate that (V (=kd) (a) in Fig. 2 corresponds to the function in the left-hand
can be any real value from 0 to 2fr (for energies inside side of Eqs. (7) and (8) for E < V and E > V, respectively.
bands) or any complex value (for energies outside bands). This curve meets the E axis at 31, 268, and 684 meV.
Thus there are no definite parities of T. and Tb and no Since Eqs. (7) and (8) give the minimum energies of odd-
symmetry relationship between T.'a0) and Tl'aa) or index bands, these three values are the minimum energy
qb -b) and 'b t0). Therefore, in Fig. 1, the boundary of the first, third, and fifth subband, respectively. Curve
condition at z =0 and z =a are different and both bound- (b) corresponds to the functions in the left-hand side of
ary conditions must be used. On the other hand, the new Eqs. (11) and (12). Obviously, it gives the maximum ener-

formalism is only concerned with the band-edge energies, gy of the first, third, and fifth subband. Similarly, curves
at which (P can be only 0 or ±r. Thus ', and 1, have (c) and (d) correspond to the functions in the left-hand
definite parities. Since T, (0)=+q±4(a) and side of Eqs. (15) and (16), and (19) and (20), respectively.
q'b (0)=--- (a), the boundary condition at z =0, which
determines the relationship between lQ, and 41b, is identi-
cal to that at z =a. This is the reason we need only one met min

boundary condition in developing the new formalism. 't' I
When b becomes sufficiently large for V > E, Eqs. (7) 0 , z

and l ) degenerate to.-i i

tan -E(2m.E)i/I- ~ V. I -
0 ~mi

for n =13,5.... 3

and Eqs. (15) and (191 to m%,

maa m

cot L__(2moE)]+-'  mo V/  + 0 .' 0

for n =2,4,6, ... . .,.
These results are, of course, identical to the single-well re-

suIts. 13  0b 2 4 b 2 -Z

Ill. APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION FIG. 3. Envelope wave functions corresponding to the edge
energies of the first five subbands shown in Fig 2. IV is the

As an illustration of the application of the new formal- wave function corresponding to the maximum edge of the first
ism, we have calculated the electron energy subbands of a subband, and V ',, is that corresponding to the minimum edge of
GaAs/AI,Gaj _,As superlattice with x =0.5, a = 100 A, the first subband, etc. b =25 A is the barrier thickness;
and b =25 A by using both the conventional formalism a =d -b = 100 A is the well thickness. The amplitude of the

[Eqs. (3) and (4)] and the new formalism [Eqs. (51 to (201]. wave functions has arbitrary units.

% % %
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They give the minimum and maximum energies of the = fo 0 q, I 2dz, gives the probability to find an electron

second and fourth subband, respectively. All these curves at a barrier layer. The calculated values of Pb for this su-
are obtained from the new formalism. Curve (e) is ob- perlattice have been found to be 5.7%, 12%, 25%, 38%,
tained from the conventional formalism. It corresponds and 43% for minimum energy of the first five bands, and
to the functions in the right-hand side of Eqs. (3) and (4) 1.3%, 5.3%, 8%, 13%, and 18% for maximum energy of
for E < V and E > V, respectively. We can easily identify the first five bands. They are an increasing function of n,
the first five subbands. because electrons become more energetic with increasing

If we define f(E) as the longitudinal axis of the curves n and are more probable to leak to the barriers. pjlf for
(a)-(e), we note that curve (e) meets the f(E)= I or - I 'I',n is larger than P m ' for a of the same band, be-
line at exactly the same points on the E axis as the cause T '"' has even parity and 1,11b' has odd parity.
minimum and maximum energies found from curves (a), We observe another general property of the envelope
(b), (c), and (d). This indicates that the energy bands wave functions in wells and barriers of superlattices:
found from the new formalism are identical to those When E < V, wave functions at the wells, corresponding
found from the conventional formalism, as they must be. to both Emin and Ema of the nth subband, have n - I
Even though we have plotted complete curves of functions zeros (meet z axis n - I times). Those at the barriers have
in Eqs. (7), (8), (11), (12), (15), (16), (19), and (20) to find 0 (for Erna) or I (for Emin) zero. When E > V, wave
the subbands by the new formalism, usually it is not functions at the wells still have n - 1 zeros; those at the
necessary. The energy bands can be easily found by sim- barriers have a different number of zeros for different b,
pie numerical or graphical methods. Of course this for- ranging from 0 for small b, to infinity for infinitely large
malism can also be used for bulk materials with me =mb. b. In Fig. 3, however, we see only 0 or 1 zero inside the

In Fig. 3 the envelope wave functions are presented, barrier, because the barrier is sufficiently thin to have only
which correspond to the minimum and maximum ener- 0 or 1 zero.
gies of the first five subbands of the superlattice in Fig. 2. In conclusion, we can calculate both the energy bands
These wave functions have been found by using the and the wave functions corresponding to the edge energies
minimum and maximum energy of each band. in calculat- of each band, of superlattices or bulk materials, using the
ing a, /3, and 6; also the boundary condition new formalism of the Kronig-Penney model. Moreover,
%P'(0)=q'b(0) is applied to Eqs. (5), (6), (9), (10), (13), the calculation of energy bands can be done more easily
(14), (17), and (18), thus eliminating A or B. Although by the new formalism than by the conventional formal-
these wave functions are not normalized, ism. The new formalism is very useful for the analysis of
Pb = b /(Ia + Ib ), where I, = fg 'O'a 

2dz and Ib superlattices and application to device designs.
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ABSTRACT

Laser radiation has been used to enhance
both gas- and surface-phase phenomena
occurring in a plasma reactor. As a
result, resistless patterning and
light-enhanced plasma etch rates have
been demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

In the plasma etching processes now routinely used to
fabricate semiconductor devices, a resist mask is used to
define an area to be etched, and a glow discharge
generates reactive species which etch the exposed area.
Depending on the myriad process parameters, such as gas
components, gas pressure, and RF discharge frequency, the
etch can have varying amounts of selectivity, anisotropy,
and damage. However, a trade-off among these factors
often exists, making it difficult to separately optimize
all of them. For example, while increasing the ion flux
to the substrate can increase the degree of anisotropy,
it can also decrease the etch material selectivity and
increase the amount of ion damage. In addition, the
requirement of a resist mask to define the etch region p
necessitates many extra steps in the processing sequence.

Recent experiments have shown that light-assisted
chemistry can also be used to accomplish dry etching. In
addition, the use of light tc alter the -properties of
electric discharges, viz, in gas lasers, and to effect
surface reactions has been previously demonstrated. As a
result, it is reasonab.e to expect that the introduction ..
of an external light source to a plasma reactor may -e
provide a useful tool for improving the performance of a
plasma process.
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In a set of experiments which will be described here,,
we have used laser light to control the etching rate of
silicon and gallium arsenide in a plasma etchingenvironment. Various light-assisted processes have been
examined, including those relying on gas- and surface-
phase interactions. Both substantial etch-rate
enhancements and micrometer-scale maskless patterning
have been observed.

CW LASER-ENHANCED PLASMA ETCHING OF SILICON

In the study of laser enhanced plasma etching of
silicon, cw laser light of various wavelengths and
intensities was weakly focused onto the surface of a
single-crystal silicon sample, doped to varying degrees.
The experiments are described in detail elsewhere (1,2).
Briefly, it was found t at at high laser power densities
(greater than 10 kW/cm ), there is an etch enhancement,
which appears to be primarily thermal in nature, and is
independent of incident wavelength, doping type, and
dopini level. At low laser power densities (less than 10
kW/cm ) however, the effect appears to be predominately
a photochemical one, since the temperature rise due to
the laser is quite low (less than 20 °C), and the
effect is now dependent on the wavelength of the light
and the doping level of the sample. ;

The experimental results are consistent with a
process that is controlled by the flow of photogenerated
carriers to the surface. Figure 1 demonstrates the
photochemical nature of the etch rate enhancement at low
laser power densities. Here it can be seen that for
heavily doped silicon, either n- or p-type, the

5:photoinduced-etch enhancement is greater for the near-uv
laser light than for the visible laser light. Within the
experimental accuracy of this work (about 20%), the
results are the same for either n- or p-type silicon.
The etch rate without laser enhancement for the heavily
doped n- and p-type samples is also approximately the
same for the operating conditions used in this particular
reactor.

This behavior is in marked contrast with the results
of another group, which studied purely photon-enhanced
etching of silicon by chlorine atoms (3). In that
experiment, it was found that the dark etch rate is much
greater for n-type than p-type silicon, but that the
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relative photon-enhancement is much greater for the
p-type than for the n-type material.

Although the precise mechanism by which the
photogenerated carriers enhance the etching of silicon in
the CF4 /02 plasma has not yet been determined, there
are a number of possibilities. These include increasing
the reaction rate between Si and SiFx groups (as
pointed out by Houle (4) in another study of purely
light- induced etching), increasing the rate of
subsurface fluorination of the silicon, and removal of
adsorbed layers, such as hydrocarbons, on the silicon
surface, which may limit the reaction rate by blocking
surface sites. Note that all three of these mechanisms
result in increased surface desorption in the illuminated
region.

In order to examine whether a more precisely defined
surface layer could be affected by laser light, polymer
deposition was induced by adding hydrogen to CF4 in the
same etching reactor. It was found that both the plasma
etch rate and the etch-rate enhancement due to the laserwere altered.

First, Figure 2 shows the reduction of the dark etch
rate with the addition of hydrogen. It is thought that
this reduction in etch rate is due to the onset of two S
successive processes; H atoms scavenging F atoms from the
system via the formation of HF, a nonreactive gas for
polymer etching, and polymer deposition on the surface -\

due to the altered gas-phase chemistry (5,6),
respectively.

Second, when the laser is used to illuminate the
surface of the silicon during the etch process, a clearly
defined enhancement is again observed. Figure 3 shows
the etch-rate enhancement due to the laser. The most
prominent feature is the sharp rise in enhancement at
l5-mTorr H2 partial pressure. According to a previous
study, the F concentration in the gas will begin to rise
after its initial fall at about this hydrogen
concentration (6). As a result, the etch rate will then
be limited only by polymer deposition. Under these
conditions, the laser light incident to the surface will
enhance the etch rate due to the desorption of polymeric
material. The reduction in polymer deposition due to the
laser light can be seen visually by a color change in the
polymer layer in the vicinity of the laser spot, and
through Auger electron spectroscopy, which shows a marked
reduction in polymer coverage in the illuminated region.

.Y.
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An important application of this technique is that it
can be used to accomplish resistless processing. Since
the strongly etched region is defined by the laser light,
projection of a masked beam on the surface directly
patterns the etched region. This form of in situ
processing was demonstrated by patterning the laser beam
with a simple wire grid. The resolution, which was
limited by the demagnification of the projection lens,,
was several micrometers.

The role of the laser light in preventing polymer .4'

film growth appears to again be due to photogenerated
carriers in thi silicon. The low laser power density
used (0"10 W/cm') would appear to preclude a purely
thermal effect. Also, in the same reactor, the laser
light does not have any effect on deposition on sapphire,
an insulator which does not absorb light at this
wavelength, but would be subject to any surface
photochemical effects in the same reactor.

In a second set of experiments, we examined the -

effect of laser light on controlling the plasma
discharge, either through its chemical species, or
through its electrical properties. These studies
involved laser-enhanced plasma etching of GaAs. The
output from a 193-nm excimer laser is used to illuminate
the discharge region between two electrodes in a pulsed
d.c. discharge. Both the laser and plasma are pulsed at
a repetition rate of 30 Hz. The laser power is typically
20 mJ/pulse, and the discharge is typically operated at
600V and a pulse width of 200 usec. The gas used is
HBr, at a pressure of 5 torr and a flow rate of 25 sccm.

Previous work describes some aspects of the
experimental arrangement in more detail and discusses the
etch results obtained with laser illumination alone,
i.e., without a plasma discharge (7). A recent extension
of these purely laser studies has shown that partially
brominated surface layers play an important role in the
etching process. In particular, when the etched samples
are examined using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), it is found that the chemical composition and the
depth of the surface layer varies according to the
processing conditions employed. Figure 4 shows the
arsenic, gallium and bromine peaks, obtained by etching
under several different substrate temperatures. The
exact energy of the arsenic and gallium peak depends on
the local bonding environment. For example, gallium from
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the substrate (GaAs) can be distinguished from gallium
due to CaBr3. However, the peaks due to GaBr 3 and
Ga2 03 can not be resolved in this apparatus. The'
same is true for the arsenic peaks. These results are
consistent with what has been found by other researchers
in different etching systems. For example, in fluorine'
etching of silicon, it has been found that subsurface.
fluorination occurs, also to a depth of about 20 or!
30 (8).

Adding the laser illumination to the discharge region'
has several effects on the etching, particularly as a
result of phenomena involving the adsorbed layers.,
First, the etch rate is greatly increased over the plasma:
etch rate, especially at temperatures high enough so that
the process is not limited by desorption of the etch
reaction products, namely GaBr 3 and AsBr3 . This is
shown in Figure 5, where it can be seen that the laser
enhances the plasma etch rate by almost an order of
magnitude at 100 0 C. Note that in this case, the laser
beam is aimed over the substrate in the pulsed plasma
discharge. Calculations indicate that at the lower
temperatures, where the laser has little effect on the
etching, as shown in Figure 5, the etch rate is limited
by desorption of the GaBr 3 products from the GaAs
surface, so the creation of more gas-phase bromine by the
laser has little effect on the etch rate. However, at p
the higher temperatures, where desorption is not as
limiting a process, the laser has a large effect, since
the bromine it creates can be used effectively in the %
etching.

Second, etching with the plasma alone or the laser
alone yields etch profiles which are quite different.
The etch profile obtained using just the laser follows
crystallographic lines, while that obtained using just
the plasma is more nearly vertical. with the laser and
plasma together, an intermediate etch profile is obtained
which can be more or less anisotropic depending on the
relative contribution of the laser versus that of the
plasma. This behavior is due to the laser changinig the
density of neutral bromine atoms in the plasma region,
relative to the density of ions created by the
discharge. While the neutral species tend to cause
crystallographic etching, the ions tend to cause etching
which is more directional.

Laser light can also be used to control the
electrical properties of the discharge. Ultraviolet
controlled or sustained discharges have been used to
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obtain abnormally low ratios of electrical field to
neutral particle density. This low ratio can, for
example, yield a more efficient discharge for obtaining
population inversion in a laser. In this connection, we
have also begun to investigate the use cf UV excimer
laser light to influence the electrical parameters in the
pulsed, HBr discharge described in the paragraph above.

In particular, preliminary work has been done in'
studying changes in plasma characteristics due to the
laser illumination. The technique used was to irradiate
the discharge region with the laser, and at some fixed,
time delay apply a voltage pulse to the discharge
plates. The voltage applied is below the threshold at
which the gas will break down without any laser
illumination. Care was taken to ensure that the laser
light did not hit the electrodes.

The first experiments showed that 193-nm light was
effective in lowering the breakdown voltage in the
plasma. Thus, if a pulse of excimer light preceded the
application of the pulsed waveform to the discharge
plate, the breakdown of the voltage could be lowered as
much as 50%. Further, the magnitude of the reduction in
voltage depended on the time between laser pulse and the
discharge, and the gas conditions in the discharge
region. For example, the higher the HBr pressure, the
longer the duration of the interval of low
discharge-breakdown voltage. The details of this
behavior are in accord with a diffusion-limited loss of
the photogenerated species. In addition, the
conductivity or carrier density in the plasma is found to
be directly proportional to the laser power, when the
193-nm laser pulse and the application of the voltage
pulse to the discharge plates are made to coincide. This
behavior is shown in Figure 6, which displays the
variation in discharge current with laser power, for a
fixed-voltage pulse. Both of these experiments
illustrate that UV light can lower the operating voltage
within the plasma, and yet still obtain significant
discharge current.

In summary, we have shown that laser light can be
used to control surface desorption, chemical species, and
electrical parameters of a plasma reactor. These laser
control phenomena have been used to obtain the practica.
advantages of maskless patterning and higher etcl rate
(at reduced driving voltage) in a plasma etching
environment.

..
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Figure 4: XPS spectra of etched GaAs surface, with
varying substrate temperature during the
etch process. The laser orientation is
indirect.
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OPTICALLY-INDUCED, ROOM-TEMPERATURE OXIDATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE

Chien-Fan Yu, Michael T. Schmidt, Dragan V. Podlesnik, and Richard M. Osgood
Jr.. Microelectronics Sciences Laboratories, Columbia University, New York,
NY 10027

ABSTRACT

Room-temperature, optically-induced oxidation of the gallium arsenide
surface has been studied with laser radiation of different wavelengths. It
was found that deep-ultraviolet light is much more effective in enhancing
oxidation than near-ultraviolet or visible light. The growth rate of the
oxide was also found to be drastically increased by the presence of
chemisorbed water molecules on the surface.

INTROD'ICTION

The study of optically-induced oxidation of the gallium arsenide
surface has been a subject of intensive investigationfl-5]. These studies
have shown that simultaneous exposure of a semiconductor surface to oxygen
and to laser light can stimulate the uptake of oxygen. It is also known
that a thin oxide layer formed on the gallium arsenide surface can be used
to passivate the surface or to alter the interface properties[6J. A better
understanding and control of this room-temperature process can lend itself
to many applications in the fabrication of semiconductor devices. The
enhancement of oxidation on the gallium arsenide surface through above-
band-gap photon illumination has been generally attributed to the effect of
photogenerated carriers(!-5j. We report here our recent study on the
wavelength dependence and the effect of water molecules adsorbed on the
gallium arsenide surface in this photon-induced process. The use of deep
ultraviolet light, below the oxygen dissociation limit, and/or the presence
of chemisorbed water molecules on the surface were found to increase
significantly the growth rate of the oxide.

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments were carried out with either an argon-ion laser tuned to
one of its visible or near-uv lines, or with a frequency-doubled argon-ion
laser to generate 257-nm deep uv light. An excimer laser was also used as
an alternative to generate 248-nm (KrF) light. In all cases the
dissociation limit of oxygen molecules (242 nm) was not exceeded. The laser
power was kept sufficiently low so that the temperature rise on the sample
durin§ exposure was negligible. The typical cw power density used was 50
mW/cm .

The gallium arsenide saT9les used in this experiment were n-type of
(100) orientation with - 10 atoms/cm doping density. Surfaces were
cleaned by the following steps before ex-situ experiments: degreasing in
warm trichloroethylene, immersion in acetone, immersion in methanol,
immersion in Dl water, and 50% NIl OIl rinse. Samples were then blown dry and
attached to the mount with silver paste. For in-situ experiments, performed
inside an UIIV chamber, additional surface cleaning was done by heating to
540°C, followed by 500 eV argon-ion bombardment and then 540*C annealing for
5 minutes to reduce sputtering damage.

Surface analysis was performed using a multiprobe surface spectroscopy
system equipped with a concentric hemispherical energy analyzer. All XPS
measurements were carried out with an AIKa (1486.6 eV) excitation source at
240 W. The system was calibrated from the Au 4f7 /2 level with a binding
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energy of 83.8 eV. The absence of surface charging was determined by
observing the position of the C Is level at 284.6 eV from the adventitious
carboyoon the sample. The pressure in the analysis chamber was kept below
5xO -  Torr during the measurement. .5,

RESULTS

To review, in earlier studies[7,8] we showed by using AES depth
profiling that the oxide layer formed during laser irradiation on the
gallium arsenide surface immersed in pure water is more than three times

, thicker than that made by irradiation in ambient air. However, while the
oxide is arsenic deficient when made in water, it is nearly stoichiometric
when made in air. In addition, the 257-nm laser light exposure was found to
enhance the oxidation much more strongly than the 514-nm laser light of the
same power density.

The XPS spectra showed that the oxide layer contains both gallium oxide
and arsenic oxide. The As3d peak consists of well resolved components from
the oxide and the substrate as shown in Fig. 1.

As3d Ga3d

(d)],

CC.5

(n (

U b

0

NN

50 40 30 20 to

BINDING ENERGY [eV] '

Figure I1. XPS spectra of the gallium arseni e surfaces
irradiated with 248-nm laser light of 3 mJ/cm at 30 HIz
in laboratory air ambient for a) 10 min, b) 20 min, c)
32 min, and d) 40 min.
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The thickness of the oxide layer can be estimated using the relative
intensities of the oxide and substrate of tile same emission level in the XPS
spectrum as shown in the following equation[91:

I D

d A *sin8 *ln( -Qx - 
* -ub * + 1)

ox ox Isub Dox A ox

where I and I s are the intensities of the photoelectrons from the same
atomic Tevel, D sb D . the densities of oxide and substrate, A and

X the electron m an escape depths of oxide and substrate, d the
thickness of the oxide layer, and 6 the exit angle of the photoelectrons
relative to thF surface. The electron mean escape depths in gallium arsenide
have been determined[]O] to be 25 A for the As3d level and 7 A for the
As2p level. We thus determined the thickness of the oxide layers shown
in Fi I to be 13, 17, 21, anj 26 A, made by exposure of GaAs surfaces to
248-nm laser light of 3 mJ/cm at 30 llz for 10, 20, 32, and 40 minutes,
respectively. In the control sample, 6 A oxide was found to have developed
through the handling in air after the chemical cleaning procedures.
Subtracting this native oxide thickness from each of the above thicknesses,
a linear oxide growth rate of about 0.5 A/min can be seen. A more extensive
study of the wavelength dependence was also made. As shown in Fig. 2,
exposure of the deep ultraviolet laser light, either 257-nm (cw) or 248-nm
(pulsed), can make much more oxide than that of the near ultraviolet or
visible laser light of about the same power intensity (ca. 50 mW/cm ). Note
the latter longer wavelengths induce only a small amount of additional oxide
on top of the native oxide shown in the open circle.

WAVELENGTH (nm)
514 454 351 25724830 , , , ,
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w 10-o
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1 2 3 45
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Figure 2. Oxide layer thickness as a function of th
wavelength of the laser light irradiated at 50 mW/cm
for 20 minutes each in laboratory air ambient.
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Figure 3. XPS spectra of gallium arseni e surfaces
irradiated with 248-nm laer light of 2 mJ/cm at 100 1Iz
for 20 minutes in dry oxygen (lower panel) and in oxygen
with equilibrium water vapor (upper panel).

Another set of experiments were done in the well-controlled gas ambient
inside an UHV chamber. The 248-nm light was introduced through a suprasil
window onto the sputter-cleaned and annealed surface inside the chamber. A
drastic difference was found depending on whether this chamber was filled .
either with dry oxygen or with oxygen bubbled through pyre water. Results
are shown in Fig. 3 for 20 minute exposure of 200 mW/cm power density. In
the lower panel the oxide grown in dry oxygen is shown to be only about 9
in thickness, while in the upper panel the oxide grown in water-vapor-
saturated oxygen is shown to be about 31 X in thickness. In a separate
control experiment, oxygen-free water vapor (obtained by prolonged bubbling
with nitrogen) was let into the chamber up to its equilibrium vapor pressure

( 20 torr). Subsequent irradiation of the surface with 248-nm light
produced no appreciable oxide.

DISCUSSION

We have not yet developed a complete understanding about the role the
carriers play in this optically-induced oxidation process. llowever,
unrelaxed carriers generated by the deep-uv light illumination are more
energetic than those generated by the near-uv or visible light. This may
explain, at least in part, the strong wavelength dependence of the oxidation
process.
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Moreover, based on the previous understanding of GaAs surface-
oxidation, we can develop a plausible explanation for the results of the
enhanced oxidation through the presence of water adsorbates. It has been
reported that the adsorption of water molecules on the gallium arsenide
surface at room temperature will lead to a chemisorbed adlayer on the
surface[11,12]. This may then be followed by the dissociation of the water
molecule into chemically bonded -Oil and -H to surface gallium atoms[121.
The oxidation of gallium arsenide is believed to proceed with the initial
attachment of oxygen to arsenic atoms[5,13]. We postulate that the
chemisorption of water molecules on the surface will weaken the adjacent Ga-
As bonds and make the arsenic atoms more susceptible for chemisorption of
oxygen molecules. Photogenerated carriers will subsequently induce the
breaking of the molecular oxygen bonds and complete the oxidation process.
Thus, a much more rapid growth of oxide is observed with the presence of
water vapor.
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Abstract

The use of lose- ass-sted-chemistry for dry etching of electronic materials is descriedc
*E-oas-s s placed or the use of Iaser-asssted reactions for large area processing Review

of the current techinology is given for large area masked etching, UV-orojection etching, and
ase- ass sted '-eact~ve ocm etching (RIE) , and plasma etching

Introduction

Mary -e- *ase--creica' tec'o.es fc- cry etching have bee, ceve'oped-fo- Dctertia
acci'caton In Microe'ectron-c faciroat'on The applications range from high reso-uton,
planar, UV-proj*Ctom pattern transfer to maskless fabrication Ot three dimenseonal micro-
stiQcti.-es Mcst of tIhese techniques have in common the use of laser-inducea or -enhanced
chemical reactions at a so' d-gas or so! id-I dud interface, In this paper, we will review
the status of large area laser-assisted etching of materials for solid state electronics
with emphasis on 94s (dry) ambients The reader interested In "direct wr~te" etching and
basic mechansms involved in laser assisted etching is referred to Several recent reviews.

The features which mrale laser-ass-sted etching attractive from a processing perspect Ive
are the fast etch rates, specific cinemistry, low substrate temperatures, high materal
se ectv'ty. and etc,, anisotropyTeefausaearsto tie nature of the laser-
- tiateccem st-y involved Specifically, it is possible to selectively drvechemncal

*reactors along p~edeterm nmed Pathways using laser excitation of specific reactor modes
*Fr 0 eamc C, is no laser- induced chem-stry, it may be Possible to produce CF 3 and Br reac-

torts from CF3 Br w-thout the concomitant generation of other species (CF, C, CF,* etc )
such" as those P-oauced in Plasma disch-arges 2 In other forms of laser process ng. ce- ca-
reaCtionS are (r Ken Dy rapid transient heating of the suostrate cy a ou'sed aser BY
us.ma a smcrt-owlsed laser with a Small surface Penetrat-on decth,, the h'eat is corf-ro only

*to tihe Su'ace Corse 3wently. higoh temperatures can be reached r, the near-surface reg on
.r e the re-a noe- of the samp-e remains at the ambient temperat-re In additior. the
c ca, character St cs of the laser beam itself can g ye the etching Process ces rat e
P-coert-es For *-amo~e, since the laser beam has a well defined direction, highly
anlsctroo-c feat -e% car be orodCed F~rally, focusing or imaging the laser beam enat es
w"nQue maSkleSS pattern generation on surfaces by the techniques of "direct writing" Or

Projection catternnmg, resoect-vely -

We III! f-rst briefly review tie general fiedcjof laser-assisted etching of e'ectror- c
materials and then review the current status of large area masked laser etching, laser-
assisted Pro~ect on etching and laser-enmaniced RIE and Plasma etching 0

An Overview of Chemical Approaches to Laser Etchn

Ch.l ca- apprloaches to laser-ass-sted etching of electronic materials can be treatedm
terms Of fouir general mechanisms according to the involvement of the laser light ^ severs

*basic solid-surface and gas phase molecular processes These mechanisms &a photochemica
*thermal. ohotoll-act,vated surface. and aplative. For example, in ohoton-aSS'ated dry

etchi rg the Process is dominated by oto interactions with gas-phase or sirface-acsorbec

soecets, whi 'e in direct aclative photoetching Photon-surface processes domirate the
mate-al reirova Table I categoriZes dry laser etch ng processes in terms of th~ese fo
mecha sms
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Table I

Current Summary of Laser-Assisted Dry Etching of Electronic Materials

Mechanism Material Etchant Gas Laser Source Comments Ref /

Photochemical Si Br, Ar*/II Gas Activated 20 ,

SI, Ta SF, Pulsed C02/11 Vibrationally l
Activated 1

Si C12 /HCI Ar*/j Gas Activated
Some Surface

Heating 19 0
Si/poly Si C1 2 *Si(Chs,g~ OI /.L Gas Activated

ClI*+A

Surface Protected 10,
Mechanism 11

Go Br 2  Ar*/II Gas Activated 21
GaAs CF3Br, CH3Br, ArF/JL Gas Activated

HBr ,
GaAs/InP C14,Br, C143CI, Doubled Ar*/i Gas Activated

CF'I 22
S.02 CF38,, CDF3 Pulsed C02/11 Mult~photon Gas

Phase
Dissociation 23

S502 C12  Ar/ Gas Activated 24
S'O'c CI 2 F2  Kr-F/_j 25 %
Sio2  NF3.H 2  ArF/j 26
SI0 2,'B2OI CF ,8r2  KrF/ArF/j Gas Activated 27
S.3 %, F2CO, NF, ArF/j Gas Activated 25
W. 1111, Ti F2 CCO, NF, ArF/j Gas Activated 14

Surface SI XeF 2  A ri Reaction 6
Activated Enhanced by
(Nontherma I) Electron-Mole

Pair Formation
GaAs/CaP ClI Ar*/_ Band Bending 28

Under Illumin-
ation and Biasing

Si XeF2  Pulsed CO2  Some Thermal 29
E'fects, Ph-Otons
Increase XeF 2
Stick inq
Probst- I ty

T--aGe B-2 Vs Dye Laser/! 30
GaAs C12  Ar'/j FO-Mat-or of 31

~V-a Ho~es
Ge, S', GaAs. CFSI, Br2  cw CO2/i 7

GaAs, InP, CC'A, S'C1 4 , Ar*/i 32
InSb G*Cl 4 4

S'O' HF cw C02  33
SO0, HF, HCI H C02 34

NF,, CF,6r,
C1 2

Pyrex H2  ArF 12
Ceramics C 12  Ar* 35
Mo, W. S, F Hle cm C02 /i 36
MnZM CI 4 , CF'CI Ar' 18

Ferr ites
N'S 2F.* S SF,, CF., Ar*

CC'4 , C12

Ab*at-ve PMMA Ar Excimers 5
Poiyimide Ai r Excimers 36
N.troce I- A,rF Excimers 38

A I s Cl2 Excimers 4

Au A ir X*CI 3

%.

%I



In the case of photochemical dry etching, an inert parent molecule in the vicinity of a
gas-solid interface is dissociated by one of several gas or adsorbed phase processes to pro-
ducio a reactive atom or free radical. This species reacts with the surface to form a Vola-
tile compound which then leaves the surface, thereby resulting in etching of the solid. Inle
the simplest case, absorption of a single IV photon results in dissociation of the parent
molecule to produce reactants. Alternatively, mwitiphoton excitation by a pulsed C02 loser
has been used to highly excite and/or dissociate the gas Phase Parent moltculeV Is

For direct ablative photoetching, the laser wavelength is Selected Such that the light is
highly absorbed In the surface layer of the substrate, Using lasers which deliver Pulses
with high Peak powers, the surface layer is removed by sml vprto hsapoc
has been applied to a wide variety of inorganic materials.4 In a novel variation of this
approach, Koren et &l.4 have et%;hed thin Al films which are prereacted with #molecular chlo- i
rimie to produce AICI1 . The surface layer was then removed by XoCI (308 nm) laser-induce0 d
evaporation. Th is procedure has been used to etch AlI f ilIma at a rate of I jam/pu Iso. 0n the
other hand, for etching of polymers with UJV lasers, explosive removal of surface layers is
believed to be caused by bond cle avage photochemistry in the surface molecules due to direct
polymer electronic transitions.6

For etching semiconductor substrates irradiated with low laser powers in the presencie of
a reactive ambient, electron-hoile pairs created in the bulk by absorption Of above band gap
laser light nm the bulk have been Shown to be responsible for accelerated desorption and
reactions at the semiconductor surface.6 At h~gher intensities, thermal excitation of the
solid becomes important. The heating results from a number of phenomena, including mom-
radastivt recombination and energy transfer from hot electrons. The thermal excitation 'Sv.
needed to drive chemical reactions over an energy threshold on the surface. Parent mole-
Cults are then selected which wik! only react with the local heated surface,.i:ii

UV-Initated Dry Etching of Masked Substrates

Many semiconductors materials such as GaAs are particularly dlifficult to etch in clasma
enirome-ts because of the surface damage created by energetic charged particles ThS is
also true of etching of substrates having thin o-ide layers or structures. In order to N

Overcome these problems wh Ilt keeping the desrable anisotropic cha~actorst c C oPlasma
etching, LV-itated dry etching S~ being developed as a low energy, neutral charge tech-
nidue having appilications to large area processing. Excimer laser dry etching has been
demonstrated for the masked etching of GaAs, ooly-Si and Si,8'11 In the case of GaAs,1 s an m
ArF e.C me, laser has been employed to effect single photon dissociation of eithe- CFBr.
CH3Br. or HBr ciarent gases to produce primarily Br atom etchants. For both po: * -S. and S.

m tIes of the etchant pare-it gas and a polymerizing agent were employed to etch the sub-
st-ate wr~le proo..c~ng amnsotropic s'de-wall features-

Figure I snows tihe etc,, rate of GaAs (100) as a function of ArF laser oeegy aes-tv at
two te-pei-at.res when HG, -s used as the Parent gas. Masving of the GaAs sibstates was
!:COMIno shed us rmg ahotoresiSts which do not ablate during the excimer lase, Po. se Lric-
width resz uton below I jsm has been demonstrated aEtch rates of up to 8 osm/in., with1 large
area substrates heae ti0CwrobanduIng moderate a~se- irtenstes (<35 n,'m6
Seiect ve crystal lographeic etching was observed (Figure 2) and etch rates for the lower
0ae, crystal clanes were measured to be {111}8{>100}>{11O}>{111),A. The etchrig process
seems to be domn ated by reactions between 8r raCiCals and the GaAs S-i-face , etc, rimg orod-
ucts are primorily the bromides of gallium and arsenic In these exoermeits, no e,. dc-ce
of As dlevietion of the surface layer has been ooserved

For the maske*d exc iw'"r l aser i n iti1ated etchin g of po Iy-Si and S .' Hor, ik6e and co-
workes S at the Tosh iba Coro have develIoped a novelI selIf -maskinMg techni Que to contro' s ide-
wal IIProf ilIes du ring prcc ess. mg by u:: nd etchant gas/monomer em'ixtu res i r radiated with an
excimer laser. In thelir initial wrk, a ecimer laser (308 nim) is used to poto-
dissociate a mixture Of Cl2 and Si(CHS),. The Cl atoms generated by the photood550c~at~on
process served both to etch the substrate and to cause free radical polymfenizat-on of the
Si(CH3). monomer. Polymerization produces a nonvolatile poly-mothylated Si Surface film
0 rect illumination by the XeCI loser normal to the substrate causes ablation of the depos- :
ted film Th~s results in amisotropic etching since the sidewal 15 (paral lel to the lose,
bI~reman -~t~ :l.i-a Trie hl ',e -h stry Produces se'ect-ve etchn-z.

.he S, or poly-Si relative to thie SO0 masking material As a result, the process s Vote--
-ally use4ul foi- the etch,; sub-cni~rmete. features with very thin gate oxides Ncte,

however, that care must be taken with UV ilIluination to prevent photiogerierated charge from,
being orodqced under the gate Oxide An alternative approach to this techniaue has been '
reported 11 In these evoer-merits, a microwave discharge was used to produce the etchant Cl
rad-cals, and methyl-methacr).iate (MMAI was used as the polymer precursor These Changes
enabled the decoupi ig of the etchant prodluction from the ablation of the poiymer~nzed sun-_
face fi lMS The imoltentat-on of this technology in the fabrication of a I Mb-t DRAM ce
has been reported '

~ "xx'i*~hi~ ~A,



GaAs (100) ETCH RATE VS LASER POWER
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Fg. e I Tle etch rate c4 GaAs (100) as a fvnct.0 0l lase- e-e-gy dens-ty s clotted

for t . sample tempe-at..res. The lase, beam was orented at norma' ,cocAent to
the surface

.11
F-gure 2 Scasnng eIect-on mcrogralh of an GaAs (100) sample etched us ng HBr gas and

193 nm ecme lase- radatoon (30 Hz, IS mJ/cm
2 ) The crystal was mashed -eth

photores~at 1 nes or;ent.d normal to the (110) cleavage plane Crystal blanes
produced durmg etch'ng a,* .ndcated -n the mcrog'aph
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Ii~.l LJV-Project~ion Etchino

Projection etching has significant advantages for the fabrication of microelectronica
circuits since the characteristics of loser processing are combined in both a parallel and a
direct pattern transfer techniclue. Pattern transfer has boen accomplished by imaging a
homogenized laser beom through a photomask onto a solid surface to produce patterned micro-
chemical reactions. This scheme has beem applied to the etching of pyrex glass

t GzA"s
and Poly-Si,' 1 1  although recently surface product ablative patterning of Al films4 has
been demonstrated in a manner similar to that used for etching polymers. S In work on Mo and

'apoly-Si .1' radiation prseont in near-field diffraction patterns has been used to photochesm-

ically Initiate etching reactions without substrate masking. A resolution of <0.30 jom was
achieved using this process. In all of these cases, excimer lasers have been used as the
illumination source. The primary advantages of these sources are their short wavelengths
and high average and peak powers. Relatively simple optical imaging systems have been
employed with typical experimental setups using standard photomasks and 1:1 imaging lenses

a,, For higher resolution reflective microscope systems (35.1 reduction) have been used 1 2 '13 to
- achieve etch features of <1 pim.

For the Projection etching of GaAs.'& poly-Si.11.1' and Mo,14 a gas-phase photochem-
- cally initiated process relying on the dissociation of halogen-besaring parent gases was

employed. The physical considerations in these experiments are different from those of
masked substrate etching since parent gas pressure, surface temoerature, and laser intensity
all affect the ultimate image resolution through gas or surface-mediated diffusion In the
case of GaAs, the addition of reactive and inert buffer gases's have been found to be useful

~,i. in controlling the etch inmew~dth (Figure 3); however, this results in low*- etch rates.I
these experiments, the confinement of the etching gas diffusion appears to stem from tne

a.' reduction of the weam free path by physical collisions or chemical reactions. However,
compared to theoretical fits to the experimental parameters, the etched linew.0ths have been
found to be smaller by a factor of 5. The order of the reaction of the Sr atoms w~th the
GaAs surface has been usea to exian th-s large decresase in Ii~newidth Phys-ca iy, tl's
can be understood in terms of a concentration lifetime due to the nonl ineor order of the
surface revacton which limits the etching contribution of the initial projected reagent flux
to less tran one mea, free patl' above the surface.13 In Other words, the fact th~at the
etching 5s nonI nea In reactant flux means that the surface regions which encounter a high
atom flu. are etched much faster than the low concentration regions. The result of this

V ~effect is that the etched image more closely reproduces the initial proje*cted 'Mage

'a 
20 f

z

5

BEAM W IDT

0
0 510 Is 20e

BUFF611 GAS PRESSURE lorr

F~gure 3 Lnemidth of etched grooves are plotted as a function of buffer gas pressure
Two P~hysical Quencmers (Arz:O and H2 =6) and a chemical scavenger (ethylene C)
wesre mixed with the H~r parent gas The optical feature size of the p~rojected
1Ine image was 3 5 Am.

N'

---- --- Ie



In other prOJectiOn work. waveguided aqueous etchin of GaAs has been extended to be 8
parallel process by the use of a UV projection scheme. In these experiments, the light-of

a KrF excimer laser (248 nm) is projected onto a GaAs substrate which is placed in a quartZ
cell Containing a 1 to 5% HNOS solution. An array of high aspect ratio holes (4 pm dasm-
eter) have been produced without masking the substrate as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Scanning electron micrograph of laser-induced wet etched GaAs (100) using 5%

HN03 and a KrF e.cimer lase-. Projection imaging by 4 1 optical reduction was

employed to produce these high resolution holes (4 mm diameter).

The above approaches are in contrast to the direct physical ablative etching of th'n

polymer
$ 

and Al4 films where the lase, ;s not used to initiate external chemistry It S

thought that in the case of polymer films at low laser powers that electronic trans;t.ons in

the surface layer control the etching For organic resists,
$ 
experiments have demonstrated

- <1 pm resolution In aadion, Sblaton has been achieved at laser energy densities as low

as 10 mJ/cm
2  

For ablative etching of Al films, the surfaces are exposed to molecular

chlorine to form an A!Ci3 outer layer which is ablatively desorbed using a 0.25 to 3 J/cm
2

XeCI escimer P'se. Etc" rates p to 1 Mm/pulse have been acrieved in these expe-;ments

This approach is valuatle for some materials; however, for electronically sensitive mat*,,
-

4be
a s. such as ComOouno Sericonductors. d;rect physical ablation would be deletericus to the
surface stochiometry due to surface heating.

Lase- Enhanced RIE and P:asma Et:ci-.r

The use of lasers ;n conjunction with RIE and plasma etching reactors has on!y recently

been reported 16.17.10 In one approach, a port in the top electrode of a corvent-o-al reac-
tor is used to n touce the laser light, which can be focused e ' 7 or projected"i by an
external lens system onto the semiconductor surface Localized patterns can be etched in

the area illuminated by the laser Wth the use of projection etChing, moderate Image reso-
-luon <10 wm has teen ac"ieved 1e The limitation in feature size whch has been achieved
in this work ,S due to the simple lens system employed A second approach uses the laser

S light to it* the external gas-phase chemistry above the semiconductor.t This allows the
separate contro. o the production of gas-phase neutsal chemcal species and ion bombardment
'in the plasma etcher In these espermenmts, the output of a 193 nm ArF excimer laser was

* directed over a GaAs sample in a pulsed discharge of Ar and IBr.

There are several potenta! advantages to using laser-controlled chemistry in conjunct,on
with a plasma reactor. First, the lIght beam can be used to define a region to be etched
w,thout the necessity of prior surface masking. Second, light Can enhance the etch rate of
materials with otherwise slow etching rates in conventional reactors. In addtion, light- .
nduced desorption may reduce the number of surface-adsorbed product molecules without

*. requiring intense physical sputtering

The mechanisms in the direct surface excitation orientation have been shown to fall nto
two Classes, nalely thermal ai northermal Nonmtherma

I
l effects observed at low laser inter-

siie have been shown. in the case of silicon, to depend on dopant concentrations and lase,

waveler.gth 3* The doonhg deoendence suggests that the photo-enhancement , related to the

production of Photegenerated car, ers It has been suggested that a flow of minority car-
4 riers to the surface reaction Sites gves rise to enhanced surface reaction rates Th.s has

Si

*4%



also been observed in laser enhanced etchinQ of Si in X.F 2 (no plasm.)' and in o*ct-odo-
lesslasr-iducd wt echig o Gas16 At higher laser intensities, the local temper-

sture may reach several hundred degrees at the center of the laser focal spot on the wafer
depending on the focal spot size end the laser power. Etch rates of 2.5 times above the
thek emcnduator Srfae. 1timesenoancementma e esfn prtindbt localized hatncdf
dtrk stmicraductor srfand. 0This nhrncement ma eentfo pbtrnduby leorpidetioehngcof
rates, or removing adlayers which block the surface reaction sites.

In the case of gas phase excitation by a 193 rim excimer laser in pulsed HBr/Ar dis-
charges,"l the densities of neutral species was controlled independently from the ion bom-
bardmiiint. Optical emission studies showed the increased production of reactive neutral i
radical species. An added advantage observed using this combination was that the plasma
breakdown voltage was lower when the laser pulse was synchronized to the discharge pulse.
This dependence also yielded lifetime information about the laser-produced radicals. Sub-
stantial changes in the etching characteristics due to the laser chemistry were also
observed with microstructure wall definition changing from vertical to crystallographic.

Conclusions

Laser-assisted etching has been shown to be a powerful method for processing electronic
materials in regmos where plasma or RIE techniquwes fail. The most attractive features of
'ase-assisted etching include: maskless processing, etching with neutral species, and pro-
duct~on of an-sotropoc features. For most materials, laser etching has been shown to have
superior etch rates and material selectivity relative to plasma etching. Resolution of
below I psm . botn Masked and projection laser etching has been demonstrated and has been
foind to be competitive with most other current processing technilcues. The most important

limitat-o- to clate s the need for more reliable, high powe, UV lasers.
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We have been investigating novel structures for coupling optical
fibers directly to integrated circuits. The coupler features a small
footprint, reliable alignment, and mechanical stability, and is
suitable for high density optical fiber interconnects. At the
present time, we have demonstrated a high quality (silicon) receiver
structure fabricated using these techniques. The receiver consists

of a vertical anisotropic cavity, formed using a laser-assisted

etching process, which is then doped to form a P-N junction
detector. A tapered optical fiber is inserted into the cavity and

affixed in place by means of a U.V. cured adhesive. The performance
of this receiver is significantly improved over that which we
reported earlier this year

1. The detector responsivity is 0.17 A/W

(632.8 nm) and the dark current is less than 0.5 nA. We are
Wresently making switching speed measurements, but the performance as

expected to be comparable to other silicon P-N junction detectors.

the paper will briefly discuss the fabrication process of both the

receiver and the optical fiber. The performance properties of the

receiver as obtained at the time of the conference will be reported.

We will also report our progress on backside interconnect structures,

eti-v device interconnects, and optical source structures, which are

deurrenly under investigation. Finally, the paper will address the

aroblems we have encountered in mounting and packaging this device,

and the implicatins of this sort o optical interconnection for the

future. e
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Wavelength dependence of optically Induced oxidation of GaAs(100)
C. F. Yu, M. T. Schmidt, D. V. Podlesnik, and R. M. Osgood, Jr.
Microelectronics Sciences Laboratories Columbia University, New York, New York 10027-6699

(Received 10 February 1987; accepted 13 April 1987)

The wavelength dependence of optically induced, room-temperature oxidation of GaAs (100) is 0
reported. The sample illumination was performed with either continuous wave (cw) or pulsed- '-,

laser sources radiating at different wavelengths, in the range of 248-514 nm. The thickness of
optically induced oxides, ranging from I to > 50 A, was measured with x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy. It was found that the oxidation is always much more rapid in deep-ultraviolet than
in near-ultraviolet or visible wavelength regions. This effect is attributed to the generation of hot
carriers at the semiconductor surface under ultraviolet light.

I. INTRODUCTION [1001 direction. As a compliment to the dielectric function,

The enhancement of chemical reactions on semiconductor the optical coefficient curve" can be extracted from the same
surfaces by illumination with photons is well known. In measurements. The distinct absorption peaks of the absorp- C
many cases, this enhancement occurs as a result of photo- tion coefficient for photon energies near 3 and 5 eV can be
generation of electron-hole pairs, with a subsequent step by associated with the above-mentioned valence to conduction-
one of the carriers leading to or catalyzing a chemical reac- band vertical transitions in the Brillouin zone. An important
tion at the semiconductor surface. -3 effect is that going from the green to the deep ultraviolet, the

Such reactions are of practical interest because of the Po- absorption coefficient increases by a factor of more than 20.
tential for utility in the fabrication of semiconductor devices. As a result, in the ultraviolet region, the photogeneration is
For example, Ill-V and II-VI semiconductors often require confined to within a few monolayers of the GaAs surface,
processes that accelerate chemical reactions while keeping e.g., 50 A for 250 nm photon illumination.
the semiconductor near room temperature. It has not been Photon absorption in different parts of the Brillouin zone
generally appreciated, however, that carrier-related reac- results in the generation of electrons and holes of different
tions exhibit strong-band-structure dependence when differ- energies. In GaAs crystals, visible light photons, hv- 2.5 eV,
ent photon energies are used. In GaAs crystals, for example, are absorbed by the electronic transitions in the center of the
visible and ultraviolet photons are absorbed in different Brillouin zone. Inspection of the energy band diagram, Fig.
parts of the Brillouin zone, thus generating electrons and 1, shows that the excess energy is transferred mainly to the
holes of different energies. In this paper, we will present the electrons. However, ultraviolet photons, hv - 5eV, induce a
results of a study of the light-enhanced oxidation of GaAs. It transition at the X-edge of the Brillouin zone, and holes now
will be shown that the optical properties of GaAs at deep receive most of the excess photoenergy. Specifically, the ul-
ultraviolet wavelengths lead to more rapid oxidation reac- traviolet-generated holes are created with energies of - 2.5
tions than those seen in visible wavelengths. The enhanced .'.
ultraviolet oxidation was then used to grow relatively thick
oxides ( > 50 A) at room temperature.

11. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF GaAs -

In our investigation of the laser-enhanced oxidation of "-T,

GaAs, we are concerned with the optical properties of GaAs "
in the visible and ultraviolet wavelength range. Measure- L6  r. r,

ments of normal incidence reflectance," and more recently, J
measurements using spectroscopic ellipsometry5 have pro- .-
vided optical data for the intrinsic GaAs surface. The results -'1
for the wide spectral region 0-15 eV can be best summarized -4...

by the complex dielectric function. In the visible and ultra- Z
violet region. 2-5 eV, the dielectric function "  varies rapidly -' ,
and is sharply structured. Philipp and Ehrenreich' com- .8 - GaAs
mented on the spectral region at higher energies than the
intrinsic absorption edge (the band gap). They noted that -oL
the sharp structures for hv between 2 and 5 eV were associat- r.,
ed with the vertical, valence-to-conduction-band transitions
in various parts of the Brillouin zone. For example. 3 eV Lr r
photons induce a transition at the L-edge of the Bnllouin REDUCED WAVE VECTOR
zone.' i.e.. in the [ Ill] direction (see Fig. I. after Ref. 7). FG I Electron energy vs reduced wave vector for the four GaAs valence

Similarly, 5 eV photons induce an X-edge transition" in the bands and the first several conduction bands, after Ref '
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eV below the absolute top of the valence band. Notice that studying the liquid-phase oxidation of GaAs is that semicon-
since these holes are produced spatially within 5 nm of the ductor dissolution always involves an oxidation state
surface, energy relaxation is incomplete for carriers reaching change.' 4 Typically, the oxide growth is controlled by apply-
the surface.3  ing an external bias, i.e., anodic oxide growth.

A consequence of using these nonthermal carriers is that In our experiments, however, the room-temperature ox- 1
the interface chemistry is altered under ultraviolet illumina- ide growth in deionized water was obtained by illuminating
tion. In this work, we show that ultraviolet light is sufficient- the semiconductor surface with cw laser sources radiating at
ly actinic that rapid oxidation reactions occur, in contrast to different wavelengths. The measured oxidation rates for
visible light, for which under the same conditions, no effect GaAs have been shown to exhibit a strong wavelength de-
of a comparable magnitude could be observed. pendence. The oxidation is much more rapid in deep-ultra-

violet than in near-ultraviolet or visible wavelength regions.

Ill. EXPERIMENT Detailed x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Au- i-

Iger analysis of the oxide layer produced in our liquid-phase
Initial oxidation experiments were carried out with a con- experiments has been reported elsewhere,9 thus, only a brief

tinuous-wave (cw) argon-ion laser either tuned to one of it description is given here. Independent of the laser wave-
visible or near-ultraviolet lines, or with a frequency-doubled length used, compositional analysis of the oxides showed the
argon-ion laser to generate 257-nm deep ultraviolet light. In lts composition of The oxd o ethe

all ase th laer ntesit was-50mW/m 2 .Fortheex- almost complete depletion of As. The grown overlayer was aall cases the laser intensity was - 50 mW/cm . For the ex- Ga-rich oxide. This is consistent with Pourbaix diagrams'5  ""
periments carried out in the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) sys- on Ga and As, i.e., with the known relative solubility of Ga
tem, a high-repetition rate excimer laser was used with a and As oxides. Deionized water can oxidize GaAs, but it will
wavelength of either 248 nm (KrF, I mJ/cm2, 100 Hz) or also attack the photon-enhanced oxide to dissolve some of
351 nm (XeF, 0.2 mJ/cm2 , 500 Hz). the oxidation reaction products. For example, AsO, being

For the liquid-phase oxidation experiments, the sample highly soluble in aqueous solutions of all pH values, will
was placed in a quartz cell containing 20 Mfl deionized wa- dissolve in water at pH = 7. Ga,O, however, is insoluble in
ter. Before each experiment, N. was bubbled through the water and thus remains on the surface. This known depend-

, water to remove any residual oxygen. The gas-phase oxida- ence of the solubilities of As,0 3 and GaO on solution pH ,
tion was performed either in laboratory air or in the prepara- accounts for the chemical composition of the grown over-
tion chamber of an UHV system with a base pressure of 10 layers. Finally, it is important to point out that the nonstoi- V
Torr. chiometry of oxides formed in a liquid-phase has been used

The gallium arsenide samples used in this experiment to alter the formation of metal-semiconductor interfaces'
were n-type of (100) orientation, doped with Si to n = 10 "  and is therefore a subject of on-going interest.
cm- . A comparison of oxidation rates was made using p- Due to the thickness of the oxide layer grown in the liquid

* type GaAs doped with Zn to p = 10" cm - 3. Before oxida- phase, AES depth profiles were used to determine the wave- -
tion experiments, the semiconductor surface was cleaned length dependence of the oxide growth in water. Visible light ,
with trichloroethylene, acetone, methanol, deionized water, illumination did not produce a significant change in the oxi-
and 50% NHOH aqueous solution. The sample was then dation kinetics, i.e., the measured oxide thickness was corn- '
dried with N.. In addition, samples used in the UHV system parable with a typical native oxide thickness value. This be-
were subsequently heated to 540 *C. treated with mild argon- havior contrasts sharply with that observed for irradiation
ion sputtering (500 eV. 1 gA/cm2, 10 min) to remove resid- with ultraviolet light In the latter case. the measured oxide
ual oxide and carbon from the surface, and then annealed at thickness was much larger. For example, Fig. 2 shows the
540"C for 5 min. data for a 250-,-thick oxide, grown after 20-min illumina-

The thickness of the oxide was determined in an UHV tion with 257-nm-laser light in deionized water. The cor-e- N
multiprobe system described previously.9 The x-ray photo- sponding thickness for an oxide layer grown in 514 nm light
electron spectroscopy (XPS) data was taken using Al Ka
rays (1486.6 eV) with a background pressure of - 10- "

Tort. An estimate of oxide thickness is made by using the
area ratio of the shifted oxide peak and the substrate peak of ,.4
the same core level,'" either As 3d or As 2p, 2, depending on Oxygen ),, 257 nmp

* the oxide thickness. The mean escape depths for electrons in .' " in .o er*4

GaAs have been determined to be 25 A for the A- 3d level, 2 N

and 7 A, for the As 2 P312 level. ' This allows us to determine Go ilium
oxide thickness in the range of 1-50 A. Auger electron spec- .. a a -
troscopy (AES) depth profiling has also been used as a rela- " \¢or''bo -. 0 Arsenic .__
tive measure of oxide thickness.9  

4 ' _

IV. LIQUID-PHASE OXIDATION 0 10 20 30 40 1

There is a considerable amount of work reported in the SPUTTERING TIME [mn]

literature concerning reaction products on GaAs surfaces FIG 2. AES depth profile ofa GaAs sample immersed in water and exposed
formed in an aqueous ambient.' 2 ' 3 An important reason for to 257 nm laser irradiationA
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and that grown without laser irradiation was 80 and 70 A, WAVELENGTH (nim) O
514 454 351 257240respectively. 30

The observed rapid, ultraviolet-induced oxidation in '
deionized water requires injection of holes from GaAs to the A
H0O/O redox level. "' This redox level is centered around /A
0.4 eV below the top of the GaAs-valence band. " Therma- 20 /
lized holes in the valence band are not able to access this Z /
redox level efficiently and activate the rapid reaction; thus , /
hot, nonthermalized holes are required in GaAs-water in- - 7
terfaces to obtain the observed reaction rates. Some previous 10

experiments have shown that hot electrons are active in pro- 0 - -

moting surface chemical reactions.' More recently, Bou-
dreaux et al.'9 have discussed the possibility that holes or
electrons reach the semiconductor-surface interface as hot 0 1 '2 3 4 5
carriers and can in this way initiate reactions that would PHOTON ENERGY (@V - a

need more energy than that available at the band edge. It is
reasonable, therefore, that the hot holes excited in GaAs FIG. 3. GiAs-oxide-layer thickness determined by XPS for different wave-
cause the oxidation reaction observed in liquid-phase oxida- length laser irradiation at 50 mW/cm'. Each irradiation was performed in

tion. laboratory air for 20 minutes.

V. GAS-PHASE OXIDATION residual oxide formed during sample handling in air. The

Wavelength-dependent enhancement of the GaAs oxida- enhanced oxidation rates can be clearly seen on top of this
tion reaction has also been observed in a series of experi- residual thickness. It is interesting to note that similar results
ments performed at room temperature in gaseous ambients. were found regardless of whether the source was cw or
like the liquid-phase oxidation, the gas-phase oxidation is pulsed. In either case, the laser intensities were low so as not
found to be more strongly enhanced by ultraviolet light than to cause thermal oxidation.
by visible light. In the gas phase experiments performed in The wavelength dependence of the oxidation of GaAs was
laboratory air, the samples were chemically cleaned, irra- confirmed by a comparison of oxides grown on clean sur-
diated with either cw or pulsed sources, and inserted into the faces in controlled ambients. A chemically cleaned GaAs
UHV system for analysis. The primary method of determin- sample was loaded into the UHV system and then sputtered
ing the thickness of the grown oxide was the comparison of and annealed as described. XPS was used to confirm that no p
XPS peak areas. In contrast to liquid-phase oxidation, XPS oxide was on the surface within detection limits. The clean
showed that the oxide layer grown in gas phase was stoichio- sample was transferred to a preparation chamber into which

metric with regard to arsenic and gallium, as has been gener- gases were controllably leaked. Laser light was directed at
aJly reported.2 " 22 The peak area ratio of the As 2p,/, to the the sample surface through a Suprasil window on the prep-
Ga 2p,2 for a clean surface was - 1.4. The ratio for the aration chamber, and the sample was then transferred for
oxide layer was also found to be - 1.4. This ratio has been analysis without exposure to laboratory air. Using an envi-
found to correspond to the photoemission of a stoichiome- ronment of 10-Torr water vapor and 10-Torr 02 in the prep-
tric GaAs surface grown by MBE.2' aration chamber, 20-min irradiation with an excimer laser at

A comparison was made of n-type GaAs oxidation and p- 351 nm (XeF) produced only 1. 1 A of oxide. Under similar
type GaAs oxidation under similar conditions with different conditions, with 248 nm (KrF) illumination, an oxide laver
wavelength irradiation in air. A typical result is when 257- of 8.1 A formed. The relative difference in the shifted oxide
nm cw laser irradiation was used for 20 min in moist air. The peak can clearly be seen in the XPS spectra of Fig. 4 where a
oxide thickness on n-type substrate and p-type substrate was strong wavelength dependence for the oxidation of GaAs is
21 and 20 A, respectively. Our results agree with previously confirmed.
reported studies where no difference was seen between thep- To understand the growth characteristics of the GaAs ox-
type and the n-type oxidation rates. 2

1
22 However, previous ide, additional experiments were performed in the well-con-

studies have not reported the effect of deep-ultraviolet light trolled environment of the UHV system. The ambient in the
on the oxidation of GaAs. preparation chamber was varied from 10 Torr to I atm of 0.,

The relation of wavelength of irradiation to oxide thick- and from 0 to 10 Torr of water vapor. A typical exposure
ness for fixed exposure time was initially investigated in lab- time was 20 min. When the GaAs sample was exposed to
oratory air. A summary of results is shown in Fig. 3, where moist 0, for 20 min without laser irradiation, no oxidation %
weak enhancement is seen for wavelengths of 351 nm and was detected. Also, when the sample was irradiated in 10

greater, while a strong enhancement is seen for the deep ul- Torr of water vapor with no 0, introduced, no oxide was
traviolet wavelengths of 257 and 248 nm. The open circle detected.
shown at zero photon energy is the oxide thickness from a A comparison was made of the oxidation rate in a moi,
control sample. This sample was cleaned and handled in a 0. ambient and a dry O ambient. The moist ambient con-
manner similar to the other points in Fig. 3, but it was not sisted of a mixture of 10-Torr 0, and 10-Torr water vapor,
exposed to laser radiation. It shows the thickness of a typical The dry ambient was 10-Torr 0 only. As shown in Fig. 5.

J. Vac. Sc1. Technol. B, Vol. 5, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1987
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FIG. 6. GaAs-oxide layer thickness as a function of 0. exposure I
L = 106 Tort s). The results are compared for cases when either the 0

pressure or the exposure time was held constant.

and 133 i0 11a5:iffiY
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i2:5 112a0 11115 h10

time of the laser exposure. The figure shows very different
FIG. 4 X-ray photoelectron spectra of As 2p,., and Ga 2p, : peaks of the oxide thicknesses for the same O2 exposure produced
clean and laser-irradiated samples. Laser exposure was for 20 min in a 10 through different means. When the exposure time is held

constant, and the 02 pressure is increased, the oxide thick-
ness only slowly increases. On the other hand, when the 0.
pressure is held constant, while the exposure time is in-

for oxide layers up to - 5 A, there is no detectable difference creased, the oxide thickness increases much more rapidly. It
in the oxidation rate by illumination in moist 0, and dry 0.. has been suggested that a more appropriate measure ofexpo-
However, for thicker oxides, those irradiated in a moist 0. sure would include a dependence on the number of carriers
ambient grow much faster than those irradiated in dry O. generated at the surface.2'

We believe that enhancement due to the moist environment
is similar to the enhancement of water vapor in silicon oxida- VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
tion where hydroxyl groups are incorporated in the oxide Several groups have postulated that photogeneration of
layer. This oxide is more porous than the oxide grown in dry carriers is responsible for the enhanced oxidation of GaAs
0,, allowing more rapid transport of reactants through the under illumination,2 '2 '-26 but a detailed mechanism of the
oxide layer. -' Further experiments are needed to determine role of carriers is not yet developed. For gas-phase oxidation
which reactants are being transported through the oxide and it has been suggested that the attachment of hot electrons to
to confirm that the hydroxyl groups are incorporated. physisorbed 0. molecules, with the resultant lowering of dis-

Another series of observations is shown in Fig. 6. Here we sociation energy, is responsible for the faster oxidation
have measured the 0. exposure to the GaAs surface in terms rate.27 A similar effect has been claimed for the photoen-
of Langmuir, determined by the oxygen pressure and expo- hanced oxidation of silicon.2' Another effect that has been
sure time. The time of the oxygen exposure also equals the suggested is the surface recombination of photogenerated

electron-hole pairs which provide energy to accelerate the
oxidation reaction.' However, the strong wavelength de-

Las. enniancaioxdai ot GaAm(00l) pendence of the photoenhancement of GaAs oxidation, in
20 ,either gas or liquid-phase experiments has not been pre-

lmJ,,m/ 
2  

10 e, 02 viously reported.n- kaAa(l100) 10 Tort H20 
.'

"_ n-s,0In order to attribute the wavelength dependence of oxide2v43 nv growth to the effect of photogenerated carriers, we need to
0 Teliminate several other possible effects of illumination that

.1.10, are wavelength dependent. One effect is the direct photon
c_0 To orr02  excitation of 0 molecules before they reach the surface. The

0 dissociation limit for 0, is known to be 5.1 eV. 2' Except
where noted, this energy is greater than photon energies used
in our experiments. In order to check that 0. was not being

0 excited by radiation in the gas phase, a cylindrical lens ( I m
0 10 20 30 40 50 0 focal length) was used to focus a 248-nm (KrF)-excimer

EXPOSURE TIME (minl beam parallel to the surface of a clean-GaAs sample in a

.r. FIG. 5. GaAs-oxide layer thickness as a function of laser exposure time The typical environment in the preparation chamber. The energy
results are compared for dry and moist 0 ambient. of these photons is 4.99 eV. For a 20 min exposure, virtually
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ABSTRACT

Low-power ultraviolet (350 ram) laser light has been used to

inhibit polymer formation on silicon in a plasma reactor containing

CF4/H2 reactants. The resultant increase in etch rate has been
I

studied as a function of hydrogen partial pressure. Auger electron

spectroscopy reveals a reduction in polymer formation in the area

illuminated by the laser.
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In previous work1 ,2 , we have described some of the effects of

cw laser radiation focused onto the surface of silicon in a plasma

reactor. Briefly, it was found that when laser light illuminated the

surface of silicon in a CF4 /02 plasma, the etch rate was locally

enhanced. At high laser powers, the enhancement was primarily due to

thermal effects. At low laser powers, the effect was primarily

nonthermal and was dependent on the doping level of the substrate and

the wavelength of the laser light.

We have now shown that addition of a polymerizing agent to the

discharge increases both the relative and absolute magnitudes of the

laser enhancement. The laser light controls the etch rate by
Z%

reducing polymer deposition on silicon. This laser-induced

desorption may be used to change both the etch rate and the etch

profile in a plasma reactor. The contrast provided under

polymerizing conditions with low-intensity laser illumination greatly .

exceeds that obtained with a CF4/02 plasma. The mechanism here,

as in previous work1'2, is attributable to the production of

electron-hole pairs.

The experimental arrangement is similar to that described in the

previous work1 ,2 . The plasma etcher was operated with 40 mTorr of

CF4  (flow rate = 37 sccm) and with 0 to 30 mTorr of H2. The

radio frequency (rf) power was 30 watts -- corresponding to an rf

power density of 0.05 W/cm 2. The laser source was a krypton-ion

laser, line tunable to various wavelengths between 350 nm and 800

nm. The majority of the work reported in this paper was done with

the multiline near-uv output, 350-357 nm. In addition, in the

i h'
Cw
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present experiment, a differentially pumped mass spectrometer with a

high-pressure sampling head is attached to the plasma etcher

chamber. With the plasma etcher at a pressure of approximately 100

mTorr, the mass spectrometer, pumped by a 50-1/sec turbomolecular

pump, has a base pressure of 3x10- 7 Torr.

Typically, an unmasked sample of (100) silicon was clamped to the

water-cooled baseplate -- previous work showed this to be an adequate ".

method of ensuring good thermal contact to the baseplate. The sample

size and doping were 1 cm2 and n-type (1 a-cm), respectively.

Sample masking allowed the etch or deposition depth to be measured

after the run with a surface profilometer. For some of the runs, an

aluminum-masked piece of silicon was used to check the dark etch (or

deposition) rate.

Figure 1 shows the change in the dark etch rate of the silicon,

as the partial pressure of H2 , added to the 40 mTorr CF4 , is

increased from 0 to 30 mTorr (this change corresponds to 0 to 43% of

the total pressure, respectively). The dark etch rate drops an order

of magnitude over this range of H2 concentration. If the H2

concentration is raised above - 30 mTorr, deposition of a polymer

layer, instead of etching, occurs.

The differentially pumped, residual gas analyzer was used to look

at changes in gas-phase components, as a function of H2 partial

pressure. It was not possible to monitor fluorine concentration

directly, since fluorine atoms are very reactive and very few pass

through the orifice into the residual gas analyzer chamber without

reacting via wall or gas-phase collisions. However, it was possible

to monitor HF concentration instead.
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Figure 2 illustrates the variation in HF signal as a function of '

H2 partial pressure. The curve indicates that the production of HF

peaks at about 20-mTorr H2 partial pressure, then declines. Since

HF production is an important mechanism for scavenging fluorine from .

the gas, this implies that as H2 partial pressure is increased, the

fluorine concentration falls, then rises again.
".'

Samples coated with a brownish polymer film during processing '

were removed from the reactor and examined with x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. Figure 3 shows .

the XPS spectrum of the coated surface. The peak corresponding to

the C ls level appears to have a multiplet structure, with five

partially resolved components indicated by dashed lines. From the

high binding energy side, the components represent, in succession,

trifluorocarbon (292.9 eV), difluorocarbon (290.9 eV),

monofluorocarbon (287.9 eV) alkyloxyl carbon (286.6 eV), and A

al.kyl/graphitic carbon (284.6 eV). 3  The comparable intensities of

all components suggest an extensively fluorinated structure for the

polymer film.

In the Si 2p level, the small unresolved broader peak (binding

energy at 102 - 103 eV) corresponds to silicon oxides and possibly

some fluorides as well, although polymer deposition was the

predominate process for these samples. The oxides were probably

formed in air before the samples were placed in the surface analysis

vacuum chamber. The larger peak at 99.3 eV originates from the 'X

silicon substrate.

The results obtained in this set of experiments are consistent

with a process in which the silicon etch rate is limited at lower
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H2 concentrations by lack of gas-phase fluorine atoms, and at

higher H2 concentrations by the formation of a polymer layer on the

silicon surface, which can block reaction sites. The work done by

several other researchers on the role of hydrogen in CF4/H2

plasmas supports this explanation. In particular, although the role

of H2 in polymerization is very dependent on system parameters such

as total pressure, flow rate, electrode spacing, and RF power, it has -

been generally found4 ,5 ,6 ,7  that adding H2 to a CF4 plasma

reduces the silicon etch rate through a combination of scavenging

fluorine from the gas and forming polymer on the silicon surface.

When unmasked silicon samples were illuminated with a

weakly-focused 350-nm laser light, an enhanced local etch rate was

observed. The laser spot size on the sample was typically -1/4 mm

in diameter. By patterning the laser beam so as to have light and

dark regions on the substrate, the ratio of the laser-enhanced etch

rate to the dark etch rate could be measured as a function of H2
partial pressure. These data are displayed in Fig. 4. In this

experiment, the laser power density was approximately 80 W/cm 2 in *

the illuminated areas. From 0 to 10 mTorr of H2 , the enhancement

ratio increased slightly. However, at about 15-mTorr of H2

pressure, there was a large, abrupt rise in the relative ,...

.ight-enhanced etch rate. After this point, the etch rate again rose

slightly with increasing H2 pressure. The laser has its greatest

effect at the higher H2 concentrations, where it is known from

revious studies that there is an adequate supply of fluorine in the

gas to allow more rapid etching to occur if the surface is not

blocked by polymer deposits.

When the unfocused 350-nm laser output, at an intensity of
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approximately 5 W/cm 2 , was used to illuminate the surface of the

unmasked silicon sample, formation of the polymer layer was inhibited

at the point of impingement of the laser beam. When the laser beam

was directed on the sample, an area that appeared visually clear of

polymer film formation resulted. Auger electron spectra were taken

both inside and outside of the illuminated region. Results show a

reduction of at least fifty percent in carbon, oxygen, and fluorine

within the illuminated region. This indicates that the laser

exposure substantially reduces the amount of polymer formation on the

silicon surface; this reduction allows the etch process to proceed at

a more rapid rate.

In our previous experiments1 ,2 , it was found that

laser-enhancement of the etch process depended on the wavelength of

the laser source. This effect was interpreted to be a manifestation

of photogenerated carrier-induced surface chemistry. With this in

mind, the experiment of Figure 4 was repeated using the 647-nm

output from the krypton-ion laser, with approximately the same power

density. It was found that the slow rise in the ratio of

light-to-dark etch rates occurs again. However, the sharp increase

at 15-mTorr partial pressure H2 was missing.

The above result may be understood on the basis of a mechanism

based on carrier-induced desorption. It has been previously found in

experiments involving both wet and dry laser-induced chemistry that

carrier production with UV light results in an increase in

desorption, or other surface reaction rates. This effect results

from the fact that UV light is absorbed sufficiently, -100A, close

to the solid surface that bulk recombination effects do not reduce



the photogenerated carrier concentration at the surface 8 . On the

other hand, for 647-nm light, the absorption depth is -'3um, and

the carrier flux to the surface is greatly reduced. Note that for

both uv and red light with the given spot size, the sample heating at I

the surface will be essentially the same, although negligible, at

these power densities. The absence of the sharp etch rate

enhancement at 15 mTorr partial pressure when 647-nm light is used

may therefore be explained on the basis of carrier induced

desorption.

Two potential applications of this laser-induced 
process woula be

I..

to increase the anisotropy of silicon etched in a plasma reactor,

without increasing the degree of ion bombardment, and to permit

maskless etching using a projected, patterned laser beam. With

regard to the first application, since the laser light has been shown

to increase the etch rate in this system, it might be expected to

change the directionality of the etch as well. To examine this

possibility, silicon masked with a 10-um bar pattern was

illuminated with a weakly focused (-100m) laser beam, with 15

mTorr of H2 added to 40 mTorr of CF4 in the plasma reactor.

Profiles were analyzed using an SEM. Initial results indicate that V

the light yields a profile which is not only deeper, but also has a

much cleaner wall and bottom structure than in the unilluminated

case.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that low intensity, cw, uv

light at 350 nm can be used to inhibit polymer formation on silicon

in a plasma reactor operated with CF4 and H2 . The dependence of

the laser-enhanced etch rate, as a function of H2 partial pressure,

,I
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is due to variations in both gas-phase fluorine concentration and

polymer formation on the silicon surface. Work is currently underway

to try to use this effect to obtain improved anisotropy in the plasma

reactor, without the damage associated with increased ion flux and

energy.
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Characterization of ultrathin S10 2 films formed by direct low-energy Ion-beam
oxidation

C. F. Yu, S. S. Todorov, and E. R. Fossum ,1
Columbia Radiation Laboratory and Department of Elecuical Ent ineering, Columbia University. New York
New York 10027

(Received 19 September 1986; accepted 8 December 1986)

Bombardment of silicon ( 100) surfaces at room temperature by an oxygen-containing low-energy

ion beam is studied as an alternative to thermal oxidation to produce ultrathin oxide films. A self- U
limiting oxide thickness of about 50 A is obtained by using ions with energy 100 eV or lower.
Auger electron spectroscopy depth profiles of an ion-beam grown oxide and a thermally grown

oxide show very similar composition. Grazing angle x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy indicates
the presence of lower oxides of silicon near the surface. The capacitance-voltage characteristics of
ion-beam grown oxides compare favorably with those of thermally grown oxides. "

I. INTRODUCTION Samples for surface analysis are prepared according to the

Ultrathin gate oxide films are expected to gain increasing same procedure without the aluminum deposition. Surface

importance as metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) devices analysis was performed using a multiprobe surface spectros-

are scaled to smaller dimensions. At the same time, low- copy system equipped with a concentric hemispherical ener-

temperature processes are already replacing many thermal gy analyzer. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) mea-

fabrication steps in an attempt to minimize damage to the surements were carried out with the Mg K. line (1253.6 eV)

substrate. Many processes have been proposed as low-tem- at 240 W. The system was calibrated from the Au 4f 2 level

perature alternatives to thermal oxidation of silicon, the with a binding energy of 83.8 eV. C Is from residual carbon

most notable being plasma oxidation and chemical vapor on the surface was verified to have binding energy 284.6 eV ."
deposition (CVD).' -3 These methods, however, have not to eliminate any charging effects. Auger electron spectra

yet produced thin oxides suitable for MOS applications. We were taken with a 3-keV electron beam with a I -mm spot size

have studied the bombardment of (100) silicon surfaces by on the surface. A differentially pumped ion gun was used to

oxygen-containing ion beams and have successfully grown generate 3-keV argon ions to sputter the surfaces The typi-

ultrathin device-quality oxides." cal ion current density used was 1.2 pA/cm2 . The system

The composition of the obtained ultrathin oxides is ana- pressure was kept below 5 x 10 o Torr for XPS and

lyzed by Auger electron spectroscopy and x-ray photoelec- 5 10- sTorr for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and
tron spectroscopy. The oxides are also characterized electri- maintained at 2 x 10- Torr in argon while sputtering. e.

cally by studying the capacitance-voltage (C-V) and 'p-

current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of aluminum-gate III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -.

MOS capacitors. Auger electron spectroscopy in conjunction with argon
ion sputtering is used to study the depth profile of the oxide

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD layer. As shown in Fig. 1, the O(KLL) and Si(L VV) Auger

Low-energy ion-beam oxidation uses a 2.5-cm-diam sin- %

gle-grid Kaufman-type source which produces a Gaussian
ion beam with energies up to 100 eV. The maximum beam
current density at the target is 150/zA/cm2 . The source uses -

argon and oxygen gases in varying ratios with an oxygen

partial pressure in the low 10-' Torr. O(KLL) SiLVV) p *

Ion-beam oxide MOS capacitors are fabricated on wafers THERMAL 0 0o/

1 10NBEAM - 5 U
which have a 5000-A wet oxide grown at 950 "C and an-
nealed for 30 min at the same temperature in dry N, The ion % /rn-
beam is then used to grow ultrathin gate oxides in windows
etched in the thick oxide. The wafers are unheated, a ther- T

mocouple mounted on the substrate holder indicates typical z I.

temperature rises of < 5 'C above room temperature. Alumi- / %

num is evaporated and patterned to form the capacitors ,

After metallization the sample is annealed in forming gas at ".4.
400 C for 5 min. o .g

Control samples of MOS capacitors with thermally grown ,
gate oxides are fabricated according to the same procedure. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ,

Here the gate oxides are grown in dry oxygen at 900 "C and SPUTTERING TIME (m,n)

annealed in situ in nitrogen. Fit, I AES depth profiles of thermally grown and ion-beam grown oxides

1569 J. Vac. Sc1. Technol. A 5 (4), Jul/Aug 1947 0734-2101/17/0415.o-jj0.ol0 c 1987 Ameftcan Vacuum Society 1569
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peak-to-peak signals are plotted as a function of sputtering
time for both an ion-beam grown oxide and a thermally %
grown oxide about 50 A thick as measured by ellipsometry. 2-- N

For the Si(L VV) emission only the signal from the substrate I -
is shown because of the greater sensitivity. The close resem- . 0

blance of the two depth profiles indicates that the ion-beam
oxide is of comparable composition to the thermally grown !,o //-.-,. .

oxide, except that the latter has a somewhat sharper inter-
face. Because of the limited depth resolution the actual inter- o .

face for both samples is much sharper than it appears.
Angle-dependent x-ray photoelectron spectra of the ion- -,

beam grown oxide are shown in Fig. 2 for increasing detector VOLTAG ,V,

angles. 0 is the angle between the detector axis and the sur- FIG. 3. Comparison of high-frequency capacitance-voltage and current-

face normal. At low detector angles the Si 2p (SiO 2) signal is voltage characteristics for MOS capacitors with thermally grown (solid

peaked at 102.9 eV, a typical value observed for very thin lines) and ion-beam grown (dashed lines) gate oxides.

SiO 2.
5 However, at 0 = 80* where the electron escape depth

is about 5 A, the peak position is shifted to 102.1 eV. This capacitor with an ion-beam grown oxide and a thermally
indicates the presence of lower oxides in the top few layers fabricated capacitor. The thickness of the ion-beam oxide is
due either to the preferential sputtering or to the low mobil- 56 Ak; the thermal oxide is 52 A thick. The ion-beam oxide is
ity of the oxygen atoms incorporated in the film. The 0 ls grown using a l00-eV ion beam with a I'5 pA/cm' maxi-
peak has an unresolved component which grows in relative mum current density at the target. The Ar:O ratio in the
proportion toward higher detector angle and is shifted to- source is 1:1. The sample is exposed for 6 min leading to a
ward lower binding energy by about 1.2 eV. It has been maximum dose of 2.8X 0l7cm-2. "\
shown that the 0 Is peak due to lower oxides in ultrathin The I-V curves clearly show that the ion-beam oxide
thermally grown SiO. does not shift more than 0.3 eV.' passes some current-in reverse bias its leakage current is
Therefore, this component is probably associated with the three orders of magnitude greater than the thermal oxide
radiation damage caused by the ion bombardment. Large leakage current. This may be due to a combination of higher
sample size was used to avoid the projection loss at grazing thermal generation rates and a lower oxide impedance.
angle. The large decrease of intensity at 0 = 80* is probably Note, however, that the leakage current through the oxide
due to misalignment of the detector axis and the sample rota- does not hinder the proper functioning of MOS transistors
tion axis. Both the 0 Is and Si 2p(SiO ) peaks from the ther- fabricated with ion-beam gate oxides.' The leakage current
mally grown oxide (not shown here) appear to be sharper is more than three orders of magnitude smaller than the
than the ones from the ion-beam oxide and their shapes do drain-source saturation current.
not change at higher detector angles. A comparison of the C-V curves, however, is much more

Figure 3 compares the C- V and I- V characteristics of a favorable. Note that the characteristics are similarly steep in
depletion and in the sharp onset of inversion. The small hys-

I teresis ofthe ion-beam sample indicates the presence ofsome
0 Is Si 2p interface states. Quantification of the interface states is diffi-

I -80* cult due to the large leakage current. The threshold voltage
I I10 150 shift ofthe ion-beam oxide is also indicative of uncompensat-
--. ed damage to the oxide or substrate. The behavior of the ion-

0 7 beam oxide in inversion is easily understood from the I-V
a curves-the deep depletion is due to some of the inversion

. layer charge leaking away. The observed rise in the C-V
characteristics in inversion is believed due to the coupling of

-otminority carriers from surrounding inverted regions under
o,~ 4 5 5 the field oxide.

IV. SUMMARY
z Low-energy ion-beam oxidation at room temperature has
Mo0\ _ _ successfully produced ultrathin films of silicon dioxide suit-_ 0, 5 able for use in MOS devices. The obtained film composition

is comparable to that of thermally grown ultrathin oxide
I films.
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LIGHT-GUIDED ITCHING FaR 111-V SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE FABRICATION

Dragon V. PODLESNIK

Microelectronics Sciences Laboratories and Center for

Te1ecommunicatons Research. Columbia University, New York City

Now York 10027, U.S.A.

The rapid. ultraviolet-induced aqueous etching produces vertical,

high aspect features in GaAs samples of different crystal

orientations Much of the speed and anisotropy of the etching is

attributed to the formation of efficient hollow. optical waveg-u:des.

These qu~des have been characterized by measuring the optical loss

and the field distribution within the quide The optical lose is

j t,;:cally srrall. and does not restrict the etching of der; fea -;er

6%.

I NT. DU:TIONthe third dimenr~cn of a sevricondart:- ,

Rate anisi tropy, whith res\uIts in a wafer in currently being investigated r

strong spatial directionality, is an as a means of providing additional ".'

l ' ._rtaet character*stic in many se47- electrical inter-onnecticna 2; r.

2conductor process-,ng operations. In particular. the interest i r tee

recent years. the work with the aniso- through-wafer interconnections slers

tropic etching has focused on Its use frow three basic goals! to reduce the ..,%

for the machining of semiconductcr length o f connecxions between devices .

materials. Vertical, high-aspoct featu- for faster processing rater; to redi-e "

.1%

roe are an important requirement in the the interference and crosstalk between. 2

fabr icati on of advanced electronic and Interconnections: and to redu;ce th.a

micromechanical devicesil]. The close area occup:ed by interconrect:cnr 7r

spacings and small sizes of modern the surface of the semiconductor wafer

integrated circuits require vertical An example is a GaAs FET with via

e tching to eliminate 
the undercutting 

connectionr 
through 

the sibrtrate'31

%

%'
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microwave frequencies. higher power assisted reaction, etch rate anisotropy

density. and potentially lower can be expected, because ions ore inci-

manufacturing costs than a conventional dent normal to the wafer surface. When

C&AS field effect transistor. a semiconductor is plasma etched, in-

Fin lly. anisotropic etching has corporation of an appropriate gas ad-

been extensively used in nonelectronic ditive results in the formation of a k.

applicationalll. Even simple holes and paasivating film that prevents side
p

grooves etched in a semiconductor wafer wall etching. However, a perfectly ver-
P

(typically silicon) can be utilized for tical, through-wafer feature cannot be P

many applications. One usage is the made with Ion and electron bea, sources ,

generation of high precision molds for because of the spreading of the part:-

microminiature structures. Patterns cle beam and loss of the particle flu-

etched clear through the wafer can be ence with increasing feature depth. In

applied in the area of ink jet printing addition, the massive particle bombard-

technology. In particular, the hole on ment produces typically an incurr:ng

the bottor of the wafer is used as an darage of the semiconductor surface.

orifice, typically about 20 um, for an In this paper we will show that

ink jet streamll). laser-induced aqueous etching with the

ultraviolet beam can be used tc make

2 ME:H.LJ;:SMS FOP ANISOTROPY IN ETCHING deep, high-aspect features irrespective

Conventionally. etching an;sotropy of crystal orientation. If the laser

in single-crystal materials is achieved beam is incident normal to the

by rely:ng on a crystal plane dependent semiconductor surface, it could be

process. such as reaction rates in wet expected that the light-ass:sted

cherical etching. This crystallograph:- etching will occur pr:marily in the

cally sensitive etching has been suc- direction of the bear. But, unlike ion

cessfully used to produce deep vertical or electron beams, the laser beam is

features, but its utility is restricted gruided by the etched structure itself

by the reqr±rement of specific and via glancing-angle reflections thus

limited crystal orientations. Localized resulting in the vertical etching. Th:s

electrochem:cal jet etching has been waveguid:nc effect coupled with the

also used to generate vertical holes in rapid etching at low laser intensities

semiconductor wafers was first seen in the ultraviolet (257

When etching occurs by an ion nm) induced aqueous etching of GaAs 41.

"ora
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the rapid etching at low laser Intensi- Nowever. perfectly vertical fe atures

tie@. wsfirst seen In the ultraviolet are obtained fo 1al the etching.

Induced aqueous etching of GaAs. Subs'.- proving that the crystal orientation

quent experiments have shown It to be a does not atfect the etched profiles. U

more general phenomenon. that is appli- This characteristic Is important since

cable to other semiconducting materi- It allows maskless etching of vertical,

ale. e.g..* Si and lnP. Light-guided high-aspect profiles in all crystallo-

feature formation Is observed when a graphic directions. Note that. whereas

focused, patterned, or scanned ultra- the ultraviolet anlsotropic removal .

violet laser beam Is used. In all cases virtually Independent of crystallogra-

in thie ultraviclet. the etched structu- phic orientation of the senmecon uctcr

re conf~nes ani eff ,-2ently tranr.'te crystal. visible light does shc' a

the !seer bea7 somewhat stronger crystallographic \

ultavole- ~d.:e- -- ~ng relies on Figures I to 2 show typical profi- %

the eir r,.7t: &:.-strop lo ofmicrostructures such at ,;a

cr~a!srah c -:e--atons. A weak~ ning the wafer perpendicular to the '

thsaor apuih de; a the e is fund axslo thenen eaer bar.dIn al xp.i

retlin navrg ec atso
KU'

'7 9ur, r: r fc- the 113) . (1 C?.

(11C. a (12)F a~ev repe~tve.

0

Fi.!SE icoga~,of slits etched Fig.2 SLT micrograph of a etched groove

throuh a a~e aferin C&a. close-up of the side wall.

%U?
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wents, the laser beam was focused such etched structure which prevent* the

that the beam waist was on the front of beam from diverging.

the semiconductor wafer. The entrance Because the vertical features are

of the structures is well defined and created by using a Gausslian beam, one

the surrounding area is undisturbed. A might think that their profiles should

distinct characteristic of these fea- also appear Gausaian. The vertical

ture is their smooth and vertical side wells is a strong deviation from the

wall*. Their width. typically 2-3 um. Gausaian shape. In order to determine a

remains virtually constant, independent mechanism for the formation of vertical

of the etched depth. In contrast to waveguides. we monitored the develop-

this, the focused laser beam. with the ment of holes, as ahown in F:c.4.

3 um waist diverges cone~derably over Initially, the etch prof.,e is essen-

the corresponding distance, as shwrn In tially identical to that of the incj-

Fig. 3 . The measured confc.¢al beam dent laser beam. as showrn in Fjg S.

parameter is only 25 ur as cor;:ared. However. as the etch depth increases,

for exam;le, to the perfect:y ..ertlcal the feature assumes a tubular. non -

etch through the 207--utT-th.::. wafer. Caussiar, profile. Fc S

This clearly shows that the proessing The initial formation of these

beam is confined inside the hzllow, anisctropic features fror a focused

II
FOCAL POINT

I
!k!

II

FIg.3 Co--srlson of the etched profile

w:th free-s;ae propagation of the

f-7used :Erp bear

op.%i
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Fig.S Initial. Gaussian-shape etchings 5
F1g.4 SD M micrograph of the temporal and the formation of tubular, non

development of the vertical via hole. Gaussian profile@,

a sr tbear w~th a bear wa st of 4 ur p rtion &, ". ti-s reactior. rate c n -
can be calcu~ated w~th a model based or, tant k, to th, loco: abscrbed light.

th-e use cf ray opt'cs -he model inclu- irtenscty cne c s(e.) terr in EqE. (2)

deF the very impcrtant ang'iiar depen- and (3) re:--Fthe change in :nc:-

der-:e of reflectivity and absorption, dent p-.er den; :e or the surfare d

W-.: 7h- fc-r the case of a lossy. metal to ourface t-,, 7he last ternir n Eqs .

like mater a' must be obtained from a (2) and (3) re;resentr the dorecticna-

mcdif: ed version of the Fresne: equsa- lity of et:c-. r .. :h tiis s. '-!sce t:i;t.

tioce In this case, the surface slope. Material rem.al is always per-,end-cu-

which is equal to the local incident lar to the plane cf the surface.

an:-* of the laser bear, ir giver. by "),jr irg the '%ery inta sae f

Pfz~r,t)=tar. 'dz(t)/dr(t)) (1) forrat~cr. of, say. a hole, with a C. s-

wh ere z(t) and r(t) are. respectively, soar laser bear. all the angrular depern- S
th- time-dependent vertical and radial dent terme are onconaequential As a

coordinates of the surface structure. result, initially the surface should

.he twc- components of the local inter- follow the Intensity distribution of J

face velocity of removal are given by the lae er Teefr h nta

dz dt)=jI~t(r)(1-R(B))coa(S))coa(O) (2) fea*.re W:ll be 00auasian.

:~ dt x A( r)(lR ( P)cos (9 i n~e (3) AF t .e fea'-re walls be'-ore mrer

where I(r) represents the incident Cau- vert~cal. the anqular-dependent terms

aian bear and (I - R(9)) is the local men*;onped earlie7 beome more Impor-

abst- rpl on nhe interface veloc-ity, in tart E ec. the- for an. inoident Gaus-

bracer, is asr.mred to be linearly pro- sa. . 8--r bea7. the surface struct,,re

%5-



takes a non-Gaussian shape. Bowever. reflection& can have a pronounced

despite this non-Gaussian effect. the impact on the developing shape of a

above model will not produce the stri- cylindrical hole

Ing features with. vertical walls seen All the model figures display ar

here. Many of these effects occur be- overall appearance that is In agreece-t

cause light begins to be trapped inside with an actual via Eventually, a pcr-

and undergoes internal reflections as tion of the side wall becomes sloped to

the hole deepens. Owing to the angle such a glancing angle that the laser

dependent reflectivity, there is still light from the first strike is cor.e-

enough power reflected off 'the aide- tely reflected. Also,when the hole is

walls to be subsequently absorbed as deep enough. the meocnd strike rer

the light again strikes a different ting from the ref:ectione off

portion of the surface. 7his first bottom dcos not affect the kha>w..-

internal reflection, or second strike, parts of the wa:ls Wall eros:or t'ere-

does contribute significantly to th fore eventjal!y stopc The in-:ie- :

format:on cf the featu.res F:re 6 bea7 4s thenr op: a.y q:de-

sh'wf th:s cc7.; ter sCnat.:o of .a the hce. wh:le vert:ca: sh:r, :--

hole development that Includes internal nues at the bottomr Under these cc-,::-

reflectic, tc the first crder These tions, etch:ng can bee proper;y n:4-e.e

ar a self prcFaqatznq wm','eT.:de

In fact. much of, the speet a-,-

LASER a
ari sotrory cf the et:n! car te at0r-

buted to the properties of these o,:-

' / Cal wa'.'e de- like feat -ee :r. arI

, cular. the optca :oss !r sia:'. e-.e7

: I for 200- to 300-ur-thck sar;:es, an-

does not si rn.ficantly lint the et:!%

rate with Increasing feature depth

Further, the Continuation of etch~.n:even in the heavily solvate-d a:,: -

the bottom of a deeply etchez fesine

Fig 6 Calculated hole development with is indicative of the active che-try

(solid line) and without (dashed line) induced by the ultraviolet light

first internal reflection r,

a%.%-.
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S OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE FORMATION r, 10
.E

One of the most interesting E I
consequences of the unusual laser z

chemistry described above I@ that It 6 514 %

permits the formation of long cylindri- '

cal tubes or view in semiconductor we- z

fare. In fact, thay are miniature, hol- 2

low semiconductor vaveguidem. This un-

usual micro.tructure hab suggested a ,c 2 1 -

number of novel applications in micro- HOLE DiAME7R ( =

electronics and integrated optics, in- Fig 7 Attenta t;or coeffic:e-t c f*

cludin; vertical. ligh-denesty opt:cal hollow CaAF va.e-:.je as a !.---

fiber interrcinects,191 throqgh-wafer hc:e d eter. measrel fc- 2t "

optical light quides.11O0 and high don- 524-nft wave:enaths

sBty, through-wafer vies for electrical

r.te rzn-, : 'ets fror the frort to the ry, the peap-re e .A 2:e!:

ta: i o r, e ic-, or OsA. !r-eae cC.'n *aof..

circ.;att'3; than. for 21- ri, " 5-~:h s:

It wa already eugeecd that the C a ....a :...............'

g-id:ng cf the laser bea is an impor- les e!f:C"er -" e-. is a

ta-t factcr ir. deterirn~ng vla-hcle reason that the v;s er ""

prcf:les and etch rates The circular does nc! x h: "ea-. wtte_- @a-.

hl:ow dietectric and metallic wve- effe-t

vi deF have beer thcro" 1h.y diacuced

by Marzsti: and Schmeltzer lll To 6 CON "•

illustrate some of the features of the In this paper we ha.e . tha,

hcllow sericonductor wavequ;de. we the rapid. ultravio:et-ind7ed process

applied a aimilar analysis for the vis produces high-quality vertical etch~ng ,1W

holes etched through CaAs samples The through starard th cknes! ZaA wafers

theory and the experiment showed ex- Thin directional etching ;r attrbuted-

ce::er agreement Figure 7 shows the in pert tc the fcrmat:cr cf eff;zieft -

attenustor coefficient of the hollow optical guIdes. so that the laser pro-

GaAF wave% ide as a function of hole ceasing-bear is guided by the etched *"

diameter In agreement with the the-- structure itself Applications of th:s

I
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ULTRAVIOLET-LIGHT-NEANCED REACTION OF OXYGK WITH

GALLIUM ARSENIDE SURFACES p

C.F. Yu, M.T. Schmidt, D.V. Podlesnik, E. S. Yang, and

R.M. Osgood. Jr.

Microelectronics Sciences Laboratories, Columbia University,

New York, NY 10027-6699

"p

ABSTRACT 
C'

K

Light enhanced reaction of oxygen with gallium arsenide

surfaces by irradiation with deep-uv, near-uv and visible

light was studied using Auger electron spectroscopy and x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy for submonolayer and above

monolayer regimes, respectively. The onset of a strong

wavelength dependence of the enhanced oxidation was observedrUafter the oxygen coverage reached more than half a monolayer.

An abrupt threshold for this wavelength dependence was also

observed at - 4.1 eV photon energy. Photodissociation of 0,-

(superoxide ion) formed by the photogenerated carriers can

explain this strong wavelength dependence.

I %
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photon irradiation of semiconductors can nonthermally

enhance chemical reactions on the surface. This effect has

been generally attributed to the photogeneration of carriers

at the semiconductor surface.' We have observed a strong

enhancement of oxidation on gallium arsenide surfaces using

deep-uv photons (248 nm, 257 nm), whereas only moderate

enhancement was seen using near-uv to visible photons (350 nm

to 514 nm) for experiments were carried out either in

laboratory air ambient or in water solution. '' This laser-

enhanced oxidation can be used for low-temperature oxide

growth and is potentially useful for device applications.

Specifically, laser grown oxides have been used in our

laboratory to increase the variation of Schottky barrier

heights in metal-GaAs contacts.'

In this paper we report the results of a study of the

light-enhanced oxygen reaction with GaAs surfaces both below

and above monolayer coverage. Experiments were performed

inside a stainless steel chamber on clean, well-defined

surfaces irradiated with low-intensity excimer lasers. In

other experiments we observed a wavelength threshold for the

light-enhanced oxidation using different argon-ion laser

lines under laboratory air ambient.

Si-

II. EXPERIMENTAL

p

2
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p. A two-chamber ultrahigh vacuum system consisting of a

surface analysis chamber and a sample preparation chamber

separated by a differentially pumped load-lock seal was used

in this study. Gallium arsenide surfaces of both (100) and

(110) orientation doped with Si to n = 10's /cm' were used in

the experiments. Samples were cleaned with

trichloroethylene, acetone, methanol, deionized water, 50%

NH4 OH, and then blown dry with nitrogen. For in situ

experiments, the sample was subsequently placed in the

analysis chamber and subjected to mild argon ion bombardment

(500 eV, 1 pA/cm' ) to remove the residual oxide, and then

annealed at 5400C for 10 min. The sample was then moved into

the preparation chamber filled with oxygen at a selected

pressure. Through a quartz window a laser beam was

introduced into the chamber and irradiated the sample for

1000 sec. After this process the sample was moved back to

the analysis chamber for surface analysis. An excimer laser

was used to irradiate the sample in the preparation chamber

with either the KrF line at 248 nnu (I mJ/cm', 100 Hz) or the

XeF line at 351 nm (0.2 mJ/cm', 500 Hz). At this low

intensity the transient temperature rise on the surface is

estimated to be below 106C.' Some of the experiments were

performed ex situ with an argon-ion laser tuned to different

wavelengths at a power density of 50 mW/cm-. For these

experiments samples were irradiated by the laser under

laboratory air ambient afte: chernical cleaning.

3
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscop,, (XPS) was used to study

the oxides formed on the surface. Al YAK (1486.6 eV)

radiation was used to excite the 2 p,,, and 3d core-level

emission for both gallium and arsenic. By making use of the

large binding energy shift of the oxide arsenic atoms

relative to the substrate arsenic atoms, the ratio of the

oxide component to the substrate component can be obtained to

estimate thicknesses between 1 A to 50 A as reported

previously." For submonolayer coverage (> 0.1 ML) of

chemisorbed oxygen, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) was

used to study the oxygen coverage for its higher sensitivity.

By taking the ratio of the Auger peak-to-peak intensities of

O(KLL) to Ga(LMM) and using a layer model, the fractional

coverage of the oxygen on the surface can be determined up to

a full monolayer. Care has been taken to perform the AES on

a spot previously untouched by the electron beam after an

ion-bombardment-annealing cycle to avoid electron beam

effects.7  The pressure of the analysis chamber was kept

below 5xlO ° Torr for XPS and 5x10' Torr for AES.

III. RESULTS

The GaAs(1l0) surface was used here to study the

enhanced oxidation by laser irradiation because it provides a

uniquely defined surface after an ion-bombardment-annealing

cycle.' Results of this study using XPS are shown in Fia. 1.

Samples were cleaned by the ion-bombardment-annealing process

4
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and then irradiated by laser light in the preparation chamber

filled with 100 Torr dry oxygen. Only As2p,, peaks are

shown because the oxide and substrate components are well

separated. The upper spectrum is of the surface irradiated

with 248-nm light, the middle one with 351-nm light, and the

lower one without any light. Without light irradiation only

1.9 A oxide was formed (less than one monolayer). With .'

0%

irradiation of 351-nm light, 2.6 A oxide was seen--a modest

enhancement. With 248-rnm irradiation, 9.6 A oxide was grown

under the same condition. This strong enhancement of

oxidation by deep-uv light agrees with our previous results'ID

conducted in laboratory air ambient on GaAs(100) surfaces.

Figure 2 shows the results of the AES study of the

oxygen coverage on the GaAs(llO) surface as a function of

oxygen exposure with simultaneous irradiation of either 248-

nm or 351-nm laser light, or without any light irradiation.

At lower coverage the enhancement of the oxygen chemisorption

is moderate and comparable for either light source within

experimental uncertainties. However as the coverage

approaches 0.7 monolayer, the enhancement of oxidation by

the 248-nm light is seen to increase rapidly, while the

enhancement by the 351-nm light remains moderate. This onset

of strong wavelength dependence is also seen in the results

obtained from the GaAs(lO0) surface as shown in Figure 3 in

which the rapid increase of enhancement of 248-n. light

occurs at C; rronolayer coverage. Also noted is that on I
5 I
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the (110) surface the oxygen coverage is smaller than that on

the (100) surface for low oxygen exposure, indicating a lower

initial sticking coefficient on the (110) surface.

Figure 4 shows the results of oxide growth as a function

of photon energy using an argon-ion laser to irradiate

GaAs(100) surfaces in laboratory air ambient for 20 min with

each of the selected wavelengths. The dashed line at 7.5 A

represents the natural oxide grown on the surface in the

course of the experiment as determined from the control

samples. The oxide thicknesses due to light irradiation show

a very sharp contrast for the oxidation enhancement. For

photon energies above 4 eV the oxidation was about five

times faster than for photon energies below 4 eV.

Specifically. oxide growth for 275-nm and 257-nm argon-ion

laser lines was much more strongly enhanced than that for

307-nm, 350-nm, 454-nm and 514-nm laser lines, respectively.

This agrees very well with the results from the excimer laser

study performed in the vacuum chamber, as shown in Fig. 1,

where the 248-nm laser light shows a much stronger

enhancement than the 351-nm light.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The sharp increase of oxidation enhancement at about 4

eV photon energy indicates a threshold phenomenon in the

reaction. This threshold is close to the dissociation limit

of 02" (s 7ercxide ion), which has been studied

6
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theoretically8 and experimentally from the vibrational

states" to be - 4.1 eV. 0,- has been known to be a

relatively stable ionic species in the gas phase from

experiments of low-energy electron attachment to oxygen

molecules". The presence of 0," on the surface is thought

to be the result of the attachment of photogenerated

electrons to the physisorbed molecular oxygen on the surface

and was suggested for the light-enhanced oxidation of both

GaAs'" and Si"2 surfaces. While the photodissociation of 0,-

is not known to have been performed experimentally, it has

been suggested theoretically8 . The photod-ssociation of O,-

through the A - X transition is a much more likely event than d,

that of the 0, because of the selection rule restraint due to

reflection symmetry is removed for the O, : Dissociation

of 0, will generate very reactive atomic oxygen species and
5%J

thus cause a strong enhancement effect in the oxide growth.

The strong wavelength dependence of the light-enhanced I

oxidation, however, was not observed below about half a

monolayer of oxygen coverage, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3,

suggesting that a different mechaniem may prevail in this

regime. Bertness et al. have measured the activation energy

of oxygen chemisorption on the GaAs(ll0) with and without

light irradiation below monolayer coverage They found the I

activation energy to be 0.5 eV for dark oxidation and null

under 514-nm light irradiation. It is thought, therefore,

that under light irradiation (7: above-band-gap photon

7 1



energy), physisorbed oxygens will become dissociatively

chemisorbed immediately after the attachment of

photogenerated electrons as long as there are available sites

for chemisorption. This can explain the moderate and

comparable enhancement of oxidation by both 248-run and 351-nm

photons at lower coverage because the photogenerated

electrons are nearly constant in energy over this range of 5

%"

wavelength.'

M6nch has developed a simple model for the saturation

coverage of oxygen on GaAs(110).' By assuming that

dissociatively chemisorbed oxygen will be incorporated into

two adjacent bonds in the surface Ga-As zig-zag chain, and

that a repulsive interaction occurs between two pairs of

chemisorbed oxygen along the chain, so they have to be

separated at least by one unincorporated Ga-As bond, he

arrived at a saturation coverage of -56% of a monolayer.

Beyond this coverage, further oxidation will occur by the

diffusion of oxygen species through the first layer. We

think that O, would then form in the oxide by the attachment

of ejected photogenerated electrons to the oxygen molecules.

Photodissociation of this species will cause a much stronger

enhancement of oxidation when above-threshold photons are

used. While a direct experimental proof of the presence of

O.- and its photodissociation is yet to be made, this

mechanism offers a simple explanation for the strong

wavelength depen4er.-e of the oxidation enhancement. The

.- J .



results of this study suggest that the effect of the

nonthermalized photogenerated carriers seems to play a small

role in the strong enhancement of oxidation by deep-uv

photons as compared to the apparent photodissociation of 0.

In summary, light-enhanced oxidation of GaAs has been

studied with visible to deep-uv laser lines. The strong

enhancement of oxidation by photons of energy higher than 4.1

eV can be explained as the result of the photodissociation of

superoxide ion (01-) formed by the attachment of

photogenerated electrons to the oxygen molecules on or at the

surface.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS '5

Figure 1. Comparison of the oxidation of GaAs(110) with or

without laser irradiation. Shown are the x-ray

photoelectron spectra of As2p.,2 level.

Figure 2. AES study of the oxidation of GaAs(l1O) as a

function of oxygen exposure with irradiation of

248-nm or 351-nm laser light or without any light

irradiation. Data points beyond one monolayer are

from XS results.

Figure 3. AES study of the oxidation of GaAs(100) as a

function of oxygen exposure with irradiation of

248-nm or 351-nm laser light or without any light

irradiation. Data points beyond one monolayer are

from XPS results.

Figure 4. Light enhanced oxide growth plotted as a function

of irradiating photon energy. Dashed line

represents the natural oxide grown on the surface

in the laboratory air ambient.
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AN IMPROVED DIFFERENTIAL VOLTAGE

TECHNIQUE FOR CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT

X. Wu. H. L. EVANs and E. S. YANG

Columbia University, New York. NY 10027. U.S.A.

(Receied 20 March 1987; in revmsedform 21 July 1987)

Abstract-A differenual voltage capacitance technique is described for measuring the capacitance of
forward-biased Schottky diodes. This technique is based on the concept of an improved admittance bridge.
Difficulties ansing from the high conductive component were solved or minimized. Data were obtained
for Ni-Si and Pd-GaAs Schottky diodes with quality factors as low as 0.001. Compared to accurate phase
capacitance spectroscopy and other bridge methods, this technique is more reliable and easier to operate.

Admittance spectroscopy is a valuable method for voltage scheme for measuring device capacitance
invesuigation of serniconductor interface states. In the when the quality factor (wC/G) is as low as 0.001.
last twenty years, conductance and capacitance tech- The basic concept of the differential voltage
niques have been widely used for studying MOS capacitance spectroscopy (DVCS) is similar to that of
devices. However, when a similar method is applied a bridge circuit. Since the main problem arises from
to measure the capacitance of forward-biased metal- the high conductance that is inherently associated
semiconductor contacts, large errors occur. This is with the device, we propose to generate an in-pbase
because the capacitance signal of the diode is being signal to cancel out the conductive component of the
overwhelmed by the thermionic emission conduct- diode. letting only the capacitive component be re-
ance (G), This conductance is sometimes three or tamed to pass through the phase sensitive detector.
four orders of magnitude larger than the capacitance This way, the overload problem is avoided and the
(wC). Under this extreme condition, ordinary influence of the phase drift is also minimized. As a
methods, such as the use of a Boonton capacitance result the accuracy of the measurement is greatly

meter. are no longer applicable. Even the accurate improved. A similar bridge method was formerly
phase capacitance spectroscopy (APCS) method de- suggested by Barret and Vapaille[2] and later .%".:
scribed previously[1] Is limited by its instrumentation, modified by Greve[31. Barret and Vapaille's method.
First of all. the phase setting in APCS becomes using an equal-armed bridge, is tedious and time ., P
extremely crucial. In practice. for a small phase error. consuming since an adjustment of temperature for .. -

Aw (around 90'). we have: bridge balance is requred at each data point. Grei e's I

- -GA. method, on the other hand, needs a floating a.c.
signal source and a lock-in amplifier with both in-

where Az(wC) represents the resultant error of the phase and quadrature outputs. The floating signal

measured susceptance and A0 is in radians. For source readily picks up extra noise. Moreover, the
G wC on the order of 10, even a 10" error in phase biasing voltage in his bridge is applied to the diode ,-
would cause a 100% error in the capacitance. through a current sensitive preamplifier, which is
Although the APCS method can set the phase to a supposed for detecting the small a.c. signal. The I
very. high accuracy (about 0.01'), it cannot ensure non-separation of the a.c. and the d.c. paths results P

that there will be no phase shift during the measure- in an overload of the current preamplifier.
ment. Therefore. no matter how accurately the phase A schematic description of the differential voltage :1
is set initiall.. a tiny phase drift will nullify the whole capacitance spectroscopy technique is shown in Fig. - -

measurement. Furthermore. the sensititity of I. A Trnal) a.c. reference signal. V,, derived from the
the instruments. e.g. the lock-in amplifier (LIA. is internal oscillator of a PAR 124 lock-in amplifier. is

imited by the conductance signal level. We know that superimposed on a biasing voltage. This combined
the capacitance signal of a diode is very weak, voltage is applied between point D and :he ground.

espewally at low frequencies. It is desirable to use a Two currents are generated. One. i,, passes through
high sensitivit setting in order to get better noise the diode; the other. i, through a varabie resistor. R.
performance. But this would overload the instru- These currents are converted into voltage signals by
ments because the capacitance signal is buried in a resistors R'. and are then fed into the inputs of the
huge conductive component. The large in-phase sig- LIA through a differential preamplifier. The output
nal frequently drives the LIA into a nonlinear reion, of the differential preamplifier contains only the a.c.
mAking the measurement impossible. For this reason. component of V, - V, the d.c portion is reiected. If
we have implemented the following dilirenual- R' is much smaller compared to I G and R. the

N- - N, ,-.- . .- " 'e"", €
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Fig, 1. Apparatus of the differentia) voltage capacitance spectroscopy.

output of the LIA is: capacitance as small as possible. especially at nodes
V0(0) - 1 R'A [(G - I!R)cos 0 + C sin (0], (2) A and B. In our experiment. for example, the sample

holder, which was situated in a cryogenics coldhead
where A is the voltage gain of the LIA and 0 the to obtain vanous temperatures. formerly was con-
phase setung of the phase sensitive detector. When nected to node A. Between the sample holder and the
the phase is set to 90' with a small error A0, the cold-plate there was a thin insulating sheet for ther-
output becomes: mal conduction. This configuration introduced an

extra capacitance at node A in respect to the ground.
A rational arrangement is to put the sample holder

(3) in connection with node D and let A connect to the %
and the error is: probe needle. This reduces the stray capacitance

(wC) -. -(G - l/R)A. (4) significantly. The stray capacitance between node D
and ground is less important- since it is parallel with

If the conductive component is nulled out, i.e. the signal source.
G - I/R t- 0. the error will be very small even in the One might use a voltage-controlled resistor or a
presence of a significant AO. This can be contrasted photocell in place of the variable resistor to automate
with eqn. I where A(wC) is directly proportional to the balancing procedure[3]. However, it requires a
GtAO' 4  lock-in amplifier with dual-phase output. and a few %

The measurement procedure is as follows. For seconds delay at each data point to get a stable
each given frequency, the phase of the LIA has to be reading. A continuous voltage scan is difficult to
set at 90' first. This is accomplished by seeking a achieve. Moreover, since the measurement is sensitive
phase position of zero-output when Vb alone is being to stray phase shifts, it is desirable to keep all the
measured. The resistance of R may be chosen to be circuit elements simple. In this circuit, a I kW and a , -

any value comparable to IIG of the diode. While 50L 10-turn potentiometer in series were used as ,-.-
keeping the phase-range switch at 901, the phase coarse and fine adjustments. Cables and ;onnectors
vernier is varied until the output of the LIA is zero. were kept short to minimize parasitic inductance and
Since V, is in phase with the reference signal, the capacitance.
preceding adjustment ensures that the phase is set to The error caused by the experimental setup can be ..

measure only the capacitive component. The next easily estimated by replacing the diode with a resistor
step is to balance the conductive component. For this corresponding to the highest conductance of
purpose, we turn the phase-range switch to 00 (with- the device. Under this situation, any susceptance
out touching the phase vernier) and the input mode measured is due to the setup. The stray capacitance
to A - B so that the quantity G - I/R is examined, was found to be less than 80 pf. which is about I
The variable resistor R is then adjusted until a zero of the measured device capacitance at low frequency
output is reached. Turning the phase-range switch (- 10 nf at 100 Hz). The stray canacitance thus deter-
back to 90'. the output of the LIA is now entirely due mined can be subtractcd from the data irf higher 0
to the capacitance of the diode. i.e. accuracy is desired. At high rrequencies. the relative 1,16

error may increase for the de,.ce capacitance gets
V - V R'wC. € smaller. Moreover. it was found that at frequencies

The data are then collected by a plotter above 30 kHz. the cable inductance became %,r
All the resistors used in the circuit should have significant and our setup was not suitable ,'or these

small stray capacitance and inductance. The whole measurements. The a.c. stgnai le~el used in the expert-
setup should be designed with care to keep the stra% ment stiould be kept smaller ,han kT q A large a.I
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C-V measurements on Schottky diodes 3
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Fig. 2. The susceptance (wC) and conductance (G) curves measured from a Ni--mSi Schottky diode at
108 Rz and 300 K. Note the scale of the conductance is 1000 times that of the capacitaxce.

signal will yield many high order harmonics because ment was repeated several times over a period of a ,

of the nonlinearity of diode 1-V charactenstics. month and yielded quite reproducible results (=_2%). ',

However, a relatively large referenc signal would be Though the PAR 124 is an old model of LIa. its phase -

better for noise considerations. An optimum signal drift is small. In normal operation therlmaxmum
level depends on tradeoffs between the linearity and phase-fluctuation of this model turns out to be less
the measurement sensitivity. In our experiment best than 0.01'. This phase stability was found parucu-
results were achieved around a 10mV rms signal larly valuable to our measurements. Once the phase
level, where both conditions seemed to be satisfied. setting was done at a given frequency, the tempera-
The time constant of the LIA can be chosen accord- ture and voltage scans could be made without any
ing to the noise situation. An appropriate titme con- readjustment. It is to be mentioned that the phase
stant (I s in our case) should provide an adequate resolution of most oommiercial look-in amplifiers is
signal to noise ratio and. at the same time, an efficient around 0.05*. This resolution is not adequate for an
measurement. This depends on the frequency: usually accurate phase setting as required in APCS method.
the lower the frequency the longer the time constant However, this will not cause problem in DVCS since
required. the in-phase component was balanced. Moreover, the

The method was used to measure the forward- phase resolution can be unproved by a frequency
biased capacitance of a Ni-nSi diodef4.5. Capaci- tuning. We had noticed that the phase setting is
ance vs voltage data at various frequencies and sl'ghtly dependent on frequency. It suggests that

temperatures were obtained. Figure 2 shows a typical instead of using the phase-dial. the fine phase adjust-
result measured at 108 Hz and 300 K. The measure- ability could be acquired by tuning the reference

20 so
P0 -iGoAs

S .40

u12 30 A

.%'..

- 20

CWL

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 0:5 0.6 0.7%
VOLTAGE (v)

Fig 3 The suicepiance and conductance data obt~ained from a Pd-.-,GaAs diode at 108 Hz and 0K.
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frequency. This method was utilized to help set the difficult. It might be worth mentioning that this
phase with a resolution beyond that provided by the technique can also be used for woC >> G. In that case, al

phase vernier. In order to examine the significance of one merely puts a variable capacitor in place of the
the phase error, we deliberately turned the phase 1 variable resistor, where the capacitive component is
off its correct position. With the real component to be cancelled. This could be useful in the measure-
carefully nulled out, we found the influence on the ment of conductance in MIS devices.
output reading to be less than 3%. while !he Phase
accuracy in the experiment could be kept to less than Acknoledgements-The authors wish to thank G. C. Gu
(OS3 for measunrig the devices and M. Liehr for providing the

In Fig. 2, data obtained from tbe APCS ar also ampls.
". t i rr This study was supported by JSEP. NSF Center of

presented as a comparison. It can be seen that the Telecommunication Research at Columbia Universty.

results of the DVCS and the APCS are in good X. Wu was supported by an IBM pre-doctoral fellowship.
agreement at low bias. At high bias the deviation
between the two is caused by a phase error. This was
confirmed by a phase readjustment in the APCS
measurement, such that a 0.005- phase shift could REFERENCES
cause the curve to coincide with the DVCS results. 1. H. L. Evans. X. Wu. E. S. Yang and P. S. Ho. AppI.

Since the DVCS is much less sensitive to the phase Phys. Lett. 46. 486 (1985).
error, we believe that this method provides more 2. C. Barret and A. Vapaille. Solid-St. Electron. 18. 25
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The Effect of a Thin UV-Grown Oxide on Metal-GaAs Contacts

M. T. Schmidt, D_ V. Podlesnik. H L. Fvans, C I Yu I: S. Yang. and R M. ,
Osgood. Jr., Microclectronics Science- Laboratories, Columbi.i I:nifrsil. Nc\ ' York,
NY 10027-6699

'p.1
A h ao

Photochemiltr. ha, been u-cd to gro %'er' thin oxidt la\cr- ( 3 10 A ) on
Ga..Ns (100) surface, Some of thesc oxidcs ha%- -en anrc.aYi' to produce Ga-

rich oxide surface layers Flectrical characlerization of m:a' contacts
deposi!ed on the." surfaces sho', a much greater variaton o; .chottk,, barrier
height, for the oxidized surfaces. espceialIN for the Ga-rich oxi, surfaces
The ob'erved variatirn it 25', of the GaAs bandc.!i for Ga-rich oxide
surface,, compared to FS% for clean surfaces. Th chang ir, barrier height'
is to%%ard the ideal Schottk\ limit for contact, withou! intcrfact states
Thi't bharior sugge-'t that the oxidized surfacc ha' re.JuccU ib densit\ of
interfacr s late, prcwnl in the metal-C(a,V' contacts
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1. Introduction

Schottky barriers at metal-semiconductor contacts ha'c bcen the subject of

extensive investigation for several decades. The current undcrtanding indicates

that there are at least two main components which dctcrminv a Schottky barrier

height. If an interface contains a high density of electronic %ate,. thi, will

dominate the barrier formation, allowing differences in the metal-semiconductor
I

wor function to pl.y on]% a small role in dctermininF th7 mapnitud, of a Schottk.

barrier Thi, appcar- to be the case for the GaAz (flOk -urfa,, %lhcrc Schottk\

barrier heights correlate onl weakl. with the work function of th. meta! If the

GaA\ surface car, be modified to reduce the den-irs of intcrfa, tatc, \her. a

contact it formed, the Schottk. barrier which re'ults wkoui! K mor influenccd b\ -,

the metal work function Chemir\- at a semiconductor surfact i- lxlicked to pla\

an important role in determining the Scholtk.\, barricr height of a metal-

semiconductor contact. In thi' work we have used photochemiotr, to alter the GaA' .'

(10() surface through the reaction of oxygen under deep V\ illuminatlion prior to P.

metal dcpo'ilior' and ha'e investigated the electrical chnra lcritic, of the I

rr'ultnF contact-

Prr'ious studi- of the e'ffect of thin oxide layers on th- electrical propertie-

of Schottk% contacts found that for a variet. of metal, th Schottk, barrier

increase, In those studics the oxide layer was formc! I,. prnntl cxpxosur-e to

uet oxsgen 2 or b\ an aqueous chemical reaction ()Xidf', fr,'nl' oi Gal in moiW'

ambient, arc dirfercni from those groA&n in dr\ ovxgt, prilhibl\ due to the

incorporation of h drox ! group, in the oxidc "h,rcf,rt Ih, cf t i of the

oxide' use in our s'ud, formed in dr' ox\gFn Aoul,! N c.tr' tI. x different N
froni th . prc lou' t tu'-f, In the pr.sious studr,, r.,'r, .' ,,! uh;ri . al th,

J
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interface is believed responsible for the observed incrcasc in barrier height.

Chang, et al. 5 have suggested that a suitably chosen chemical reaction could allow

the formation of an oxide on GaAs which would not causc the creation of charge

traps

We have reported that deep UV light greatly enhances the rate of oxidation of

GaAs surfaces compared to dark oxidation or oxidation with near I'V lght exposure. 6

The mechanism responsiblc for this enhancement is not compleclx understood, but it

i,; generalk agreed that the enhancement is at lcast in par1 dii. to a carric

related effect"7.,.Q Our r"cxn! stud, indicates that the deep IT' cnhancemnt seems

to in\ol~c thc photodiss-ciation of an 02 " specie, formed b phologeneratcd

carriers l0 "Thin oxide layers formed in this AaN ha\L bccn found to be

stoichiomricc with r-'c--, to Ga and As Oxid- Ia%,-r' whici ar. nontsoihlomctric

have also been formed l'N annealing after oxide growth This result, ir a surface

whith is Ga-oxidt rich. a- %ill bK shovn laier Metal contacts were deposited on

both stoichiometric oxide and Ga-oxidf rich surfaces The variation in Schottk\

harrier height for variou metal contacts formed on oxidized surfac', wa, found to

depend muih mor stroncl, or, the work function of th-" metal n'crla~er than is •

obsered on clean GaNk surface, 1! is concluded thai a mor. ideal relationship

braecn metal work function and Schottk barrier height exis,. for h oxidized

surface than occurs for clean GaAd s trfact. rh

II FExpcriment

h..

"h( experimer-s in thi, stud\ Aurc performd in a t\,, char., r VI'V sufa,c

anals si, s\s'ei s h h allosg ed VV liph exposur of the sampl- and ir. situ metal

depo ior \ tr, dq"x-ii.r %ka, from an electrocr a e an, r;t ,, ",.rc( where

2;k; •



the source to sample distance is 30 am. The GasA used in this study was (100)

oriented, nominally undoped with n-ixi01 6 cm "3. All samples were degreased by p.:

sequentially soaking in hot trichlorethylene, acetone, and methanol. They were

then chemically etched for 15 seconds in NH 4 OH:H 2 0 2 :11 2 0 (1:1:10), oxidized in

"2IO 4 "H2O2 "H20 (10':1) for I minute, quenched in 102O.-cm water, and blown dry

with N2 . A sample was then mounted on a Mo plate with melted In and immediately

inserted into the "UI!V system, where it was heated in vacuum to 550 "C for 5

minutes This desorhed The oxide layer formed during cleaning and servcd to anneal

the In on the back of. the sample, providing an ohmic contact for electrical

mea'urements Waldrop has performed LEED studies to show that a similar cleaning S
procedure pro\'ide,; a clean, well ordered surface. i  :'

After th- surface had been cleaned and XPS performed, vcr purc 02 was leaked

into the preparation chamber, typically to a pressure of WO Tor. Details of the

surface oxidation procedure have been previously reported. 4 ," Deep I TV irradiation
p.,

of the GaAs was performed with a low power, high repetition rate Krl excimer laser

(A = 249 nm ) of photon energ' 4.9 eV. Typical laser power used is < 2 m.J/cm 2 so, p."

thal thermal effects are negligible. The GaAs was irradiated at 100 L, for 5 min

to 20 min to produce the desired oxide thickness.

Oxide thicknesse' were measured using XPS by determining the ratio of areas of

the oxidized As peak to the As peak from the substrate.6 Oxide thicknesses between

3 and SO A can be accurately controlled by varying the 02 pre-ur' and duration of r

irradiation A 3 A oxide can be reproducibly formed with a , min irradiation,

while a 15 A oxide will form in 20 min of irradiation

The oxides used in thi' study are between 3 and 10 A thick in order to produce

contacts with good idealit> factors The oxides Frown in thc' manner described

above arr found by XPTS to be stoichiometric with respec to (ia and A-. consisting

-. - - - -. - - - - - --
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prdominantly of G23and As2Oy 6  However, we have also formed nonsoichiometric ,._

oxides. Ung the known fact that Ga203 is more thermllh stable than A203, we ,.,

can produce a Ga-oxide rich surface by annealing the oxidized GaAs. After a '.

stoichiometric oxide is gown, and the chamber has been re-evacuated, the sample is .

heated to 5W*"C12 for 10 rain and allowed to slowly cool. This is. believed to cause to-

a reaction where As20 3  r acts with the subrate to form Ga20 3 while A., desorbs,.

..-
P

from the surfac..,,

he r

Td pical XPS dat a i s shown in  
F ig I comparing a surfac. rdth a stoichiometric I

oxide to the same surface after annealing The A, 2P32 peal indicates that the '

oxide layer i- 6 A thick before annealing. Notice that after annealing. there is

ved. little signah from the chemically shifted pea due to oxidi t As Since the

Ga pead cannot be u hd to determine thicknes of the oxid,, laacr. c used the

prcannealed oxide thickness an t measure of the amount of oxyen on the GaAs

surface before metal deposition. The Ga peak after annealig, however, is still .

chemically shifted 0.9 eV from the substrate peak position characteristic of ..

oxidized Ga. The ratio of the As 2P3/2 signal to the Ga 2p 2 signal for the,

annealed surface is 0.46 in agrement with the prediction that the surface is Ga P

richT ihe ratio for a sloichiomiric surface har been found from MB prepared ,

samples to be 1.4 13 Notice in Fig I that the 0 Is peak 1, unchanged in magnitude -€

before and after annealing. consistent with our assumption that the amount or '

oxygen on the suace does not chane during anneang plt

he metal- used to form contal in thic thudy were nd. nin. tr. and Ti The

wery chosen becau the% have different reackivitis with GaAd oxid, the cover a "

rangr of metal wor. function value, and all have been found to rrc - sirongly wAith! .

GaAl surfaces 14.1516 Pd and Cu are inert to an oxide iav'cr (n GnAe .while Ti and ".

Gr react completel u with the oxygen in thin oxid e laerr" , o we re d.th

prcaneald oxde hickes' s a easre o theamout o oxyen o th"Gaj

., ,. - -.- .- ..- .- .- .-. • .. -. .. .. ." -" ." ." -" -" . ..''. ", '. . "" "" " ". " '" " " "- " -" " " " "',.' " " , - €" -" '" " " a"'-

'-'-, ' ".',esurfa•c- e". before met,,, al deposition-..', ',.'. 'Th, G peak,..-after-, ne aling.,.. howe'.. , i s still , . 2 _.. .
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formed by evaporation through a thin Mo mask pulled close to the sample Kdrace

just prior to deposition. The contacts were dots of 8x10 "3 crn2 aurca with at least

',ix contcts per sample. After metal &-position, the sample wa,; rmovcd from the )
F,.

,.,UHIV system and the contacts were electrically characterized b% dark current-

voltage (i-V) and internal photoemission (PE) measurements. 1  "

SP

-51

Ill. Result.

0 ,

The results of eictrical measurements for the va oul mtal, on the differentwac

surface oxide, as wll t on clean control umplc,, ar- s-Jmma.ited in taple I

The results are t) pical values from measurem."nt, (,-' -t(%ra1 contact, of each J

calegor. The optimum oxidt' thickne- to cauwc th-" maximum chang.c in SchottkN '

barrie r t do o each metal was not investigated 1 caf -i aen that an oxide

laver reduced the barrieT height for Cu. Cr, and Ti, but 1n,.-ra,,cd the barnic- for

Pd. It wl be dictp .aused belo that this correlates with the work funcions of the

variu metals. It is also clear that the contacts ith Ga-rich oxide laers

produced a larger i aerbalr height variation for the var . , metal, and bet

id Teauity faco ee from I- measurements The better idca . factor cspcciall.e.

noticeable for the Cu contacts. For Cu contacts. similar loichomctinc oxide .

thickness and Ga-r hi lckness reomlt in a much rtmttr idcalin factor for

the Go-rich oxide ontaci.

T e rhe harreightsfor C rd iintrnal phtocmic ot, a'rea. with the

trend, ob.lerved in the Ibl meaturements Thi is im honar k tunc I' measu ments "

arc thev meta it masur of barthr height, not c .wih (ii contact area,lae

physical conlat, or hu barrie r height regiaon Ifo the - C3 v - PI mcal u rc mn:

could not he mad Th variation in P .nternal hoei!:'- on clear. surface for

% NW
S._ 
%

• ,_ -, , _ -, , , _-._-, , ., , _ _ .. _ . . _ , , , , ,' ,-, j - ... .-. s" .'.v ... . - -." . 5-
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differenit netas is ornly 0.15 eV. whi~e on Ga-rich oxide surface, the variation is

0.28 eV. The increase in barrier height variation is even greater from INV

meassurements. From these it is wen to vary 0.39 eV for Ga-rich oxide swfaces,

compared to -only 0.12 eV for contacts on clean surface-. This corresponds to 25%

of the GaAs bandgp. compared to 9% for the dlean surfaces examined herm.

INV data from each of the metals and surface tretment% i-s shown in Fir 2 and

3. For the metals reactive with oxygen, Cr and Ti, the shift of the INV plot is

very similar, see Fig 2. The itoichiometric oxide shifts the current

significantly higher. while the shift for a Ga-rich oxide is even greater These

shifts indicate a decrea-v in Schottk% barrier height. In all cases.. thc plot'. are

parallel, indicating no change in contact ideality. It wa'. found thai th- oxid-

thickness had less of an effect on the contact idcalitv factor for metal,. rece

with oxygen than for metals inert to the oxide layer. Thi'. could be of practical

importance in making contacts to oxidized surface-, For the Cu contact. Fig 3(a),
a loichiornetric oxide nysihtysit the plot to higher current. indicatig

onlysbgblv sift. tr-

lower barrier, but it also degrades the contact idealitN Cu contact idealitie'

were the most strongl affected by the stoichiometric oxidu, Iaxer. of thc contact'.

in this stud% For a Ga-rich oxide, however. the plot shifi. to that for a much%

lower barrier with good ideality.

The behavior for Pd contacts is the opposite of that for the ahio c metals Fig

1(b) shows that a stoichiometric oxide shifts the IN~ plot downrm ard corresponding

to a higher barrier height. This plot indicates, no degradation of contact

ideality, but this is tnr only for oxides less than 7 A thiel. Ihlcl'.cr oxide-

increase the ideaiit% factor for the contact. and produce loew apparcni barrier

height& Fig 3(b) al~.n shows a further increase in barrier hcigh' fir Pit on a Gia



rich oxide surface witb the ideality factor restored to the original value. While

this further bnreae in barrier height is slight, it was consistently observed.

.e
IV. Discussion

The large increase in the range of Schottky bonier heights for contacts formed

on surfaces which have been oxidized using deep UV irradiation- at room temperature

suggests that the density of interface states has bcen reduced, allowAing the metal

work function to play a larger role in the barrier formation. In fig 4 the

Schottk\ harrier height for the various conta(-, have been plotted versu' the work

function of the contact metal Als' shown are the barrier height expected if the

Fermi level is compl,-tel\ pinned and the idea' barrier height limit in the ab.encc

of interface states In all cases, the change in barner height for contacts on

oxidizcd surface- is toward the ideal limit, that is. in the direction suggesting a

decrease in interface state density Again, this change is most extreme for the

Ga-rich oxide surfaces. indicating a larger decrease in interface state densnt. for
thit case This is also supported by the better idcalit. factors noted abovc for

contacts on Ga-rich oxide surfaces, since a high density of interface states will

result in a higher idealitN factor from current-voltage measurements.

A CaAs surface with a Ga-rich oxide has been prcviousl\ found by XPS to have

less surface hand bending than a surface with a sloichiometric oxide 19 The

reduced band bending at the surface was attributed to a reduction in the interface

state denit'\. It was suggested that thvs might occur when the stnichiometric

oxide a annealed and Ga-,O, uas formed in th. reaction with the substrate In our

data the interface state denkit\ ap,'- to bc reduced even for th 'toichiomctric

oxide, but reduced further f -i Ga-rich oxide "h , ma hc due to the

• .. ... ..... ...... .................. .. ... . ."; ;% " 'eK. ,', ." '-.:."" ,"" ,"-"""-"-. " "-,". ---", . .-""-" ""-"- .""" " "-% " "" %" """" " " -
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nonbonding, occupied orbital associated with the As2O3 molccule~ This bonding

defect can act as a filled acceptor state on the snurface. The reduction of the

amount of A320 3 on the surface when a Ga-rich oxide is formed may be the meason for

the larger variation of Schottky barrier heights observed for contacts to annealed

oxides.

Our results are also in agreement with the recent unpinning of thc GaAs surface

using a photochemical process in flowing water. A possible explanation for the

unpinning was a passivatig Ga-oxidc layer on the surface.2 1 Our stud-.. howevcr,

i, the first to form Schottky contacts on a well characterized Gsa-oxide rich

xurface where an increased variation in SchottkN bah e hegh j demonstrated

The simarity of behavior for metal reactive with the surface oxidc layer, and

metals inert to the surface oxide layer, indicates that chemical reaction

involving the metal and the oxygen at the surface arc not the dominant cause for

the apparent reduction in interface states. It is not clear, however. whether the

increased Schottky barrier variation obsen-ed here is due to a reduction of surface

%tales before metal deposition, or a reduction in the interfacc state-, formed

during metal deposition Oxygen at the surface may pla\ a rolc in inhibiting allo\

formation between Ga, As. and the metal overlaver.22  Oxide compound' also givc the

semiconductor surface a more ionic character which would tend to decrease the

density of the induced states when a metal is deposited 23.24 'Uhi- is consistent%

with the observed increasted reduction in interface states, foy a Ga-oxide rich
Z5

interface since Ga2 03 ha,; a more ionic character than As20.1

.?.

3* .

0% ',
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V. Conclusion

A much wider variation in Schottky barrier heights for contacts on GaAs (100)

surfaces which had been oxidized using low intensity, deep IJV illumination at room

temperature was observed compared to contacts on clean GaAs surfaccs. This has

been interpreted a, resulting from a reduction of interface states in the metal-

GaAs contact, since the Schottky barrier which results for metal, depositcd on the

surfaces with oxides varies more strongly with the work function of the metal than

Schottk- barriers on clean GaA5 surfaces This reduction in intcrfacc xtatc- is

espciallv pronounced for a stoichiometric oxide which ha, been anncald in form a

Ga-rich oxide surfacc
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Fiaure Captionls

Figure I X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy data for Ga&s surfaces (a) with
Noichiometric oxides, and (b) the same siacc after annealing 10 min
at 500C. The oxidized As signal is shifted in lower kinetic ener&\
71wecus beld (b)how aGa oxide chwfacc. Note the 0ls
peak has the same tnagnitude before and alicr annealing. The data has
beien ainoothed and the background has been subtracted in all cases.

Figure 2 Natural log of the current versus applied voltagc for thc metal'
reactive %ith a GaAs-oxidc layer. (a) Ti on n-GaAs with the indicated
surface treatments. (b) Cr on n-GaA% with the indicated surface
treatments

rigure 3 Natural log ovf the current versus applied vohtagt' for the metals inert0
to a GaAs-oxide layer. (a) Cu on n-GaAs with the indicated surface 'If
treatment,. (b) Pd on n-GaAs with the indicated surface treatments

I 
d

Figure 4 Schottky Barrier Height versus meta work function Also plotted is
the 'ideal Schottky limit for a barrier in the absecic of iterface
state!' (given by the differenice between the metal .%ork function and
the electron affinity of GaAs) and a probable pinned limP: if harrier
formation is dominated by interface states Points labeled Cl are
contacts to clean surfaces. Points labeled S1 arc contacts to UV
prown. stoichiometric oxides Points labeled GR art: contacts to Ga-
rich oxide surfaces. (Metal work function, from 11.13 Michaelson, J
AppI Pbvs, 48.4729 (1977). Figure after (PR Urvwell. II Rl Shore. and
E.F. [aBate. J. Appl. Phys. 36, 3843 (1969 1

of if S
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Table 1.

Metal Surface Oxide PE I-V Ideality
Preparation Thickness Barrier Barrier factor

(A) (eV) (eV)

Pd Ref . .......... .87 1.03
Clean ........... 0 .85 .86 %.03

Stolchlometric
Oxide .......... 3.0 - .92 1.04
Stoichlometric
Oxide .......... 5.0 .87 .92 1.04
Ga-rich
Oxide .......... 6.8 .93 .93 1.04

Cu Ref. ............92 1.05

Clean ... ......... 0 - .88 1.05 N.

Stoichlometric
Oxide .......... 4.2 .84 .84 1.24 -

Ga-rich
Oxide .......... 4.2 .65 .77 1.03

Ti Ref. ........... 79 1.03
Clean .......... 0 .74 .78 1.02
Stoichiometric
Oxide .......... 7.2 .72 .65 1.02
Ga-rich
Oxide .......... 7.1 .70 .63 1.00

Cr Ref. ........... 73 1.04
Clean .......... 0 .70 .73 1.05
Stoichiometric
Oxide .......... 7.5 .68 .62 1.08
Ga-rich
Oxide .......... 6.0 - .54 1.07

Ref. values from J.R. Waldrop, Appl.Phys.Lett. 44,1002(1984); .. R.
W aldrop. J. Vac. Scl. Technol. B2, 445 (1984).

Oxide thickness - 10% ; I-V and PE barriers +- .01 eV.

er.
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Conversion of Poisson Photons into Sub-Poisson Photons
by the Action of Electron Feedback

Federico Capasso

A T& T Bell Laboratories. Murray Hill. Nem Jersev O 79 74

and

Malvin C. Teich

Columhbia Raiaution Laboratori. Department of Eletrical Engineering. ('olumbia Unversin. New- )or. .'e )ork 1002,
(Received 12 May 1986)

Poisson photons may be converted into sub-Poisson (amplitude-squeezed) photons by the action
of an electron current configured in a:i external feedback loop. The generation mechanism in-
volves single-photon transitions so that the source can be made arbitrarily sub-Poissonian Non-
linear optics is not invoked. A useful configuration involves a photon emitter illuminating a %
detector-source combination in a closed-loop system. Two solid-state implementations of the %
dlettlor-source combination are suggested.

PA(S nunberN 42 50 -p. 7290 Ey. 73 40,Gk 7.80 +w

It is by nov well known that nonclassical light can be the technique from being used to produce an arbitrari-generated in the laboratory. Such light may exhibit a ly intense cw light source that is also arbitrarily sub-

variety of exolic properties including sub-Poisson pho- Poissonian. It makes use of the action of an electron
ton statistics. 1 2 antibunching3 tsub-Poisson photon current configured in a feedback loop. Consider, for
statistics and antibunching need not necessarily accom- example, an optical system in which a photon emitter
pan each other4 ), and squeezing.5 Sub-Poisson light illuminates a detector-source combination, in a
is also called anpflude-squeezed light closed-loop circuit. Two alternative configurations are

The use of an external feedback system6' for the gen- shown in Fig. I. The character of the photon emitter
eration of sub-Poisson light was first suggested by ex- is immaterial, we have chosen it to be a light-emitting
perinient-, in which feedback was used to produce diode (LED) for simplicity, but it could be a laser. ' In
sub-Po/sson c(fron.. -  Both the experiment of Fig. 1(a) the photocurrent derived from the detection 7
%alker and Jakcrnn 6 and the experiment of Machida of light from the LED photon emitter Is negativel. fed
and *N amamaotlo invobed laser (Poisson) photons il- back to the LED input. It has been established both
luminaltng a photodeleclor and an electronic ncgative theoretically6 and experimentall, that, in the absence

eedhick path from the detector to the source In the of the block labeled "source." sub-Poisson electrons
former esperinmen the feedback directl. controlled the will flow in a circuit such as this This conclusion i,
photon, it the output of the laser, whereas in the later also generally valid in the presence of this block.
cxperitment the fcebck controlled the current at the which simply acts as an added impedance to the ele:- ..r
input to the laser NellerthelCS. the principle in- tron flow Incorporating this element into the system J
volcd in the tsso experiments i-, the sane I.Inor- critically alters its character, however, since it permits
tunateh. these simple configurations could not gen- the sub-Poisson electrons flowing in the circuit to be
crate us blc sub-Poisson phonmAs since the leedbck converted into sub-Poisson photons by means of elec-
current is generated from the annihilation of the in- iron transitions The key to the achievement of this
loop phioniin Ilowcer, under special circumstances effect is the replacement of the detector used in other
sub-Poisson photons such ,i,, when correlated photon simultaneously as a detector and a source. The c.c-

pairs are avail.ibleo -i2 or a quantum nondemolition Irons simply emit sub-Poisson photons and continue
measurement ma) bt made "' The resultant light may on their way In the absence of the feedback path, of
onl) be weakl. sub-Poissonian in such cases because course, the electrons would simply emit Poisson pho-
these mulipholon processes involve a series of delec- tons Thus. the introduction of the electron feedback
ions ,ind/ir ,I weik nonlineair effect converts Poisson photons into sub-Poisson photons
In this Letter we proporx a new approach for the The configuration in Ftg I(bi is similar except that

conversion ol Poisson photons into sub-Poisson pho- the (negaie) feedback current modulates (gates) the
tins Iij %o'h' -phootu ira/ttions There does not ,ip- light inlensilt at the output of the LFD rather than the
fi.ir t, hc .in% Itund.aicn .il limit lh.it wo kuld ilpedc current at its input _

j 1 ) I he Anerit,in Phsical S(iiel 141 "
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SUB - POI SSONs
PHOTONS P

DETECTOURCE 2

E DEDETECION SOSOURCE

POTONS, [o T .oo - .:

(a)

(b)-. j m

FIG. 1. Generation of sub-Poisson photons by means of
negative feedback. The feedback produces sub-Poisson (b)
electrons in the detector-source which, in turn. generate
sub-Poisson photons (a) Negative feedback modulating the FIG 2. (a) Band diagram of the quadnum-Aell detector-
photon-emitter input current (bt Negatise feedback modu- source. The energy of the incident photon emitted b. the
lating the photon-emitter output light N'avy lines represent LED is denoted wcL The absorbing region (detection re-
photons: solid line- represent electron current 7f signifies gion) is of Ga0 41no 53As or GaAs. typicall% I am thick In
the feedback time constant the source region, the wells are Ga& -Ino, As or GaAs in the

thickness range 150-300 A The barrier laers are of
Al 0 481ri 5,2As (in the case ofGa,-ln! ,As Aells) or A lAs (in

In Fig 2 we illustrate two possible solid-state the case ofGaAs wells' and :iould be in the thicknes, range

detector-source configurations. The basic structure 20-50 A to achieve tunneling times < I psec Photons of

consists of a re.erse-biased p'-i-n diode where the energy A, are emitted sia transition, from lesel 3 ti 2
* and n heavily doped regions have wider band The p and n' Aide-gap regions are of Al0,Qln<,-As 'or

A)As) The interface betmeen the ; and P: regions ,, com-
gaps than the high-field. light-absorbing and -emitting posiuonallk graded (b) Energy-band diagram of a detector-
i region This arrangement ensures both high quan- source Aith electroluminescent .enters tha: jrc impact exi-
turn efficiency at the incident photon wavelength (to ed by energetic photoelectrons, emitting photoa,, %%ith ener
which the p windov, layer is transparent) and high g, MW!
collection efficiency (due to the waveguide geometr I
for the light generated by the electrons drifting in the
layer An edge-emitting geometry is therefore ap- quantum-well superlatrice consisting of 35 periods ot
propriate To maximize the collection efficiency. Al 0 ,81lno, 2As (140 , ) and Cia, .--n.,, (140 I
some of the facets of the device could be reflectively The observation of this effec. first predicted in 1-1'
coated Two light-generation schemes are explicitly by Kazarnov and Suns.' has been made possible by
considered here single-photon dipole electronic tran- the remarkable quality of superlauice structures re'
sitions between the energy levels of the quantum wells cently achieved b) the molecular-beam-epitatx growth
IFig 2(a)) and impact excitation of electroluminescent technique
centers in the iregion by drifting electrons [Fig 2(bh] The structure presented in Fig 2 (a) is similar to thai ',

In the first scheme [Fig 2(a)]. the region consists previously used in the resonant tunneling experi.
of a layer in which the incident photons are absorbed ment , The reserse-bias voltage applied to the dete-

(detection region) and an adjacent quantuni-,ell re- tor is adjusted such that the potential-energ, drop
gion in which photons are generated byi, sequential across the superlattice period (barrier plus %ell, iv,

resonant tunneling (source region) (apasso. Moham. equal to the energs differen: - heteer the bothn' oi
med. and Cho"4 have recently demonstrated the the third and first suhhand,, of the quantum ,ells -.

sequential resonant tunneling of eleLtrns through a Such dis.relc subband, (\Ahih hae momentum'

1418
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dispersion in the plane of the layer) arise from size electron-hole plasma in quantum wells is reduced by
quantization perpendicular to the layers when the elec- many orders of magnitude. Although it is difficult to
tron de Broglie wavelength is comparable to the well estimate precisely the radiative efficiency obtaina- b
thickness.' 6 Under such bias conditions electrons un- ble with the selective quenching of optical- V,

dergo resonant tunneling into the third energy level of phonon-assisted intersubband transitions and/or with
the quantum wells and the device current exhibits a the application of an external magnetic field, we ex-
peak due to the enhanced tunneling probability. Once pect that values between 0.01 and 0.1 should be
the electron finds itself in the third energy level, it re- achievable. We have applied the standard four-
laxes by the emission of either phonons or infrared level-system rate equations to estimate that 1-10 nW
photons. of infrared power at a wavelength : 10 Mm should be

The relative probability of these two processes is an achievable for a photocurrent r 10-5 A. Another
important parameter of the system because a nonradia- suggested configuration, making use of electro-
tive decay represents random deletion and this reduces luminescent centers impact excited by energetic pho-
the sub-Poisson character of the generated light).7  toelectrons, 20 is presented in Fig. 2(b). The use of a
The most important nonradiative process is scattering, superlattice configuration in the iregion could be use-
by intersubband optical phonons, of the electron locat- ful in the enhancement of the impact-excitation proba-
ed at the bottom of the third energy level. This results bility. 2

1

in the electron finding itself in the n = 2 subband after The ability of configurations such as these to gen-
the emission or absorption of a phonon (Once the erate sub-Poisson light requires a number of interrela-
electron has scattered to the second subband it nonra- tions among various characteristic times associated
diativelv relaxes to the bottom of the ground-state with the system. Specifically, the condition ,.
subband.) The intersubband optical-phonon-assisted >> "tr, Tresp must be obeyed, where -,f is the feedback
electron transitions are much stronger than the time constant, -r, is the transit time of the electrons -,

acoustic-phonon-assisted transitions and have a rate and holes through the structure, and 7rtsp is the -,
which is typicall% several orders of magnitude greater response time of the detector-source. This condition
than the radiatie spontaneous emission rate from the ensures that the detector-source response is fast
n = 3 to the n = 2 i ei (this is estimated to be enough to be properly integrated by the feedback cir-

10"-10* sec- at a va\elength A = 10 ,am. in the cuit. It is also required that T>> rf, where T is the
140-A well structures considered in Ref 14) This ra- counting (integration) time of the external detector
diati.e tranition is dipole in nature and the emitted that monitors the sub-Poisson light. This ensures that
light is polarized normal to the plane of the layers the photons are monitored for a time that is sufficient- .- "
These photons canno: be reaborbed b. ground-state ly long for the negative feedback to act on the rate of
electrons since E, - Elx E,- E1  Indeed, this dipole LED photon emissions. Finally, it is also required that
transition has recenil% been observed in absorption T >> -,, where -, is the spontaneous-emission life-
between the ground and first-excited states of quan- time of the radiative transition. This assures that the
turn wells :  photon emissions will be captured in the proper count-
[ne pro abilit. that an electron undergoes a radia- ing time interval 2.22

ti'e transition (i e . the radiatie efficienc ) T, at ihe An estimate of the degree to which a light source is
emission frequen,% I (- f.) h can nevertheless be sub-Poisson (amplitude squeezed) is provided by the
increased sbstntiall. b quenching of the optical- ratio of the photon-number variance to the photon-
phonon-assisted transition This ma% be accomplished number mean (Fano factor), F,,( T) - Vat( n r, 0 ..
b an appropriate increase of the well thickness there- For sub-Poisson light, the condition 01 F,( T) < I is
b. making the energy separation E,- E, smaller than obeyed, the closer F,,( T) is to zero, the more sub-
the optical-phonon energ. 1 5 me'\. in which case Poissonian is the light The mechanism for the gen-
the deice would emit in the middle infrared Aase- eration of sub-Poisson light described in this Letter
length region Another method to increase the radia- can be characterized by a sub-Poisson electron count- %
to-e efficiency is to appl% a magnetic field perpendicu- ing process e, each event of which independently gen-
lar to the layers In the presence of the magnetic field, erates a random number of photons M in the source
the electron staics in the plane of the layer become The overall photon-number Fano factor F,( T) can
quantized resulting in a manifold of discrete Landau then be represented in terms of the Fano factor for the
les.els This tt,1 quantnzation of the electron '%ae electron number F,( T) and the Fano factor for the
function dramatcally reduce,, the a%.atlable densit. of source random variable F T) TIThe relationship
states for scattering. thu, quenching the intersuhbind 1 

22

tranSit' , 0 5 .H c c c perimer , h', R , n n t ha',c
indeed shown that in the presence of ,i perpendi ular
magnetic field th: cncrgi reaxantor.:,I,2 of an where i.[f is the aserage number of photons generat-
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ed in the source by each electron, live efficiency. As indicated earlier, there is no funda-
For the case at hand it is reasonable to assume that mental limit that impedes this scheme from being used

the source random variable is Bernoulli distributed in to produce an arbitrarily sub-Poissonian cw light
each stage of the device, 22 with the probability of an source of arbitrarily high intensity.
electron giving rise to a photon denoted -q,. No gen- This work was supported in part by the Joint Ser-
erality is lost by consideration of the multilayer super- vices Electronics Program. 11 is a pleasure to thank
lattice case, which consists of m independent stages. R. Kazarinov for useful discussions and J. Shah for
The source statistics will (hen take the form of a bino- suggesting the use of a magnetic field to enhance the
mial random variable with (M)= m-, and Var( M) radiative efficiency.
- m7,( I - i,). In the presence of random deletion
arising from other factors (e.g., finite geometrical S
photon-collection efficiency, absorption, external
detection) and background or dark photons, these IR. Short and L Mandel, Phys Rev,. Leti. 51, 384 (1983)
results remain valid upon the replacement of -q, by the 2M. C. Teich and B. E. A Saleh. J Opt Soc Am B 2. 275

(1985). -quantity - where -T1 is the overall quantum efficiency 1. J. Kimble. M. Dagenais, and L. Mandel, Phys. Rev
from electrons to detected photons and (3 is a factor Lett. 39. 691 (1977).
representing the admixture of independent dark AM C. Teich. B F A Saleh, and I) Stoler, ()t Cor- Cm
and/or background events.'' In that case, -. will be mun 46, 244 (1983).
the Fano factor for the deec,'td photons. (it may be 5R E. Slusher, L W llollbcrg, B Yurke, J C Mert,. and
useful to operate structures such as those discussed J F. Valley, Phys Rev. Lett 55. 2409 (1985)
here at reduced temperatures to assure that I I and bJ. If. Shapiro, M. C Teich, B. E A Salch, P Kumar, and
to enhance the resonant tunneling current.) Equation G. Saplakoglu. Phys. Rev. Let 56. 1136 (1980)
(I) then provides 7M C. Teich and G Vannucci, J Opt Soc Am 68. 1338

(1978).
F - I -- 1131 tnt,-- II. (2) Sj G Walker and F Jakeman. Proc SoC Photo-()pt In- .'-

strum Eng. 492, 274 (1985)
From Eq. (2) it is evident that sub-Poisson behavior 9S Machida and Y Yarnamo, (Opi Commun 57. 200)
may be discerned when f, < l/,. However, the (1986)
lowest Fano factor is achieved when m I. In this 10B E A. Salch and M. CTih. (,Opt Commun 52. 42,
case. the photon counting process is simply a randomly (1985)
deleted version of the electron counting process so 11E. Jakeman and J G walker, Opt (ommun 55. 2194
that Eq. (2) reduces to its usual familiar form. 2

, 1.22 (1985).
Numerical estimates can be obtained for the degree 12( K Itong and L Mande. Ph%., Re'\ L' 56. s,

of sub-Poisson behavior that is expected to be observ- (1986)
able for the two structures discussed here. on the as- 13y Yamaniot, N Immoh, and S M.chal.i. Ph~s Re\ ,

tum on hat fA - For the supertattice device. -) 33. 3243 (1980) A.sumption . 4f Capasso. K Mohammed. and '\ ' (Nho, "ppl Ih'\,will be the product of the quantum 'efficicn. of the tt 48. 478 (1996)
e.ernul detector - (7.1d . the geometrical collection 15R F Kazarino, and R \ Sur',. I i/ 1 ckh Polu't,,
efficiency of the emitted sub-Poisson photon% ( vl 'odn 5, 797 (1971). and 6. 148 (-421 IS,\ Ph\', Nem

0 5). and the radiative efticiency (7', -) I F-ront icond 5. 7 7 ( 71 i). ind 6. I? I('lq.2-
the experimcnt of Machida and Yam.ianoo ' we est)- ill Ando. A B 1-owler, mid I Stcrn. Re' N 1011 P%h,
male that f, , 0.2 (which is principilly limited by the 54. 437 (1982)
quantum efficiency of the detector in the detector- I'M C Teichand B I A Salch, ()1 I cit 7. 3S (I82)
source combination) Thus, for this particular super- 18L. C \kct and S J t-.gla,,h. ,\p) Ph\, [cn 46. 1 1I I
lattice structure, Eq (2) provides an overall l:ano fac- I94'5,
tor -f --=0968 for the detected suh- Poisson photon% I R an. R A 1a),or. A J (urhcrli'Id.md J 1,%oloc.k. Ph),,ita (Am,,icrdani) 1348, "118 (NN") ,,
The estimated Iano laclor for the electroluminesceni 2oJ Shah nd A I Phlnierd . ,ppn Ph nh I c3 ..3. 341)9,
structure falls in the same range These estimales pro- (1978)
vide a significant po elnal improvement over the 'IC J Sumnmers amd K I Brcnnmn. \Apr, Ph'.. I cii 48
value observed in the space-charge-linitcd Ilranck- 806 1148 )
ller experiment 2 Lower values ol the Fano lactor 22 M C 1eich. H I A Slch, and J Pe1mn. J Opt So,

can be achieved in structures that exhibit higher radia- Am H I. 366 (1984)
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Excess Noise Factors for Conventional and
Superlattice Avalanche Photodiodes and

Photomultiplier Tubes
MALVIN C. TEICH. SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE. KUNIAKI MATSUO, MEMBER, IEEE, AND

BAHAA E. A. SALEH, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-Light falling on a photodetector produces an output cur- lattice avalanche photodiode, and the photomultiplier
rent that fluctuates. The noise in this signal arises from two sources: tube. Finally, we compare and contrast the noise behavior
randomness in the photon arri als and randomness in the carrier mul-

tiplication process intrinsic to the photodetector. A general formula is of these three photodetectors, illustrating their relative
derived for the variance of the photodetector output current in terms merits.
of parameters characterizing these two sources of randomness (the The usual method for experimentally determining the
photon-number variance-to-mean ratio for the light and the excess noise excess noise factor for an APD involves a measurement
factor for the detectorl. An important special case of this formula il- of the variance of the output currt when the device is
lustrates that the output-current variance is directly proportional to

input to the detector is Poisson distributed. Explicit expressions for theoretically calculated excess noise factor is defined in
the udetector excess noise factor when the number of photons at the illuminated by a Poisson stream of photons [1]. Yet the
excess noise factors are provided for three kinds of photodetectors: the terms of the normalized second moment of the gain ran-
double-carrier conventional avalanche photodiode, the double-carrier dom variable when a single photocarier initiates the mul-
superlattice avalanche photodiode, and the photomultiplier tube. The tiplication [21-14]. The relationship between the two
results for the double-carrier superlattice device are new; it is shown
that even a small amount of residual hole ionization can lead to a large quantities is generally obtained individually for each APD
excess noise factor. Comparisons are drawn among the detectors in [2)-15]. Our first task is to derive a general formula that
terms of their noise properties, relates these quantities for an arbitrary source of light and

for an arbitrary detector multiplication process. When the

1. INTRODUCTION number of photons at the input to the detector is Poisson,
the output-current variance turns out to be directly pro-

TIGHT falling on a photodetector produces an output portional to the excess noise factor.
,iscurrent that fluctuates. The noise in this signal arises Explicit formulas for the excess noise factor are pre-
from two sources: randomness in the photon arrival num- sented for several special cases: the conventional ava-
ber and randomness in the carrier multiplication process lanche photodiode (CAPD), the superlattice avalanche
intrinsic to the photodetector. The object of this paper is photodiode (SAPD), and the photomultiplier tube (PMT).
fourfold. First, we calculate the variance of the Output The results for the CAPD are in accord with the expres-
current in terms of parameters that characterize these two sions obtained earlier by McIntyre 12), 13], whereas the
sources of randomness (the Fano factor for the light and results for the single-carrier SAPD agree with those re-
the excess noise factor for the detector multiplication pro- ported by Capasso et al. [5) for the graded-gap staircase
cess). Second, we demonstrate that in the usual situation APD. The expressions for the double-carrier SAPD are
(Poisson photon arrivals), a simple relation between the new, although they are related to expressions obtained by
output-current variance and the excess noise factor of the van Vliet et al. [6]. Tihe formulas for the PMT were de-
multiplication ensues. Third. we give explicit expressions rived long ago by Zworykin et al. [71 and by Shockley
for the excess noise factors of three photodetectors of in- and Pierce [8). The noisiness of the three photodetectors
terest: the conventional avalanche photodiode, the super- is compared graphically.

The excess noise factor is a useful statistic because it
Manuscript received December 27. 1985 This research %as supported represents, in a compact way, the lowest order statistical

by the National Science Foundation properties of the gain fluctuations that introduce multipli-
M C Teich is with the Columbia Radiation Laboratory and the Center

for Telecommunications Research. Department of Electical Engineering, cative noise. However, it must be recognized that, aside
Columbia Universit. Ncw York. NY 10027 from photon fluctuations, the excess noise factor does not

K Matsuo was with the Columbia Radiation Laborator). Department provide a complete statistical description of the electron
.of Electrica' Engineering. Columbia Uniers:t. New Yort NY 100:7

Hr is now with the Hiroshima-Denkt Institute Of Technology. Hiroshima. current. While it is useful for the calculation of quantities
Japn such as the conventional signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for
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analog detection, it is inadequate for describing the per- the relation B = 1/2T (where B is the bandwidth of the .
formance of a digital-signal information transmission sys- system) can be used to obtain
tern [9]. Instead, measures such as probability of detec- -2.,(
•tion and probability of error must be used for such So 2ql 5, (8a)
systems. These latter quantities are strongly dependent on thereby a.lowing (6) to be simplified to
the tails of the counting distributions (beyond the secondS=q [( a_)8
moment) and therefore require a more complete statistical S. = 2q <l. ) [<M)2 5. + Var (M)]. (8b) 0

description of the electron current (e.g., the counting dis- The excess noise factor F, is defined as the normalized
tribution) 110-[12]. second moment of the gain random variable for a single

input photocarrier, i.e.,
II. THEORY F, = (M1)!(M)2. (

Consider a point process representing the primary (pho- F(
ton-generated) carriers. Let the number of these carriers Equation (9) can be used in conjunction with (8) to pro-

generated within the time interval [0, TJ be described by vide

the discrete random variable a. Each of these primary car- S = 2q <1 M)] (10a)
riers, in turn, is assumed to independently produce M = > [ (a
daughter carriers (M is the discrete gain random variable and
representing the carrier multiplication). The total number Var (I.) = 2q(I.) B(M) 2 15. + (F, - 1)], (10b)
of electrons n produced at the output of the device is the
quantity of interest, which is the desired general relationship. Combining (9)

If a and M are statistically independent, which it is safe with (2) leads to the discrete analog to (lOb), which may
to assume, then be written as

(n> = (m W (a) (1) Var (n) = (a> (M>2 [I. + (F, - 1)] (1Oc)
and or equivalently as

Var (n) = (M> "2 Var (a) + (a> Var (M). (2) 5, = (M> [5, + (F, - 1)]. (lOd)

The angular brackets ) represent the ensemble average The excess noise factor can also be expressed in terms of
and Var (. represents the count variance. These relation- the mean and variance of the gain by
ships are known as the Burgess variance theorem [13]- F, = I + [Var (M)/(M) 2 J. ( 1)
(15]. Dividing (2) by (1) provides

For deterministic multiplication
:, = (M) 9, + am (3) Var (M) = 0, F, = i (12) .-,

where the Fano factors 5: are defined as ,.0 .

whence the name "excess noise factor "
f Vr (j)/<j), j = n, a, M. (4) The laboratory measurement of an experimental excess

The quantity 5: is the Fano factor for the photogenerated noise factor 0, is often carried out by determining the true ia.

carriers. For many photon-counting distributions, includ- ac mean-square current at the output of the APD under
ing the Poisson. the Fano factor is invariant to random study and the true ac mean-square current at the output of
deletion 114], in which case 9. is the same as the Fano a device identical in all respects except that with unity
factor for the photons incident on the device (5photon)- multiplication. The ratio of these two currents (which are,
Equation (3) is are then independent of the detector quan- properly speaking. variances) provides the experimental
turn efficiency r?. excess noise factor 0, [i]. We therefore have

In many detectors, the processes a and n are filtered
(continuous) versions of their discrete counterparts. In that a
case, we use the spectral form of the Burgess variance Using (10a) together with (8a) leads to
theorem (11 €t, = ((M)2 /5) 15o + (F, - 11 (14 a)

(4) = (M) (I1) (5) Actual experimental measurements of 0, are invanabl,

and carried out with a source of radiation that generates a
Poisson flow of photocarriers. In that case, , = I so that

S,= (M> 2 So + 2q(1 0 ) Var (M). (6) (14a) becomes

The quantities (14) and (40) and S, and S, represent the 0, = (M) 2 F,. (14h) %
mean currents and power spectral densities, respectively, Tyt
for the n and a processes, q is the electronic charge. Since This explicitl demonstrates the proportionaltt of the ex- ]

the primary process satisfies perimentall, determined and theoreticall, calculated ex-
cess noise factors for Poisson light

Var (q/T)2 Var (a), (7) The general result for 0, given in (14a) may be equiv.-

.' v ",' ."',"-",--, , j . . " ', ",'--"~ ".,_.e, • ._,."d-.,-. .-. .-.,,'. 'r, . -.- v.c.-.m'a. ~ ~ w~ '~ w ,'V,
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alently expressed in terms of the mean (M > and Fano The performance of digital-communication systems in-
factors 5,w and I.. Using (11), we obtain corporating CAPD's was examined in detail by Person-

= (M> ((M> + ). (15a) ick. His initial treatment of this topic [10] dealt with mul-
tiplication involving a single ionizing carrier, as well as

In the case of Poisson photocarriers, this simplifies to multiplication involving two carriers with equal ioniza-
tion coefficients. In a subsequent generalization [I I], he

(M) ((M> + am). (15b) obtained upper-bound performance results for double-car-
III. ExcEss NOISE FA CTOR FOR THE CONVENTIONAL ier devices with Lnequal ionization coefficients. Person-

APD ick's results are consistent with those obtained by Mc-

An expression for the excess noise factor F, associated lntyre [3].
An important special case is that of the CAPD un-with avalanching in a uniformly multiplying p-n junction der single-carrier-initiated/single-carrer multiplication

w as first derived by M cIntyre [2]. W hen only electrons d.s i ngl c o n itis. Th i gpr evides te lowetip ossible

are injected into the depletion layer, but both electrons (SCISCM) conditions. This provides the lowest possible

and holes have the capability to impact ionize, the result noise. Setting k= 0 in (16a) or k, = in (16b) leads to
can be written as F, = 2 - 1/(M) (19)

F, (electron injection) which, with the help of (lOb) with IF = 1, gives rise to '-.

= [k,<(M> + (2 - I/(M))(I - k)]; (16a) Var (1,) = 2q(1,> B(M) 2(M) - 1]. (20)

when only holes are injected, it becomes The average multiplication, readily obtained from (18), is N
then .,

F, (hole injection) 
then

'I.
(M > = exp (ctx). (21)

(M)/k, - (2 - 1/(M))(I - k,!k,]. (16b) Inserting (21) into (20) gives the expression for the vari-
Equations (16a) and (16b) are, as indicated above, valid ance of a filtered Yule-Furry birth process with . Poisson
for single-carrier-initiated/double-carrier multiplication initial population 116]. The identity between the statistics

(SCIDCM). The quantity of the SCISCM CAPD and the Yule-Furry process is con-

k/c (17) firmed by the gain distribution (in response to a singleinitiating event), it is the shifted Bose-Einstein distribu-
in (16a) and (16b) represents the ratio of hole-ionization tion in both cases [10], [12]. [16].
probability per unit length l3 to electron-ionization prob- In the case where the ionization coefficients for clec-
abilit. per unit length C. This ratio is assumed to be in- irons and holes are equal (ck = B k, I). 06a) and (16b)
dependent of the electmc field E and constant throughout become
the avalanche region.) Equation (16b) ma\ be obtained
directlN from (16a) bv using the substitution k - Il/k,. If F, = (M>, (22)
electrons and holes are both injected, the oserall result is whereupon (10b), with , = I. provides
obtained by adding the two partial results The lower the
value of k_ the lower the device noise In expenmentall. Var (1,1 = 2q(/,) B<M). (23
determining the APD excess noise factor, the quantit that as first obtained b. Tager 117 The average multiplica-
is directly measured is the %anance of the output current tion is then
in response to a Poisson stream of photons at the input.
asspecifiedin(l0bvith V, = I Using (6aand(16h) (M) = 1(1 - (Xt. k = 1 (24)

in (lOb) provides results iat accord with those densed b) For a device operated \ith either pure-electron or pure-
McIntyre [21 hole delta-function injection I e., pure injection at one or

The average multiplication (mean gain) (M ) for a the other edge of the depletion laer. this is the noisiest
CAPD with pure electron injection, expressed as a func situation However, for o 8. F, can be even greater
tion of the distance from the edge of the depletion layer than or less than (M). depending on where the light is
x. is [21-i4) absorbed in the junction

(M) = (I - k, ){exp [cr(k, - I ix] - k,}. k, * I IV ExcLss Nois- FAC-TOR FOR THE SLIPERLArTICF

( 181 APD
An illustrative example of a superlauice APD (SAPD)

'Mclnorr [3) demonstrated thai even ifd is not prvirprtional to a. a is the staircase avalanche photodiode It is a graded-gap
suitable ',aluc for k called k... can be defined Io , F i 44 .1 arg mf u
Furtheore. addi ional nose is introduced when light is ab orbed on both multilayer device proposed b% Williams. Capasso. arid
iidei of the junction. so that both electrons and holes are injected into the Tsang [5]. [181. [19] for losn -noise light detection in tLh

avalanche region (this is double-camer initiated double camer multiph near-infrared region of the spectrum The device is of in-
cation or DCIDCM) In that cast. an effecti e eces', noiSe factor f,. canbe dfind 14 Mcnoreiheretcal enuis fr ~APOterest for fiber-optic communications It is designed tober derined 141 Mlclnt.'rr s theoretical result% for Si APD s %er expe ri etif i e

mentall verified bN Conradi Ill achieve an enhancement of the impact-ionization proba-

qi
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bility ratio, thereby minimizing the hole-electron feed- their model a good starting point for describing the excess
back noise associated with conventional 111-V quaternary noise factor for the double-carrier instantaneous-multipli-
APD's for which k, ft 1 120]. Furthermore, because the cation SAPD. Although the theory is appropriate as it
electron multiplication can occur only at a finite number stands for those SAPD's in which both electron and hole
of discrete locations in the device, the variability of the ionizations occur at discrete locations (e.g., the multi-
number of electrons generated per detected photon is also quantum-well SAPD 1231W it must be modified for the
reduced relative to the CAPD. (It has already been ex- staircase SAPD. In this latter case, we must incorporate
perimentally shown that the first superlattice APD struc- a proper continuous theory for the hole-ionization proba-
ture, proposed by Chin er at.. can provide an enhanced bility [5] into the discrete shifted-Bernoulli theory of van
ionization ratio [2l]-125].) The fabrication of a staircase Vliet et at.
device in this region of the spectrum. using molecular- The excess noise factor F, for the double-carrier SAPD
beam epitaxy. is currently underway at AT&T Bell Lab- with electron injection may then be obtained from the
oratories 124]. expression for the variance derived by v'an Vliet et al. (6.

Although we deal with the graded-gap staircase SAPD eq. (73)1 using the notational replacements MN <. M>.
extensively for purposes of illustration. the analysis pre- Xs - P. and k - k, along with 011). This yields

I - I (A))l - k, I
F, (electron injectiorn) I +

2 -- Pil .- k)

I -, I , P

sented here is applicable for an,. SAPI) in .%hich the car- A rsos~Pi h lcrnipc-oiainpoa
ner transport is perpendicular to the superlaitice planes bili' per stage and (Al) is the as6erage overall multipli-
In such structures, the carners encounter a potential dis- cation for the des ice. The ratio of the hole-ionization
continuit\ a! the heterointeriaces at ea,:h penod of the probabilit\ per stage Q to the elect ron- ionization pro&'a-

multilaser structure Thus, our result' \A, Ill also appls to iisprsaePdhnsA o h AD ~
the multiquantumn-vell S AP[) structure kit Chin ct alk = CP (26a)
[21 (-(23). (251. the dopcd-quantun, Aeli SAP!) stnri~ture Fo hdtic-eSPD , i nb 5
of Blausell t i 1 261 and (he .tored -irrner multiquan- -rtesaraeSP sgsnb 5
tum-%kelf SAP[)(1-> H',,eser the resuflt Ail nor
appl\ to the channelini: API) 1101,J 1]1 nor to other dc e Cp .3 J - I (26b)
N Ice, in %A hi, h the am'er, irc xpatiji'\ cp,,-ieJ ',, mecin-

ola trans' ers. 1riJ \ohitrnxpo tj in, fl i, pL. in thc planeL \herc .; i, the hilt'-ionization coetiicient (probabilit\ per
ot The las er, uro lern tL in the graded -e gion and L iis the leghof

r I ' ga In nos~fisc Id,! Ir and CIC,10 il:Pr bahdts ca. h stage
ditribution at rrhc output oI . stair, a~c $,APDi ha.is re The a'erage tmultiplication Ofl) is obtained wvith the
centis beer, alKulated a, a tun,tion ot thc nunrihe' ot help ol1(6. eq 153)] and (:6a, %hic:h. together \& ith the
stages of the des i~e 'r arid it ele,trnr irnpajl iinization notational ,uhstitution,, X P. x Q. mi. %ield
probabilit\ per ,tage P undert the sClIC\1 aosumrption I P 1-
(321 This inalsi'i i %ah, not on fo' the, sralr~asc 71 - ~
SAPI) but hor an\ ot the perpendi, Jar , i'rier transpori I A P K 1 P)
SAPID arM121 ti paetta h xrsinfrteecs

Neno~k extent, these resulix ito allk-A for residual hole- rm2.i saprn htteepeso oteecsnoise factor in ?25i could ecaddl he expressed as a func-
initiated Ionization in tht. graded rci,,, ,I the des i~e tii'n (it P. 4. ano rn insltead o) P, k_. and (41 ) When k,%
ansing from the applied ele~trl, tiel. 1 1 he %salen, et' bnd1 * 0, the a% erage multiplication in (27 i \Aill increase \A.ith-
steps are oI the A rong sign' 11 assist hoic-initiited ion 'sV limit for Lertain. parameter values (I e . avalanche
7ation, indeed thc.s Mds lead it, hole trapping Al-i. be hreakdown %hill occuri The salidit\ of (27) is restricted
causec ot the i'ppssing 0TI1du,ti)n hand quasi-cleain, to the parameter space belo\s% avalanche breakdoskn
hield the ele..jtr dn impa.i itc orlK a' !he tI'nd... 1 he modified exsess noise factor IF, - I) for the

nonhan d~. ninutie tr I-aten-tial esut' O. SCII)CM SAPI) is plotted as a function of the average
loiA from the treatmnrt pros ided h\ % an '- lit c;: a; ] multiplikation Al ) A ith the help of (25 and (27) The
%4ith appropriatir extension and reinterpretation The modihed excess, nois.e factor is used because it is conve-
Model pres'Ided hs these authors 1A', intended to desrite nientl\ displased on double-logarithmic coordinates Fur-
multipliattn n.-i'e in (. ANI) s Ho~ es r their usc kit a thermore a' is e\, ident from Section 1I. it is the pertinent

detrmiist nurib i 4:Ite Ben i. I: Ia c' a ki' measure in the absence of quantum fluctuations In Figs,,

rs,~~~~~ . -r .. land 2. sc illustrate its beha\ ior for in = 3 and 10. re-
e~~~e..ii~'. P i. ' . ''~' - r~- setsl Results, for several values of k are presented

%I
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The most important special case, of course, is that of
the SCISCM device, which is the lowest noise SAPD.
From (27), the average multiplication for the single-car-

s r.ier multiplication SAPD is easily shown to be

(M) = (I + P)". (28)

I The excess noise factor is obtained by setting k, = 0 in
(25). which leads to

F, = 1 + [(1 - P)/(l + P)][I -(I + P)-'] (29a)

D = (M) - t + 2(M) - "m - 2(M) - - m. (29b)

It z •, Using (14b), the experimental excess noise factor 0. will
then be given by

AVEs Aa . ( ) l /] I"
Fig, I Modified excess noise factor F, - I versus average multiplication ~ ,=(I + P)2m + [(I - P)/( I + P)] [(I + P)1- V1

(M) for the single-carrier-initiated double-camer multiplication
(SCIDCM) SAPD. The modified excess noise factor is plotted because - (I + P)"] (30)
it can be conveniently displayed on double-loganthmic coordinates. It is
the perinent measure in the absence of quantum fluctuations The num.
ber of stages m = 3 The beha%.tor for different values of k, is illustrated which, with the help of (l0b) and , = 1, corresponds to
parametncall The curve for A = ( corresponds to the singlie-carrier- the output current variance
initiatedsingle-cameer multiplition (SCISCMi SAPD It is apparent
that even small deviations of , from 0 result insubstantial excess noise Var (I.) = 2q (a) B {(1 + P)2 - + [(I - P)/(l + P)]

3 .(1 + p) 2,,, _ (1 + P)"]}. (31)

S .Equation (29a) agrees with the formula obtained by Ca-
! passo et al. 15. eq. (2)]. Equation (31) is also in accord

with their result [5, eq. (1)], provided that the quantity
. I (i 2 ) in [5. eq. (1)] is interpreted as the power spectral

- . density S,. All of the formulas presented here are in
- ! T agreement with those reported in [32]. Equation (29b) is
- := displayed in Figs. I and 2 (k, = 0).

T Carrying (29b) to the limit m - oo leads to the result

w hihF, = 2 - 11(M), (32)

which is identical to that given for the SCISCM CAPD in %
I! ,. If :t It (19). This is as expected; in this limit, there is an infinite

v.. number of stages and the probability is vanishingly small
that a carrier is produced by impact ionization in any one '

Fig 2 Modified excess noise factor F, - I versus average multiplication thata eroistproduce a,
(M) for the SCIDCM SAPD ith m = 10 Again, the curve k - 0 given stage of the device.
corresponds to the SCISCM SAPD Companson to Fig I demonstrates Finally, we consider the case of equal ionization coef-
that as m increases, the deleterious effects of residual hole ionization ficients for electrons and holes in the SAPD (P = Q. k,
become more pronounced = 1). The excess noise factor, output-current variance,

parametrically. The k, = 0 curve corresponds to the and average multiplication then become

SCISCM SAPD. As for the CAPD. the lower the value F, = (M) - ((M> - l) 2/m(M) (33)
of k, the lower the noise. It is apparent that even small
deviations of k, from 0 result in substantial excess noise. Var (I,) = 2q(/o B[(M)> - (M)((M) - l) 21m]
This effect is more pronounced as m increases. These re- (34)
suits provide limits on the residual hole ionization that is
tolerable in an SAPD. Based on a many-particle Monte and
Carlo simulation. Brennan [33] has recently estimated k,
to be - 10- 1 for the multiquantum-well SAPD of Chinet (M> = 11(1 - Pm), (35)
al. 123] and ,, 10-2 for the staircase SAPD of Williams respectively. Carrying (33) to the limit m -c c provides
et al. [18]. in the GaAs/AIGaAs system. He has also
shown that even lower values of k, may be achievable by F, = (M) (36)
using the doped-quantum-well SAPD structure of Blau- which is identical to the SCIDCM CAPD result given in
velt et al. [26]. (22) for the same reasons as indicated above.

*'.A*.== *a% *~ %'*5%' ~ "5.(
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s AP behavior of both devices. The excess noise factors for both

C -. the SAPD and the CAPD then always lie below 2, as is
S,, N ...... - o - apparent from (19) and (29a). Although the theoretical

performance of the SAPD is always superior to that of the
-N CAPD, the differential (in terms of excess noise factor)

- -cannot be very large since F, < 2 for both cases.
-- - In the opposite limit (SCIDCM with equal impact-ion-

. ization probabilities), the results are displayed in Fig. 4.
This is the worst possible behavior for both devices, as-

a. - suming single-carrier (delta-function) injection. F, for the
CAPD is identically (M) from (22). F, for the SAPD

ie I also increases in approximate proportion to (M), but with
the coefficient (I - I/m). which is slightly below unity,.

. , ,, as can be discerned from (33). Thus, the SAPD excess-
V noise curves lie slightly below the CAPD curve for finite '.-'

F noi t- eu rm, coming ever closer as m -. c, in accord with (36). -.Fig 3 Modified cxe-..¢ nolxe tictohr F, - Ner,u, a~crage multipli,atian

( A) for the SCISCM SAPD (,olid surne,i Ih , = 5 and 10. the The results presented in Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate explic-
SCISCM CAPD doled curse . and the high-gain GaP hrsi d'noe PMT itly that the feedback noise introduced by the process of
with Poisson multipltion and .4 = 10 dashed :ur.e,) for m = 1. 4. double-carrier multiplication is far more deleterious to
10 Thhi figure illutrates the best posstble behas for for all three devices
Although the theore ,.i exce-', noiCi loiat of thc SAP[) 11 dl.d N, SU noise performance than is the randomness associated with
pcrior Io, that Ii the CAPD the dtfcrentia Cannoi he lirge hcsiu,c f, uncertainty in the locations of the ionizations.
< 2 for both des i.cs The PIT exhibits high g.an los, noise behas ior
for all usctul %alue, of ( .if ) In termns of the e ,e, noisc tJctor it can
exhibit hetier perfomiance than the S',PD VI. EXCESS NoisE FACTOR FOR THE PHOTOMULTIPLIER

TuBE

..The photomultiplier tube (PMT) is one of the oldest and
most versatile of light detectors, having been developed

"; - : about 1935 17]. From a noise point of vieA. it has the
distinct advantage of being a single-carrier deuice
(SCISCM) since the electrons travel in vacuum. An ex-

-_ cellent description of essentially all aspects of PMT op-
-:~~ .c ration is available in the RCA Photonultiplier Handbook %

[34]: in particular. the reader is directed to Appendix G
---- ...... (pp. 160-176) for a comprehensive discussion of the sta- ,

: tistical theor\ of PMT noise.
-- t :2 - _The average multiplication for an rn-stage de'ice is

. ... .- -given by [34. eq. (G -55)]
IS : i t it S€ 

"  

1 (M) = - (6 ) (37)

Fig 4 Modihed excess noise factor F, - I %ersus aserage multiplication where (65 ) is the mean secondary-emission gain at the
( M) for the SCIDCM SAPD (, = I. solid cursesi with m = 5 and 10. wsso
the SCIDCM CAPD (A. = I. dotted curvel the identical-d)node PMT kth stage. The random variable 6, represents the kth-stage
with Bose-Einstein multiplication (short-dash curses) and with An = 4 secondary-emission gain. Using an expression for the vari-
and 10 and the high-gain GaP-first-dynode 10-stage PMT with Bose- ance of the multiplication Mat the output of the PMT j34.
Einstein multiplication and with A = .10 long-dah cuse) This figure n,"tet ges o
illustrates the worst possible behaior for all three devices. assuming eq. (G-56)] together with (i ) gives the excess noise fac-
single carrier idelta-function) injection For the CAPD. F, is identically tor
equal to ( A?). w hereas for the SAPD. F, increases approximately as
M ) These results illustrate explicitls that the feedback associated with Var (6 ) Var (62)

double-carrier multiplication in APD's gives rise to far more noise than F, - I + + + (38)
does uncenainty in the ionization locations The quintessentiallN single. (5T1 (Of) (6,2
camer PMT displays far and away the lowest values of the excess noise
factor+ Var (6,) ("+ (3isa.-

V. COMPARISON OF EXCESS NOISE FACTORS FOR THE (61> (62) (6,,-t) ( 6 ,,,, Y

SAPD AND THE CAPD This expression is of general validity for single-carer .- i
The modified excess noise factors for the SAPD (solid discrete multiplication processes. (Thus, it can also be

curves) and CAPD (dotted curves) are plotted versus the used for the SCISCM SAPD when the individual stages
average multiplication (M) in Figs. 3 and 4 for k, = k, have different values of P.) It, and variants of it. were
=0and k, = k, = I, respectively. The results in Fig. 3 obtained early on [7], [8], 135]. It is apparent from the
are for SCISCM conditions, representing the best possible sequence of denominators in (38) that the gain of the first

,4-
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stage (, ) has a substantial influence on F,; the higher [34], [40]. In this case,
this gain. the lower the contribution to the excess noise Var (6) = (6> + <6> 21D (43)
from the subsequent stages. It is this mathematical prop-
erty that spurred the development of high-gain GaP-first- where D is the "degrees-of-freedom" parameter describ-
dynode PMT's at RCA [36]. ing the extent of the smearing 144]. Two special limits of

Two useful special cases of (37) and (38) involve the negative binomial are the Poisson distribution for
PMT's with identical dynodes and PMT's with a high- which D = ¢o (the least noisy) and the Bose-Einstein (or
gain first dynode. We first assume that all m dynodes of Furry) distribution for which D = I (the most noisy).
the device are equivalent, so that the 6A are independent Of the various possibilities implicit in the results of this
and identically distributed (iid) random variables for all section, the overall lowest excess noise factor obtains for
k, with mean and variance given by (6) and Var (6), re- a high-gain first-dynode PMT with Poisson multiplica-
spectivel). Then (37) becomes tion. In that case, using (41)-(43), we obtain

(9 r (M)/A - 1 (44)
whereas (38) becomes <M L(M>/A)" - I

Var (6) Equation (44) is plotted as the dashed curves in Fig. 3 for
F, = I ( (40) A = 10(m = 1,4, 10). The gain of them = 1 (4) GaP6) (6 ) - 1PMT is approximately the same as that of the m = 5 (10)

These expressions are exact and applicable to an* single- SAPD. It is apparent that the excess noise factor of the
camer de% ice k ith n identical stageN Thus. the formula PMT can fall below that of the SAPD. Of course, the
for the SCISCM SAPD excess noise factor gisen in (29a) okerall gain of a PMT can stretch to - 108 , which is far
ma. be obtained b settmng (6) = I - P and Var (6) = and away greater than that achievable by any, APD.
P(l - P) The excess noise factor for Poisson secondary-emission

We next as.unec that all ,t,,c, produce ud secondar multiplication without the benefit of the high-gain first dy- -

electrons. %kith mean and saranLc <A) and Var (6) re- node (all dynodes identical) is obtained by setting A = I
spectixel\. ct,,p; lor the trst ,i.ae tor %khi.h in (44). When (M ) >> 1. F, then takes the well-known

4 -41 approximate form

and F, -(M)' m/(iM)I - 1) = (6)/((6> - 1), (45)

at .4 \ jr e(41h) signif.ing essentially noise-free multiplication even in this
case.

where .4 is a constan: \% hen 4 >> 1. thi, kharacterizes The excess noise factor for a high-gain first-dynode
the high-gain first-d\ndc PMI IC1 . (GiPi The mean PMT %ith Bose-Einstein secondary-electron statistics is
gain (37) then becomc, obtained from (41)-(43) with D = 1. It is

(M,) = .4(6)" (41c) 1 - ((M>A)' m (M>!A 1 1 4

whereas the excess noise (actor (3S) become,, F = 1 (M) ((M)/A)' I],

Var (6) 1 which is plotted as the long-dash curve in Fig. 4 for A =
F, = I (0 1 -( (42) 10(m = 10).

Finally, the noisiest of the PMT cases considered here
The similant. betsween (42) and (40) is obvious. with the arises for Bose-Einstein secondary-electron statistics with
prefactor IFA on the right-hand side of (42) succinctly all dynodes equivalent. This result is obtained by setting
representing the excess-noise-factor advantage of the A = I in (46). For (M) >> 1. F, then takes the approx-
high-gain first-dynode tube. imate form

To proceed further, the variance of the gain at the var-
ious stages must be specified. This is determined by the F, - 2(M)"Im((M) t - 1)
secondary-emission process at the dynodes. The simplest = 2 (6)/((6) - 1). (47)
and most frequently used model invokes Poisson second-
ary-emission multiplication at every stage (Var (6) = (6)) This is only a factor of 2 greater than the excess noise
17]. [81. 135]. 1371-[39]. A more versatile model is pro- factor in (45) for Poisson multiplication. This case is plot-
vided by the neagative-binomial (or Polya) distribution, ted as the short-dash curves in Fig. 4 (m = 4. 10).
which has been used by Prescott 140] and others 1341. It is apparent that, even at its noisiest, the PMT is a
(411. 1421. This distribution arises from a mixture of Pois- relatively quiet device. This is a consequence of its sin-
son distributions whose means are smeared in accordance gle-carrier vacuum character. The low excess noise factor
with the gamma distribution [43]. Physically, the smear- has made the PMT an indispensible tool in optics labo-
ing is thought to arise from the varabilit,, of the second- ratories since the 1930's and it is not likely to be relegated ,
ary-emission efficiency across the surface of the dynode to the junk heap an) time soon.
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VII. CONCLUSION graphically displayed. In terms of existing devices, small

We have obtained a general expression (10b) for the Si CAPD's with high quantum efficiency and near-ideal
output-current variance of a photodetector in terms of the performance (F, = 2.6 corresponding to k, = 0.006 at
Fano factor of the photoelectrons 5, and the excess noise (M) 100) have been fabricated in the wavelength re-
factor of the multiplication process intrinsic to the detec- gion 0.4 < X < 0.95 usm [47]. Devices that are even
tor F,. Sources of noise such as dark current, Johnson more quiet, with F, < 2.2 corresponding to k, < 0.002
noise, and 1/f noise were not included in the simple for- at ( M ) = 100, appear to be possible [48]. CAPD devices r1*

mulation considered here- they can be easily incorpo- with essentially SCISCM properties are therefore cur-
rated, however. The analysis assumed instantaneous mul- rently available at this wavelength. However, quaternary
tiplication in that the measurement time was assumed to devices are generally used in the wavelength region X -.
be greater than the time response of the signal [32]. 1.5 Mm. Unfortunately, these have k, = I so that F, is

The variance can be cast in terms of a current signal- much higher [20]. Dark current and leakage current may

to-noise ratio at the output of the photodetector given by also present difficulties in such devices.
SR 11 '2 [SAPD's offer promise in this longer wavelength region.

SNR ( = ,)/[Var (These devices have potential as small, high quantum ef-
ficiency, low-voltage photodetectors, with low leakage

[( )/2qB(5, + F, - 1)],2 (48) current 15], 120]. Although SAPD's can, in principle, ex-
where ( n ) = 1(lph...). In the usual situation of Poisson hibit minimal noise (F, -- 1). their average multiplication
photon arrivals (5 = 1), the output-current variance is is restricted ((M) !s 2' for SCISCM operation). Resid-
proportional to F, in accordance with ual hole ionization is also a potential problem and it is

imperative to construct devices in which this effect is min-
Var (1) = 2q(I.) B( M)F, (49) imized [33]. The dark-current behavior of various SAPD's

whereupon the experimental excess noise factor is has not yet been established. Attempts are currently un-
derway to construct a long-wavelength staircase SAPD

, = (M> 2F, (50) 1241.
Photomultiplier tubes have remarkably low excess

and the SNR is noise, along with the desirable properties of lo%% dark cur-
SNR (I,) = 1(l)>/2qBF1'2. (51) rent, high gain, good pulse resolution, and ease of oper- ',6

ation in the photon-counting mode. However, as is well %e%
In this case, optimization of the SNR simply involves known, they suffer from limited quantum efficiency, large
minimizing F,. independent of (M>. In the presence of size. high-voltage requirements, luminescence noise, and
thermal noise and/or dark noise, however, optimization afterpulsing due to H ions or inverse photoemission 134].
of the SNR is achieved at specific values of (M> and F,. PMT's are sometimes used to discriminate between sin-

Under conditions of Poisson photon excitation (or in- gle- and multiple-photoelectron events. This capability
deed for any distribution of photons for which 5, is con- follows from the high gain as well as the narrowness of
stant and independent of (a>). the right-hand side of (3) the multiplied electron distribution [34] and is associated .
depends only on the random gain M. Thus, the ratio of with a minimal value of the gain Fano factor 9,4. Such
overall count variance to overall count mean is constant discrimination is more difficult for the CAPD which suf-
and independent of the excitation level. The output cur- fers from a (rather broad) shifted Bose- Einstein gain dis-
rent from any multiplying detector illuminated by such tribution. It may also be difficult for the SAPD which ex-
light therefore has shot-noise-like behavior. A useful con- hibits multiple peaks in the gain distribu;ion. unless P is
sequence of this property is the applicability of the square- close to unit) [32]. A related matter is t'-. operation of a
root normalizing transformation [45]. With the help of this photodetector as a high-speed photon counter. This gen-
computational tool, system performance can be readily erally requires some 104 electrons/photon to overcome p
evaluated in approximate form [46]. The presence of ad- preamplifier Johnson noise (48]. Although this is readily
ditive thermal noise and/or dark noise will, however, de- achieved with a PMT, such gains are not easily attained
stroy this shot-noise-like behavior, with APD's. In particular, reaching this gain in a SCISCM

In the complete absence of photoelectron fluctuations SAPD would require a structure of some 15 stages [48].
(1. = 0), and thermal and dark noise, the output-current As a final note, we reiterate that the excess noise factor
variance is no longer proportional to F,, but is instead is an inadequate measure for describing the performance
proportional to (F, - 1). Th.,i Var (1,) -" 0 as F, --. I. of a digital-signal information-transmission system. Ap-
In this idealized case, the signal-to-noise ratio at the out- propriate performance measures for such systems (e.g..
put of the photodetector is probability of error) require knowledge of the electron- -'.'

SNR (4,) = 1(a)/2qB(F, - l)]2, (52) counting distributions. In particular, digital-system per-

formance is strongly dependent on the tails of these dis-
which can become large for a photodetector with F, -- 1. tributions. Certain of the photodetectors discussed here

Expressions for the excess noise factors for CAPD. will have more favorable shapes for minimizing error
SAPD, and PMT photodetectors have been set forth and probabilities than will others. This will be elucidated in a

% %-
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Recombination radiation from semiconductors can exhibit a squeezed photon number by use of a specially designed
space-charge-limited light-emitting structure. The light will exhibit a small Fano factor and large photon flux.
The structure will be small in size and have the capability of being modulated at a high rate.

We recently reported the generation of cw photon-number- at a high rate.4 On the other hand. T must be sufficiently
squeezed (sub-Poisson) light from a Franck-Hertz experi- large in comparison with the characteristic times 7, and r, to
ment in which Hg vapor was excited by inelastic collisions ensure that the sub-Poisson character of the photons is cap-
with a space-charge-limited (quiet) electron beam. The tured in the counting time.Y-2 Ideally, the device should also .0
experiment operates by transferring the anticlustering prop- be small in size and produce a directed output so that the
erties of the electrons, resulting from Coulomb repulsion, to light can be coupled to an optical fiber. The structure
the photons. The direction of transfer is the inverse of that should be designed in such a way that light loss is mini-
encountered in the usual photodetection process, in which mized."
the statistical character of the photons is imparted to the A number of suggestions have been made for achieving
photoelectrons. Since the mechanism involves ordinary sub-Poisson excitations and single-photon emissions.
spontaneous emission, it is a first-order optical process and Probably the simplest method is to discharge a capacitor C,
can be expected to produce a strong effect. 2  containing a fixed charge, through a circuit containing a

It has been shown that the combination of sub-Poisson photon emitter such as a light-emitting diode (LED). The e..
excitations, each associated with a single-photon emission, current wavefotm will then be a nonstationary pulse with
leads to sub-Poisson photon counts, provided that certain time constant r - RC (where R is the resistance of the
conditions on the characteristic times and areas of the detec- circuit). A steady-state version of this experiment would
tion process are obeyed.2 The sub-Poisson electron excita- make use of a fixed current stabilized by an external feed-
tions are characterized by a time constant r, that represents back circuit to drive the LED. This can be achieved by
the time over which excitation events are anticorrelated means of a constant-voltage source in series with an external
(antibunched). The single-photon emissions, on the other resistor,,' R. or in series with some other optoelectronic com-
hand, are characterized by a photon excitation/emission life- ponent with a suitable I-V characteristic. Other configura-
time rp. The detected light will be sub-Poisson. provided tions. in which the anticorrelation property of the electrons
that T >> r,. p and A >> A,. where T is the detector counting is achieved by using external feedback, have been suggest-
time. A is the detector counting area. and A, is the coherence ed.5

.

area. However, in all cases using external feedback, the charac-
In spite of these conditions being satisfied in the Franck- teristic anticorrelation time of the excitations T, is deter- "

Hertz experiment, the light was only weakly sub-Poisson, mined by the feedback time constant of the loop rT,. A lower
principally because of optical losses in the experimental limit on the feedback time constant is imposed by the re-
apparatus ' A useful source of such light should exhibit a sponse time and transit time of carriers through the device
photon Fano factor F, T that is substantially less than and by the RC characteristics of the feedback circuitry. In
unity and should produce a large photon flux (corresponding general, an internal feedback proce. i, such as space charge, ,
to a large average photon number, n(7), J. If the light is to will provide a more effective means of providing sub.Poisson
be used in an application such as light-wave communica- excitations than will external feedback. This is because an
tions. the switching' time lor symbol duration) T should also internal physical process is likely to result in a smaller value
be able to be made small so that the device can be modulated of 7, than will external electronic circuitry Configurations
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making use of space-charge-limited excitations will there- 6.

fore have the capacity of being switched faster" than those
making use of external feedback. -. a

Using another approach altogether, it has been suggested

N that sub-Poisson light can be generated by the use of nonlin- a) n
ear-optics schemes that rely on correlated photon pairs andS selective deletion.8  An experiment using parametric

downconversion1 0,1 and dead-time optical gating has indeed
been successfully used to generate such light.12 Unfortu-
nately this new source of sub-Poisson light suffers from a
number of familiar problems: a Fano factor very close to b)
unity, low photon flux, and slow switching speed.

It can be shown that the sub-Poisson electron-excitation
methods are, in general, superior to the nonlinear-optics -'
methods. The advantage stems from several factors: (1) Fig. 1. Energy-band diagram of a space-charge-limited light-emit-
Photons naturally gravitate toward Poisson counting statis- 8mg device under (a) equilibrium conditions and (b) strong forward-

bias conditions. The curvature of the intrinsic region under for-
tics and shot-noise fluctuations.2.3 It is difficult for the ward-bias conditions indicates the space-charge potential. EF is
nonlinear-optics methods to undo this natural Poisson pho- the Fermi level, and hiw is the photon energy.
ton noise. Electrons, on the other hand, are often governed
by quieter thermal-noise fluctuations, 7.3 thereby permit-
ting F,(T) to be made smaller. (2) Nonlinear-optics for confinement, of GaAs with the same thickness and dop-

schemes in which Poisson photons are first generated (sub- ing level. The intrinsic (i) region would consist of a 2-10-Mm

ject to a source power constraint) and subsequently convert- layer of ultralow-doped (nearly intrinsic) Alo.,Gao.5As.

ed into sub-Poisson photons cannot provide performance The n* region would also be of Alo.35Gao.s As. The structure

gain in applications such as light-wave communications. 4  should be grown on a conductive substrate. A 0.15-eV dis-

(3) Sub-Poisson electron-excitation configurations produce continuity in the valence band, between the GaAs and the

light by means of efficient single-photon transitions; large Alo.3sGao.&,As layers of the p" region, would ensure hole

values for the photon flux are therefore easily achieved, confinement in the low-gap material at room temperature.

Nonlinear-optics methods, on the other hand, rely on (rela- The conduction-band discontinuity should be about 0.25 eV. Wk%

tively) inefficient multiple-photon transitions. Further- Near-infrared recombination radiation would be emitted

more, they are subject to photon interference effects that from the GaAs layer in this LED-like region. This structure

can limit the degeneracy parameter (and therefore the pho- is appropriate for a waveguiding edge-emitting geometry. I 0

ton flux) to small values.8 (4) Electron excitations, especial- To maximize the external quantum efficiency, a surface-

ly those mediated by a physical process such as space charge, emitting geometry may be preferable; the surface should be

can attain a small characteristic response time r, so that fast dome shaped to eliminate total internal reflection. In this
switching can be achieved.7 (However, assa point of interest, case the p+ AlGaAs layer is not necessary.

it should be noted that correlated photon pairs and postde- The I-V characteristic for a single-carrier conventional V
tection processing, such as subtraction and correlation, may space-charge-limited diode is given by the approximate rela-

be useful in specialized applications. 
4 ) tionship',

We conclude that an ideal source of squeezed-photon- ((1 (9/8I(-,/L3)A(V)) (I

number light will operate by means of sub-Poisson excite-
tions, mediated by an internal physical feedback process, where (I,) is the average forward current, f, is the permittiv-

and will incorporate a mechanism for achieving highly effi- ity of the medium, u, is the electron mobility. (V, is the

cient single-photon emissions. It should be small in size and applied forward-bias voltage, and A is the device area. This
preferably be able to produce light in a directed beam. expression is valid under strong injection conditions (ap-

We are therefore led to propose a semiconductor device plied bias voltage > built-in potential), provided that L >>

structure in which sub-Poisson electron excitations are at- LD, where L is the thickness of the intrinsic region and LD is
tained through space-charge-limited current flow and sin- the electron diffusion length. Typical parameter values for

gle-photon emissions are achieved by means of recombina- the structure shown in Fig. 1 are f, - 1.15 x 10- 12 F/cm, m,

tion radiation. A device of this nature will emit photon- 1000 cm 2 / " sec, L - 2.5 Mm, A - 10- 4 cm 2 , (1Ve, , 2 V, and

number-squeezed recombination radiation. The energy- (1,) - 33 mA.

band diagram for such a space-charge-limited light-emitting The current noise in such devices can be quite low. It has

device (SCLLED) is illustrated in Fig. 1. Sub-Poisson elec- a thermal (rather than shot-noise) character.' 3.  The cur-

trons are directly converted into sub-Poisson photons, as in rent-noise spectral density S,() for a device in which only
the space-charge-limited Franck-Hertz experiment,' but electrons participate in the conduction process takes the
these are now recombination photons in a semiconductor. simple form18

In designing such a device, carrier and photon confinement S,() = 8k~d(1, /d( V, . (2)
should be optimized and optical losses should be minimized.

The basic structure of the device is that of a p -i-n* where k ib Boltzmann's constant, 6 is the device temperature
diode. As an example, the p' region may consist of in degrees Kelvin. d 1, /d, V, is the differential conduc-

Al, ,Gaa6,As. several thousand angstroms thick and doped tance of the device, and w is the circular frequency. Corn-
to p 5 X 10'' cm -3 , and of a layer of smaller-gap material binin, expression (1) and its derivative with Eq. (21 provides
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, S,(,e)/2e( ,, 8k/e V), (3) Fm(T) = 1 + i7(8k/e(V,) - 1), (8)
provided that background light is absent (e - 1). The over-

where e is the electronic charge. By definition, the electron all quantum efficiency j7 is given by the product r ,itd, wheree
sNit is the external quantum efficiency of the SCLLED (the

S,(,0)/2e4, = 8/e , V, < 1. (4) product of the internal quantum efficiency and the geomet- U
rica collection efficiency) and '7d is the external quantum

The statistical properties of light generated by sub-Pois- efficiency of the photodetector. Although the internal t
son electron excitations and single-photon emissions are quantum efficiency of a LED is >0.5,18 the external quan-
well understood.2 Light is considered to be sub-Poisson turn efficiency of a dome-shaped surface emitter is typically
when the photon Fano factor F,(T) is less than unityY i.e., limited to about 0.15 . 2 Ifa Si p-i-n photodetector is used
when to detect the photon-number-squeezed recombination radi-

ation, we can take 17 - 0.75, whereupon 1 - 0.1125. Finally,
F,(T) = varin(T3!, nIT), < 1. (5) assuming that 8k/e( V,) 0.1, as determined above, we

The quantities var~n(7)] and n( are the photon-number arrive at an overall estimated postdetection Fano factor a
' T nvariance and photon-number mean in the counting time F,(T) - 0.899. A commercially available LED, with 1t .,,,

interval [0. 71. respectively. A source of light may be sub- 0.03, will yield F,(T - 0.973. In both cases, T can be as
Poisson for one value of T and super-Poisson for another short as I nsec.The SCLLED therefore promises to provide a source of
value of T. In the limit of a long-counting-time/large-area phton-numb ereze light t pro ie a are sig-

detector, the photons behave as classical particles, and the photon- number-squeezed light with properties that are sig-

expected photoelectron (postdetection) Fano factor F,,)( nificantly superior to those of the Hg-vapor space-charge-

is given by'- 3  limited Franck-Hertz source' [F,(T - 0.998 with T - I
psec] or the dead-time-gated parametric downconversion

[F (T) - 11 = [F - 1 [ T >>. r; A > A. (6) source' 2 [F,(T) f 0.9998, with T - 19 usec]. Indeed, the
degree of photon-number squeezing of recombination radia-

Here F,71 is the Fano factor of the exciting electron stream tion from the SCLLED is essentially limited only by the

and 77 is the overall quantum efficiency from electrons to geometrical collection efficiency. ,

detected photons. The quantity 3 accounts for the admix- The waveguide geometry and superfluoresence properties
ture of independent Poisson background light (0 <a < 1;3 (single-pass stimulated emission) of the edge-emitting LED
1 in the absence of such background light). could be advantageous for providing improved beam direc-

The analog versions of Eqs. (5) and (6) are of interest when tionality, switching speed, spectral properties, and coupling

the detected photocurrent or the excitation current is con- to an optical fiber.
tinuous (as expected for the SCLLED) rather than when The question arises about whether there might be a fur-tinu. os (a exectd fo th SCLED)rater tan hen ther advantage in combining space-charge -limited currentthey are a sequence of discrete events. The formula analo-
gous to Eq. (6i relates the power spectral densities of the injection with a semiconductor-laser structure rather than
excitation current S%,, and the detected photocurrent with the LED structure considered above. This could pro-

S,,,. The ratios S,,)/2e, I4 may be regarded as Fano vide increased emission efficiency and additional improve-

factors FAT,). where j - e, m and the 1 are the mean ment in the parameters discussed above. This will be bene-

values of the respective currents. Here the counting times ficial when the laser can be drawn into a realm of operation

T, play the role of inverse bandwidths of the filters involved, in which it produces a state more akin to a number state2'

In the limits T., >> -r,, T.and for c << 1/, 1/rp, we obtain than a coherent state (the coherent state has Poisson pho-
ton-number fluctuations and minimal phase fluctuations).

[S.,,l)/2e I, - 1] = n[S,)/2e,1 - 1],Machita et a.522 have shown that this mode of operation can
be attained in a semiconductor-laser oscillator, within the

a,.'<<«1/ 1/: A >> A. ( cavity bandwidth and at high-photon-flux levels, if the

pump fluctuations are suppressed below the shot-noise lev-
It follows from Eqs. (4) and (7) that a sub-shot-noise el. Similar suggestions have been made by Smirnov and

electron-excitation current will always lead to a sub-shot- Troshin2 3 and by Carroll.14

noise detected photon current. In accordance with Eq. (4), In summary, we have shown that the generation of sub-
this implies sub-Poisson photon behavior when 8k/e Ve < Poisson light is most readily achieved by the use of sub-
1. For a space-charge-limited diode such as that shown in Poisson electron excitations, mediated by a physical mecha-
Fig. 1. it is estimated that 8k/e, V, \ 0.1 when 0 = 300 K nism such as space charge, and single-photon emissions.
and 1 V,, = 2 V. Further reduction of this ratio can be We have proposed a space-charge-limited light-emitting

achieWe hav proposed ah temperaturelmite light-emittingt
achieved by reducing the temperature of the device. It is structure as a fast and compact solid-state device that oper-
interesting to note that, in the regime in which formulas (1) ates in this manner.
and (21 are valid, the degree of sub-shot-noise behavior is

d independent of the parameters t,, M,. L, and A. The values
of these parameters do play a role in determining the photon ACKNOWLEGMENTS
flux and the device speed, however. More general results
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The usual open-loop quantum and semiclassical theories of light detection are extended to include ciosed-loop
pen n "hich t here is feedback from the detector to the source. It is shown that the unmistakable signatures

0non~ lae-:a. ic ht associated with open-loop detection, such as sub-shot-noise spectra and suu-Poisson photo-
.. n;!i rr\ .--er to closed-loop svstems This behavior is illustrated through quantitativel% indistinguish.

arc!- quaiit.nd t~emiclassiral analyses of two recent closed-loop experiments in which sub-Poisson photocount
lltail-li-- -sire Iprodiited it turns out that if the open-loop illuminatton does not require the use of quantum

P~ i. 'ct..; hr then neither dtt. the closed-loop illumination. Conversely- . if the open-loop illumination is
ten the clo-ed i.,op behavior must he analyzed quantum mechanically The use of nonclassical field

tlts '0 011oin kmr besmtr- '1hat mive sub-Poisson open-loop photocounts from these closed-loop arrange-
mi-i - ,- i- io menerailzed into a synthesis procedure tor producing light beams with arbitrary (ipenitiop

1.INTRODUCTION The clarity of understanding associated with open-loop
photodetection does not extend to closed-loop configura-

The usua :rrn~jiatii n of the quantum- and semiclassi- tions in which there is a feedback path leading from the
cal ' tfhe ries- -'I photocetection presume open-loop config- output of the detector back to the light beam at the detector
uratiot- . i t . !hat ,tere are f :eelbac- paths leading from input. In this paper. we develop the quantum and semic,as-
the output ,i mtte photodetector to the light beam impinging sical theories of light detection for closed-loop confizura-
on that detector. In -orb confizuratiiins. the qualitative tions "The fundamental quantity of interest in these theo-
antd quaJnTtati~e distinctions between the quantum and ries is the random point process formed by the photodetec- -
lehniclaS ILl theories ATre \%ell understood. In the quantum tion event times. Thus we begin, in Section 2. with a high-
theotr%. pntotcurrent and photocount randomness arise level review of such processes. focusing on their application
from the oiiantittf noise in the illumination beam. whereas to open-loop photodetection. In particular, we introduce
in the etniciaiai theory the tundamental source oft ran- the doubly stochastic Poisson process (DSPPI' t ,1

5 of semni-
dliies- .- i--ociated wvith the excitations of the atoms classical open -loop t heory" and the more general self -excit -
to rmimoc -e detector Nevertheless, the quantum theory ingpoint process (SEPPF "of quantum open-loop theory.
-tbilo-mi-- -cc -emicla--i-al theiir% in a natural %%a.\ in that This material both establishes the analttcal frame\%ork that
heir p--.-ppredict ins coincide exactly, when the quan- we need lor the closed-loop treatment and summarizes the

turn ii~rittailit: n- o phtoe-Ntur in the former al) 'emitlas-icail >mits and ninclassical stcniatureso lt, ri-Il-h-
Pr"J cii r .. iLo--,ikm .w i.e . a Clauiher coherent state or o~peratlli I

.11 j-1 11tt -Ir- :7- 'It - i ta- Iniasmuch *is ()ur anas -j, .,I closed-loop phitodetect ion becins in Se,-
-- I ~e -:-..- t -stu -'tnt difficult, that light ti,-1, H-ri- ise tise the incremental point -;roi(-i- de,(-r;;-

- - -I: -iw rt--s- -0 ll ot statistj- tai. it. trin ,! i-,. to sho%% Thai both ite serni5-,-si atnd

S--o -t-- 1 -it-i -ir-t hit the- c-mi illttlr he-ri-- lead to, rFPl- , Pth ibi -te -.(

S.. . -- I... -, hi mito-tisLi ''I i-. -. ri--ci :h ini-takablt- liivt -opi 'i_,ntur( - -I in-

'5l J, I-"

-. -i ' .V,
-~ Wk -~
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son photocounts. d,, not carry over to closed-loop systems, function) is the conditional probability per unit time :,r
We illustrate this behavior by providing quantitatively in- there to be an event at t, given the history of the procems Lp
distinguishable quantum and semiclassical explanations for to t.2 In general, , may be an arbitrary nonnegative f un- N
two recent closed-loop experiments in which sub-Poisson tion of It,, N ,i in which case Eqs. (3,-5i constitute the e-_
phtocounts were produced.'- There is. nevertheless, a incremental statistical generator of the general SEPP " :
vital distinction between the two theories as applied to these In its simplest form, pt does not depend on the event his-.or%.
experiments. According to the quantum theory. nonclassi- and Eqs. (3)-(5) then describe the Poisson proces, with rate _
cal open-loop beams can be extracted from these closed-loop function u,. Of interest in the sequel is the DSPP, u ose Q
arrangements by augmenting them to exploit the nonclassi- incremental statistics are given by Eqs. (3)-(5) with'.-
cal light-beam correlations associated with photon twins -2 23  

N,"
or Kt:r-effect quantum nondemolition (QND) measure- = ( N,),
ments.-'t 4 Indeed. the former approach was recently used where angle brackets denote expectation and X, is a nonneg-
to produce a nonclassical open-loop beam.2 5 We address ative random process that is not directly influenced h% the
these field-extraction procedures in Section 4 and show that point process. i.e., X, is conditionally independent of t
they can be generalized to a schema for synthesizing light given knowledge of RX: -r < ti. As its name implies, the
beams of arbitrary photocount statistics. DSPP is a Poisson process whose rate function is the random

process,. Itisworth noting he that the class of SEPP5 is "

2. POINT PROCESSES AND OPEN-LOOP known to be broader than that of DSPP's: this point %il) be
PHOTODETECTION illustrated below in the context of open-loop photodetec-

tion.
For the purpose- of this paper, the general photodetection A useful alternative specification of point-process statis-
construct ot interest, he it semiclassical or quantum, open or tics can be made through multicoincidence rates
closed loop. takes the form shown in Fig. 1. A quasi-mono- (MCR's). 2 1' 7 The kth-order MCR is ,
chromatic paraxial scalar light beam of nominal frequency i,,
illuminates the active region of the photodetector. ' 

The W5 (7, T-,,.) = lim (AtF 5 Pr AN 1 17)
quantities ot interest at the detector output are the photo- (_t - Pm .
current i. and the photocount record A.. The former is a
train 0 imnpul-es itach ot area q. with q the electron charge) for h = 1. 2. Basically, U'k(T 1., 70-Ik)t" is the
located at t hi- ph, ,,t dtectiwn event times !t .2The latter probability that events are registered within It intervals
ciunt. the number .I -uch etents that have occurred in the about the distinct times ri, T2- . .7_ No ordering is im-
time intervai (i. and i. ,iven hv plied among the :r. nor is the possibility of additional

events excluded. For a Poisson process with rate function
N = I d - (1 ,.. we have that

The -e ime- that underhe hoth i and A. comprise a u,.
rand,, p;,nt lr, e--. F,r conkenien(e. the% %%ill be ar- -ranc'- :n-r ea .Jii_ ,'rder oh h denot nit the.first" event in ""

for a DSPP with random rate function \. we have thatIhe nter--.i ' , -ketiLedi in F,: '

A. Poixr-Process Statistics LGH PHCT- , Pc'::j,.DE1ESTO 7-_-4 ,'
Withi )i... t etiera,!x. e -hai' contine ourselves to , DEE-TOI pR--

:nt pr- that ni,tttii, ,rdrlv -. in essence.
-i, me:ir- n ait een.t- ,Tor ,ne at a Time More precisely. Fig I Generic photodetection confiruratnon

.\ \ \ .- \ i2i IMPULSES OF AREA q

ili2'-, K :t.- tl evetit- ihat i-or during; it, t + At), a
.. : r , -- , ,(t l, h~ ' ,rner.% i ts increm ental priihi UU 110 t 2 3 t

: _ ' - r,".\ ,t .\ j]= . 2)

Nf4 -

4i-

- it,.,% I,- % "

2t 4

% % % % , 
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SI
I stationary random process with mean (P) and noise spec-

r..rk) (9) trum Spp(f), then our DSPP formulas yield
T10- (i) - q,7 (P) A/h0 (19)-

There is a more general result connecting MCR's to condi-
0) tional rate functions for arbitrary SEPP's, but it is not suffi- and
: ciently explicit to warrant inclusion here. " Sj) = q (i) + (q /h,)'Spp(f) (20)

' In terms of the MCR's. we have the following results for
the photocount and photocurrent statistics associated with for the like statistics of the photocurrent. Here we see the
the point process It,. The count probability distribution is well-known shot-noise lower limit of semiclassical photode- I,

tection, i.e.,
Pr(N= n) = ,' (n , -- dr n)n'21)

with equality at all frequencies only if P, equals (P with
dr~w,(r- r,,); (10) probability one.

In the open-loop quantum theory, the event times under-

it has a mean lying it and N, form a SEPP whose kth-order MCR is

II
(N') = jw 1(rldr (11) w5 (r1 . r .... r =nT Id d . .. di

irpJA A

and a variance i71
var(N,) = (,) + fd-,a d ,'-17( 7') (12) X - (,, a ,,), (22)

00i

For a stationary" point process ic; is a constant and w.2 de- where b is the density operator for the field, E(x. t)
pends only on the difference between its arguments. In this exp(-i27rv0t) is the positive-frequency photon-units field
case the mean photocurrent is operator for x = (x, y) in the plane of the photodetector. 2 9 %W.

i) = quw, (13) and Ad represents the active area of the photodetector.
When b is a classical state, it has a proper P representation,

and its noise spectrum (bilateral covariance spectrum) is namely,

S,( = q i0 + q' d7[u r,- 2exp(-i27rfr) (14) f d'aP(a;a*)Ia)(al (23)

i' for P a classical probability density and la the multimode "
Equations I101-112i reduce to the familiar Poisson limits p d a t i
when the MCR's are given by Eq. 18. Their behavior for coherent state. Equation (221 then becomes

DSPP's and SEPP's forms the core of our overview of open-
loop photodetection wk(r1 re ..... r ) = daP(a; a*) (,?P..h,.,. (241

B. Open-Loop Photodetection where
In the open-loop semiclassical theory. the event times un-
derlying both i, and .V. form a DSPP with random rate P, = h,.,al dxt'(x. ttx. t)ia' (251
function given by .,

.= rP. h,,. (15) is a nonnegative classical stochastic process whose statistics
in terms of the detector quantum efficiency r, the (possibly are specified by P(a: a*), and all the semiclassical formulas

tc "l are reproduced. States that do not have proper Prepresen- %
random i power illuminating the detector Pt, and the photon %ations are called nonclassical. Their photocount and pho-
energy ht'i- Equations (91 and 110) then yield Mandel's".er hn 10 ttocurrent statistics require SEPP's that. in general. are not
rule' for the count probability distribution DSPP's. For example, if 3 is a photon eigenstate that has

exactly N photons within the space-time region A, x J0. T), V.

Pr(N. n) = n' , (16) then Eqs. 110) and (22) yield the binomial distribution- ,40

where Prf.V- = n) = ')7(1 - - 26,

W' d-,P. hi. ( 1 for 1 2....This distribution is ;ub-Poissonian
tor all 1 < r - 1 and collapses to the expected nonrandom-

It is well known that this distribution does not permit sub- behavior as the quantum efficiency goes to unity
0-, ,nilenavlr.' iz. r,,m [hi- , .. 1). 1 .1(15).4171. Su.- Posson photocounts and sub-shot-noise photocur.

r .\ , = V - % r, W , 2 V ,.rent pe(tra provide unm istakab le signatures or nioncla si-.
cal lichin lpen-loop photodetection Such elfewts hate

'Allh i'41 lla II ,i inc ,iL\ It It :iiriiir dtan. Ii ' P a , h-i ,-er\ed it) a variet\ ,4 exper~ment h,,ri and

i.
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Mande1 ° produced conditionally sub-Poisson light by ready requires SEPP descriptions; passing to the closed- 5%

means of resonance fluorescence from sodium vapor. Their loop configuration modifies many of the detailed results but
et

experiment required that the starting time of the photo- does not break out of the general SEPP structure. For K
counting interval coincide with the entry of a single atom example, in the open-loop configuration it is known4 5 that 0.
into the field of view of the apparatus and that the light be the photocurrent i, realizes the quantum measurement'v Xa
generated only by a single atom. Subsequently. Teich and r.

Saleh n produced unconditionally (continuous-wave) sub- t. F q dit t'x. ,tix. . (29)

Poisson light by using a space-charge-limited electron beam ' m
to excite the Franck-Hertz effect in mercury vapor. More
recently, Slusher et al.,12 Shelby et al.,13 and Maeda et al.1s with

have seen sub-shot-noise photocurrent spectra in homodyne E'(x.t) 17 2E(x. t) + (I - 7)11 , (x t), (301
detection of light that has undergone four-wave mixing, as
have Wu et al. 14 in a three-wave mixing experiment. It is where E,.(x, t) is a vacuum-state field operator representing.0
relevant to note that self-exciting point processes play a role subunity quantum efficiency noise. In Eqs. (29) and (30 ,

in all these cases. In the Short-Mandel experiment, the E(x, t) and EAx. t) are commuting free-field operators that
self-excitation is provided by the dead time associated with do not explicitly depend on li.:r < t. When the loop is
successive atomic emissions. 0 In the Teich-Saleh experi- closed. Eqs. (29) and (30) continue to apply but with Ei x. r -
ment. it is provided by the space charge associated with the explicitly dependent on past measurements.
electron beam. Indeed, they modeled32 the statistics of this Because both the semiclassical and quantum theories lead
beam as a renewal point process. which of course, is a special to SEPP's, there are no unmistakable signatures for nonclas-
kind of SEPP. Self-excitation. in the multiwave mixing sical light in the closed loop. To be specific, for a SEPP the
experiments, can be attributed to the quantum correlations quantity w.(t, s) - wj(t)uw(s) need not be positive semide-
between the pump and probe beams produced by photon finite, so that [see Eqs. (12) and t14] sub-Poisson photo-
exchanges occurring through the nonlinear optical process. counts and sub-shot-noise photocurrent spectra are possible

in both theories. In what follows, we shall explore this
behavior for two feedback configurations, which we term the

3. CLOSED-LOOP PHOTODETECTION dead-time-modified Poisson process (DTMPP) and the neg-
Most theoretical results for open-loop systems do not carry ative-linear-feedback process (NLFP).
over to closed-loop photodetection. We proceed now to
reexamine the semiclassical and quantum photodetection A. Dead-Time-Modified Poisson Process
properties of i, and N, when the output of the photodetector It has long been known that semiclassical photocounting
is permitted to affect the light at its input through a causal, statistics are impacted by dead time in the detection system
but possibly nonlinear, feedback loop. as shown in Fig. 3. In Consider the nonparalyzable DT.MPP. which is a renewal
both the semiclassical and quantum formulations it then process and hence a SEPP. 3

4
-

b For a detector with fixed
turns out that the photodetection event times form a SEPP. dead time r. illuminated, in the semiclassical theory, by
Semiclassicallv. this is most easily seen through the incre- nonrandom light of constant power P. the photocount prob-
mental point-process description [Eqs. (3)-(5i[. In the ab- ability distribution is" -16

_"_pk. X ~t - ni,)] polk. Xjt in - l)r]l for n < t r7

Pr.= n. = - p,,,k. \[t (n - )j, fort, n < t/r + 1. $31)

0 fornZt/-rd + I

sence of feedback we have a DSPP. i.e.. the semiclassical where
conditional rate obeys "~ p k. oa I a'e-°h. X = , P/hi-0.  (32)

= ( P,.h,t.... (27) These results are valid for a detector that is unblocked at the

where P.. the illumination power. is a nonnegative random beginning of each counting inter'al, although exact number

process that ;s not directly' intluenced by the point process, distributions for counters that are blocked and for equilibri-

viz.. P is conditionally independent ol the photocount histo- 7 IN-LOOP
rv :t. .. giNen its own history :P.-7 < t. Closin2 the feed IP --- OP'0CZ, P HC.- .

back loop iea. e- Eq. 2 7 tormally intact but make, LGH ' MODu - 7 DEE" -P

P. = f' t.. 2S,

an explicit :unctin ,I the phtocount hist,r\ Thu - the I

D.P"I' cono.on itiated. inditating that closed-loop -
,emit Ia.-s 1. a, ;in.,r olel ,,n iead.. in genera,. ta SEPP

Qt.ntur- : h -t-.hii an i ,., i ,,,-,p 1ihtd , . tin ji -'- (I'-,eG '"'p , ih '.t ,:i,. n , cra ,, I r-
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Can the Channel Capacity of a Light-Wave Communication System Be Increased by the Use of
Photon-Number- Squeezed Light?

B. E. A. Salch
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. UniVersity of Wisconsin,

Madison. Wisconsin 53706

and

M. C. Teich
Columbia Radiation Laboratory and Center for Telecommunications Research.

Department of Electrical Engineering. Columbia University. New York, JNe% York 10027
(Received 9 January 1987)

The channel capacity C of a light-wave communication system based on photoevent point-process ob-
servations cannot be increased by use of photon-number-squeezed light. Under a constraint of max-
imum photon rate ; ,. the channel capacit- C-m,.I/e is achieved with a Poisson process On the other
hand, the channel capactt) of a communication system based on photon counting can be increased by use
of photon-number-squeezed light. The improvement vanishes in the limit of very small mean counts.

PACS numbers 42 50 D,

All light-wave communication systems that have been Perhaps the simplest implementation of this principle is
developed to date make use of Poisson (or super-Poisson) achieved by the driving of a light-emitting diode with a
light. 1 For Poisson light, the variance of the photon sub-Poisson electron current.6..
number is identicalls equal to its mean for all values of In this Letter we show that the channel capacity of a %

the counting time T. Photon-number-squeezed light, on light-wave communication system based on the observa- %
the other hand, has a photon-number variance that is less tion of the photoeVent point process cannot in principle
than its mean for all or some values of T. 23 Such light be increased by the use of photon-number-squeezed
is intrinsically nonclassical in nature. The earliest source light. On the other hand, the channel capacity of a
of unconditionally photon-number-squeezed (also called photon-counting system can be increased by the use of
sub-Poisson) light exhibited only a slight reduction of the photon-number-squeezed light. The channel capacity is
variance." Stronger photon-number squeezing has been the maximum rate of information that can be transmit-
produced in more recent experiments 5.6 and continuing ted through a channel without error.13 We also provide
developments' -9 promise further improvement in the fu- an example in which the use of photon-number-
ture. It is therefore of interest to investigate whether squeezed light produced from Poisson light either de-
there might be an advantage to using photon-number- grades or enhances the error performance of a simple
squeezed light in a direct-detection light-wave communi- binary on-off keying photon-counting system, depending
cation system. on where the average power constraint is placed.

There are two classes of mechanisms by means of Consider the transformation of a Poisson beam of pho-
which unconditionally photon-number-squeezed light tons (represented by a Poisson point process' ° N, of rate .,
may be generated. In the first class, squeezed photons p,) into a sub-Poisson beam of photons represented by a
are produced from a beam of initially" Poisson (or point process M, of rate X,. The events of the initial pro-
super-Poisson) photons This can be achieved in a num- cess N, are assumed to be observable (e.g., by the use of
ber of ways. e.g., by the use of correlated photon beams correlated photon beams or a QND measurement) and
or quantum nondemolition (QND) measurements. 0 An their registrations used to operate a mechanism which, in
experiment of this kind was recently carried out by Rari- accordance with a specified rule, leads to the events of
ty. Tapster. and Jakemen. ' Sub-Poisson photons were the transformed photon process M,. The rate X, of the
generated from the pair of correlated photon beams pro- process M, is thereby rendered a function of the realiza-
duced in parametric down-conversion, one of the twin tions of the initial point process N, at prior times, i.e.,
beams was used to gate the other beam selectively via X, -X,(N,.; t'- t ).
dead-time control. Several examples of transformations of this kind that

The second class of mechanisms relies on the direct have been suggested for use in quantum optics are illus-
generation of squeezed photons from a beam of initially trated in Fig. I and discussed below,. It is assumed for
sub-Poisson excitations (e.g.. electrons).'- This tech- simplicit,, (but without loss of generality) that the var-
nique was first tLsed by Teich and Saleh in a space- ous conversions can be achieved in an ideal manner.
charge-limited sers:on of the Franck-Hertz experiment.' (i) Dead-time deletion. Delete all photons within a
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) sn-. -~a.---e-e -- 4 then be describable, to good approximation, by an no-
() nt I Poinl photon state. Related schemes have been proposed by
(b) Dead -time deletion i I Yuen's and by Stoler and Yurke' 9 for use with paramet-T ric processes.

(c) Coincidence decimation o- ia-oe-e- We proceed to illustrate that none of these mod-

/d//|ec/1ationI Iifications can increase the channel capacity of a com-
(e) Der c unteetion L' T - ' - '  '  munication system based on photoevent point-process ob-

servations.
(e) Overflow count deletion e-o o If a constraint is placed on the rate of the initial Pois-

(! ) Rate compensation coo • a-o.-o son process p, : pmax, then it is obvious that C cannot be
p- TA -*- i. 2 ---- increased by the modification N, - M, This is simply a
j -,.7 - consequence of the definition of channel capacity: It is

the rate of information carried by the system without

FIG. 1. Several transformations of Poisson photons into error, maximized over all coding, modulation, and
sub-Poisson photons that have been suggested for use in quan- modification schemes. Can the modification N, - M,
turn optics. increase the channel capacity if the constraint is instead

placed on the rate of the modified process ., (i.e..
A., : knmas)?

prescribed fixed (nonparalyzable) dead time - following We address this question for an arbitrary self-exciting
the registration of a photon. 14 Rarity, Tapster, and point process M, of rate X,(M,.; t':5 0. This is a pro-
Jakeman generated photon-number-squeezed light by cess that contains an inherent feedback mechanism in
using one of the twin beams produced in parametric which present event occurrences are affected by the pre-
down-conversion to gate photons selectively from the vious event occurrences of the same point process. Of
other beam via dead-time control. Dead-tiff,; dcletiun course, the modified Poisson processes N, - M, intro-
could also be used with correlated photon beams pro- duced above are special cases of self-exciting point pro- .r

duced in other ways. cesses. %

(ii) Coincidence decimation Remove all pairs of pho- An example of a system that generates a self-exciting
tons separated by a time shorter than a prescribed time point process is that of rate compensation (by linear
interval r'. This is achieved, for example, in second- feedback) of a source which, without feedback, would
harmonic generation; two photons closer than the produce a Poisson process. Let each photon registration •

intermediate-state lifetime of the second-harmonic- at time t, cause the rate of the process to be modulated
generation process are exchanged for a third photon by a factor h(t -t,) (which vanishes for t <t,). In
(which is at t%%ice the frequency and therefore easily linear negative feedback the rate is X,-ko- , Zh(t-t,),
eliminated). I where ko is a constant. If the instantaneous photon

(iii) Decimation: Select ever) rth photon (r-2, registration rate happens to be above the average then it
3. . . .) of an initially Poisson photon process, deleting all is reduced, and vice versa. This process is schematically S

intermediate photons. Saleh and Teich' suggested us- illustrated in Fig. I(f) for two adjacent subintervals T,
ing correlated photon beams to implement this tech- and T 2. Yamamoto, Imoto. and Machida2 ° suggested
nique. In cascaded atomic emissions from 4°Ca, for ex- the use of rate compensation in conjunction with a QND
ample. sequences of correlated photon pairs (green and measurement (using the optical Kerr effect), but it could
violet) are emitted. The green photons can 'be detected be used just as well, for example. with correlated photon '- *"

and used to operate a gate that passes every rth violet pairs. Dead-time deletion can be viewed as a special
photon. Decimation control could also be used in con- case of rate compensation in which the occurrence of an S
junction with parametric-down-conversion photon twins, event zeros the rate of the process for a specified time

(iv) Oerflow count deletion: The number of pho- period r after the registration. 10

tons occurring in preselected time intervals 10,T 01, Now consider a communication system that uses a
[To.2To. is counted, retaining the first no photons point process M,(X) whose rate .,(X) is modulated bN a 1.

in each time interval (without changing their occurrence signal X,. The process M,(X) can be an arbitrary self-
times) and deleting the remainder. If the average num- exciting point process (e.g.. it can be photon-number
ber of photons in [0,T 0] of the initial process is >>no. squeezed) which includes processes obtained by the feed-
then the transformed process will almost always contain forward or feedback modification of an otherwise Poisson
no photons within this time interval. As an example, process. Neither feedforard nor feedback transforma-
Mandel" suggested that if a collection of no atoms in tions can increase the capacity of this channel, as provid-
the ground state are subjected to a brief, intense, in- ed by Kabanov's theorem.-.
coherent excitation pulse. all no atoms will become excit- Kabanov's theorem -The capacity of the point-
ed with high probability; the radiated optical field would process channel cannot be increased by feedback. Under
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the constraint X, < , the channel capacity C is scribed coding, modulation, and receiver structure.
It is therefore of interest to examine the performance

C Am,,/e. (l) of a system with specified structure. We consider a

%hen the capacity is achieved, the output of the point- binary on-off keying photon-counting system.i The in-
process channel is a Poisson process with rate X, X .ax/e formation is transmitted by the selection of one of two
(the base e has been used for simplicity). The channel values for the photon rate ;.,, in time slots of (binary-
capacity has also been determined under added con- digit) duration T. The receiver operates by counting the
straints on the minimum rate (dark events) and on the number of photons received during the time interval T
mean rate. 2  A coding theorem has also been proved, and then deciding which rate was transmitted in accor-

In summary, no increase in the channel capacity of a dance with a likelihood-ratio decision rule (threshold
point-process light-wave communication system may be test). For simplicity, it is assumed that background
achieved by the use of photons that are first generated light, dark noise, and thermal noise are absent so that
with Poisson statistics and subsequently converted into photon registrations are not permitted when the keying is
sub-Poisson statistics regardless of whether the power OFF (i.e., false alarms are not possible). Furthermore.
constraint is placed at the Poisson photon source or at the detector quantum efficiency is taken to be unity so
the output of the conversion process. Nor may an in- that system performance is limited only by the quantum
crease in channel capacity be achieved by the use of fluctuations of the light.

feedback to generate a self-exciting point process. A measure of performance for a digital system such as
These conclusions are valid only when there are no re- this is the error probability P. In the simplified system

strictions on the receiver structure. The conclusion is described above, errors are possibly only when the keying
different if the receiver is operated in the photon- is ON and 0 photons are received (a miss). For a Pois-
counting regime, in which information is carried by a son transmitter, P, is'
random variable n representing the number of photo- P,(Poisson)-f exp(- (5)
events registered in time intervals of prescribed duration
T (rather than by the photon occurrence times). where i denotes the mean number of emitted photons.

The capacit of the photon-counting channel is given To minimize P,. i is made equal to its maximum allowed
by13  value imax- This result is now compared with those ob-

tjined for photon-number-squeezed light derived from
C-Binln(l + Ifi)In'i' +f)]. (2) an initially Poisson source. The outcome will depend on

where h is the mean number of counts in T and B I/T %here the mean photon-number constraint is placed.

is the bandwidth. Two limiting expressions emerge Two transformations are explicitly considered: dead-
time deletion and decimation.

N Bfiln(I/fi). r', I. (i) Dead-time deletion: For a nonparalyzable dead-
! C BIn (f). h,, 1 (3) time modifier that is always blocked for a dead-time

V., period r at the beginning of the counting interval T. the
If an added constraint is applied to the photon counts, passage of 0 photons arises from the emission of 0 pho-
such that they must obey the Poisson counting distribu- tons in the time T- r, independent of the number of
tion. the capacity is further reduced. In that case, the emissions during r. The error probability for this system
limiting results analogous to Eq. (3) are is therefore

C_ In( I/,h). i - i. P,(dead time)- - expi - i(l - /T)]. (6)

f1 BIn(i) fi To minimize error under the constraint n : m,., we

In the case of photon counting, therefore, an increase in take ti-h,,,. The error is obviously larger than that
the channel capacit, can in principle be realized by the for the Poisson channel [Eq. (5)] and so no performance
use of photon-number-squeezed light, However. in the enhancement can be achieved by use of this modifier. If.
small mean-count limit h << I (very short T). the capaci- instead, the dead-time modifier is always unblocked at
ty of the Poisson counting channel approaches that of the the beginning of each bit then the passage of 0 photons
unrestricted counting channel, and the advantage of arises from the emission of 0 photons in the time T, and
photon-number squeezing disappears. This is not unex- the dead time has no effect on the error rate in this sim-
pected in view of the resut obtained from Kabanov's pIe system Calculations for the unblocked counter in
theorem for the point-process channel. the presence of false alarms, however, demonstrate that

The channel capacity provides a limit on the max- the presence of deal time always does, in fact, degrade
imum rate of error-free information transmission for all system performance with such a constraint. 22 Although
codes, modulation formats, and receiver structures, 13 As the detailed calculations were carried out for electrical
such. it does not specify the performance (error probabil- dead time, the results are also applicable for optical dead
it.) achievable by a communication system with pre- time when the photon detection efficiency rl -I On the
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other hand, if the constraint is placed on the mean pho- dation. We are grateful to A. A. Lazar and J. H
ton count ffi after dead-time modification (ffi _< Fn.). it Shapiro for valuable discussions
can be shown that there exists a value of Fnmaz, below ,_ _

which performance is degraded and above which perfor-
mance is improved, relative to the Poisson channel. 'P S Henr . IEEE J Quantum Electron 21, 1862 (1985)

(ii) Decimation: We assume that the decimation pa- 2R Short and L Mandel, Phys Re% Lett 51, 384 (1983)
rameter r-2 (i.e., every other photon of a Poisson se- 3M C Teich, B. E. A. Salch. and D Stoler. Opt Commun "'%P
quence of events is selected) and that the decimation 46. 244 (1983).

. process is reset at the beginning of each bit (i.e., the first "M. C. Teich and B E. A. Saleh, J. Opt Soc Am B 2. 275
photon in each bit is not selected). The error probability (1985).
is then 5S Machida, Y. Yamamoto. and Y. Itaya. Phys. Re Lett

58, 1000 (1987)
P,(decimation)- (+i)exp(-h). (7) 6P. R Tapster, J G. Rarit, and J S. Satchell. Europh~s .-

Lett (to be published)..which again represents a degradation of performance in 7F. Capasso and M C. Teich, Phys Re%. Lett. 57. 1417.
comparison with the Poisson channel (under a constraint (1986)
h <: 

nmax) In this case, the error rate is increased be- 8M. C. Teich. F. Capasso. and B E. A Salch. J Opt Soc
cau,c there are two w4a.s for the passage of 0 photons to Am. B 4 (to be published) (special issue on squeezed states)
arise in the time T. from the emission of 0 photons or 9Y. Yamamoto, S Machida. and 0 Nilsson. Phys Res A
from the emission of I photon. However, if the con- 34. 4025 (1986).
straint is placed on the modified process, then, once 10J. H. Shapiro. G Saplakoglu. S -T Ho. P Kumar. B E ASaleh. and M. C. Teich, in Ref.again, there exists a value of h below which perfor- %ac. an RrC. T. R e d

"J G. Rarity. P. R Tapster. and E. Jakeman. Europh~smance is degraded and above which it is improved, rela- Lett. (to be publshed)
tise to the Poisson channel. ' 2M. C. Teich, B E A Salch. and J Pemna. J Opt Soc

It is evident from these examples that system per- Am B I, 366 (1984)
formance can be enhanced by the use of photon- 3T. E. Stern, IRE Trans Inf Theor. 6. 435 (1960). J P
number-squeezed light, provided that the average power Gordon, Proc IRE 50, 1898 (1962). J R Pierce. E C Posner.
constraint is applied to the squeezed light. No enhance- and E R. Rodemich, IEEE Trans Inf Theory 27. 61 (1981 ).
ment of s.stem performance emerges in converting Pois- Y Yamamoto and H A Haus. Re% Mod Ph.s 58. 1001 %
son photons into squeezed photons when the average (1986)
power constraint is at the Poisson source. 'M C. Teich and G %annucci. J Opt Soc Am 68. 1338

Losses have been ignored in the considerations above. (1978).
It is important to keep in mind the inevitable random 5Rx Loudon. The Quantum Theor of Light (Clarendon.Oxford, 1983). 2nd ed ,%'
photon deletion that results from absorption, scattering. 'B E. A Saieh and M C Teich. Opt Commun 52. 429
and the finite quantum efficiency of the detector. It is (1985) %
well known that these deletions wkill transform a deter- I'L Mandel. J. Opt Soc. Am 66. 968 (1976)
ministic photon number into a binomial photon-number '8H P Yuen. PhNs Re% Lett 56. 2176 (1986)
distribution.'7 23 which always remains sub-Poisson but 1"D Stoler and B. Yurke. Ph)s Re% A 34. 3143 (1986)
approaches the Poisson boundary as the random deletion 20 y Yamamoto, N. Imoto. and S Machida. Phys Re% A 33.
increases. 23 Mandel" has shown that the information 3243 (1986)
rate per symbol carried by such a counting channel %ill 2 Yu M Kabano%. Theor Probab Its Appl (Engi Transl )
be greater than that for the Poisson channel, bu, will ap- 23, 143 (1978). M H A Dasis, IEEE Trans Inf Theor 26.
proach the latter as the photon-detection probability r/ 710 (1980). A A. Lazar. in Proceedings of the Fourteenth' An-
approaches 0. We have shown elsewhere 2 ' that the nual Conference on Information Sciences and Systems. Prince-

ton. NJ. March 26-28. 1980 (unpublished). P Brimaud. un-performance of a simple bin~ary on-off-keying photon- published
counting system, of the kind considered earlier, is also 22M C Teich and B I Cantor. IEEE J Quantum Electron
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approaching the latter as ,i approaches 0, 23M C Teich and B E A Saleh. Opt. Lett 7, 365 (1982)
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which, using Eq. (W31, can be rewritten in terms of the

V (X Kis,(B4b) associated CGF'sas
aS2

K, (s)= K -K, (s)) (B6.j

-3x) ~K. (s (B4c) Differentiating both sides according to Eq. (134), and ex- %
as panding via the chain rule, leads to the general relations

This simple pattern does not persist beyond third order, (n, ) (p )(M ) (BWa'
however. V~n, )=I- (i -' p)Vm (l7b,

Consider a primary process p characterized by the -Vpm)4 p)~
MGF Q~ (s), whose members independently initiate a M 3(n, )=MWp( im )3+~ 3V(p)(m ) Vm V (p )M 3(mJ

branching process resulting in an overall multiplication (187c) I
m described by Q,,(su. The moment -generating functionI
of the overall compound process mixes the above via whic maIeapidt n ipecmon rcs

where a primary counting distribution Pip)i drives a A

Q, (s) = Qp(-nQ,,,(s)) (1515 multiplication counting distribution P~n).
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*., (o) time experiment shown in Fig. 5. Here, a coherent-state

LASER OPTICAL 'N-LP Psignal field Psix, t) with mean

LIHT GT CuTE -,(aIES(X. 01Ia) w (P/hv0Ad~l'2  (35)
illuminates an in-loop photodetector of quantum efficiency
n through a feedback-controlled flip mirror. For rd sec after

~ .ME each in-loop photocount registration, the flip mirror directs
TGs(x, t to an out-of-loop photodetector of matched quan-

tum efficiency 17. During this dead-time interval, the in-
loop detector is illuminated by a vacuum-state field operator

(b) £M(x, t). After this dead-time interval the mirror returns to
its previous position, in which Rs iluminates the in-loop

LASER PHOTO- ELECTRONIC OUNTER N, detector and M illuminates the out-of-loop detector.
LIGHT - DETECTOR, GATE We derive the steady-state ri-st and second moments

(means, variances, and covariance) of the in-loop and out-of-
loop photocount records N, and N,' in the high-mean-count
limit. Toward that end, we recast the flip-mirror subsystem
into the explicit lossless modulated beam-splitter form,

DEAD-TIME shown in Fig. 6. in whichTRIGGER
CIRCUI A(x, t) = [T(t)I"

2.Es(x. t) + [1 - T(t)]'EM(Z. t) (36)

Fiz. 4. (al Closed-loop photocounting experiment carried out by and
%alker and Jakemani 9 (bi Photocounting experiment carried out
by Teich and Vannucci.

um counters are also available. In the usual situation, the
mean count is much greater than unity, in which case the L ^4 i1t( "

differences arising from the three initial conditions are in- E IPa
substantial and a simple approximation for the photocount SD,
distribution suffices " The photocount mean and varianceM

then take the asymptotic forms ( o CONTROL
OUT SIGNAL

(.V. = Xt/(l + Xi-.1 (331 OUT-OF-LOOP D -

PHOTO- CIR.IT
and DETECTOR

vari.V, 1.. ./,1 + .\7,. (34:

representinz sub-Poiss;on behavior for all values oif \i-r.. OI R N

The DTMPP results are relevant to experiments recently Fig. 5. Quantum-photodetectton configuration that can be used to
carried out by Walker and Jakeman.19 The simplest form of represent the DTMPP experiments carried out by Walker and Jake-
their experimental arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). man.' 9

The registration of a photoevent at the detector operates a
trigger circuit that causes an optical gate to be closed for a M'

fixed period of time -,,after the time of registration. During
this period, the power P of the (He-Ne, laser illuminating
the detector is set precisely equal to zero so that no photode-
tections are registered. The arrangement is therefore MODULATED
equivalent to the one illustrated in Fig. 4(b). in which the .(1) I I -LOOP

gating is electronic rather than optical. at least so far as the Es(;,I) BEAMPHTO- -- I,

photocount statistics are concerned. This latter arrange- T D E T E C T O R

ment was used h% Teich and Vannucci. and sub-PoissonIT " "R

photocountis were observed in both cases. This is because [
' the point process seen hy the counter in these experiments is KE'BC

the DTMPP' considered a.b,,e. As Walker and Jakeman 
S IG N A L

undert',. their observations can he explained without re-
,, ,r~ , 'h quawtim the, ry of photodetection: under

ondltl,,nf-. -uh.Poisson photocounts are possi-

hii "hi n :h-emni. .i-u( i Irame%%ork Nevertheless. it is

ii-r to I i de ", e-e i, i, -ht (iamo oundation, for Eq- ' 1,itikoed ieam-splitter version of the lip mirr,,r -uI-%-

o ' l II ,i i 'ri iiive i- ,ienera-zaton, tern ir, I " the heam splitter s intensit, transmi,slil he'n ,
l I - , ' . , H * ' - I ,.I -,,rni, h.i ri her deo r. = - id- withh.il I iro . -

,4 p
, '

,4
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t1TlX, 0 -- 1-- T(tll/2EslX, t) + [T(t01' 2TX. t), (37) (N) q- I U,) dT 7 (Em)2At.J0

with beam-splitter transmission given byN

T(t) = 1 - q-1 i,hd(t - r)dr (38)

f and

in terms of the causal linear system impulse response (N') = q- (i,') dr (tOL.T)Adt

{1 forO < t 3r9

hd(t) 0 otherwise (39) - At/(W + Ard), (52)

Because i, has an impulse of area q at each in-loop photo- where A = ,P/h&o, as in Eqs. (31)-(34). Equation (51) repro-
event and because such events are impossible when the in- duces Eq. (33), as promised. Equation (52) is, in fact. self-
loop detector is illuminated by the vacuum-state field EM, it evident in that, by construction, N, + N,' corresponds to
is easily verified that Eqs. (36)-(39) correctly describe the performing quantum efficiency 77 photocounting on the co-
flip-mirror arrangement. herent-state field Es. Thus N, + N,' must be a Poisson

To proceed further, we replace the classical in-loop and process of rate A. The less obvious results concern the sec-
out-of-loop photocurrents , and ,' by their associated oper- and moments, with which we deal below.
ator representations [cf. Eqs. (29), (30)]: By using the high-mean-count linearization we know that

L= q L dxP1 . (x, t)t,'(x, t) (40) var(N,) - 4nA,(. )'
2  

dr[7 AEI'(T) . (531

and' (X A )~c'x t. (1 var(N,') -\L7,(t.T u dTAP tCT')] (54)

and
where

,'(X' t) = 7' 2rEX. t) + (1 - '- )£,"(X. t) (42) cov(N,, N,') 41?Ad(1tN) LotT ) ((7 dTAt1.;'(l I

for = IN. OUT, and SI,. EOT, I are vacuum-state field
operators. We next employ the high-mean-count condition x dT-O OT'(w) (55 1
to justify the following linearization ;7 of Eqs. (36)-(38): I:

( . - T' , iA 4 TPlh.,A,)' (43) where

" , N X. t I E , , x .t N - 1 E 1, , . ,l ' M - A , -' 1 A d x R e [ E ,' ( x . t ) - E ' , x . t 1 1 5 6 ,

"-'T,' o-,x.t + I - (T))' -S,,(x. t0

4- 1ATt1 2 T Ej ,,.j. (44) fir j = IN. OUT represents the field-quadrature fluctua-
tions that beat with the strong mean fields to produce the

, 1 - T : . (45) photocount fluctuations. From formulas (44) and 146)-(50)

..A ,, TX . z - I - T t.+,T z w e have that

x > ix. ti + [ IP"t)/2(1 - (T)) 2,). (46) AlNl'(t) = [q/(I + Ar)]' Als,(t) + [r7Ardi(1 + ATr)] - .5

x E\,,() + (I - 77) LIN (t) -,Ph

(T. - rtA;1;'ha(t- r)dr
x dr..1.E'(r ha(t - 7 57 V.

= 1- 7 A '7. (47) ".

and and
1'lt- i 2n' 2(tIN)Re dxlrq' 2.AE,,(X. r " t0 r1 '(t = -[Arda/(1 + xr?)]f,"A ,(t""

" lk , + [?7il + Al ,)] l + (I- 7) -

EM , T, I
i t 1 

-1 nP'h , \ 
)  

2] I

(1 - J2  (X.. -1 ,, - r- -481

The equation- ior the mean values are easily solved. vieldi,'
where the time-dependent quadrature operators are oh-

', = ;Ph,..4.;J I +- i h, )',I' -. tained trom the correspondflim, ,pace-time-dependent t:eLd
,/[.. _ , h,..4 _ , ,. .] . 15(11 'perat,,r'. a.nEq . 1 -7quat 'i m and -),S are lint-ir

feedlatk hrms i hat are easi'. -(,l\ ed i\ tnea', .f F,oricr

r.r t , h h I ! ,.0\k that tranh,rit lrnat it. ,',tlth

if
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(A

'LI I'Iex 2rt, (9 the variance of the counts missed because of dead time: it is
~Il f)=jd.lI(ep(if) super-Poisson for all 1\7 values. As a consistency check on %.

formulas (68) and (69). we note that they implv that 1
etc.. we can show that I.,___ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ ~

- [771( + Xrd)JV2IAEs1 (f) + Xd'
2
E,.(f)] + (1 -,711

A~lN'f) -(60)
I1+ (77P/hv0)Hd(f)

and var(N, + N,') = var(N) + var(.N,') + 2 cov(N., N,') = \.(70i -

IIOUT1(f) =-[+lATd/(1 + XrW2LS~)in agreement with the previously stated physical argument
that N, + NI' must be a Poisson process of ratekA Moreover.

+ [10/(1 + A)] ()even though we gave a quantum version of that argument. N.

* (1 - fl)
1 2iOUT, I If + N,' being a Poisson process of rate X also follows from the

semiclassical shot-noise descriptions.39

- [n/hlo(Ad)'~]AANl D~d~), 61) Before proceeding to the NLFP case, some elaboration on
-rd)'21 ~ f),what has just been shown is in order. Both the semiclassical

where and the quantum theories of photodetection predict the
same mean and variance for the DTMPP in-loop count re-

Hdi(f) =exp) -irfi'd) sint -fid)] /4 (62) cord N1  This agreement is not coincidental. The semiclas-

is the frequency response associated with the impulse re- siastitcswlbeheam ashoeftequnmtheory in any closed-loop photodetection arrangement insponse h,)t). It is now a simple matter to use the coherent- whcbraigtefdaklopevste ooeeto
state quadrature- fluctuation statistics for AEI EMI, EIhc raknNh0eebc oplevstephtdtco
and EOUT, to prove that

(AE '(t + tm)=j dfSE' E.(f)exp(i 2 rf7), (63) 20
fI

for j k =IN. OUT, where the noise spectra are as follows: 10 OF
S1 E (f) = 1/411 + ( 7P/h v'0 H,,f) 1

2
, (64) 1 - OJ

,~- 1  (f) = 4-1 + [(?lPlhv,)Hd(f) 2 4XTll OfI

+ (17P/hl'0)Ha',,(65) -o0l
and I-OP WX- 1

1%1- IT If 21H'z ~~d H f(PSE, E,, If) (66) -20-

The behavior of the spectra (Eqs. (64) and (65)] is illustrated 02 3 4
in Fig. 7. 

f
To complete the second-moment analysis, we note that d

the high-mean-count limit requires that t >> rd so that only
the low-frequency behavior of the preceding noise spectra
contribute to the'variance and covariance in formulas (53)- cc (0
1-551. We then find

var(N.') 41 Xt/1 1 + XA)SE, 1E 0)6AU

X t/)1 + Xr6 ) = I.J/1 + XAid) 2
, (67) 2~UT0

var(N,') -4[XtX\%'( 1 + Xr)1SE.,T E0.,,, (0)

= (AtX\%'(1 + X7%I111 + Ar d/(1 + AT\J,) -6 NOP ()Aid

andX.T = 17(+X 1 + ±T (68) I
NoE\ ,'I 41 \t(X\r I 1 %] 5 1 * (0) C 1 2 3 4

= tA-, 1 I + X . (691 .7
1

'

Frmula o'71I repr11duJCeP the semiclassical dead-time result a1 n, i uraie lIr na ae (~~ 'p:r h. !.
F~ .4.. ~ .),P I- .. " .i! - ale.F,,rrnulas,6, :n- nm the [(TMIJI quantum anlIvi. 1h, -I! -eI

Jrto 1,91 ire novei In dead-tim-e nairiance. formula 1. -' ..- ip- Ir a,- 4 .10(i Ii =
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illuminated by a classical state [in the usual open-loop sense, loop photocurrent i,' using the semiclassical and quantum
cf. Eq. (23)]. In other words, despite our use of operator theories, beginning with the former.
representations for photocurrents, the actual quantum mea- We have from stationary-process MCR theory [see Eqs. N
surement occurs at the photodetector, and the feedback (13) and (7) that
path is entirely classical. Thus, if the open-loop illumina-
tion does not require the use of quantum photodetection (i) - qw, = q lim [At- ' Pr(ANN - 1)] (76)
theory, then neither does the closed-loop illumination.
Conversely, if the open-loop illumination is nonclassical, and likewise
then the closed-loop behavior must be analyzed quantum
mechanically. For example, suppose the Es field in the (i') - q lir [At- ' Pr(AN,' = 1)]. (77) 
DTMPP analysis is in a broadband squeezed state with the 4-o

mean field given by Eq. (35) and low-frequency fi-st-quadra- If we employ iterated expectation on the right-hand side in
ture noise squeezing4 Eq. (76), using the incremental SEPP description [Eqs. (3 -

SEsE,(f) - _Y/4 for [1A - 1/TrTd, (71) (5)] with js, = iPt/hio for ( the beam splitter's intensity
transmission, we ind that 1

with -y << 1. Equations (67) and (68) then become

var(N,) (N,) [1 - (I - 7/( + \Td)]/(l + '\Td)' (72) (i) = qi7f (P,) hvf = (qrie/hv0)[P0 - (Pj1q) (i) H(0)J, (78

where Hif) is the frequency response associated with h,(t).and
Equation (78) can be solved for (i), yielding

var(N') - (N,')[1 + + X'd) - ,7X/d(l - -) (i) - (qi7fPo/he0)/[l + (ncPj1 hv0)Hf(0)[. (79)

X (2 + Xrd)2/(l + Xrd)3 ], (73)
which reduces to

respectively. For Xrd >> 1 and i, -1, the out-of-loop photo-
counts N,' are strongly sub-Poisson, a result that cannot be () - (qir7Po/hv0)/(1 + n 1Pj-f/hv) (80)

obtained semiclassically as N1 ' is an open-loop count record. for the single-pole filter example. In a similar manner we

B. Negative-Linear-Feedback Process cans
Our second example of closed-loop photodetection is the (i') = qr(l -)(P,) /h%,. (81) l,

NLFP whose semiclassical construct is sketched in Fig. 8. Sir,
In this arrangement, the in-loop photocurrent it drives an Somewhat greater effort is required to deduce the second
optical intensity modulator through a causal linear time- moments, which are dealt with below.

* invariant filter of impulse response h/lt). As a result, for F,
nonrandom input light of constant power P0, the optical theory, it follows that the in-loop photocurrent covariance is

% power emerging from the intensity modulator obeys the neg- of the form *.l.

ative-feedback law cov(i,,,. i,) = q (i) 6(r) + 7f,,(), (82)

P:(0i,: r < tI = ,- (P,q) Jijz(t - r)dr. (74) with a symmetric nonsingular component given by

conditioned on knowledge of the in-loop event history. To I,(T) =q lir Ir Pr[AN.,+,A: = 11 - ti)' (831

W ensure that Eq. (74) represents negative feedback, it is suffi-

• cient to require PI > 0 and h,/t) - 0 for all t.0 1 Because for r ; 0. By iterated expectation and the incremental

P,(11.:7 < tD >_ 0 must prevail under all circumstances, Eq. SEPP description, we obtain

(74) should be viewed as an approximation, even under the
preceding negative-feedback conditions, whose validity re-
quires that the feedback term on the right-hand side in Eq. OUT-OF-LOOP

(74) be smaller than the input power with overwhelming PHOTODETECTOR

probability. It is interesting to note that the DTMPP is a
• NLFP with ht) - hd(tI and P, = P(. For the DTMPP no

probabilistic restriction was needed to guarantee that P, > 0, O

but stochastic linearization expedited the analysis. In what LASEP INTENSITY IN- LOOP

follows, we treat the NLFP. with an arbitrary negative feed- LIGHT MODULATOR DETECTOR

back h,(tI. using a similar stochastic linearization both to
ensure P. _ 0 and to effect steady-state statistical analysis.
Moreover. to make explicit the behavior of our general re-
suits. we use the single-pole filter !

fexp,- t > ) -LINEAR
hit I= (511FLE

10 otherwise I

Fiv. ernmiciassicai- h od etectln n co l iurat, ,i Io :h - \L E'I %

;ja i runnini example \\'- treat the first- and second-m, e arried w' Mach irida an "'ariam,,t,. .n
meni -it it iL ., t he in- ,p ph,ihurrent ;. and the out-it m .

J* ". % ~,J ," .. '..• .,#. . . '€', " " ". " '4, "4 •. J "4'4.' " ,¢ , %"w . .,. - e,.*% . -. •;%
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71 ") = (qn,/hv, I fP: .i) - 2 for r > 0. (841 states, showed there was an equivalent semiclassical formu-
wh sesllation for the experiments reported in Refs. 20 and 21. Our
which is easily reduced to the following Wiener-Hopf equa- preliminary semiclassical work appeared in Ref. 16: it sepa- .u
tion" rates the feedback lo'p from the laser source by employing

R.,(l =ih(~l +(85 an external intensity modulator. as shown here in Fig. S. Inr) = -hPq i -,(r) + W,(r -s)hf(s)ds (85", y ,j what follows we present our quantum analysis of the i. and .'

statistics. After showing how Eqs. (80. (81), and t89l-(91 )
C for 7 > 0. With the same approach. we find that the out-of- are reproduced quantum mechanically, we contrast their

loop photocurrent covariance is semiclassical and quantum interpretations.
cov0i,..', i.9 = q (i') 6() + w,,(7), (86) Our quantum treatment of the NLFP parallels our quan-

tum DTMPP development. It is based on the arrangement

where the symmetric nonsingular component t,. satisfies shown in Fig. 10, in which a coherent-state signal field ttx.
t) with mean given by Eq. (35) illuminates in-loop and out- .

, 1.(r)=-Jn(1- ()P,/hv] J cov(i,.... i.')h.(s)ds (87) of-loop photodetectors through a lossless modulated beam
splitter and a lossless ordinary beam splitter. The modulat-

for r > 0 and the nonsingular cross covariance between the ed beam splitter yields both an in-loop field

in-loop and out-of-loop photocurrents satisfies Ex t) = [T(t)]1 2Es(x, t) + 11 - T(t(]' -tx. t 1. (93 1

. Efr(88) in terms of the beam-splitter transmission
[(,'I -()IW ( T t for 7 > 0

The solutions to Eqs. (82)-(88) are not difficult to obtain T(t( = - (P,,PqI LhAt - r. (94i -
and are best expressed in terms of the noise spectral densi- %

ties associated with the photocurrent covariances and the and a vacuum-state field operator E£,Mx. t. The in-loop

noise cross-spectral density associated with the photocur-
rent cross covariance. The results are"2  4 .

S qP -9 OUT-OF-LOOP

S ; f = q ,C) IIl rtioll- 01: P:H,(f)hh.,-,i ON.. ,.SIT
+I ~~l+'tl IP hH if]- ',.H.90f 'h. 4 'i.-',

and

S ff ~~ ill - -I Hif- h.+12- 1 # I -LOC

(b t- .7,.,7rc h,,o 2C
From these spectra. it follow, that the normalized differ- - I Z.

en(ed phot,,current. :1t il - ,I(: I -' - if (1 - (f: l".I2
has a Ahite-noise spectrum equal to the sum of the z. and ',
shot -noie lex e1- 0 i 3

ft,

S...f = t[. . - . (921 Iai

whereas the in-loop phtocurrent has a sub-shot-noise spe(-
trurnat Irequencieor which 1 ,> and 2 OJT-OF-LOOP
the out-,,f-loop photocurrent has a super-shot-noise spec- . 0 .
trum at all frequencies. These characteristics are illustrat- -
ed in Fig. 9. where %e have plotted the normalized spectra 2-

S 'f q. and , P ,:', for the single-pole filter example -4
with e- / IN-LOOP

The preceding results bear on the recent experiments of - 6"
.Machida and Yamamoto' and Yamamoto et al." These t -V () = (/2,77P~rf/hV,0 =
authors used a GaAs AIGaAs injection laser diode to gener-
ate light and a Si P-I-N photodiode to detect it Negative

eiectrical :eedlack from the detector was provided to the Z -12.-
current drlimn' the laser diode Operation in a configura- 4

ontio anaj,-,,us to Flc ". w.ith = . then led to a sub-shot- 0 I 2 3

no-se in--,,,) ph,,tI, :Irrenti spf-ctrinm a super-shot-nm'se fT
-- oup,, hqphit-current .pi-ctrurn.aod asun otshot-no~se- -

' ~~difterente-,;:rreni b'~u Y = ,m 1lom t 't (,I,- Iae ,
V,. " ,rma ij-,.zd NI.FP pho,-currenl -ectra iniI(..dnltl'i~ 'Itre lflt ,7 tt- ,.i!--t h,,h,,detCtl~f-eedIak -lp- " ~ , 0 !ip ti > er'-u- n,,rmazed tre,.Iul-o, .'- :,r-;".

* ,.i1ti " - - -*- - - Later Hail- and Yan.i-

n, ' hir in.t!--- ,t feed ,!,i k-etnerated -quiee,(-(4e 1,

%.

% I%
.".'
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and out-olo p photocurrents correspond to the operator real-quadrature fluctuations. i.e., those in phase with the

measurements. Eqs. (40) and (41). respectively., where the mean field.
effective fields EIN' and EkoT' are obtained from Eq. (42) The first and second moments of i, and it' are easily ob- I
and the ordinary beam-splitter relations tained from Eqs. (981-(102). With the linearized formula- ,

t) = t) + (I - (1 (X. tion we know that

OL'T(x. " = -(1 -/01 x. t) + 1 ') (x. t. (96)
OqtPh 0)I1 + (7x?,.hPq)Hf(0) (1031

where vet another vacuum-state field operator E8 is intro-
duced. The introduction of the vacuum-state fields [tRI, !l and
comes from the necessity of preserving open-loop commuta-
tor brackets after propagation through the beam splitters (i:') =
when the feedback path is absent. The vacuum-state fields = [q77(1 - ,)Pd/h%]/11 + (ePl/hP0)Hf(O)], (104)
*EIN,, POT, are required for lossy (n < 1) detectors because
of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, which, loosely stat- in agreement with the semiclassical results [Eqs. (79) and
ed. implies that quantum noise is injected whenever loss is (8111. Moreover. by introducing Fourier transforms as in
encountered, again because of commutator conservation. 4  Eq. (591. we can solve the first-quadrature relations in Eqs.
An investigation of closed-loop NLFP commutator behavior 1100) and ( 101). with the following results:

1,, (T)I 
2 .),) + ,(1 - (T))] 2£,(f) + [(0 - 0]'"£m(f + (1 - -7(l2,i\ ()

1 + (7 P, 1h,)H.)f)

will be of interest below, and toward that end we introduce and
here the auxiliary output-field relation for the modulated = [t(1 - E)(T)I"-..P51)f)
beam splitter: (

(T))]'2 ,,f i,7,)l

E~t = -[1 - Tit)]' 2Ex. t) + [Tetll £tX.4 )x. ). - - - + "it--
(97) x , .)

At this juncture, the analysis can proceed rapidly. Invok- (1 7)'
2
toL.T, I(P + f 1 - I

ing an operat,,r linearization of Eqs. t9:0-i96. as was done
tor the DTMPP. and introducing time-dependent quadra- x )nPihI,)_,N,'(/}HAf. (106)
ture operator,. n a manner similar to Eq. 561. we find that Fr(,m these solutions we then obtain the quadrature noise %

= IEP,, h. A .[1 + (pP iiHO . (9 spectra [see Eq. 16:)1
ElS_' :-([' = 1l4i1 + )P.h,)IH.fi:. (107)

' ',I : = -I - ,I: 4E~ ' ' 199 1

- T (f).,, 4 + ( I I t- - I h -,,: ) H OS')4

-1E , , -" t + [, 1 T + (,P, ,0W'

X t In l - ()I ' .(t) and

~7l t, .L,~ I If' i,, il H.(f)SE1F 4 ().
X. 7 . 'Ep r1 h.t - rId7. (100) 09

The quantum second-moment derivations are completed 1) %,
and substituting Eq-. 1071-4 1091 Into the relations

.. t,, = -111- T I' .A ., it) - [,7)1 - ) S ifI = 4q (i , . 110 d

x Il - (T))] I 2 t I + (,7i( - ,mt)P "

- r I E'.. t 4- " l - 2S , (f) = 4q K)" Sis, if). I D

" -. 10 , and r,

x I V r-4;I .'(, - 111A t I.I,

IIF . dwhith ht lh, ir ,t Jinearizati,,t "ti i,,rnmui, ". . ', '

h (= ' J', Ii . ii, ;, tran m o i - i 112) "El)ht1 tirrelit !pectra and ,riv n't-e-trum- !h ,. ir-- !

= .2 o-n"1 nc te r(c.d w(l ! inm,'liimr% qiixidrnitklley respt-t III( \ l.lVl \li 'I Nd')ll~I Ii l ' h " I th '*, :l r r t d

,

N5
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= sytem. When the feedback path to the intensity modulator and
is broken. i, and i,' are statistically independent stationary s ,
shot-noise processes arising from the independent random [ LS2('] (02)6(t - Cf. (118%

atomic excitations occurring in the two detectors under When the field fluctuations are statistically stationary, the
steady classical illumination. Closing the loop reduces the it latter imply the Heisenberg uncertainty limit
noise level at frequencies within the loop bandwidth as in

, any negative-feedback stabilization scheme.16 This in-loop SE 5,E,,(f)SEjif) 1"16
reduction comes about by modulating the incoming light for the quadrature fluctuation spectra. Coherent-state
with a filtered version of the it shot noise. Insofar as the out- o
of-loop detector is concerned, said modulation constitutes light achieves the minimum-uncertainty product in expres-
an excess noise on its illumination in the usual open-loop sion (119) with equal noise strength in each quadrature;

sense. As a result, the out-of-loop photocurrent shows su- squeezed-state light achieves the minimum-uncertaint-

per-shot-noise fluctuations within the loop bandwidth. product in expression (119) with unequal noise strength in
Subtracting the normalized photocurrents precisely cancels each quadrature.

the negative-feedback noise reduction on i, with the ran- Consider the uncertainty products, similar to the left-

dom-modulation noise increase on i' leading to a sum-of- hand side member of expression (119).for the effective fields
shot-noise spectrum for _. EN'(t) and Potr'(t) that drive the in-loop and out-of-loop

Quantum mechanically, the feedback loop reduces the in- photodetectors. We already have expressions for the f;rst-

loop photocurrent spectrum by squeezing. within the loop quadrature noise spectra. The following second-quadra-

bandwidth, the quadrature fluctuations of PLN(x. t) that ture noise spectra can be deduced immediately from Eqs.

spatially match and are in phase with its mean field. Be- (1001 and 1101):
cause of the r-rad phase shift that exists between the rela- SEE, ,.(f) = Sfor Eot-r.(f) = 1t4. (120)
tive phases of the P and £j, contributions to EIN and LCOUT,

which is a consequence of energy conservation. 7 the nega- Equation (120) shows that both second-quadrature noise
tive-feedback loop exacerbates the quadrature fluctuations spectra are coherent-state results. Physically. this is so
of ol TIX. t) that spatially match and are in phase with its because the linearized intensity-modulation feedback does
mean field. -  : As a result. i.' has a super-shot-noise spec- not affect the second-quadrature fluctuations as the latter
trum within the loop bandwidth. When the photocurrents are 7r/2 rad out of phase with the mean field. Because
are normalized and subtracted, the noise-current operator is SE01. Eot-riff) > 1/4. we see that the free field EOLT' obeys

t I t) -', = ,1 2-1- - [0/1. 1 .the usual uncertainty principle [expression (119)]. On the
-[- S [other hand. Sh., E1., (f) < 1/4 prevails within the loop band-

- 2[qp 1 -, i~i~ ;[ 2 P(-t I width. so that t1N violates the free-field uncertainty princi-
pie. If we use the frequency-domain result [Eq. (105)]1 and

+ 
2 l : 1 - - i[ -. , T: '{/I the correspond ing form ula for 1 E fl'I D w e can easily show

-2q . that
+ -AE , :III[~ [El ' , £f l't ] = 0 u2 1

= 2[qt - It 'E . 1131 and

from which the sum-,t--.hot-noises iormula [Eq. (92)] fol- Elt ."l =d o , - . 122)
los immediately.--: 1d + I P , ,122

C. Commutator Relations from which the Heisenberg inequality

Additional insight into closed-loop photodetection can be St .,, f)SF.,..,.f) (S 1/16il + (YP hr,)H l(f)' (1231
developed by examining the field commutators for the quan-
tum NLFP configuration shown in Fig. 10. For notational
compactness, we limit our discussion to spatially integrated T , , OUT-0 -LOOP .
time-dependent photon-unit field operators of the form M PHOTODETECTO1

A-t =.4l- dxPix. :. (114) M.LaED ET

.T(t) N-LO

etc Free fields of -this type have the following commutators: . . , DETE.TOR -.

11 =o 15

. -"' = ,' -~ " ,Im ,FEE DBACK

,Ab. h ire eq i ;w I Ii-t i ' i h It lidrjtiu re ,peratolr commutd-
tor- i-., ii i nlll~ll i.I ct P1' i t'l -hi t inf gu r

I,
i r" P , I,

ol r~l n , rr, ri 11 \1,11 1HI Ild Nll( J d JIIry ) , lh Ini,11 0,1~"ll

III

V- - - -- V V V

L.,.
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follows readily. The in-loop effective field is operating at optical propagation delay has on the quantum NLFP statis-
this uncertainty-product limit at all frequencies. tics and field commutators.

The peculiar nature of the in-loop effective-field commu- Suppose that there is a rp-sec propagation delay between
tator might be evidence that we have inadvertently omitted the modulated beam splitter and the ordinary beam splitter CL, -

a quantum-noise contribution from our closed-loop analysis. and that there is no propagation delay between the ordinary Xjd
It is germane, therefore, to examine the commutators for all beam splitter and the in-loop and out-of-loop photodetec- '
the field operators involved in the arrangement shown in tors. In place of Eqs. (95) and (96) we then have
Fig. 10. The input operators Ast), P(t), L(t), ElN(t, t 1, +(

EOUT, () are commuting free-field operators obeying P

[--(t), E .w')l = 0 (124) EoL-r(X, ) = -(1 - ()l/2 P(X, t - Tp ) + (E'PEB(x. ). (129)

and Mimicking the development of the no-delay case, we can Ile-

show that the mean photocurrents, the photocurrent spec-
tra. and the cross spectrum all take the forms given previous-

-, (t,)] = bj-~t - V) (125) ly with HAID replaced by

forj,j' = S, M, B, INt, OUTu. Whether or not the feedback Hi(f) = exp(-i2"fTp)H/(D. (150)
loop is closed, the open-loop output operators I-Acx(t),

EOUT(t , -OUW'(t ) are free fields whose commutators must Thus the physical discussion concluding Subsection 3.B con-
also satisfy Eqs. (124) and (125). That they do so can be tinues to apply, insofar as moment behavior is concerned,
demonstrated by means of Eqs. (93)-(97) and the lineariza- subject to the impact of the delay factor on the right-hand
tion procedure used to derive the quadrature-noise spectra, side of Eq. (130) on the achievable noise squeezing. Said
without recourse to additional quantum-noise sources. impact is illustrated in Fig. 11. where we have plotted S,(f)iq(i)

The in-loop field operators E(t , 4EN(t ), ,PI'(tl are not for the single-pole filter example with i -/ 2, rPiTrt/hvo = 8,
free fields when the loop is closed, and thus they need not and various r,/rf valuesC
have the usual commutators. We have already found the Now let us consider the commutator behavior when opti-
*,LINiC commutators. By similar calculations we obtain cal delay is included. Here we find that the open-loop out-

put operators IlAux(t), EOLiT(t), EOUT'(t)l continue to have
[ Pl(t')] = iP]NC), PtN(t')] =

i 0 (126) the free-field commutators [Eqs. (124) and (125)], whereas
and the in-loop field operators IEt, EIN(t, El.N'(t)l have the .

commutators given in Eqs. (121),(122)(126).and(127) with

[Pt, E')] = [E m. P 1.. (t') Hf(f) replaced by' Hl'(f) from Eq. (130). If we now write

- 12s-. P t - t')] -
df Ios[' -+ (127) 1 + ( 7tP 1/hr')H 11 (f)

i.e.. all three in-loop fields share the same non-free-field (t - t') - df (7fP 1/ih .)H.'(f)cos(2.fit - ')] (131)
commutator behavior. f I + , UPhr,)H.'(31)

The special character of the in-loop commutators [Eqs.
(122) and 1127] is. we believe, the hallmark of the quantum we can use the causality of H.if to prove that the integral
closed-loop theory. It permits the in-loop photocurrent to term on the right-hand side in Eq. (131) is zero for t - tI <
have a sub-shot-noise spectrum. which is the semiclassical r. Thus. for time differences smaller than the optical prop-
signature of the closed loop. even though all the free-field agation delay, the in-loop fields have free-field commutator
input operators are in coherent states. Indeed. were we to behavior. Physically. this means that. at any time t. the
have I EN(t). E..'t' = oand [P)\) CtI. =1N't)[ bit - C),
with N'it being a linear combination of only the coherent- 25

state field operators Eo. .u(t ). Eftt). Elis,()], i, would 20- e= 1/2, 7" Tj/h v0= 8 Z.
have to he a DSPP. Its spectrum could then never reach
sub-shot-noise levels. 5l/r :0

The preceding discussion confers a special closed-loop /
status on the in op fields l[ t l. Ei t _, E1'0] in the appa- .

.

ratus shown in Fig. 10. This extraordinary behavior can., - 5 0
nevertheless, be reconciled with the obvious facts that Pix. 1

t) represents a field in the free-space region between the 0
modulated and or, inarv beam splitters and Eistx. t) repre-- 5 / 0 '
sents a fir d in the free-space region between the ordinary .

beam splitter and the in-loop photodetector. The key is -is
optical propaiation delax. .

Our entire clised-loop analysis is (it a lumped-element 3 4
chara ter. %iz. n, pripa,:atlin delak \ hatsoever is included f r, ,
1)et.een the ,,p ical elements o the contiguration )I Fig 1 ,

It - . f k U, at dej\ 0 a rl.cil leedlhik t ll1 . \rn ,' \P1l.'r . ;o'', . "" -,, P-' F,'
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fields present in the free-space regiuirs between the modu- commutators for all times and hEFF(t) is the impulse re-
S lated beam splitter and the ordinary beam splitter and be- sponse associated with the frequency response:

tween the ordinary beam splitter- and the in-loop photode-
tector have no special closed -loop status. It is the feedback HEF-q3f (38
action over time intervals in excess of the optical propaga- I+(t~/ioH'f

G~tion delav that leads to the non-free-field forms in Eqs. (122 S.bcuehr))i eofr ~ c.E.(31 h
S and 127). These interpretations can be tested. conceptual- inerltmmuipig onheih-adsdefEq

CC lx b stdyin th trnsint bhavor f te inloo phto- (136) can be replaced with a classical zero-mean real-valued
current statistics when the feedback path is suddenly bro- Gusa admvral fvrac tfIHF~KTi

ken. If the field that exists at any one time between the demonstrates that .t'()differs from the coherent-state
modulated beamn splitter and the in-loop detector is, in es- field operator -kEEFF(t) on t > to only by a c-number random
sence. a classical -state free field, then breaking the feedback variable. Hence 4~N(t):t > tol is in a classical state, and li,:t
path at time to, when the loop was in its steady state, must > tol is a DSPP.
make lit > t01 a DSPP. The proof is as follows. .

Suppose that the closed-loop svstem, incorporating the
7 -sec propagation delay, is in its statistical steady state at t 4. NONCLASSICAL FIELD EXTRACTION
= t,, and that the feedback path is broken by, freezing the In this our concluding section.we address the use of nonclas-
modulated beam, splitter's intensity transmission for t > t_ sical light-beam correlations to extract nonclassical open-
i.e.. by forcing loop fields from closed-loop photodetection systems.

Tm ~. - P~vtT ;hi~
t ~ - )dr A. Dead-Time-Modified Poisson Process/Photon-Twins

Field Extraction
(132) Parametric dlownconversion and atomic-cascade emission

to prevail for t ':! t,,. where h,'(t) is the impulse response processes both yield the photon-twin light beams that were
associated with H.ih iand Th is still given by Eq. (102). We suggested 2 2.23 and recently used:2 for producing open-loop

3then find that Eq. (100i becomes sub-Poisson light by gating procedures akin to the arrange-
= I' T~t2.lt.,,u~ + - (,)~ment that we have dubbed the DTMPP.4 9 A basic structure

Ait, It T) -S t-r)+Io T for such experiments is shown in Fig. 12. The photon-twin
rX E£f,lt 7- + [nil -(1 dl'EK,(0 source produces two spatially disjoint quantum fields that

illuminiate identical in-loop and out-of-loop photodietectors
+(1 -7 (t) -AN( P, P1 h 1, through flip-mirror arrangements driven by the in-loop pho-

tocurrent in the manner of Fig. 5. In parametric fluores-fX )h 'f~t(t,, - i., - 7 dr (133) cence. the photon-units fields El,Evx. t) (center frequency

vi,y)e and E,1;x. .t I((center frequencY :'~j,;) are each in clas-
for' 1 1. 2. Using the remarks urrounding Eq.( ) 1),l sical states"; yet, because of energy, conservation at the
we c'an !-ho%% from Eq. I :i:>) that phktuin-generation level, they% have perfect photon-flux cor-

111" I N =I.1 1) (1.34) relati on. namely.

and var 1  dx0.,,'.:ex )-£li.). ~ 1 r)X. tilj0.

1IENr It "i I. ;)( - t') (135) (1391

hold for 2.' Thus the effective photon-units fieldA
driving the in-loop photodetector for the t a t., transient 74
reglime has free-field commutator behavior. To prove 4,:t > .,
z,.; is a DSPP. wve need only- show that ;EYN(t:t > t,.1 is in a ~'E ' -VN-LOO

classical state. a LI TC- 2 UNTEF P

Using our frequencY-domain solution tn the steady-state ,XPRO CNT( ,

thedat k lOrt w~.10)ith delay includedi. we can show

P"',

PHC_ C

for =1. 2 anti %%here DEECTC- .

S -~i~- .T -. ' - -. T -

- hi-mon . pe-,I' -itO Poissin (team c,nernrt vI\

ii I ~ .~ IhA \I'' ,r.n.'o n, I, rt,-Trm 11 Tt rhe Iit- I, ,ii
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This correlation is exploited by using photodetections from correlation permits the photon-flux behavior of the signal :
the reference field to gate both the reference and the signal field to be inferred from a homodyne-detection phase mea-
fields, resulting in a sub-Poisson out-of-loop photocount surement on the probe field. This, in turn, permits the N

record, as will be shown below, feedback loop to be closed by using the probe-field phase a_
Let us assume that the detection area Ad comprises a measurement instead of the signal-field direct-detection

sufficiently large number of spatial modes of th, parametric measurement. 21 eq

fluorescence that the low-photon coherence conditions' ap- To make the preceding remarks explicit, let the input signal
plies. We can then linearize the in-loop and out-of-loop and probe fields have strong mean values
effective photon-flux operators about their mean values and (P(x 0)- (P/h Ad)t '2  (144) '
show, using techniques similar to those in Subsection 3.A, {'
that for j = S. P, where Ad will be regarded not only as a photode-

(N,)(N,' '\l~l XTd) (40) tector active area but also the cross section over which the
(N,) = (N:') = Mt/l1 + Xrd) (140) Kerr interaction transpires. We neglect self-phase modula-

* and tion. loss, and dispersion and assume that the phase shifts
produced by cross-phase modulation are very small com-

var(N,) = )/(1 + Ar)
2
. (141) pared with a radian. In terms of the spatially integrated

fields we then have
variN.') =(.. + (I - 7t)2,\1+(l + X7-)J/( + Xr,) 2 . (142) OUT(t - I1 + ALI(PP/hip) +

Here.,\ = nPREF/h"REFr= ,rP5 c,,/hvst-1 gives theaverage open- X A.p,(t - 7p)1t.P(t - r) (145)
loop photoemission rate in terms of the average fluorescence
power P divided by the photon energy h, at the reference and
and signal frequencies, and the detector quantum efficiency ElN(t) =1 + i.L[(E)2A, + 2(E)Aa "2
•7 was assumed to be the same at both of these frequencies. +
When XA >> I the out-of-loop photocount record will be sub- X A.S(t - r)lEp(t - rP), (146)
Poisson with a variance limited by the imperfect effective
photon-flux correlation caused by the quantum-mechanical- where we have linearized about the strong mean fields.

ly independent r? < 1 quantum noise introduced at the in- Here. is the cross-phase-modulation coupling constant, iP.

loop and out-of-loop detectors, viz., = L/c is the propagation delay, and subscript 1 denotes firt
field quadrature. The homodyne measurement on the in-

var(N.') X N.')2(1 - - (143) loop probe field Ei- is arranged to sense the second field
quadrature. The operator representation for the resulting

Production of strongly sub-Poisson open-loop light by using homodyne photocurrent is then' .
the DTMPP photon-twins route will therefore require near- "
unity photodetector quantum efficiencies at both -REtF and I = 2qnpPt/h,j,)' 2

1 L(PJh.,, '[ ) A[(

,-i,. + 2( -X -A t - -il + 8,._
,it - rp)m P

B. Negative-Linear-Feedback Process/Quantum + ,(147) P

Nondemolition Field Extraction where P[,0 is the local-oscillator power and I,- is a zero-mean
Yamamoto ot al.-! suggested that a Kerr-effect QND mea- white Gaussian noise process of spectrum q-7ti 1 - TI)PL0-hI'p
surement : he used to extract a sub-shot-noise open-loop that represents the ni < I quantum noise incurred in the '
field from their teedback-modulated semiconductor-laser homodyne apparatus. The feedback loop is closed by pass-
NLFP system. They also showed-' " how the back action of ing , through an amplifier of gain K = hj,,/2,LPLoPP)1 2
the QND measurement increases the second-quadrature
iphasei noise on the extracted sub-shot-noise out-of-loop
field. imparting to this field sufficient quantum noise to
make its commutators take on the requisite free-field char-
acteristics. These results can easily be reproduced in our t: -
NLFP construct, wherein the modulation is external to the LOOP N__ _ '

laser, as sketched out below. The behavior oft the semicon- b ETECTOR
ductor laser itself plays no part in our treatment.

Consider the NLFP/QND arrangement shown in Fig. 13. EFECT ""

In this setup, two strong- coherent-state fields, the center- ME Um'

trequenc, .. sicnal tield .x. t). and the cencer-trequencY , N-L000

,,prohe field E,,ix. : are the principal inputs. The former . - _,. , -'

tranisits a modulated heam -plitter. in the manner ot the EEE37A

,rmary'% Fin, I0, NLF[' experiment, before interactin with SG?,"

the -pr- he o ie the err ineditum. The cros';-phase-rnd . -

ulat In inter:ittTn ,,c orrio,1 ,,ver an Lin path in that med C"-, K %

tim en,.endEr- oul.i--hil t' ipliom- het,,een !he ph,,t,,I, ---am

lr\ leiii\ ,i i he i enterI treqtuen( - -inal field ,x.:"I "1 Q-\- -hwrv.lmn, rli . tt1- h m. r h ea i.,i n• !'.. .t o w ,- r v u'~ p.r\ 1e o.,i cu 'rrd Lh l vd,: 1.l 1i a e q u u

/ e., i w,:,+ r,.+~ , .z Z Z T.," ' ~ e* ~. ,,,:+ % . .S .% - ,' - , - 
- .- % , .~ ,-_ -,. ...... - , ..... . . . . . .ittnov -
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and the causal linear filter q-'hflt). From this point on, it is highly intense beam, and the optical modulator is an infi-
straightforward to derive the following field-quadrature and nite-bandwidth electro-optic intensity modulator driven by"
photocurrent fluctuation spectra and commutators for the an arbitrary causal time-varying nonlinear system run from
out-of-loop signal field EOLT(t): the photocurrenl i, Then this photocurrent can also be an

arbitrary SEPP. In other words, using the semiclassical
SEoL-rjEoL-r1(f' closed-loop theory, which is valid when the input light is in a %me

1 + i7PIH,'(f)f/h,,1",4(,,L )
2 (T, ykPp/hvpl(Pshvs) classical state, we can synthesize any SEPP by choosing the

= , feedback function to be such that the power falling on the %
411 + iP1 lhe4H.'(f) : photodetector satisfies5 2

(148) P,(It,, Nj)]/h% = yi., (1541_

4-1[1 + 4b L)2 (T) (Pph vp)(Pslh's)]" where u, is the conditional rate function for the desired

(149) SEPP. By this technique, we can use coherent-state light to
create a closed-loop beam whose direct-detection statisticsS,, (f) q'i') [4'?EkrEq -j/ + l 701, (150)

S q) E f) ~ - (150) match those of any desired (classical or nonclassical state'
[EOCT(t0 EOLTOt')] = 0, (151) open-loop beam. It should be clear from Subsections 4.A

and 4.B and IV.B that quantum-beam correlations of either

and the photon-twins or Kerr-effect QND variety will permit
extraction of said closed-loop field, leading to the aforestat-

[tOtT(t, E. t' ] = b{t - t'), (152) ed synthesis procedure for open-loop beams of arbitrary

where (T) = (P,/Pj1 + (,Pthis'lHj'(0)] is the mean prescribed direct-detection statistics. It should be noted.
beam-splitter transmission, however, that open-loop direct-detection statistics do not

We see from Eqs. (1481 and (150) that when the probe uniquely determine the density operator of a quantum
power is sufficiently large the free-field output EOUT will be field,5 so we cannot say that the procedure that we laid out

largtuadre, ithie elouput b ith and can synthesize arbitrary prescribed field states. Such asyn-
first -quadrature squeezed, within the loop bandwidth, thsspoeuemanehpdeatinbefo lsd
yield a sub-shot-noise out-of-loop photocurrent spectrum
over this frequency range. We see from Eq. (149) that the loop heterodyne detection, inasmuch as it is known that
second-quadrature Iphase noise on this output beam has open-loop heterodyne detection statistics do determine the

been raised above the coherent-state level by the photon- density operator
flux (first-quadraturel probe noise introduced through the
Kerr interaction [cf. Eq. (1451]. Moreover. this back action ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
exactly reclaims the appropriate free-field commutator rela- Tap nrtions [Es 11 n 12]adteeoefre h ne- Two of the authors. J. H. Shapiro and P. Kumar. acknowl-,

iosJEqs. (1511) and 1152)] and therefore forces the uncer-
tainty product obtained from Eqs. (148 and (1491 to satisfy edge valuable technical discussions with R. S. Bondurant
formula 119k, Indeed, if we adjust the probe power , t and H. A. Haus. This research was supported in part by the

ationa Science Foundatio and the adoint Serice Erbepec-Ppt
minimize this uncertainty product at a selected frequency ', National Science Foundation and the Joint Services Elec-
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Abstract. '['lie piiitmIlliuiitoi u si tist ics of sii t -vnoise light have been st udied
esieIISI\Clv, L ighit exhlibitling such stattistical properties arises inl photon-
geiwrit ion procestes thatti ~Imol e a t \ u-Stage cascade Oif Poisson -bl)I-eL! eve, its,
such as cait hidol urninescurnce. Ex pressioins for the pliotocoutit ing distributions
aire Complex liecaiuse the% depend onl thle overall meain of' the distribution, the

pliutodetectiir ciiilitiiig time,. and the( spectrum oif thle light. A simiple t\\o-
parameter dis.tribution, tihe Nevrmni '\pc-A (NTlA), is shossn to provide anl
excellenit appriixirniatiiin to the( pllutuclointing statistics of'shot-nioise light %%ioh

ill titil pclal pripurtics. The N.T.\ doit ri tiIn tliere(Ore play \s tlite samie role
hil shoit-11iisC light that th l'ijIt IN c-lli 1u0111Il Io distIbutio 101ILIVs for chaloti I ght.

1. Introduction
Th le sliiit-tl(iise-dri'lktif diMuhlv stiochastic Poisson pot it process (SN IJI) (1, 21

and thle T honmas pililit pro cess (TITl) 131 are useful fo~r describn N eunso

evnlts that arise I'rutii i cascadeC (if t\\ 55(1lisson-based point processes, wshen the

temporal ellects ofi tlue cicading proicess are taken Into aCCOtunt . TIse point

proccssCs hiave Iiit rd uist' in a vairiet of' fields, Including optics [1 81, visionl

* [4,6(, 9-11I], and other disciplies ranging froin biological Information transissioui%

to ast rop~li\-sics II, 3, 4, 12 141
'Thle S N I) W is formed frn i t\\ ()-stage I 1 0issot cascade, in \\h lich eachi event (if ait,

* pritnarN, Poisson poinlt proicess produces ai virtual inlioioigeneous rate funct io n,
11101ci In Iturn' IS the souir c iif ai Secondary noin-statlionary Poisson p~oint process. T[he

Secondary p~rocesses are supetrimipoised to form thle overall (stationary) poiint process.

Th le S ND 1~Is aI doubly stoichast ic Poisson point proicess (1)SPP1); it is also a Special

case o~f tilie N es man Scott Cluster proucess I11, 1 21. Th le primnarv events are excluded
Iroill th lo (verallI puii t proicess in) tie( SND1PI; tile 11I1 Is diist inisl ,ieId 01n1\ b\ tile :

inclusion of' the primlary events. It has been sho~wn that the S ND 1) Counting

d ist ributiiii reduLIcs tot the simiple Nes niati T'pe-A ( N'IA) I1, 4, 15 hsen cascadi1tig

occurs instantaneously,; thle TIT1 coutIntitig d.istribuLt(ion similarly reduLIcs to thle
'Thomas (whic11h is similar to the N'I.) fin thle absence of timec dynamnics 13, 16).

lIn tile conltext 0i' optics, thle tll(I\m has been1 Used to chiaracterize. tile

piii)tiiciitiiititig statistic-s Of slIu)t-nOisc 11liht. LightI c\IhItlLt sii(hi st;itistit'ii

% %.



£ ch,i raytcrist ics arises when the photonl-generatio proces WO SInvolves a t\\o-st Igu

* .ascade of Poisson-based events. Examples include cathodolumninescence, optical

fluorescence initiated by ionizing radiation , and Xryadograph\-. ]in processes
Such as', these, bo0th the impinging excitations (primary events) and the photon
emI11Sions ( secondaryX events) are often endlowed with Poisson statistics. 'Ilhe
presence o* (ercn ko\ photons can b~e accommodat ed by Includ ing the primiary

C\ nt.s 1.31.
l f'OrtUilatelv, expressions for the photocounting distributions- associated \\ ith

shot-noise light are complex because they depend onl the overall mean of the
distribution KnI>, the counting time 7I' and a function Iz(f). 'I'hlis function is anl
inhomogeneous rate that describes the time course of secondlary-event production

upon the arrival of at primary event, and it determines the spectrum of thle light. Thle
principal parameters that characterize Ii(f) are the average number of secondary
events per primiary event Or (thle area of hi(I)) and thle characteristic secondlary-event

Cluster t inie T~ (thle width of hdt)).
''ihe purpose of this paper is to Inv'estigate the validity of the Neymian 'v\pe-.A

d istriblutioin as an approx inat ion for the photocou nt inig statistics of shot- noise l ight
%\ith arbitrary spectrUni. It is at simple distribution characterized by two parameters:
its mevan <;i,> and a muoltiplicat ion Parameter (2. 11we choice of til particular rS

distribution follows from theoretical studies demonstrating that the SN I)P and 'I'li
coun ting (list ribUt ions approach the N'IA in various lImt [I 3] Our principal

Interest is in the region /5 = T/ur 1, \\-here thle specific form of Ii(1) is, likely to be
Important. 'Ilh counting time 7' is then of the order of the characteristic splay-out

ittle of thle secondary p J)IISC (T. so that the valid ity of- the aprxmtomutb
determined numerical ly. AI he N 'I'A approximation turns out to be excellenlt NOIhen
11(tI) assumeIIs t\\ C011c1nu0o1 fornis (rectangular and exponential) , f'or all regions of thle

paramecters I and fl. ()Li r results Suggest that thle approximation is probably v qI II~
suitaible for arbitrary hi(l), 2 and fi

'[lIe approach(_I w\e adopt ISsila to that used by Be'daid, Chiang and \Mandel [ 17] t

and by I ~ri na and his cox~ crk-ers 118 2 1]. TFhe former St~d clv ealt w~it h the use if' the

ne~gat\ i ~c-hi nonlial if iSt ribit ion as in appi OXinat ion for thle photOCOUnt IIg statistics

of, chaotic light w ith ar bitrary\ spectrumi. '[hei Later studies VeMe concerned v ith Olee
use of the n101-central negat ive' binomial (I ~aguerre ) (fist ribution as anl approx il)-

atinii for the photOCOuntilig statistics of mi'xed cohecrent and chaotic light 1221.

2. The NTA counting distribution '

'he N'l'A distributed random variable 11, of mneanl Kn> and mo)til iplic at ion)

paramnetir a (average inumber of secondary events per primary event), has at mioment -

generating fo nelt ion g11 veil bV II5

Q(S) < exp -- Sn) c x p (exp1) (e(- s) - Ii--I I

Its varianice is

VS \ PI(i) 1(I )V (2)

!A .5i



T' lusuail cxprslt I or the NT'A countig distribution p(ni) takes thle h'oii of' anl
ininite series [4],\\t it areCUrrenlCe relationi of the form [I1]

(11 + I )P(11+ I) 1 K> Zexp (a)-P(In-),
j-~ 0 (3)

p(O)=CP- exp a)].

Wheni I -( I, 1I 0 (3) reduce to e'Xpressions f'or the Poissoni distributionl.

3. Comparison of the NTA and SNDP counting distributions
'I'lic N'lA is conisidered it canididlate for approximating the SNDP anid TIT

Co~I iit I ug d ist ribUt ionS bcause it is kiiowti from the~oreticalI argumen121ts thlat it
app)Iroaches tlhese compl)ex counlting ditrbtoII iniportanit limnits. For vanlishi %

ingl v simall cor f'or van islilinglv Small flit. ndly, it has lici shiown that the S Ni)
CoiiltiTIi (li/stiI)itoI~i ap)roicleIIS thet Poissonl di]sibu1)tion for arlitrarv Ih(i) [ 1, 2].
'Ellis IS bfeC IIuSe the secondcary putlse clusters are theni eithier very sp~arse (i << I ) or are
cut apart by the snil I vaIlue of T1 (/1< I 1). Sice thle NTlA approachies thle PoissonI
diStribuLt(in Itfo aniliiilligl\- small a, it certainly is a good approximation) to the
.SN )I lin this regioni. At the opposite exttreme, \Olicn f? 1, thle SNlOP counTtinig
dlistribuilti also approacheis tile NT'*A f'or i bitrarv /1(1) [1I , 2]. 'hsis b)ecause all of'

hie s'condary_. pulse's are' thenl capIt Lired in) tilie lon1g counting tie T sinice T>> T

'l'hic Conilirisoil IS ef]L'(ted liv b, tcl-Iinfg thle N'IA meani anid varince (2) to the I

llleCiil anIL vilallucH( Of tOW SN 1V1 couiitiig (list rikuti)oil wich IS given lI)\

'II lie1.uilt it IS / it LICUT ru-Sif,-f rI -iiipaameter that is deternimied by I,) anid 7I'.

\VlICII /IM) hasl theL rctanguilar foriji

tht.dt L t( mimict(. // ( i I I o.) ', ( (fIll( I

//)SND)1, relC) = (6)

'li uIsefulne1ss of- the N'lA as alit ap~proximiation to thle SNI)1 coiuitilig

d ist rili~itim \%11 ti spiut nil properties dleternii ed bv the rectangular form of 10 /) is

ill it ra ted~ g ratphi Iit all v ill figur Te I1 S ix rejpreSii t i t ye S N I) COi 11 t I 1lg LI I -t ri bltioll0s1.
al shiii\\ 1i \erISls ku(1111t Il~iIt fi lOt- a\ oi M 'a Iltie of the S N I1)' PILillij)ltMIMIi

parvaillieter )t antI the uitlieratio) fi= T TP I'lie'SC distrlibUtoIlIS \\('Ie CICillillttl

frrM)Ik'IL(L II Ihi rClrol realils de1S ICrivedo. ea rIeI-r [I] T[lie11 nita itiuit It, < ?I I 0 1 i all cs.

Also ShioMl iiI figure I are six N'lA titiuils\ oema n aiiu i~ebe
inatchfi.d tot those of thle SN DP COUnti1ig distI but1ions b\ C(fLIaItIlg (2) and( (-I), alid h\
LisilIIg (0) toi solVe fill (JIII terms of' an ;lit]/. Ini several panels of' iviurutI I IhI t\o CUT-\eCS

lie, 11o 11l1;iil\ ilIciiil thiit they\ look Ilike. a ,mlglct(lii\t.

1v
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figure 1 that IN'IA and rectangular SNIDl distributions of' thle samne meanl and
variance are indistinguishable for o( = I regardless of the value of fl. The samie is true
for )r 10 and fl=0-05, as in figure I1(d); this Is expectedl because the S NI J)I
dist rib~ution redIuces to thle N'1A when hi(l) Is rctanlgular In shapej) and 1t1 leCounting
inie Is very short (ft< ) ) [I. I. However, the NI,\ provides aI less-than- perfect

;illproxintitofl for certain ranges of thle count number n, when )t = 1(0 and fl = 05
andl5.

Sirttillirl re(SUlts aIre shown%1 inl figure 2 %% len /1(1) aIssumes the exponenftial forml

lic xp (7P%~~

T %
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AS IgUrt 2. Six. ruprcsetlaltI' e uCprtuIIAi SN I)I COuLTtg distributitons compared '\t.ith

NTA'. d.iStibtMIttS ofI the SiMIC ItuAl (<11> = 10)) Mnid \artayite. Thet paramteters I and I

'a Ii V,%hil case the exponential deg rees-of- freedonm parameter Jf'(SND 5 , exp) is
given hy III

.f/(SNI)I,exp)= - 2#3 (8)
ex I-) 2fl) + 23- I

Again, VarrttuS a VUtS (Of I and li are repre-ented Inl thle inldivRiI u panels of figuLre 2,

.5.and <n> = 1(0. The match Ing of' thle variance Is again ace nplished by equatinlg (2)

and (4), Ibut n 1W. (8) is used( to give a Ii termns of x and fl.

In tlittrus 2 (o) (e),. Il f ,\luus iIgures 2 (d) M) 2 1. /3 Incrucascs front

if(Sat tile top parwls to 5i ;I the bot)toml patnuls. Appilrerttly thu( Nl;\ and

C\jpfiltti SN\ IW dIStII Il)LItttIM)I'tir as AIndllslaO (\1lii thue raplcull

AL 1d,. l h -14 S \h -1- Vd , f-~ c~ ) h ;il.o l 1 h ,

A. kC I tCI th tll)(klS)I M1 lt T i h A ) TC11,1S
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distribUt ionl whenI I= 10 anld 0-= 05 (figi oc 2 (d)); this Is expected LI]. Ill fact, tile
NTIA misses thle niark bv it bit for all cases tin w.hich )(= I10. N everthecless, a
comlparlson of' Figures I and 2 denmonstrates that the NI A fares just ab ou t as well ITIn

approximating rectangular and exponential S NI) counting distributions. Ile
S N )I' distibutionis applear to be smioothied \'ersionisof thie N'IA, in whIich the sharp
dips of p( n), at low values of Yi are washed out. IThe tails of the d istribu tions are
appjrox i niatelv the sameI.

The good ness of the approximation can be qu1.antitatively estimiated. To
accomplish this, w\e calculate the relative error 6(un) ats a function of the count number
n, where 6(n) (in l is dleineid ats

(5(n)= IOU x -p0,SI1)(9)

r)(?) I S d I spaI;Ied in) f 1gulres 3 (aj, b) for rectan11gLIar SN 1 ), and I n 3 (c, (1) fo)r
e xp1)onieniitialI S N I) 1), c ouniit Iinig dIs t rib)u t Iins. I h e val Iu es oif 7 aniid /Iatr e i mid 1iat ed Iin thIie
in1d I\ Ida pae Iot )i th IIIgulreC, an id atgi Iiin > = 1 U. [l i cr ro r I s ois c Ii to r v, i the

counttnuber, indicating that the approximation is better for cer-tainl values of' it.

e )vra I I. t Iie r ela t Ivxe e rr or i s o ft en IIU I t e small i II, 1) ut I t canti 1) ec o i ie latr g e fo0r par Ft ICIic ilr
alLIes o)f 11. l.xpetatiMrIS based oi thcoretical argumntts arc borne nit. leNI A
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provi a I pproximation for the rectangular SNDP distribution (i.e.

the curves lie bit ve ) than for the exponential SNDP distribution. TYhe

approximation is always somewhat better for f/=005 than for higher values of ft.

4. Comparison of the NTA and Thomas-process counting distributions
'Phe N'I'A also approaches the 'I'' counting distribution in certain limits. 'he

TPP counting distribution with arbitrary h(t) becomes the Poisson distribution
when o =0, or when [# and t37 become vanishinglv small [3]. '[he first conditions
represents a degenerate case in which there are no secondary events but Poisson.
primary events are carried forward, whereas the second condition represents a
situation in -which the secondary-pulse clusters are cut apart by the small value of 7'
(fl<< 1). Since the NTA also approaches the Poisson when a--*0, it ciearlv provides a
good approximation to the '111' counting distribution in this limit. In the opposite
case, when /;>> 1, all of the secondary events are captured in the long counting time T,
along with the primary events, and the WPl counting distribution with arbitrary h(t)
approaches the 'l'homas distribution [3, 4, 16], which in turn is similar to the NTA.
Finally, in the limit [l>> 1 , a >> 1, the '111l, SN D)l' and N'I'A counting distributions all
approach the fixed multiplicative Poisson distribution [4].

''he variance of the '111) counting distribution is [3]
I +±30{/.f(' +±2/.#/. I)

Var (I) = II >, (10)

where . 1/' and . /1 are h'lonias degrees-of-freedom parameters that are determined
by h(l) and T. When h(t) assumes the rectangular form represented in (5),

t/(I'i', rect) =.(/(SN 1)P, rect), (1I)

as given by (6) and [3]

rect) 3(1+/)- (/ .), (12)

''lie N'A and "l'l counting distributions were compared in the same way as ,

reported earlier. The means and variances of the NTA and the TPP distributions
were matched by equating (2) and (10), and by using (6), (11) and (12) to provide an

expression for a in terms of a and /.
Six representative rectangular TI'P counting distributions, along with six NTA

distributions of the same mean and variance, are displayed in figure 4. The ''Pl

distributions were computed from the recursion relations obtained previously [3].
'Fhe mean <n> was again chosen to be 10, and the same values of and / were used as

in figure I for the SNI)lP. In four panels of figure 4 the N'I'A and 'l'Pl curves are so
nearly identical that they look like a single curve. Comparison of figures 1 and 4
reveals a great deal of similarity.

Again, the goodness of the approximation may le quantitatively established by
use of the relative error (5(n) expressed in (9), substituting p(n, 'I'PP) for p(n, SN1)l).
'Ihe result is displaved in figure 5. The values of ,i>, a and /3 are the same as those
used for the SNI)P in figures 3 (a, h). Again, the NTA approximation is sonlew\hal
better for fl = 005 than fur higher Values of [. A general comparison of figures 5 and 3
quickly confirms that the N.A provides as suitable an approxinmation for tlw
rcttailgulatr '1'l1I distribution as it does for the rectangular SN )Pl distributiM).

...%. . .%,. %... . . . .. . -. .. , , ,,. -.... ,_. , . ,% .
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1k\e coneUl od that the NI A provides an excellent approximation for the S NI)
and IT' counting distributions, with rectangular and exponential impulse response
funIctionIs, when thle meanIl and variance of the distributions are matched. The N'IA
distributioni therefore plays the same role for shot-nloise light that thle negative-
binlomal distribution plays for chaotic l ight.

Final. ,%c note that Counting dist ribUt ions1 for cascaded. Poisson processes with
anl arlbitrarv Inmber of stages have recently been calculated [23, 24]. As anI extensionl
of' the work reported here, It would he of Interest to examine thle performance of' the%.

N'X' d ist ribo tiol as an approx imat ion to tll , cascaded-Poisson faily~ of' counting a

d ist ributotnIs. A sim1i lar approaCh TIM\tv also he uIsefl for approximating ntln- I ois"Ol .

cascadedCC processes, SIuLIC as those II .s(lI for describing the generation of ant ibunched

and sob- Poissonl lighit 125]. Aside fromt the NT''A , manyv two-stage simple tireC-
i Il(-plelltll Iounting (list rib) itirrits have hecit1 develope'd MrI I the \C;TS.
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Applying Eq. (A6) to Eq. (A2) and using
APPENDIX A: RELATIONSHIP Gk'(z)=zGa(z) (A7)

BETWEEN YULE-FURRY
AND LOGARITHMIC COUNTING STATISTICS which relates the PGF's of the shifted and unshifted

The statistical behavior of logarithmic counting statis- counting distributions, respectively, we obtain
tics was shown in Sec. II A to resemble that of the pure- I d G
birth iYule-Furryi model. The purpose of this appendix G(z) GA(Z) (A8a)
is to present a connection between the two counting dis- ( Z

tributions. and its inverse
For a general discrete probability distribution P(x),

we consider the expectation GAz=(XA) G . (Ab)

(_ / T__x P(x=l , (Al)
-(X From Eq. (A8b) we can see that the logarithmic PGF

behaves like an unbounded cumulative version of thehich is clearl normalized. This leads us to view the uF
sum e(unshifted) Bose-Einstein PGF. The moments of thesetion of the tye a two distributions can be linked to all orders by evaluat-ing Eq. (A8) at z =exp( -s) to obtain relations for the

PatxJ=[x/(x4 )]P(x) , (A2) moment-generating function Q(s), whose properties are

from which the auxiliar> condition given by Eqs. (BI) and (B2) of Appendix B.

x, =F,-- (x, (A3)
ma be obtained, where FA is the Fano factor, or APPENDIX B: THIRD-ORDER MOMENTS

%ariance-to-mean ratio, of the original distribution. FOR A CASCADED PROCESS
It is evident from the construction of Eq. (A2) that It is well known that the nth ordinary moment of a

PR (x ) is zero when x =0, although this need not be true general counting distribution P(x I may be obtained from
for P4 (xi. The former distribution may thus belong to its moment-generating function (MGF, (Ref. 141,
the class of unit-shifted counting distributions, whose
members can represent cascades in which the primary Q, (s) (exp( - sx))
particle is included along with its offspring (as discussed
in Sec. II A). = i exp( -sxlPx' , (Bl)

If PA(x) is the Poisson distribution, we employ Eqs. ,=0
(1) and (3) to evaluate Eqs. (A2) and (A3):

by successive differentiation according toP8(.x)= (x, )X - exp( -(xA ))/(x -I), x >1 ,

(A4a) (x")=(-l)5I"-Q (s) for all n (B2)
as -0

% ) = I + (x, ) (A4b) Alternatively, it is oftentimes more convenient to em-
This is just a unit-shifted version of the Poisson input, ploy the semi-invariant or cumulant-generating function
which can be easily verified by comparison with Eq. (5). (CGF)

On the other hand, if P,(x) is the logarithmic distri- K,(s)B-In[Q,(s) , (1331
bution, then with the aid of many of Eqs. i7)-(13) we in K [(
fact obtain the Yule-Furry, or shifted Bose-Einstein, which yields the mean (x ), variance '(x), and third
statistic: central moment MIpx) directly:

P,(x)=exp -f)[ I -exp( -J6]' , x > 1 , (A5a) =

a% long as ,, =0B ,
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gradual decrease in probability between adjacent counts tainly yield an enhancement in this emission-time win-
beyond n = I in all our experimental distributions; it is dow.
typically shallower than that required by the above esti- The small excess clustering that exists in the Apollo
mate. We conclude that the afterpulsing contribution is 17 counting distributions from space with very long
not crucial and need not be considered in our models, counting times (see Fig. 2) also supports the abov e inter-

Luminescence can arise from the excitation and relax- pretation, especially since the MgF 2 windo%% of the asso-
ation of molecular states in the faceplate material of the ciated PMT fluoresces more efficiently than the SiO, and
PMT, and has been studied extensively in connection glass materials used by the other photomultipliers ,
with the effects of the radiation environment on space- We believe fluorescence is not sufficient to full> ac-
borne photomultiplier tubes. 34 - 37 Unlike Cherenkov count for the observed geometric feature that is so well
photons, which are copiously produced but cannot be in- described by our models (see Fig. 13. Nevertheless, fu-
dividually resolved at the detector, the less numerous ture experiments employing point-process detectors in %
luminescence photons are emitted during the compara- conjunction with pulse-height analyzers would more pre-
tively long molecular relaxation times and may thus be cisely elucidate the contribution of fluorescence noise to
registered as individual events. In fluorescence decay, the clustered photomultipher background 0
this deexcitation commonly occurs from over a few to "1
hundreds of microseconds, whereas in phosphorescence -
decay times may span from minutes to days. Of the two
processes, the former is likely to be most significant to IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
our counting experiments because its decay parameter
can be well accommodated within the chosen counting
times. We have shown that cosmic-ray-shower fluctuations at

A statistical estimate of fluorescence noise is very ground level can be effectively represented by the
difficult to obtain, unless the correlation between cosmic Poisson-drien Yule-Furry or the negative-binomial
rays and fluorescence photons at the detector is known. (Poisson-driven logarithmic) two-parameter counting
This relationship cannot be deduced following a probability distributions. The agreement between data
photon-counting experiment because knowledge of the and theory determined with photomultiplier tubes
occurrence times and pulse heights of individual events operated in the dark is remarkable, given the simplicity
is lost. For this reason we cannot totally exclude of the underlying pure-birth cascade model. The
fluorescence from our experimental measurements, al- mathematical basis for the success of the theory lies in
though arguments against its dominance can be set the presence of mean-square excess fluctuations in the
forth. variance of the multiplication statistics, of which the .-

If cosmic-ray particles were completely divorced from Yule-Furry and the logarithmic distributions are funda-
fluorescence emissions, the latter would simply add to mental examples. In order to extract the cosmic-ray-
the uniform background of random events, which is nat- shower component from the PMT data, we found it
urally incorporated into our models via the dark-rate pa- necessary to formulate a more precise description of
rameter JUD. A strong correlation between the two phe- photomultiplier background events by combining the
nomena, on the other hand, would imply that a cosmic- Poisson-driven cascades with an independent Poisson
ray count is closely followed by fluorescence events, thus random variable that summarizes other count sources at
falsely enhancing the shower clustering properties. the detector.

However, recent numerical simulations by Howell and Finally, we note that cosmic-ray clusters are particu-
Kennel of NASA (Ref. 35i have shown that existing larly deleterious to some counting experiments. We
correlations between Cherenkov and fluorescence pho- have shown that cosmic-ray clusters can, in fact, be
tons in the PMT window are substantially reduced en avoided in photon-counting experiments by restricting
route to detection at the photocathode!. According to the counting duration to less than tens of seconds. The
their simulated bivariate distribution, the latter may background events can then be described by a simple
even at times appear without the presence of the former. Poisson counting distribution with a very low mean
"This," the authors suggest, "may be largely attributed (which is just a Bernoulli distribution when only 0 or I
to the directed nature of the Cherenkov radiation, in counts are observed). This is particularly useful for ap-
which photons exit the window with little or no internal plications that seek to determine counting statistics
reflection, but the fluorescence photons, in their more which are sensitive to excess clustering. One important
random flights, eventually strike the photocathode either example is the detection of stationary photon-number
directly or after reflection." squeezed light, as recently reported by a number of au-

Some evidence in favor of this view may be gathered thors, 33
,39

-
0 since the superposition of super-Poisson

from our data. For instance, the experimental interevent cosmic-ray counts at the phototube may destroy the
time distributions shown in Figs. 14(b) and 15 reach lo- nonclassical observable. In general, if photomultiplier
cal minima precisely within the temporal region associ- tubes are used in photon-counting experiments thai can-
ated with fluorescence photon arrivals (1-100 psec). not be conducted at short durations, cosmic-ray clusters
This is particularly true of the Hamamatsu tube, perhaps may pose a significant limitation. The background mod-
because its solar-blind response reduces fluorescence in els we have presented will then provide a useful analyti-
the visible regime. Strong correlations would most cer- cal point of departure.

,-,'-:- --. '.: ,',-'- '. ... . ., 2.-.'-.-. -. . 5 3.,, \ . --G , ,, ',.,.€. .. .'.'.. .. ,X ' '.-,.', ,-o . .'' , ,€'. , I
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Hamamatsu type R431-S PMT, as shown in Fig. 15. maximum) for th Hamamatsu system are rated at about
A sharp peak appears in Fig 14(b at r:0.5 psec; this 25 nsec.

*! same phenomenon occurs, and is especially pronounced,
in Fig 15 at r==0 12 usec This feature is attributed to
brief but intense bursts of evenly spaced cosmic-ray E. Other sources of dark events in the photomultiplier tube

events of unknown origin, which drive the Fano factor The phenomena of afterpulsing and luminescence,
in counting experiments well above unity'. "lese peaks which are known to be important sources of spurious
permit us to estimate the typical intracluster event spac- counts in certain photomutiplier tubes, have not been

p ing. Since the smallest counting periods in our counting incorporated into our models. Since these are primarily
expenments (T = 10 ?lsecj are ,%ell in excess of the intra- tube-dependent effects, the introduction of further
cluster separation, it is clear that many of these events branching steps to the mathematical formulation may
are indeed captured. not always be necessary.

The broader tails of the two distributions (at the larg- Afterpulsing is known to arise in photomultipliers
est values of 7) are exponential and reflect intercluster from ion bombardment of the cathode and initial dv-
separations arising from the cascade's primary (Poisson) nodes. 24.29 These charged agents result from the ioniza-
process Additional counts from noncascading sources tion of residual and leakage gases (such as hydrogen.
at the PMT are also present, but these do not alter the helium, and nitrogen) during electromultiplication. The
exponential character of this tail since the are also ran- process is governed by the ion transit time. which is

dom events. The quenching of both distributions below broadly distributed (even if afterpulsing from the ds-
r-.z 100 nsec arises from the limited electronic resolution nodes is elminated by proper discrimination, since it de-
of the detectors Typical pulse durations lfull-width half pends on the mass of the ionized species and its path

length back to the photocathode
A simple estimate of the afterpulsing probabilat

P,(T) per photocathode event can be obtained b, con-
sidering a cascade of Poisson primaries with a Bernoulli
law for the creation of secondary afterpulses Using a
laser source of Poisson photons (to render the dark-rate
contribution negligible, and conducting photon-counting
experiments af T =I sec and D =0.4 sec (to enable
cosmic-rav effects to be excluded from most of the ex-
periments', Teich and Saleh estimated that P, I -

jisec)= 1. 6 10 ' for the Hamamatsu tube For larger
counting times, an enhancement of P T' is expected.
since more afterpulses are likey to be captured b% the
increased time ,indo. %-

Even so, this is not sufficient to account for the er, "

101

lo.
1 0 '1 C1,

IL I•

FIG 14 (a Interevent probabilitt? density Pr) versus in- i .______._____ -

teres.ent time ' *sec for background Counts in a RCA type 10 c ,

8575 PMT, on semilogarithmic coordinates. The approximate-
ly exponential dependence for r>0.01 sec reflects Poisson-

% distributed arrival times. The data set was collected on FIG, 15. Interevent probabilitt density Pir sersus in-
7/19/82, at an 18 5935 start time, and contain 881002 sam. terevent time r (see, for background counts in a Hamamatsu
pies ibi The same data presented in a double-logarithmic for- type R431-S PMT, on double-loganithmic coordinate' The
mat The peak at r-0 5 Msec reflects cosmic-ra. intercluster distribution resembles that of Fig 14tb The pronounced
event spacings Even the smallest counting period used in our feature arising from clustered cosmic-ray effects is evident at
counting experiment% (T = 10 psec is sufficieni large to cap. -=0. 13 psec. The data set was collected on 9/7/83 and con-
ture these clustered events. tains 500000 samples.

'a a -' a' aa, . . . , %a.. %.aa~ % %a * ~ '% aa ~ .%~.
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(a)

mean multiplication (m'). and (ci dark (noncascad.g driving

rate /i, (sec 'i, versus counting period 7- These parameters
were extracted from the sequence of experiments shown in Fig FIG 13 Counting disiributi n i r , 7 %rsu numher of
9 via the NBoP model background events. They do not var. events n for the RCA type 8575 PMT 7!8/82. l (1 4b,
sibstantially over the range of counting times displayed A to- operated in the dark with counting time T 10 msec and dura-
tal of six counting distributions out of 50 were not able to be fit tlion D 3 d Open circles represent experimental values The
by this model, solid and dashed curves represent the PDYFoP and NBoP

theoretical models, respectisel, All experimental and theoret-
identification of the two components of each model . cal parameters are displayed in Table I. The underlying Pois-
For low count numbers, the shape of the distribution is son distribution for noncascading sources is clearly evident for
inherited primarily from the Poisson law of the noncas- low count numbers (n < 5) whereas the characteristic tail from
cading events i(nD ) =MD T z 1.2, whereas (n. ) =,u, T the Poisson-drven cascade counting distributions is observed
=0.054). On the other hand, the quasigeometric tail for large count numbers in > 5). Both models captre this

beyond n =5 is characteristic of the appropriate PDYF dual behavior with remarkable precision.
and negative-binomial distributions; it provides a telltale
signature of cosmic-ray clusters at the detector. This
dual behavior is quite adequately captured by the models the dark rate for this counting distribution received the
we have considered, largest share in such a way as to maintain the primary

We also remark on the manner of decomposition of rate estimate within an order of magnitude of those for
the total background rate in Table I it is shown that the Hamamatsu tube experiments. This is not unreason-

able since it is likely that noncascading sources (such as
thermionic emission) and discriminator adjustments will
vary from one experimental setup to another.

D. laterevent-time probability density functions

10 The experimental counting distribution P(n; T is an
important statistical measure of a point process. The

4 ' process of rounting, however, forsakes a knowledge of
10 the occurrence times of the individual events and, there-

fore, provides only a partial characterization of the en-
6 tire point process. Another window on this information

10 is the probability distribution P(r) of the interevent
times, which is constructed experimentally by recording

* a histogram for the temporal separations of adjacent
to pulses that are properly discriminated (see the discussion

on pulse discrimination in Sec. III A). For the homo-
geneous Poisson point process, this distribution follows

FIG. 12. Counting distribution P(n;7 versus number of the simple exponential law Pir)=pexpi-pr), where
events n for the Schlumberger EMR type 541N-06-14 PMT is the constant driving rate of the process.

designed for the NASA/JPL Galileo mission (9/16/77, Base In Fig. 14(a) we present P(r) for the RCA type 8575
line B-I experiment) operated in the dark with counting period PMT operated in the dark. On these semilogarithmtc
T =40 lasec and duration D = 19 min. Open circles represent coordinates, the expenmental distribution may indeed be
experimental values. Solid and dashed curves represent the well approximated by a linear trend for large interevent
PDYFoP and NBcP theoretical models, respectively The ex- times, but this Poisson description fails for r <0.01 sec
penmental and theoretical parameters are displayed in Table I The deviation can be scrutinized by a double-logarithmic
This distribution resembles that for the Hamamatsu PMT presentation of this same data, as shown in Fig. 14(b). A
displayed in Fig. 7 except that larger clusters are observed similar distribution has been obtained with the
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C . . (a)

(a)(

... .!(b ) 
J

'c %'

P %

- FIG. 9. (a) Mean count (n (in units of 10- ') and (b) Fano
factor F. (T) versus counting time T (usec) for the sequence of
experiments illustrated in Fig. 6, after removal of large count

- numbers resulting from intense brief cosmic-ray bursts. The
mean count was not significantly affected, but the occasional

) high peaks in the Fano factor that are prevalent in Fig. 6 are
(b) C eliminated. Nevertheless, the counting distributions remain

super-Poisson, with F (T T} 1.3, in the range of counting times
displayed. The variation of T does not contribute to the rais-
ing of the Fano factor above unity; rather, this results from the
increased experimental duration D.

tion, which is shown in Fig. 12, resembles that for the
FIG 8 a Countig distribution P n iT versus number of Hamamatsu PMT shown in Fig. 7, except that larger

counts n for the Hamamatsu type R431-S PMT 111/14/83, clusters are observed.
05 16 15, operated in the dark with counting time T =44 psec The final counting distribution, presented in Fig. 13,
and duration D = 100( sec. The open circles represent experi- represents one of two similar experiments carried out
mental values, whereas the solid and dashed curves represent with an RCA type 8575 tube. The counting time and
the PDYFoP and NBoP theoretical models, respectivel. All duration were especially long (T= 10 msec. D 3 d'.
experimental and theoretical parameters are displayed in Table Although the full distribution extended to the count
I. Note the presence of a dense cosmic-ra burst at n = 16 number n = 137, it was curtailed at n = 50 and renormal-
,ch reduces the quaty of the fit. b. Counting distribution ized to increase clarity, but without loss of essential in-

for the same experiment after remoal of the singular dense formation.
shoer at n = 16 and renormalization of the data NoA note Th
the similarit to Fig. 7. The Fano factor decreased from 1.54 is expenment is appealing because it facilitates an

to 1.38.

(a)
p (m') 1.44 sec- for the two models. These ob- (
served rates are an order of magnitude higher than that
which is expected from an estimated sea-level flux of 1.0
cm 2 min - (Ref. 27) through the 2.5-cm Hamamatsu (b)
photocathode (i.e., 0.1 sec'). The discrepancy may
arise from the superior resolution of this PMT operated
in the photon-counting mode, which can detect low-
height Cherenkov pulses. (C) ,

5. Counting probability distributions for other PMTs

These observations are complemented by two addi- FIG. 10. (a) Primary cosmic-ray dnving rate M. (sec-', (b,,
tional counting distributions obtained with PMT's other mean multiplication (m ) and (c) dark (noncascadingi dnvming
than the Hamamatsu. The former used a counting rate AD0 (sece, versus counting time T. These parameters

period similar to that employed in our second sequence were extracted from the sequence of experiments shown in Fig
of experiments (T = 40 psec, duration D = 19 min) with 9 via the PDYFo P model for background events. They do not ,
the Schlumberger EMR type 541N-06-14 PMT. This vary substantially over the entire range of counting times

PMT is similar to that to be used in the now pending displayed. Only one experiment (For T = 24 Aseci out of 50
NASA/JPL Galileo mission to Jupiter. The distribu- was not able to be fit by the model.

SQ~
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(a) -1 V

-- - - - -10 
a- 0

10

(b) ; . .

FIG. 6. (a) Mean number of events (n) (in units of 10 ) 10

versus counting time T (psec) registered by a Hamamatsu type
R431-S PMT (11/13/83, start time 19:30:00). The counting FI|G. 7 Counting distribution P(n;T) versus number of
time T increases for each successive experiment beginning with counts n for the Hamamatsu type R431-S PMT (11/14/83,
T = 10 psec and ending with T = 59 psec, while the duration 04:26:00) operated in the dark with counting time T = 41 usec
D = 1000 sec throughout. The time required to collect the en- and duration D = 1000 sec. Open circles represent experimen-
tire set of 50 counting distributions was z 14 h. The mean tal values, whereas the solid and dashed curves represent the
count has an approximately linear dependence on T with a PDYFc P and NBo P theoretical models, respectively. All ex-
slope of 3 sec-'. (b) Fano factor F,( T) versus counting time T penmental and theoretical parameters are displayed in Table 1.
for the same set of expenments. The minimum value for the Both models provide excellent and nearly indistinguishable fits.
Fano factor is 1.19, whereas in Fig. 4(b) it is just the unity
Poisson barner This is a consequence of the increase in dura-
tion to 1000 sec. which results in some cosmtc-ra. clusters al- three model parameters. The total background-count
ways being present in each experiment, so that it is no longer rate is decomposed into a cosmic-ray primary rate and a
possible to avoid their effect on the photomultiplier-tube back- dark rate from other sources at the detector. The last
ground. parameter carries the multiplicative strength of the at- , '

mospheric cascade. The theoretical parameters corre-

A typical counting distribution that lacked dense sponding to the two models, (M ),.D and

bursts is shovsn in Fig. 7 IT =41 pisec; see Fig. 6 ,. Both M;,(..'),,iu , are given by Eqs. (32) and (351, respec-
models share the abtltty to reproduce the nearly tively. These were extracted from each counting distri-moderic sarleo the dstibtn it eoceenr n bution represented in Fig. 9 and are displayed in Figs.
geometric tail of the distribution with excellent precision 10(a)-l1(c) and 11I(a)- I 1(c) for the Poisson-driven Yule- % lpover 7 orders of magnitude. The presence of a dense Fr
burst, on the other hand, reduces the quality of both fits Furry and negative-binomial models, respectively.

substantiali), as the counting distribution of Fig. 8(a) il- One immediate feature of the results is the stability of 0.
lustrates (T =44 #Isec; see Fig. 6). the mean multiplication that is obtained from both mod- "

These large bursts do not, however, invalidate the els over the entire range of counting times. From a %
mathematical point of view, the similarity in the magni-theoretical approach. The cascade theory describes only tude of (rn ) and ( m') (both are = 1.2) results from thethe general properties of shower fluctuations and is proximity of the inversion parameter r ito the re- %

designed to accommodate the extremely nonstationary
behavior of the dense cosmic-ray burst at n = 16 in this gion of convergence of the two solutions in Fig. 3.
data set. Indeed, it is of interest to examine the data Whatever small variation exists in the full background I
when a singular burst such as this is removed from the rate must, therefore, be apportioned to the pnmary and

whena snguar urstsuc asthi is emoed romthe dark rates. Those for the PDYF oP are about the samecounting distribution. This is illustrated in the renor- dr oa giTue orthPD 1. e abhra the
malized distribution shown in Fig. 8(b). The improve- order of magnitude (uPD z 10 sec whereas the

ment is quite dramatic and the result resembles that NBOP model places a slightly greater emphasis on the
presented in Fig. 7 (note the difference in scale). The prmary rate (ii, 1.2 sec -) with a corresponding de- -

mean and Fano factor that result from the removal of crease in the dark rate (M.j 0.7 sec This compara-

such bursts from the data of Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 9. tive reduction in j/u has the effect of reducing the fitting
Comparing these figures shows that the removal of the efficiency of the NB*P model, for its dark-rate estimate --

dense cosmic-ray activity has little effect on the mean is more likely to be driven below zero on occasion, and
count but significantly reduces the Fano factor. Never- thus yield an unacceptable solution. This is evident
theless, F,(T) retains its super-Poisson character, as a from the gaps in the histogram records of Figs. 10 and
result of the residual tails of the counting distributions. ! I (the PDYFo P model successfully fit 49 of 50 expen-ments, while the NBaP model could not accommodate p

4. Extraction of model parameters five additional cases). 7,1
From the above parameters, we find the total fluctua-

The uniformity of this revised data set encouraged us tion of cosmic-ray particles at ground level in this range ..
to attempt to extract the stationary properties of our of counting times to be about u,( m 1.2 sec- and

6?$ S p.'* '. .'e-~ v ' .L A - '.* a
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The resemblance betwseen the Poisson-driven Yule- number of events from the point process that enter the

Furr, and the negatj'Ae-binomiTal descriptions of cosmic- counting window. The proportionality factor provides a

ra. shosers is reflected b% the near indistinguishability measure of the mean rate of total background counts for h
of the tsso fits in Fig 5 and in those to follow. The con- this Hamamatsu tube. A linear fit to the data yields a

kolution of the former with a Poisson distribution slope of about 3.0 sec', which accords with the esti-

iPDYF oPi is shown b% the solid curve, whereas the mate from Fig. 4(a).

consolution with the latter (NBoPi is shown by the The Fano factors in Fig. 6(b) can be compared to

dashed-line fit. We adopt this notation for all subse- those of the first sequence of experiments in Fig. 4(b)

quent counting distributions. Parameters have been ex- (note the difference in the ordinate scales, however). The

tracted from the data for each model in accordance with maximum value of F.,(T) (6.98) occurred at T = 52 usec p

Eqs. (321 and (35); these are collected in Table 1. (this resulted from single dense bursts of 62 and 64

in a second photon-counting sequence, we increased counts each), whereas the minimum Fano factor was

the duration D of each experiment to 1000 sec and, 1.19. It is evident that, under these experimental condi-

furthermore, changed the counting time T from 10 usec tions, every measurement in the record leads to a super-

to 59 1isec in consecutive experiments, to observe the Poisson result, so the effects of cosmic-ray showers on

dependence of the model parameters on T. The number the photomultiplier-tube background can no longer be

of samples per counting distribution naturally decreased avoided. This is a direct consequence of the increase in

with increasing counting time, but with an unsubstantial the duration of each experiment to D = 1000 sec (= 17

loss of accurac\; at T = 59 psec we st;ll obtained some 8 min). It is longer than the entire sequence of experi-

million samples as compared with 48 million samples at ments shown in Fig. 4(b), thereby unavoidably leading to

T = 10 sec. the capture of cosmic-ray clusters.
We present the mean count for ti"is sequence of exper- The permanence of the cosmic-ra contribution

iments in Fig. 6)a) as a function of counting time T. The throughout this data set provides an opportunity for

data exhibit reasonable linearit% betwseen (n) and T. as testing the applicability of our models. We discuss two

expected; the larger the counting period, the more the distinct examples for this tube.

TABLE I Experimental parameters for the fll counting distributions presented in Sec. IllC '

Counting Duration Total Total rate -- Fano Gamma

Counting time of run samples (n )IT factor factor

experiment Fig T D N, (se F,1 Ti r

Hamamatsu R431-S 5 10 psec 10 sec 480353 2.498 1.500 0.333

12/02/83 17 1545 "

Hamamatsu R43 I-S 7 41 psec 1000 sec 11 732 575 2.732 1.355 0.310

11/14/83 04.26 00 A,,

Hamamatsu R431-S 8a, 44 utsec 1000 sec 10902 318 2.952 1.538 0 142
11/14/83 05 1615
Hamamatsu R431-S 8(b. 44 uisec 1000 sec 10902317 2.918 1.373 0341 A

11/14/83 05:16:15
(burst deleted,
EMR 541N-06-14 12 40 psec 19 mm 8 192001 58.972 1.887 0,146
09/16/77

RCA 8575 13 10 msec 3 d 3499873 149.460 2 750 0.065
07/08/82 1701 46

Theoretical parameters extracted from fits to the data

Counting op. 'i I
experiment Fig (sec (M) (sec - (sec ' (m') (sc

Hamamatsu R431-S 5 1.405 1.333 0625 2.026 1.233 6241 x 10
12/02/83 17 15 45

Hamamatsu R431-S 7 0.844 1.408 1.544 1.23o 1.282 1,148
11/14/83 04.2600

Hamamatsu R431-S 8,a, 0 176 2.683 2 480 0.314 2.004 2.323
11/14/83 05.1615 "1
Hamamatsu R431-S 8(b, 1.338 1.310 1.166 1 919 1.218 0.582
11/14/83 05 16 15 -

(burst deleted
EMR 541N-06-14 12 6 194 2.615 42.775 10.968 1.969 37.375

09/16/7 7
RCA 8575 13 5.400 5.444 120.030 11.990 3.273 110.220

07/08/82 17 01 46

%-

.* 
VA. ~ ~ r'~.. % . .
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ensure a reliable estimate of the distribution Pln;Tl record

The total time required to collect all samples is called Some of the experimental data is displayed (in histo-

the experimental duration D In the case of measure- gram formi as a function of elapsed time in Fig. 4. We

ments taken in the dark, of course, the PMT is not depict the mean count (n ) of each counting distribution

unshuttered P,n;7 in Fig. 4ra, and the associated Fano factor

We have also operated an RCA type 8575 PMT under F,'T in Fig. 4(b), both with a logarithmic ordinate

similar conditions using a 2-kV Kepco type 188-0030 The total experimental background rate is 2 sec

power suppl, an EGG ipe NA201/N quadamplifier The Fano factor serves as an effective tool for discern-

(8 , and an EGG type TR204/N discriminator Addi- ing the underlying clustering phenomena. Although it is
tional data were obtained from a Schlumberger EMR essentially unity in nearly 70% of these experiments, the

type 541N-06-14 PMT being used in a stud of Fano factors for the remaining counting distributions are

radiation-enironment effects on the star tracker for sufficiently greater than unity to signal the presence of

NASA's Galileo/Jupiter mission shower events. An example is provided about halfwa

The spectral response of all three tubes is within the into the record, where there was an obvious destation

Cherenko, line shape The Hamamatsu desice was from Poisson behavior that lasted for over a minute

,,elected for its high (Cs-Te photocathode sensitivity in The shower was most intense during the counting exper-

the ultraviolet 210 nm , %%hereas the other two P.MTs iment that began at the fifth minue: in a single counting

emplo,ed bialkah materials that peak in the blue 4(X) time of 10 psec there was a burst of 32 events and the

nm. Fano factor reached a value of 21. Our choice of expert-
mental parameters is clearly sufficient to resolve the %

3 Counting probability distributions characteristic arrivals of shower particles at the detector.
This behavior could not have been inferred b analyzing

Two main sequences of experiments were carried out the evolution of the mean count alone, as is e%ldent from
using the Hamamatvu tube A discriminator setting of I the record in Fig. 4ta).
V %kas used to ensure that the recorded events originate Some of the counting distributions are, however, too
in the predynode environment. In the first sequence, the sparse to proside a rigorous test of the models under
counting time T and the duration D of each experiment consideration. 2 In fact, only one super-Poisson expert-
w&ere fixed at 10 pivec and 10 sec. respectivelN. Gi.en the ment in the 12-m record was successfully fit by our
duty cscle of the statistical counter (z:0.5) and a 5-sec models; it is shown in Fig. 5 and correspond,, to 5.45
processing hiatus between experiments, we were able to elapsed time in Fig. 4. Although a triple count occurred
generate four counting distributions e'.erN minute with only once in that experiment, it %as sufficient to drive
about 48000 samples each. Collecting a full sequence the Fano factor above unityI and exemplifies the %ulnera-
in this set required oser an hour, but we focus on the bilts of Poisson statistics to excess clustering.
first 12 mi. which are representative of the entire

1" *

(a)
10

(bI tO

10

FIG 4 1a) Mean number of events (n )in units of 1O '1
versus real time i Imin registered b, a Hamamatsu type
R4"1t-S PMT ovey a 12-min period i12/2/83, start time
17 It0(0, The counting time T= 10 fisec and the duratioi FIG 5. Counting distribution Pin T versus number of
D = 10 sec for each experiment. Successive experiments take counts n for the Hamamatsu type R431-S PMT 02/2183.
place ever, 15sec The total background rate is 2sec ' (b 17:15 45) operated in the dark with count time T= 10 .sec and
Fano factor F, (T1 versus real time for the same set of experi- duration D = 10 sec. Open circles represent experimental
mets Note that F (Tj= 1.0 for about 70% of the counting values (note that P(2)=(): the convolution of the Poisson-
distribuitons, indicating the complete absence of cosmic-ra% driven Yule-Furr. cosmic-ray cascade with a Poisson
clusters, It stretches to a maximum of 21 for the remaining )PDYFoPt is sho wrn as a solid curve, whereas the negative-
runs, indicating the presence of bursts. The cosmic-ray contri- binomial cascade convolved with a Poisson (NBo Pt leads to the
button to the photomultiplier background can thus be general- dashed curve. All experimental and theoretical parameters are
ly avoided if the duration of an experiment is limited to less displayed in Table I The single triple count cluster va.
than tens of seconds. sufficient to drive the Fano factor to 1.5.

.................................
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The inversion is [acilitated by defining a convenient Fig. i, as a function of F, for comparison The region of

auxiliary parameter physical significance is shaded and bounded on the left
by infinite multiplication for F=0 and on the right b%

F=[ Vin -( n )] /[M n IIn1] (30, unit, multiplication for F= . This follows clearly from

which is readily calculated from the statistics of P n J ). the expressions F = I /[ 3 expi3 0'- 1 I and r =exp -

Assuming first a Poisson-dri.en Yule-Furry cascade, we when 0 <.6< x and 0< 6 , respectisel. The loga-

substitute Eq. (23i into Eq. (29) to obtain rithmic factor in the negatie-binomial result modulates
the solution in just the right wa. to produce a graphical

(n) =p/ T-pr T exp!3, (31a, trend like that for the PDYF in this domain. %
V(n)=,U T-.-r T exp(3)[2 exp(3)-1] (31b)

2. Experimental apparatus

M; n )#o T -.-pT exp(13t6 exp 3 . - exp.3i- 1 ] . We now present the results of photon-counting expert-

(3 1c) ments conducted with several different photomultiphers
in the dark at ground level. A Hamamatsu type R431-S

Combining the aboe via Eq. 30 persides a quadratic tube was operated at ambient temperature on the 13th
equation for the mean multiplication (m) =exp(.6) with floor of the Seeley W. Mudd building of Columbia Uni-

theo sipl throots.MudbiligofClmbaUithe simple roots versity. It was inserted in a Hamamatsu type C105n
(m)=I , (32aI photon-counting base that provides preamplification,

discrimination, and pulse shaping. An Ortec type 45t)
(m)=.l iF ]. (32b, power supply delivered 1025 V to the PMT The output

of the PMT base was passed through a buffer amplifier
Equation 132a' represents the absence of branching and (5x) and fed to a Hewlett-Packard type 5370A ratc
is uninteresing, Eq 132b, is, therefore, the unique solu- counter and a Langley-Ford type 1096 statistical photon
tion for the nontriNial multiplicatise nature of the cas-

counter. The former measures the detected mean pho-
cade as seen by the PMT. The associated driving rates ton count rate, whereas the latter generates the probabil-
are then determined from ity distribution Pin ;T. The experiment was controlled

,; T= [ 3F )2/2, 1 - F) I - 2F ]F, - I (n ) , (32c, by a Hewlett-Packard type 9825B minicomputer.
Photon counting is a simple experimental procedure.

p T J[(2-F -7,F ]/[2 1 -2F,(n) , (32d' Each sample of the counting distribution is obtained by

where F, is the experimental Fano factor. Repeating unshuttering the photosensitive PMT cathode and
recording the number of appfopr',atel', discriminated I

the technique for the negative-binomial cascade. w*e em- r ",.
events that occur within a fixed counting time T. By, re-
peating the procedure, enough samples are then taken to %

V, n) = , T + ( ,) I-, ,133a..

(33c)
Solving for the negatise-binomial parameters, we obtain . '

ri,, [(2F , /, I- 217,] F - I i( ) , (34a) %:- -

Mf -- ['21 /i I1 - 217 *fif - I i(n ( 34b)

Returning to the parameter of the logarithmic distribu-
:,.on via Eq (25- then yields t=- In,2 F. so that

(m ' = [ln,21 ,] 1[ - 112F ] (35a, . . . . .. . .

p, 7=In[l/121)[12F I2-21-F,] . 1(n) .1

3 5b FIG 3 Graphical dependence of the mean multiplication
solution. m i and m') on the experimental in%.ersion para ."

,t, 7 I 12 if, ]/i - 21 ri ,5 eter I The solution represented b the solid curve is obtained
if the Poison-dri.en Yule-Furry, PDYF cascade is incor-

The resemblance between Eq, 32, and 135' is a direct porated Into a model for photomultipher background event,.
consequence of the similar undcrling multiphlatwn wherea , the solution represented K' the dashed curse result If
model, that are disk ussed in Se, I1 A %k e ha'e primed the negaiie-hnomial 'NB- cascade is considered The region
ht latlicr three parameters to rninimize :onfusin bt. ,f ph',al ignifihance, . i0 is shaded and hounded hK

t1een the tw o modelN (raphical representat ns for the unt, and nfimte mean multiplication, tepeds rIh The Io'.
mean multiplications ( rn ) and m n I are presented in s,'ltuiions, exhibit similar behaior in this region

N,
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with spacecraft altitude and attitude, but was indepen- 1

dent of the position of the spacecraft in lunar orbit; that
is, the background signal was clearly not of solar, lunar, "
or earth origin." The count rate varied from 20.7 to
28.3 sec - I at lunar altitudes of 26 and 312.5 km, respec- 2

tively, as compared with 0.6 sec - I in prelaunch labora- (a)
tory tests.

The PMT background events were processed into 1o
counting probability distributions with a counting time
T =0.I sec, two of which are reproduced in Fig. 2. The
dashed line, which represents a Poisson distribution with
the same mean as the experimental data, provides a good
fit in both cases. A small excess clustering is inferred -
from the raised tail of the experimental distributions and
their associated Fano factors, which are slightly greater
than unity [l .08 and 1.13 for Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respec-
tively]. Fastie attributes this super-Poisson effect to ad- . ?'I
ditive fluorescence photons from the MgF2 window of
the photomultiplier tube. We reserve a discussion of
fluorescence for a later section of this paper and accept
Fastie's data as confirmation of the independence of pri- (b)
mar) cosmic-ray arrisals. 'o

C. Cosmic-ray counting experiments at ground level Al,.

1. Models for noise in photomultiplier tubes
operated .n the dark * -

Photomultiplier-tube background events are most FIG. 2. ia) Sample I counting distribution Pin ;T versus
often assumed to obey a simple homogeneous Poisson number of counts n from a Schlumberger EMR type 542G-0,4
law, with dark-count index no , reflecting the presence of photomultiplier tube in space, operated with counting time
independently arriving events generated by thermionic T = 0. 1 sec (data adapted from Table 1I of Ref 28 The open
emission at the photocathode and dynode stages, by ra- circles represent experimental values from 5750 total samples
dioacttse elements such as ""K in the window material. The mean count (n )=2.85 and the Fano factor F.' T, = I 08
and by a number of other effects, some of which are dis- The dashed curve is a Poisson distribution %ith the same
cussed subsequentl 24.25,2' 24 The counting distribution mean; it represents an excellent fit to the data and confirms the
Pin0 ;Ti then takes the form of . (I). independence of primary cosmic-ra) arrials b, Sample 2

However, the data at ground level do not support this counting distribution from the same source In this case, theHowver, toe dathera at roud levesy do tenp this experimental mean count ( n= 2 32 and the Fano factorsimple model. Rather, it is necessary to extend this F, I7- 1 13 from 5751) total sample, Fastie suggests that the
framework by incorporating cosmic-raN counts from a c rexcess clusters represented b) the raisd tail of the distribution ,.
Poisson-driven cascade The generalization proceeds in
a twofold fashion. The cascading component of the may be caused by luminescence in the tube %sndo"

cosmic rays has been shown to exhibit super-Poisson be-
havior via a counting distribution Pin,, -1 that incorpo- "!
rates the clustered aspect of the background A noncas- V (n T= T+/n,T (2W..

cading cosmic-raN component, such as the muon, is also Mi n T mn, .2
9 c

registered at the PM1 These events are essentially in-
dependent and random and may therefore be fully ab- The analytical form of P(n T) will clearly depend on
sorbed in the Poisson counting distribution P(n,,.T, the choice of the Poisson-drisen cascade model
used to describe the thermionic emission. Given the experimental moments obtained from the

The generalization is prowided by the independent ad- counting distribution Pin ,T) of a PMT operated in the
dition of the dark index nt, with the cascade mdex n, dark, it is of interest to insert the relations in Eq 2. to-
The overall counting distribution P(n ;T) at ground 1ev- obtain a set of model-dependent parameters Pr 'the pri-
el is then the conolution of these distributicas mary driving rate), ul) (the dark driing rate arising

from noncascading sources), and (m ) (the mean multi-
P n "- Pmn, 7I oPinj, Ti (281 plication per primary). The large spatial extent of the

shower and the small solid angle of acceptance of the
Their statistics up to third order are purely addiivc,"'  detector lead us to expect that the parameters p,, andT ei s (m ) will not reflect the full effects of the atmospheric

cascade process. Nevertheless, sufficient cosmic-raN
(n)- 1 t T n , (2 9a) clustering remains to control these parameters
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M,,(n,)=laP7exp([3 [6exp(2[3)-6exp(/3)+ 1] such as the photomultiplier tube (PMT). The underlying :-

reason is understood from the work of Cherenkov in
(23c) 1934. A relativistic charged particle which travels at a

These formulas are appropriate for the Poisson-driven speed exceeding the phase velocity of light in a transpar-Yule-Furry (PDYF) counting distribution, which has ent medium can induce a broadband optical shock wase

been show'n to obey the recursion relation 18.19 with a spectral line shape predominant in the visible and
ultraviolet regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. 22 23

nP(n +I;T)= Since this Cherenkov emission is highly directive and
.nn +I 1 0 P(n, -k ;T)A (k) (24a) efficient, a single charged energetic shower component :%

that traverses the thin photomultiplier-tube window gen-
A (k)=(k + I )exp( -20)[l -exp( -fl)] k

, (24b) erates a dense packet of photons that is subsequently

with the initial condition amplified into a large anode current pulse.
Because the photomultiplier cannot resolve the indivi-

P(0;T)=exp( - .pT. (24c) dual photons from the brief Cherenkov flash, which lasts
,liFT) of the order of tens of picoseconds in accordance with p,

Equation (24c) indicates that the probability of observing the cosmic ray's transit time, the output signal is just the
zero cascade counts is simply the probability of arrival device's impulse response with an amplitude proportion-
of zero primaries in the couiting interval. Note also al to the number of Cherenkov-induced photoelectrons
that as f3-0 this recursion relation reduces to that for (if saturation effects are not considered). These large
the Poisson la% of the primaries, pulses in fact account for the pronounced tails in pulse-

Finally, we consider the case of logarithmic multipli- height distributions of the photomultiplier back- %
cation with statistics given by Eq. (12j. Utilizing Eq. ground.24

- 26

(20) once more and using the transformation Young 27 has shown that the output current from a

(n, )=pT[exp(0- I]/0 (25a) PMT, operated in the continuous mode in the dark. is
indeed marked by substantial fluctuations that can seri-

M =pT/O, (25b) ously degrade the signal-to-noise ratio in a variety of ex-
we'find periments. As a photon counter, however, the PMT

we findoffers a significant reduction in the Cherenkos noise,

(n,)=(n,) , (26a) since each output pulse that exceeds an adjustable
threshold height yields a single count, regardless of its " a

V'(n )=(fl)[(l (n,)/M ) , (26b) excess amplitude. The passage of a cosmic ray through
the photon-counting PMT therefore registers one, and

, M3 =(no)[1 - 'n,, )/'M][l -2( (n(,)/Md , 26c) only one, count, although these background events may

. to be the representatise statistics of the Poisson-driven still be highly detrimental to some counting and correla-
logarithmic distribution. This turns out to be none oth- tion experiments. Barring other sources of PMT events,
er than the negative-binomial counting distribution, 14  a counting distribution from the device in the dark hus

with mean (nJ) and degrees-of-freedom parameter V: provides a direct probe of the local cosmic-ray activity,
and, in this capacity, the photon counter is the ideal tool

P (n,; T) for extracting its clustering properties.

(nc -M -I! (nr, - Previous efforts by Young and others to characterize
- , lI M+ I)- - -n-- cosmic-ray effects at the photomultipiier tube were in-
nk - I tended primarily for dc and mean-square current appli-

(27k cations that do not take full advantage of pulse-height
discrimination. The theoretical counting distributions

as first shown by Quenouille.2' Interestingly enough, the considered in the previous section should provide a more
* negative-binomial distribution also arises, in the context appropriate and complete description of the cosmic-ra.

of cascade theory, as the steady-state limit of the prob- noise, since they capture the essential clustering behavior
lem of birth, death, and immigration with stationary of these particles at ground level and retain their count-
rates.2 ) The result is independent of the number of pri- ing statistics to all orders.
mary particles and is only valid if the death rate exceeds
the birth rate; the limit thus represents a balance be- B. Cosmic-ray counting experiments in space

tween the decaying cascade population and the immigia- Before examining experimental configurations at
tion rate. The Poisson-driven Yule-Furry and the ground level in which Poisson-driven cascades play a

negative-binomial distributions are both two-parameter role, it is useful to experimentally verify that the pri-
mary cosmic-ray flux above the atmosphere does indeed

Il. EXPERIMENTS obey the Poisson law.Fastie 2 conducted dark-counting experiments in space

A. The photomultiplier tube as a detector of cosmic rays using a Schlumberger EMR type 542G-09 solar-blind
PMT from the ultraviolet spectrometer aboard the Apol-

_ It has long been known that cosmic-ray-shower parti- lo 17 space-vehicle command module. He concluded
*'. cles at ground level are registered by optical detectors that ".. in lunar orbit the observed dark count varied

N, N. %
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(m)l~l,(15a) Q,(s)=Q,(-lnQ,(sj) , 17,

where the moment -generating function (MGF1 is defined .

V(m )=(m )+(m) 2 " -I , 15b) as

Q,(s) (exp(-sx)'
where

ii] = ~exp(-sxuP(x;Tl , (1
I(t)=exp [f.[t')-v(tW)]dt' , 15c) o

for a general counting process x (Ref. 14).
where X(t) and v(t) are the birth and death rates, respec- We can use the above result to obtain a useful set of ,
tively. Setting v(t)=O and 4(t)=4 reproduces the equations that expresses the mean, variance, and third "
Yule-Furry results presented in Eqs. (8a) and (8b). cetitral moment of the overall cascade counting distribu-

The temporal variation of these rates can be appropri- tions P1 ;( T in terms of those of the constituent count. ,,
ately chosen to represent the degradation in offspring ing processes:
production due to the partitioning of energy among the P
particles of a developing cascade. Arley considered a n = (P ) , 19a, '..

simple example in which the death rate is linearly in- V(n, =V(p)(m )2+ (p) Vm) (b)".9b,
fused [VIt1= Vt] while the birth rate is held constant
[,t.)=;,.] The evolution of the mean multiplication can M 3(n, )=M(p) ( m ) 3 +3V(p )( ) VIm (p )M, (m
be soled using Eq (1Sa, (19c "

(M ) expf .ki. (exp, _v, 2/2+ (161 These results are quite general ani are expli itl de-

This is the same result as that for a birth process that at- nved in Appendix B. The former two expressions were
tenuate, "a the tail of a zero-mean Gaussian envelope first proved by Shockley and Pierce,'5 and the second is
,n 'h " standard desiation = 1/-' Since more ener- known as the cascade variance theorem.i" Equation PegeTi, prir ,!res sed larger showers, the Gaussian modu- (19c is an extension to third-order statistics; higher- .

adir. ar further he made dependent on the total pi- order theorems are discussed via an equisalent method J..- ener s, h proper adjustment of the death-rate by Shih" in his treatment of hadronic multiplicity distri- .pbutions.

Apparent: , the simple geometric character of the If we now specify that the primaries arrive in station-

, uie f urr, pure-hirth solution offers the essential in- ary (or homogeneousi Poisson form, Eq. (19) simplifies ,,

gredicn! fr 'he Lharacterization of cosmic-ray showers, considerably. We denote the mean of the primary Pois-
regardie~ ....the lee of sophistication incorporated into son distribution (p ) as pT, where generally M is the ,-
the a !dr- model Arle, apprecited thin and suggested rate parameter of the homogeneous Poisson point pro- .thet the regin of validit of the simplifying ap- cess (HPP) and T is the counting time over which we ob-
proximations. of which any theory must necessarily serve the events. For the Poisson primaries, we then ,.

make use is al.as far wider than might be justified by have (p)= V(p)=M3 (p=1 uT, whereupon
theoretical arguments (,)-=,uT ) 20ai -

Mathematicall., cascade counting distributions sup-
port a multiplication variance term that is proportional V(n )= PT[ (m ) 2 - V(m ] , (20b-
to the square of the mean. This is evident in Eq. (15b) ) (2
for arbitrary birth and death rates. In the hierarchy of M,(n )=pT[(m )'+3(m Vm)+M1 m)] . (20c1
discrete probability distributions, the Bose-Einstein dis- This can be compactly rearranged in terms of the ordi-
tribution (as well as its shifted version, the Yule-Furryi nary moments as
provides the simplest example cf mean-square excess
fluctuations Our intuition regarding the logarithmic (n ) =,u, T(n) , (21'
description of the multiplication is based on the presence Vn+ )=pp T(m 2) (21hi
of a sirilar dependence, as can be inferred from Eq.
(I12b). M 3(nc )=,ur T( m ) .(21c'

B. Showers initiated by a Poisson number of primaries The Fano factor is given by
We now generalize the results of the previous section

by considering a number of primary events p, which is F,(T)= (m )+F,,(T), (22)
randomized via a suitablc counting distribution P(p ;T. and depends solely on the multiplication statistics
Since each primary event independently multiplies ac- For the case of a primary Poisson counting distnbu-
cording to a model counting distribution P(m ;T,, the Fior withe caeFarry oisson, coui dqistn-oveallcasadeis n eampe o a ompundproess tion with Yule-Furry multiplication, we use Eq 58 in P.
overall cascade is an example of a compound process Eq. (20, to provide the overall cascade statistics, up to J
with well-known properties. In particular, the moment- third orer.
generating function Q, (s) of the overall cascade counting
distribution can be obtained by nesting those of the pri- (n, )M Texp(11 , (23s)
mary and multiplication counting distributions accord- ("3b
ing to V(n, I=uiTexp([ 2expI0- II . (23b.
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P(m;T)=(l/O)(q'/m), O<q<I, m>1 , (lOa

O=ln[I/(1-q)] , (Ob)

where 0 is a normalization factor. We can rewrite this
distribution, in terms of 0, into the suggestive form

P(m;T)=[Il-exp(-O)]'/Om 0>0, m>l (11) (a)

with statistics, up to third order, "

(m)=(I/9)[exp(I)-I], 12a) -

V(m)=(m )+(O_-l)(M )2 (12b) .. _' __ ...

M 3(m)= (m )+3(0- I)(m )2 +(20"-30+2)(m )3

The corresponding Fano factor i', I

F,,,(T)= I +[-0- I )/O][exp(O)- I] .(13)

The striking similarity between the Yule-Furry and
logarithmic statistics is not accidental. As shown in Ap- (b) 10 ,
pendix A, these counting distributions are in fact related
when 0=,6, although statistical equality does not follow o0
from this condition [as is evident from Eqs. (8a) and
(12a)]. Nevertheless, we may mimic the evolution of the 10.,

Yule-Furry mean multiplication by setting
to.

(m =I /O)[exp(e)- ] =expy ) (14) ,.. ,

which is a transcendental equation for O=f(y). The FIG. I. (a) Multiplication Fano factor F.,(T) V(m)/(m)
dependence of the Fano factor on y cannot be deter- Versus branching parameter for three models of a cascade that
mined analytically, although this poses no difficulty since is initiated by a single primary particle. The Fano factors of
for a given value of y we may obtain the corresponding the Yule-Furry (solid curve) and logarithmic (dashed curve)
value of 0 (and, hence, the Fano factor) from a numeri- counting distributions increase rapidly with branching parame-
cal table. ter, in contrast with the bounded Fano factor of the shifted- -

The advantage of this technique rests on the Poisson (dashed-dotted curve) counting distribution. The
mathematical equivalence of the parameter y to a and P. former two models thus provide a more accurate description of
which allows us to present the associated Fano-factor cosmic-ray shower fluctuations. (b) Representative multiplica-
dependencies together for comparison in Fig. l(a). In tion counting distributions P lm T) versus number of muhtphI
contrast with the asymptotic Fano factor of the shifted- cation events m for the models of (a) with (m)= 1.005, 1.2,
Poisson counting distribution, the Fano factors for the and 3.0. Although all three models are equivalent at low mean
Yule-FurrN and logarithmic counting distributions fol- multiplication, the Yule-Furry and logarithmic differ substan-
low a similar trend and rise quickly with increasing mul- tially from the shifted-Poisson counting distribution as (m"
tiplication. The latter two models thus allow us to de- increases. The tails of distributions for the former two models
scribe the clustered behavior of cosmic-ray showers for become much more developed than the latter, thus incorporat-

large multiplication with far greater accuracy than the ing cascades with a larger number ofevents.
former. The principal underlying reason is the associa-

tion of parents to their offspring at each branching stage
of the multiplicative process. el represents only a first-order idealization of the prob-

Representative probability distributions are presented lem since it considers only a single particle species
in Fig IPbI for (m) = 1.005, 1.2, and 3.0. Note that in (hence, not accounting for the alternating generations ofthis, and all counting distributions to follow, the theoret- electrons and photons in the physical cascade), and, as a A

,cal values are shown as continuous curves for clarity, pure-birth process, it does not incorporate particle losses
but they have significance onlh at the discrete values of and immigration. -.

the count index. It is clear that for fixed multiplication Extensions of the Yule-Furry have been considered by
the logarithmic distribution exhibits greater variance Arleyii and Srinivasan 2 in their authoritative mono-
than the Yule-Furry distribution; however, all three graphs. The framework for more sophisticated cascade
models converge to an equivalent description for very treatments can be constructed from the general problem N
lo multiplication. This is also apparent in Fig. I(a). of birth, death, and immigration with time-dependent I

We conclude this section by speculating on the validi- rates.' 3 When no immigration is allowed, the mean and

ty of the Yule-Furry distribution in describing the soft variance of the multiplication can be written more suc-
component of the cosmic-ray progeny. Clearly the mod- cinctly, yet with no loss of generality, as

AA %
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that a primary cosmic ray collisionally excites only a sin- P(m;T)= (k -exp(- (k ))/(m -1I! ,
gle shower.

We employ the Poisson-driven Yule-Furry and M > I

negative-binomial counting probability distributions, wherc the mean value of the shifted distribution,
which are derived in the context of cascade theory in the (m ) + 1, reflects the deterministic addition of the
next section, to describe the fluctuations of cosmic-ray primary particle to the fluctuating number of secondar

sprimary particledtoethe fluctuatingrnumbereofisecondar
showers at ground level. To demonstrate the efficacy of events. Since the count variance is unchanged, the Fano
these models, we present in Sec. Ill experimental count- factor becomes
ing distributions, which were generated in the dark from
ordinary photomultiplier tubes, over a broad range of F,(T)= (m -l /(m )=-exp( -a ,
counting times and experimental durations.

a>O , W

1. THEORY OF COSMIC-RAY-SHOWER STATISTICS where we have set (m )=exp a). The reason for this

A. Showers initiated by a single primary event choice of notation will soon be apparent. Note Lhat the
Fano factor now approaches unity asymptotically with

The first statistical treatment of a single-primary-event increasing a as the primary's determinism becomes 0
cascade as applied to cosmic rays was presented by largely obscured by the growing fluctuations of secon-
Bhabha and Heitler4 in the United Kingdom and simul- dary counts.
taneously by Carlson and Oppenheimer in the United The assumptions of this simple model were challenged
States. The model is equivalent to a zero-memory pro- by Furry9 soon after their publication. In his landmark ,,
cess whereby daughter particles are independently added paper, Furry considered a pure-borth model whereby 4,
to the cascade. In a counting experiment, this model each cascade particle may directly breed daughtcrs via a
leads to a Poisson-distributed number of secondaries. "  fixed birth rate . The multiplication then follows a

ieshifted-geometric (shifted -Bose- Ei nstein) one-parameter
P(k ;T-=(k )Aexp(- (k ) /k, k>0. (Ii counting distribution

The angular brackets denote an ensemble average and T P(m T)=exp( -6)[I -exp( -,8])'

is the counting time, which is chosen to be sufficiently )3>0, mn>l . (7J
long to capture the entire cluster of secondary events, so
their nonstationary production can be effectively treated The statistics up to third order are

as instantaneous. In other words, if z, is the temporal (i)=exp/3), (8a)
spread of the cluster, then the requirement T >>I, en-
sures that no events are lost to the counting process. V(m)=m )2-(n )( , (8b I

We assume this to hold henceforth. )2
Clearly the conservation laws that link the partici- M (m)=(n)-3(n) 2 +2(m ; (8c

pants in the pair-production and bremsstrahlung pro- the Fano factor is, therefore,
cesses would appear to suggest that the addition of new
individuals to the cas.ade in an uncorwelated manner is F,(T)=exp(fl)-I . (9)
iondeguate. VA& have include& tw Poisson law in our
discussion because of its broad applicability and its Here the unitless branching parameter i= .U, is the

unique and fundamental property product of the growth rate A. and the clusters playout
time t,. Hence when t, =0 there is no branching, since

(k) = V(k)= M, k) . (2) only the primary event is present, but the mean multiph-
cation subsequently grows exponentially with r, The

Here ad d e aquantity a in Eq. (6) can now be viewed as an equivalent
moment of the distribution, respectively. We employ the
Fano factor, defined as the variance-to-mean ratio, as an branching-process parametrization of the shifted Poisson
elementary measure of event dispersion.' The Fano fac- distribution.

The above counting distribution was independentil
tor F, ( T) of the above Poisson counting distribution derived earlier by Yule in connection with his elegant
provides a convenient standard for comparison with oth- mmathematical treatment of evolution.1° An exact parai-
er distributions, as it is simply given by lel follows if we identify the shower population as the

F,(T)= V(k )/( k = I. (3) number of species within a genus and if we let the
branching mechanism represent random mutations The

The inclusion of the primary particle in the shower shifted-Bose-Einstein counting distribution is, therefore.
statistics can be easily effected by a unit translation of also known as the Yule-Furry distribution, and the point
the counting distribution of the secondaries process from which it is derived is termed a Yule-FurrN

P(m; T)=P(k =m - 1;T; , (4 process.
Finally, we examine the use of a related model wh(,Ac

yielding, in the above case, a shifted-Poisson (one- mathematical properties resemble those of the Yule-
parameter) distribution for the shower size or multiplica- Furry distribution. This is the one-parameter logarith.

tion m. Thus, mic counting distribution
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The fluctuatins of cosmic-ray particles resulting from extensive air showers at ground level are
well described b% the two-parameter Poisson-dnven Yule-Furry and negative-binomal counting
probabilit distributions. The background signal from a single photomultiplier tube has been used
to experimenial_ verif% these results with remarkable precision, in spite of the simplicty of the
underlying pure-birth stochastic process. Counting distributions from three different
photomutihpher-iube detectors operated in the dark are presented, together with the theoretical
predictions Ptobabihis distributions of interevent times have also been obtained and these are
found to he consistent with the observed clustering properties at the detector output Our ap-
proach is expected to be of importance in quantum optics where cosmic-ray-shower particles can
p,)se a ,igifijnt limitaiion on the detection of squeezed light.

I I\rROIA (-lION and decay swiftly into photon pairs.

These resulting photons and the less abundant muon-
The rich hist,.i cg: embodied by cosmic-ra. derived electrons are seeds of the atmospheric avalanche

research hgan in I'- v hen the extraterrestrial origin effect, and, thus, collectivel, encompass the multiplica-
of ionlzng radiati- ir th- atmosphere Aa. inferred tise nature of cosmic rays. A single high-energy photon
from the pin-cr r, hi ... experimcrs if Victor Hess in matter ma, materialize into an electron-positron pair,
By recordirg thv-, trak. in triggcrcd cloud chambers, whose members in turn radiate further photons through
Rossi' and oth', dt1 , ,'rr)le, thai some cosmic ras bremsstrahlung collisions. A cyclic mechanism is thus
at ground t -' an. r.i !irac js,.adc, and are stopped in available to initiate and sustain an electromagnetic cas-
thin lead h i. vs , h, , . rininue to penetrate cade where the energy of the source particle is parti-
through rrl. )h ar. -," .,, i hr same material tioned among its offspring until the individual share is L:
without mul,i, ,,l, . hri, he deignations soft low, enough for Compton scattering, ionization losses,
and hard wn-,, ... ti ,, p ci Thc penetrating and other processes to dominate and dilute the
power of ih, ..-.. , - first time the ex- avalanche. If the source is sufficiently energetic, howe,-
istence of art ... .t- it p., cTr-w and heralded the er, the family survives down to ground level where it can
search for nr..,o , , ' fi, I,-- thus opening an im- be detected as an extensive air shower)

portant chapi- , , ' ,-. It is the statistical behavior of this cascading com-
The fate ' ir . ... p.rtljev from space ponent of the cosmic-ray progeny that is of principal in-

determines ht,. . f ..-- h,i, , r in lead. as is terest in this paper. We focus on the fluctuations in
now well und,- . r rt'ivr parnle , 'consisting shower size that arise from the inherent randomness of
mostls ot p, i .. Irctit.tig Earth's at- the multiplication processes, rather than on the distribu-
mosphere an,1- , - -..... .,.,i, spek e such as tion of secondary-particle energies. The mathematical
T- mesons ,s . , ,w I ) i, .strong force description is rooted in stochastic branching-process
beyond the . - , P o ptured. the theory
charged pi,,r-, ,t . . ., ico 'cs that col- From the unfolding history of a primary cosmic ray in
hde infrequri - - -,vi as the the atmosphere, we can clearly identify at least three le,-
penetrating fa...---.-,--,-- .-,- , Muots may els of randomness. They represent the fluctuations in
also distntrg,, .... ott sp3n into primary arrivals, in the number of cascade-initiating
electrons (or p,-' • - beir initial sources per primary, and in the population of each such
harge statc 1- h, , hand, arc cascade. For greatest simplicity, however, we eliminate

much more ii-. -, . unterparts the intermediate level of random behavior and assume
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